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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

0
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

0.01

INTRODUCTION

The University of Connecticut is one of the top public research universities in the nation.
With more than 30,000 students it is the state’s flagship institution of higher education
with the majority of all research and instruction taking place at the Storrs campus.
In 2014 the University completed an updated Master Plan that will guide campus
development at the Storrs campus for the next twenty years.
In part, the 2014 Master Plan is supported by a capital construction and deferred
maintenance program known as NextGeneration Connecticut (NextGenCT). This
includes a commitment by the State of Connecticut to invest more than $800 million
for science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) facilities on the UConn
campus over the period 2016 through 2026. NextGenCT includes three overarching
goals: an increase in student enrollment, the hiring of additional faculty and the
expansion of UConn’s research enterprise. These collective initiatives will widen
the pipeline of academic and economic opportunity for young people across the
State creating a talent pool that will attract business interests to settle and grow their
enterprises within the state.
The STEM Space Assessment Study was commissioned as an outgrowth to this master
planning effort to provide a focused analysis of the STEM academic and research
enterprise at Storrs. Specifically, the STEM Study accomplishes the following:
1.

quantifies the space needs for the STEM disciplines;

2.

identifies the highest and best use for current facilities to meet those needs;

3.

describes renovations and new construction necessary to address high-priority unmet
needs; and

4.

outlines residual needs that cannot be met by the NextGenCT program and quantifies
that need with a rough-order-of-magnitude cost estimate.

PROCESS

The STEM planning process was rooted in rigorous data analytics in order to equip
the University to make sound decisions. In particular, a key request from senior
administration was that the planning team assist in drawing the distinction between
perceived needs captured in anecdotal conversations and real needs that could be
evidenced by institutional research metrics. As anticipated NextGenCT resources will
satisfy only a portion of the significant deferred maintenance backlog and expansion
required it would be critical that decisions be grounded in sound data to ensure the
available capital is put to its highest and best use.
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The STEM Study was carried out between December 2014 and February 2016 and was
composed of four phases of effort:
1.

Analysis of existing conditions

2.

Assessment of space needs

3.

Development of baseline and alternate strategies for redevelopment

4.

Compilation of a capital improvement plan (CIP)

Each phase of work was developed in close consultation with a working committee that
included representatives across both academic and administrative departments. This
advisory committee was convened expressly to provide feedback and commentary on
the work of the planning team. In addition, over the course of the study a number of
focus-group meetings were conducted including:
•

a town hall to brief the campus community on the scope and preliminary findings of
the conditions assessment effort

•

reviews of the space needs assessment methodology with department heads

•

review sessions with senior leadership to develop planning scenarios for student
enrollment and growth in faculty

•

meetings with select departmental representatives to confirm anticipated space
needs

Based on these wide-ranging conversations the work of the planning team was
advanced for review to a Steering Committee that retained ultimate decision-making
authority.

OUTCOMES

The planning team’s review of existing conditions identified approximately 330,000
NASF of laboratory space in need of renovation or replacement. The renovation of
the Gant Complex and associated NextGenCT backfill projects will result in a total of
167,700 NASF of legacy space brought current to contemporary standards for teaching
or research.
With respect to expansion, for planning purposes a baseline scenario was developed
that provided for an additional 2,500 graduates and undergraduates at Storrs, of whom
70% or 1,750 would be anticipated to enroll in STEM programming. To service these
students an additional 64 faculty would be recruited within specific disciplines. Based
on this planning scenario an additional 360,000 NASF of STEM facilities would be
required. This total includes all departmentally assigned spaces including faculty office
and administrative functions as well as teaching and research laboratories (however,
it does not include a corresponding complement of general purpose classrooms). This
represents expansion capacity necessary to meet NextGenCT goals.
These space needs will be met by a series of projects. “Preceding projects” including the
Innovation Partnerships and Engineering and Science Buildings conceptualized prior to
the advancement of the NextGenCT initiative will provide approximately 60,800 NASF
of expansion capacity. By virtue of the relcoation of the Mathematics department to
Monteith Hall, an additional 19,000 NASF of space will be added to the STEM inventory.
The majority of anticipated expansion capacity will be captured in the construction of two
new facilities: Science 1 and Science 2 (110,000 NASF and 40,000 NASF respectively).
Accounting for the anticipated demolition of the Torrey Life Sciences Building the total
quantity of expansion capacity delivered with NextGenCT funding will tally approximately
161,800 NASF.

2
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In connection with establishing the STEM space needs of the University of Connecticut,
the planning team undertook an assessment of the existing facilities to evaluate the
viability of the existing campus inventory to support laboratory functions into the future.
The scale of the STEM planning effort is vast, including 44 buildings totaling over
948,000 NASF and encompassing 50 departments across four divisions, centers, and
institutes.

0.02 EXISTING
CONDITIONS
EVALUATION

In order to put limited resources and time to maximum effect, it was essential to “triage”
the study area and focus the range of open decisions. Buildings housing STEM program
were therefore categorized by the range of redevelopment options available. Category
A includes those of recent construction or renovation that are in good to excellent
condition. Buildings in this category will retain their current configurations or be optimized
for greater utilization and/or efficiency. Category B includes those buildings with suboptimal performance but that, with renovation, can serve laboratory usage for the longterm. The buildings in this grouping require an additional level of scrutiny to determine
the quantity of investment warranted and whether a complete gut renovation is required
to remain viable, or if more modest retooling and upgrade is appropriate. Category C
encompasses those buildings that have effectively obsolesced and are no longer viable
for instructional or research laboratory use. In part due to the severe space constraints
across campus, these buildings may be renovated nonetheless and may serve as swing
space for select scientific program.

DECISION TREE FOR EACH CATEGORY OF BUILDING

Category A

KEEP

Category B

MODULATE
PROGRAM

Category C

RENOVATE

RETOOL

ADAPT FOR

REMOVE

AND RE-

BUILDING

ALTERNATE

FROM

PROGRAM

SYSTEMS

USE

INVENTORY

The overall deferred maintenance backlog across STEM facilities is severe. A principal
takeaway is that the greatest return on investment can be found in more recently
constructed facilities. While the primary purpose of the study was to evaluate which
STEM laboratories warrant investment for teaching and research, this does not diminish
the importance of renovations to satisfy code, ADA or egress requirements. This study
recommends that space audits be conducted within select facilities to evaluate whether
they can be utilized more effectively or to better align fit to function.
Given the overall space deficit relative to the anticipated enrollment growth, the campus
will need to find appropriate use for a great quantity of legacy buildings that require
comprehensive overhaul and systems replacement. Although it may cost less in the long
term to demolish and capitalize on the collective footprint of buildings such as Bronwell,
Engineering II and UTEB with replacement construction, the University is unlikely to see
that scale of capital investment in a corresponding time frame. A number of facilities have
obsolesced to a degree that they should be removed from the STEM facility inventory
and redeveloped for other campus uses. The Torrey Life Sciences Building (TLSB) and
possibly portions of Atwater-Pathobiology extension should simply be demolished.
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There is a value in consolidating advanced research functions into state-of-the-art
buildings and, in return, removing functions that require less engineering infrastructure
such as lower-division teaching into other existing buildings on campus. The Gant
Complex represents a singular opportunity to renovate a great quantity of space that can
be used for a range of mid-level science needs such as science instruction and research
requiring limited systems infrastructure. Such a strategy will remove those functions from
both obsolesced facilities such as TLSB as well as more advanced research buildings
such as the Pharmacy-Biology Building (PBB).

BUILDING-SPECIFIC TAKEAWAYS
•

The research space currently occupied by EEB in PBB is more appropriately
allocated to research faculty that require such robust building systems infrastructure
or proximity to the vivarium. At 24,000 NASF, this represents a significant amount of
space that could be utilized for higher order of research use.

•

Given faculty attrition in the department of Chemistry and a modest amount of
vacant space in the Chemistry Building, the opportunity exists to reconfigure and
restack the existing researchers for greater efficiency and utilization.

•

Although the Biology-Physics Building is fully occupied, it is less densely occupied
than it could be.

•

Two floors in the ITE Building that are occupied predominantly by graduate student
offices might be more appropriately occupied by research activities.
TEACHING
RESEARCH

prioritize marginal
construction for
office use

prioritize legacy
construction for
teaching

prioritize recent
construction for existing
research

Science 2

Science 1

ESB

PharmBio

Chemistry

ITEB

BioPhysics

Bronwell

Koons

Marvin

Beach

er-Pa
Atwat

y
re
Tor
demolish

Gant Complex

New Construction

tho

Existing Facilities

prioritize new
construction for
new research

Spectrum Of Highest And Best Facility Use
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In aggregate, nearly half of the research and teaching laboratories that support STEMrelated programs and research at the Storrs campus are in fair to poor condition, with
substantial need for maintenance and renovation. With finite funding provided through
the Next Generation Connecticut initiative, prioritization of needs and aspirations will be
fundamental to the development of an implementable plan for STEM facilities over the
next decade.

Category A

Category B

Buildings of recent construction or
renovation that are in acceptable
condition, but may represent
opportunities in programmatic finetuning.

ATL

Advanced Technology Lab

ABL

Ag Biotechnology Lab

ABG

Ag Biotechnology Green House

ARJ

Arjona Building

Major renovations are necessary in
these buildings that have structural
value, but whose systems are at
the end of their useful life. Major
opportunities exist in reprogramming
for “highest and best” fit.

Category C
Buildings with unacceptable conditions
to support laboratory usage, and with
systems past their useful life. Buildings
in this category offer inefficient
operating value and marginal use for
other purposes.

BCH

Beach Hall

ARF

Avian Research Facility

B4A

Biobehavioral Science #4
Annex and #4 (Original)*

B2

Building #2

B3

Bronwell

Building #3**

ABB

B5

Building #5**

Castleman

ATWR

Atwater Pathobiology*

AUST

Austin (formerly CLAS)

CAST

HBL

Babbidge (BECAT level)

E2

Engineering II

KLIN

Klinck Building

BPB

Biology / Physics Building

FS

Family Studies

TLS

Torrey Life Sciences

Bousfield Psychology

GANT

Gant Complex*

TLS Greenhouse

(Gant Plaza, Institute of
Materials Science, Math
Science Building, [Physics]
Building)

Depot D Building**

CHM

Chemistry

C2E2

Depot Fuel Cell Institute
Building

FG

Floriculture Building

ITE

Information Technologies
Engineering Building

PBB

Pharmacy / Biolody Building

YNG

Young Building

Approximately 300,000 NASF or
47% of UConn’s STEM laboratory
inventory are in Category A
buildings
*
**

JONS

Jones & Jones Annex

KNS

Koons Hall

PCSB

Phillips Communication
Science Building

RHBA

Ratcliffe Hicks Building Arena

UTEB

United Technologies Building

WITE

White Building

Approximately 230,000 NASF or
36% of UConn’s STEM laboratory
inventory are in Category B
buildings

Depot Longley
Depot Hampton
Depot Merritt
Depot Union

Approximately 113,600 NASF or
18% of UConn’s STEM laboratory
inventory are in Category B
buildings

Connected buildings have been evaluated together as a complex
The recommendation is these facilities be removed from consideration or demolition
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0.03 SPACE NEEDS
ASSESSMENT

UConn’s space needs assessment identifies the quantity of space required on campus
to support the stated academic and research programming. The primary determinants of
space needs are student enrollment and faculty hires. Secondary factors include special
initiatives such as expanded research grant funding or support for pedagogical initiatives.
The assessment is a tally that correlates institutional goals to enroll a given quantity of
students and hire a stated number of faculty against the quantity of space required.
The assessment is not an entitlement or mandate for the University to meet these
needs. Rather, it is an accounting of the resources required to accomplish stated tasks
that can inform and equip senior leadership to make effective choices: how best to
meet the widest, most impactful range of programming using space resources that are
available. The space assessment is also not a direct commentary on current conditions:
it is a numerical exercise that does not account for qualitative characteristics such as
the location, condition or configuration of existing space that collectively establish the
suitability of space.
Furthermore, the finding of a space shortfall is not necessarily a recommendation for
the construction of new space. It is often less disruptive to address space shortfalls by
relocating unrelated programming out of a building to allow existing functions to remain
and expand in place. New construction is typically best used to address space needs
that require advanced engineering infrastructure or other unique characteristics that are
do not yet exist on campus. Many space needs identified are well-suited to existing or
renovated facilities already in UConn’s portfolio.

ENROLLMENT AND FACULTY GROWTH

As a primary exercise the planning team developed a space needs assessment
based on NextGenCT goals of upwards of 5,000 undergraduates. The planning study
modified that base assumption to 5,000 students, both graduates and undergraduates,
in response to predicted resource limitations. Even taking into account this reduction in
undergraduate enrollment growth, an initial space assessment indicated an aggregate
increased space need far in excess of the University’s forecasted capital funding from
NextGenCT.
The planning team then assisted the University in modelling more focused planning
scenarios, looking closely at the percentage of future undergraduates likely to be
enrolled in STEM departments and the corollary quantity of faculty needed to support
that increase. Based on the inherent ties between the quantity of students and the
quantity of faculty required to teach them, the process also revealed the likelihood that
fewer faculty hires would be possible given uncertainty of state funding for operating
expenses. UConn therefore decided to develop an alternate planning scenario focusing
on the quantity of STEM students that would be supported with a more targeted goal of
anticipated faculty hires in STEM departments.
Although a more detailed effort of enrollment planning is currently underway, a
coordinated set of University enrollment projections would not be completed for inclusion
at the time of this study. In lieu of this, the planning team developed planning scenarios
independent of the academic planning effort. These enrollment and faculty hire scenarios
would be used solely for the purpose of space and facilities planning with particular
emphasis on mid-term needs (five to ten years).

6
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In discussing possible enrollment scenarios with each academic division in the
assessment, the planning study arrived at a common methodology for quantifying
historic enrollment by majors. Representatives of the School of Engineering and the
College of Agriculture, Health and Natural Resources representatives agreed on this
methodology but advised on small modifications to their respective future scenarios.
Representatives of the College of Liberal Arts & Sciences (CLAS) proposed an
alternative metric for quantifying historic enrollment. The space assessment includes
both the OIRE and CLAS sets of historic enrollment figures. The planning team’s
analysis finds the current and future projection of space need is not materially impacted
by the differential between each set of historical enrollment figures.
Following development of a scenario for enrollment growth, the planning team worked
with senior administration on the development of a planning scenario for faculty growth.
This model was not intended to serve as a faculty hiring plan but as a framework for
scenario planning that considered the quantity of faculty (by department) that might be
at Storrs in the short- (2018) and intermediate terms (2023). This faculty growth scenario
is based in part on the need to teach the anticipated quantity of students with special
emphasis on the University’s goal to double research grant expenditures consistent with
the stated goals of NextGenCT. In this light, the scenarios for 2018 more closely align
with the actual growth trends and the scenarios for 2023 reflect the more ambitious
intent of achieving the goals of NextGenCT. The faculty growth scenarios referenced in
this study reflect the review and endorsement of the STEM Study Steering Committee.

Tuition
Faculty
Hires
Grant
Funding
Undergraduate
Enrollment
Graduate
Enrollment

The STEM Space Assessment accounts for the fact that undergraduate and
graduate enrollment, faculty growth and research funding are inextricably linked.
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LONG-TERM ENROLLMENT
SCENARIOS
College of Agriculture, Health & Natural
Res.
Agriculture & Resource Economics
Allied Health Sciences
Animal Science
Kinesiology
Natural Resources and the Environment
Nutritional Sciences
Pathobiology and Veterinary Science
Plant Science and Landscape Architecture
Ratcliffe Hicks School of Agriculture
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Anthropology
Chemistry
Ecology & Evolutionary Biology
Human Development / Family Studies
Center for Integrative Geoscience
Marine Sciences
Mathematics
Molecular & Cell Biology
Physics
Physiology & Neurobiology
Psychology
Speech, Language & Hearing Sciences
Statistics
Biological Sciences (BCS)
Polymer Science Program
School of Engineering
Biomedical Engineering
Chemical & Biomolecular Engineering
Civil & Environmental Engineering
Computer Science & Engineering
Electrical & Computer Engineering
Engineering Undergraduate Core
Materials science Engineering
Mechnical Engineering
Management & Engineering for
Manufacturing
Institute of Materials Science
Institute of Materials Science
School of Pharmacy
School of Pharmacy
Subtotal
Total Student Headcount
Additional Headcount Enrollment
Target Additional
8K

Fall 2011
Existing1
UG
GR

Fall 2012
Existing1
UG
GR

Fall 2018
Projected
UG
GR

Fall 2023
Projected
UG
GR

1,315
190 1,425
202 1,429
203 1,593
360 1,765
470
17
42
17
51
17
58
20
76
25
85
468
18
548
19
607
13
647
26
700
30
324
27
314
24
320
23
299
28
320
35
92
126
125
185
106
30
130
29
114
24
122
35
130
40
145
31
150
29
143
30
180
22
200
30
84
21
95
23
91
23
79
20
95
25
104
21
107
27
82
32
85
27
100
40
67
64
55
69
70
4,012 1,035 3,918 1,064 4,147 1,082 4,349 1,084 4,800 1,370
107
44
93
44
67
47
56
48
60
60
178
135
182
145
193
135
188
145
200
145
67
62
66
59
56
57
52
61
52
65
379
49
355
56
377
50
340
51
355
65
30
18
31
17
33
19
33
14
37
20
10
38
12
40
15
38
21
35
25
40
441
127
443
140
468
138
528
137
540
200
300
175
266
177
331
167
328
138
350
190
64
84
68
77
88
77
88
87
95
100
293
41
331
38
380
36
437
37
500
45
1,014
153
954
152
951
152
922
152
991
190
49
52
237
53
350
100
32
81
43
91
38
89
53
100
55
120
1,097
- 1,074
- 1,101
- 1,066
- 1,190
28
28
25
26
30
1,959
784 2,098
822 2,430
932 2,713
966 2,800 1,225
311
88
300
90
376
111
405
112
425
160
144
281
160
300
190
219
138
235
139
240
287
103
325
108
327
115
351
118
360
140
240
100
286
112
341
120
445
122
390
170
218
124
234
129
296
138
308
151
330
190
83
26
131
36
172
72
166
92
175
95
87
93
103
93
119
96
140
86
185
125
460
112
440
115
509
136
535
125
550
155

1,925
544
25
95
750
35
340
40
150
215
140
45
230
35
100
34
120
45
70
5,550 1,685
75
75
235
145
60
70
370
70
80
35
30
40
660
230
375
270
125
125
550
75
1,150
250
375
125
65
140
1,400
35
3,300 1,320
500
165
370
190
425
170
475
175
420
200
195
100
225
135
600
185

NOTES ON ENROLLMENT GROWTH SCENARIOS
Graduate

7K

1.

Undergraduate

2.

+15%

over 2014

+9% over 2014

5K

3.

4K

4.
3K
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2011
2012
2013
2014
2018
2023

2011
2012
2013
2014
2018
2023

2011
2012
2013
2014
2018
2023

2011
2012
2013
2014
2018
2023

1K

CAHNR

CLAS

SOE

IMS

2011
2012
2013
2014
2018
2023

2K

0

Fall 2014
Existing1
UG
GR

54
44
50
82
85
90
121
120
121
122
132
132
121
120
121
122
132
132
196
248
197
250
203
254
196
253
200
260
200
270
196
248
197
250
203
254
196
253
200
260
200
270
7,482 2,378 7,638 2,458 8,209 2,592 8,851 2,785 9,565 3,457 10,975 3,951
9,860
10,096
10,801
11,636
13,022
14,926
+1,386
+3,290
+1,750
+3,500

+14% over 2014

6K

Fall 2013
Existing1
UG
GR

SOP

UCONN STEM Space Needs Assessment

Existing headcount enrollment from Fall 2011 to Fall 2014
received from OIRE.
In 2014, Kinesiology, which includes Physical Therapy, joined
CAHNR from the School of Education.
Polymer Science is a graduate program with instruction delivered
by faculty from multiple divisions and multiple departments
including CHEM, CBE, MCB, PHYS, and BME.
Management and Engineering for Manufacturing (MEM) is an
interschool undergraduate program in association with the School
of Business, drawing upon faculty across SOE and SOB.

FACULTY LINE GROWTH
SCENARIOS

2014
2018
Existing Projected

College of Agriculture, Health & Natural
Resources
Agriculture & Resource Economics
Allied Health Sciences
Animal Science
Kinesiology1
Natural Resources and the Environment
Nutritional Sciences
Pathobiology and Veterinary Science
Plant Science and Landscape Architecture
Ratcliffe Hicks School of Agriculture
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Anthropology
Chemistry
Ecology & Evolutionary Biology
Human Development / Family Studies
Center for Integrative Geoscience
Marine Sciences
Mathematics
Molecular & Cell Biology
Physics
Physiology & Neurobiology
Psychology
Speech, Language & Hearing Sciences
Statistics
Biological Sciences (BCS)
Polymer Science Program2
School of Engineering
Biomedical Engineering
Chemical & Biomolecular Engineering
Civil & Environmental Engineering
Computer Science & Engineering
Electrical & Computer Engineering
Engineering Undergraduate Core
Materials science Engineering
Mechnical Engineering
Institute of Materials Science
Institute of Materials Science
School of Pharmacy
Pharmaceutical Science
Pharmacy Practice
Total

Change

133
10
24
17
15
14
12
12
29

143
10
24
17
21
16
14
12
29

10

8%

182
12
32
26
24
17
15
20
36

49

37%

325
17
25
27
19
12
25
49
30
26
16
51
13
15

348
21
30
28
19
14
25
49
36
28
19
51
13
15

23

7%

388
21
32
28
19
14
25
55
54
30
21
60
13
16

63

19%

146
4
17
28
29
24
5
11
28
37
37
33
22
11
674

176
15
17
28
34
27
5
17
33
39
39
33
22
11
739

30

21%

62

42%

2

5%

4

11%

0

0%

0

0%

+65

10%

208
18
25
35
34
32
6
20
38
41
41
33
22
11
852

+178

26%

NOTES ON FACULTY GROWTH SCENARIOS

400

1.

+23

350

2.
300

3.

250

200

150

2023
Projected

Change

+30

In 2014, Kinesiology, which includes Physical Therapy, joined
CAHNR from the School of Education.
Polymer Science is a graduate program with instruction delivered
by faculty from multiple divisions and multiple departments
including CHEM, CBE, MCB, PHYS, and BME.
The charts highlight changes in growth projected by 2018, which
as noted earlier, more closely align with actual growth trends and
become the basis for space assessment.
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SPACE ASSESSMENT: SUMMARY FINDINGS

The Storrs campus operates with a current shortfall of approximately 195,000 net
assignable square feet (NASF) in STEM-related program space. This deficit in NASF
corresponds to approximately 375,000 gross square feet. Based on 2018 scenarios for
student enrollment and faculty growth, the aggregate STEM space shortfall is projected
to grow to approximately 365,000 net assignable square feet.
Although accommodating increasing student enrollment is the primary driver of the
current space shortfall on campus, it is providing for the research space for the faculty
who conduct the instruction that will present the greatest space pressures at the Storrs
campus. Approximately half of the total space shortfall projected by 2018 is in research
space.
Teaching and research activities produce different effects on the aggregate space need.
The seating capacity in each additional instructional laboratory creates a manifold
increase in throughput to serve additional students. This capacity is calculated and
provided within the departmental profile of each department in this assessment.
However, the space needed to support faculty research consists of a wide range of
components: principal investigator (PI) research space, associated space for graduate
students, and perhaps most importantly, core lab facilities, which may be designed to
support a broader community of researchers as well as external clients.
In the short term, a significant increase in research space is needed to recruit and
support new faculty hires. In addition to building research productivity, new hires will

STEM SPACE NEEDS BY FUNCTION*

STEM SPACE NEEDS BY DIVISION*

1.8M

1.8M

2.0M

2.0M

1.6M
1.4M

Office
Office

+365K

Office
1.2M

Office
1.0M
0.8M
0.6M

Class
Laboratory

Research

Class
Laboratory

Class
Laboratory

Research

0

SOP
IMS
+365K

SOP
IMS

SOP
IMS

Research

0.6M

SOE
SOE

SOE

SOE

0.8M

CLAS

CLAS

CLAS

CLAS

CAHNR

CAHNR

CAHNR

CAHNR

Fall 2014
Existing

Fall 2014
Projected

Fall 2018
Projected

Fall 2023
Projected

0.4M

0.4M
0.2M

1.2M
1.0M

+190K

Research

1.6M
1.4M

Class
Laboratory

SOP
IMS

Special
Use

Special
Use

Special
Use

Special
Use

Existing
Space

Current
Space Need

Fall 2018
Projected

Fall 2023
Projected

0.2M
0

*All figures are Net Assignable Square Feet
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support the intended growth of enrollment. The 2018 projection is a significant milestone
with a short-term need of almost 65 additional faculty across STEM-related disciplines.
The space need attending faculty growth is particularly acute given the fact that recent
university-wide enrollment growth has matched or exceeded projections: projected
students have already arrived on campus, are progressing toward a declared major and
through their respective programs. Enrollment growth has been particularly strong in the
School of Engineering (SOE) where the quantity of incoming freshman has more than
doubled in the past four years. This growth has far outstripped that of STEM disciplines
outside of engineering.
SOE constitutes half of the anticipated STEM faculty growth by 2018 at UConn. This
corresponds to a 21% increase in the quantity of engineering faculty supported by a
130% increase in research space need, in part due to its existing space shortfall. The
space implications of faculty growth are most pronounced in Biomedical Engineering
which would require five times the research space currently assigned to the division.
Faculty growth is not limited to SOE. Other STEM departments such as Chemistry and
Physics will also need to add teaching faculty, which is driven less by internal factors and
more by the academic foundation that is required by a surge of engineering students.

STEM SPACE NEEDS BY DIVISION AND FUNCTION*

CAHNR
Administrative
Class Laboratory
Research
Special Use
CLAS
Administrative
Class Laboratory
Research
Special Use
Inactive
SOE
Administrative
Class Laboratory
Research
Special Use
IMS
Administrative
Class Laboratory
Research
Special Use
SOP
Administrative
Class Laboratory
Research
Special Use
Total
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Current
Space
343,817
57,911
47,833
52,987
185,086
571,134
155,994
94,846
230,774
86,824
2,696
212,104
65,884
43,946
86,112
16,162
59,978
16,893
38,641
4,444
51,736
12,018
5,372
27,466
6,880
1,238,769

Projected

Projected

Fall 2014
351,872
59,518
60,040
50,150
182,164
605,872
144,585
131,265
235,157
92,169
2,696
355,015
75,664
106,099
155,120
18,132
68,291
15,041
49,500
3,750
52,598
15,528
5,470
24,700
6,900

Fall 2018
381,067
65,550
62,887
70,466
182,164
671,442
160,115
141,251
274,886
92,494
2,696
419,923
89,172
114,973
197,646
18,132
76,312
15,912
56,650
3,750
55,003
16,008
5,470
26,625
6,900

1,433,648

1,603,747

Surplus
(Shortfall)
(37,250)

%
Difference
by 2018
11%

(100,308)

18%

(207,819)

98%

(16,334)

27%

(3,267)

6%

(364,978)

29%
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Projected
Fall 2023
404,350
74,390
62,887
84,909
182,164
765,253
179,776
153,332
336,622
92,827
2,696
462,213
98,162
123,151
222,768
18,132
79,359
16,484
59,125
3,750
59,046
16,776
5,470
29,900
6,900
1,770,221
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In the Life Sciences, new faculty hires are anticipated, primarily in the Molecular and
Cellular Biology (MCB) and Physiology and Neurobiology (PNB) departments. These
are two biological science areas with strong prospects for increased grant expenditures
and that generate enrollment that will progress to upper division courses. In related fields
within CAHNR, Nutritional Sciences and Kinesiology including Physical Therapy will
need additional faculty in response to enrollment growth that is a byproduct of interest in
wellness and health professions.
Beyond the need for additional research space there is also a commensurate need
for teaching facilities to support the additional students. Again, the greatest shortfall in
instructional space across divisions can be found in SOE. Currently, SOE instruction is
disproportionately didactic, leaving the University at a disadvantage relative to its peers.
In order to remain current with best practices and to respond to evolving accreditation
requirements, wider support of project- and team-based activities will be vital, particularly
for senior-thesis and lower-division coursework. Significant teaching space shortfalls
also exist in many CLAS and CAHNR departments, most notably in class laboratories
supporting Biology Central Services (BCS), Physics, and Kinesiology. Though smaller
in scale, teaching space need in Pathobiology and Veterinary Science, Allied Health
Science and Animal Science reflects existing space deficit and increasing demand.

Critical Space Need

CRITICAL SHORTFALLS: RESEARCH SPACE
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BME
CBE
CEE
ECE
ME
CSE
IMS
PSYCH
MCB
PNB
PSLA
ANTHRO
AHS
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SLHS
C2E2
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BCS
EM
CTI
ANR-DEAN
PVS
PHYS
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SOE
SOE
SOE
SOE
SOE
SOE
PROV
CLAS
CLAS
CLAS
CAHNR
CLAS
CAHNR
CLAS
CAHNR
CAHNR
CLAS
CAHNR
CLAS
CLAS
CAHNR
CLAS
CLAS
CLAS
SOE
CAHNR
CLAS
CLAS
SOE
CAHNR
CAHNR
CLAS
CLAS
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Existing
Space
2,497
13,853
10,021
20,639
19,168
8,689
45,018
27,628
43,612
19,072
8,418
884
1,312
26,409
0
7,413
1,188
10,890
1,970
6,131
6,614
0
23,951
4,160
6,135
0
2,373
2,372
5,110
2,822
15,518
25,336
45,018

Current
Need
18,145
27,970
20,873
31,694
28,288
16,150
49,500
34,638
40,894
20,820
10,278
4,805
3,330
28,625
0
8,295
3,099
9,725
3,375
6,050
6,450
0
24,674
3,300
6,609
0
2,500
2,374
5,110
2,822
9,250
14,184
24,446

Projected
Fall 2018
28,779
37,023
27,850
37,441
33,938
20,645
56,650
38,713
53,596
25,700
14,095
5,870
5,210
30,100
3,063
10,163
3,863
13,438
4,400
8,250
8,575
1,481
25,411
5,500
6,609
250
2,500
2,374
5,110
2,822
12,850
18,834
30,041

Shortfall
by 2018 % of Exist
-26,282
1053%
-23,170
167%
-17,829
178%
-16,802
81%
-14,770
77%
-11,956
138%
-11,632
26%
-11,085
40%
-9,984
23%
-6,628
35%
-5,677
67%
-4,986
564%
-3,898
297%
-3,691
14%
-3,063
-2,750
37%
-2,675
225%
-2,548
23%
-2,430
123%
2,119
35%
-1,961
30%
-1,481
-1,460
6%
-1,340
32%
-474
8%
-250
-127
5%
-2
0%
0
0%
0
0%
2,668
-17%
6,502
-26%
14,977
-33%

Projected
Fall 2023
32,958
38,530
35,725
40,215
41,350
21,990
58,575
42,788
77,103
36,255
16,960
6,585
7,080
31,475
3,850
11,009
4,536
15,563
5,125
12,650
10,250
1,975
26,165
9,550
6,609
375
2,500
2,374
5,110
2,822
17,000
23,677
31,924

The academic foundation that establishes the pathway for undergraduates to succeed
in STEM-related fields and to complete general education requirements universitywide begins with fundamental instruction, principally, in Biology, Chemistry, Physics
and Mathematics. Service course enrollment often dwarfs that of departmental majors
and drives the shortfalls of teaching space projected by 2018 in Physics and in Biology
Central Services (Biology 1000), the unit that coordinates support for undergraduate
Biology instruction.
STEM Study
University of Connecticut

DRAFT
REVISED

2-Oct-15
4-Feb-16

Natural Resources
s

College of Agriculture, Health and Natural Resources
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
School of Engineering
School of Pharmacy
Institute of Materials Science
Total Assignable Square Feet

Square Feet

Square Feet

Deficit in Assignable Square Feet

s Square Feet Need

d Tenure Track Faculty

194,875 sf

Current & Projected Tenure Track Faculty

Critical Space Need

374,759 sf
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364,973 sf

ENGR-UG
BCS
PHYS
KINS
CEE
BME
PSYCH
CBE
MSE
ECE
PNB
NRE
CSE
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MCB
ME
PVS
AHS
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SLHS
MATH
C2E2
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MAR
RHSA
Page 1
ANR-DEAN
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ANTHRO
GEOSCI
HDFS
EEB
PSLA

SOE
CLAS
CLAS
CAHNR
SOE
SOE
CLAS
SOE
SOE
SOE
CLAS
CAHNR
SOE
CLAS
CLAS
SOE
CAHNR
CAHNR
CAHNR
CLAS
CLAS
SOE
CLAS
CLAS
CAHNR
CAHNR
CAHNR
CLAS
CLAS
CLAS
CLAS
CAHNR
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Space
2,767
7,429
10,242
13,728
6,479
4,035
3,965
4,235
4,840
5,130
6,168
647
4,181
21,297
13,597
4,820
680
4,747
3,225
2,313
1,634
6,433
841
6,419
485
3,549
2,901
2,767
5,423
4,999
7,752
17,871

Current
Need
31,568
19,440
21,489
18,858
10,530
9,369
8,100
9,018
9,045
9,518
9,113
5,022
8,856
23,598
15,674
7,750
3,564
6,380
4,698
3,780
2,304
6,931
1,056
6,525
485
3,549
2,844
2,438
4,860
4,608
6,480
12,960

Projected
Fall 2018
37,605
22,073
21,489
20,733
12,204
9,585
9,252
9,180
9,477
9,707
10,733
5,022
8,532
25,218
17,294
7,900
3,564
6,380
4,698
3,780
2,304
6,931
1,056
6,633
485
3,549
2,844
2,438
4,860
4,416
6,480
13,932

Fall 2023
Projected
531,446 sf

701,871 sf 1,022,012 sf

Tenure Track Lines
SHORTFALLS: TEACHING (CLASSAdditional
LABORATORIES)

Existing
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Fall 2018
Projected

343,818 sf
351,872 sf
381,066 sf
404,350 sf
571,136 sf
605,872 sf
671,442 sf
765,251 sf
212,104 sf
355,013 sf
419,921 sf
462,211 sf
51,735 sf
52,598 sf
55,003 sf
59,046 sf
59,978 sf
68,291 sf
76,312 sf
79,359 sf
1,238,770 sf 1,433,645 sf 1,603,743 sf 1,770,217 sf

Anticipated Gross Square Feet Need

Additional Tenure Track Lines CRITICAL

Fall 2014
Projected

Fall 2014
Existing

College & School Summary

700
63

811
174

Shortfall
Projected
by 2018 % of Exist Fall 2023
-34,838
1259%
37,605
-14,644
197%
24,705
-11,247
110%
24,219
-7,005
51%
20,733
-5,725
88%
12,798
-5,550
138%
10,341
-5,287
133%
9,252
-4,945
117%
9,828
-4,637
96%
9,855
-4,577
89%
10,463
-4,565
74%
12,353
-4,375
676%
5,022
-4,351
104%
9,072
-3,921
18%
28,782
-3,697
27%
18,914
-3,080
64%
8,300
-2,884
424%
3,564
-1,633
34%
6,380
-1,473
46%
4,698
-1,467
63%
3,780
-670
41%
2,304
-498
8%
6,931
-215
26%
1,056
-214
3%
3,833
0
0%
485
Summary
Including
Faculty
12,844
Lines
0
0% Page
57
-2%
2,438
329
-12%
4,860
563
-10%
4,416
583
-12%
6,480
1,272
-16%
13,932
3,939
-22%
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0.04 IMPLEMENTATION
STRATEGY

The implementation strategy described in this section provides a framework for aligning
UConn’s available and anticipated facilities resources with the critical maintenance
obligations and space deficits identified. Over the course of a series of meetings
between October, 2015 through February 2016 involving both Working and Steering
committees along with select input from departmental heads, the University has come
to consensus agreement on a baseline strategy for redevelopment. As will be noted: the
magnitude of the anticipated need far exceeds the available resources. To that end the
University has made strategic choices to invest in those facilities that will best advance
the interests of the institution while preserving both capital and prerogative to support
select high-value opportunities as they present.
The following document outlines this baseline implementation strategy with each
component described through three lenses: the context in which it is situated, the
strategy by which it will be implemented and the intent or underlying logic that
determined its conceptual planning. By providing the University with both the “what” and
the “why behind each project, this plan will position UConn to make informed decisions
should the baseline strategy require modification in response to evolving exigencies.
The components and cost framework are grouped into four categories.
1.

Preceding Projects: projects initiated under prior planning and excluded
from the calculations for this Capital Improvement Plan.

2.

NextGentCT Core and Enabling Projects: projects funded under
NextGenCT and composed of core projects and projects that enable core
projects

3.

NextGenCT Follow-On Projects: projects enabled by the renovation
of spaces vacated by projects in categories one and two above. These
projects are currently not included in NextGenCT budgets.

4.

Concurrent Ancillary Projects: STEM projects anticipated through 2025
not directly tied to the core strategic sequence. Although unfunded, UConn
may seek funding from alternative sources.

5.

Beyond NextGenCT: post-2025 projects intended to resolve space needs
unmet by categories one through four that will form the basis of the next
capital request to the State.

20

19

The Capital Improvement Plan is provided in detail for the next 10 years with totals by
year and by project, followed by a summary 15-year timeline with a statement of possible
cost targets for all of the above categories of projects.

The plan’s baseline strategy calls for a defined set of projects through 2019 at which point the University
will have the opportunity to assess progress made and change course as appropriate. The plan identifies
multiple alternate strategies and opportunities for the University to respond to evolving needs.
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To understand the overall strategy relative to each division’s individual outlook on STEM,
a timeline strategy has been organized into development tracks for CLAS, CAHNR, and
SOE. UConn’s approach to redevelopment of its STEM facilities is organized around a
baseline strategy characterized by a clarity of approach through 2019 and multiple points
beyond at which the University can reassess progress and change or correct course
depending on evolving requirements. Fundamental to the plan is the redevelopment
of the Gant Complex, primarily to address the paucity and poor quality of laboratory
instructional environments that are foundational to students’ undergraduate careers.
Additionally, the plan provides for replacement facilities that will allow the demolition
of the Torrey Life Sciences building, thereby eliminating the drain on resources the
building’s condition places on the University as well as its negative impact on teaching
and research missions.
The current and anticipated space needs deficits are predicated on a number of
assumptions. Principal among these are the quantity of students enrolled in STEM
disciplines and the quantity of faculty the University is able to support both to service
those students and advance the research enterprise. While the total quantity of
additional faculty will be shaped by the student enrollment profile, the areas of specific
research interest into which faculty will be recruited will reflect the research interests
of the University. We can expect special emphasis to be placed on themes that will
advance UConn’s goal of doubling research grant expenditures.
There are a number of known variables that can be expected to change the base
assumptions on which the space assessment was made and therefore the way in which
UConn’s existing and anticipated facilities should be developed. Perhaps the most
important variable will be the quantity and composition of students attending UConn.
At the direction of senior leadership the plan orients redevelopment toward a mid-term
horizon set halfway toward UConn’s ambitious NextGenCT goals of 5,000 students by
2023. The STEM planning study was developed around a scenario of an additional 2,500
students by 2018, 70% of which will be enrolled in STEM programs. To support this influx
a parallel scenario posits the addition of 62 new full-time tenured faculty members with
an additional quantity of full-time non-tenured teaching faculty based on the assumption
that only a limited quantity of operational funding will manifest. A full detail of both
student and faculty count assumptions has been provided as an Appendix to this report.
A related variable that will shape UConn’s future is the nature of the STEM research
opportunities that will present themselves in the coming decade. Although UConn’s
academic strategic planning has identified select areas around which the University
anticipates directing its research focus, precisely which areas will see greatest success
remains to be seen. In part the outcome will be a product of UConn’s success in
recruiting additional faculty as well as efforts to increase the research productivity of
faculty that are transitioned to better quality laboratory space.
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ENROLLMENT TARGETS
PLANNING
SCENARIO 1

PLANNING
SCENARIO 2

PLANNING
SCENARIO 3

PLANNING
SCENARIO 4

graduate
students

undergraduate
students

undergraduate

graduate
students

students

graduate
undergraduate
students

5,000 additional
undergraduates
2013-2023

5,000 additional
students
2013-2023

2,500 additional
students
2013-2018

undergraduate
students

1,750 additional
STEM students
2013-2018

Perhaps the most uncertain variable that will guide UConn’s future is the amount of
funding that will be available from State and other sources. Although NextGenCT capital
funding is derived from municipal bond sales, other capital and operations costs are
paid through annual state budget allocations that are more prone to fluctuation. In terms
of research grant dollars we can anticipate that NIH/NSF opportunities will continue
to represent a diminishing percentage of overall Federal grant opportunities with an
ongoing increase in the relative quantity of Federal agency funding including from the
Department of Transportation, the U.S. Department of Agriculture and the Department
of Energy. Although UConn has benefited from relationships forged through industry
partnerships, the current scale of such funding is limited and the extent and composition
of future sponsorship opportunities is very much uncertain.
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REVIEW OF SPACE NEEDS ASSESSMENT

Even using the more modest interim (2018) milestone of 2,500 additional students (of
which 70% are enrolled in STEM disciplines), UConn’s STEM space deficit is daunting.
Based on that enrollment scenario this study assesses a corresponding space deficit
of more than 360,000 NASF not accounting for the quantity of space removed from the
portfolio with the anticipated demolition of Torrey Life Sciences Building (TLSB). The
chart below summarizes the breakdown of need by school or division.
UConn has proven to be a remarkably popular choice among students in recent years
and has seen a dramatic increase in student enrollment within select disciplines. As
a result UConn currently operates with a significant space deficit without accounting
for potential future growth. For CLAS, this deficit will grow when TLSB is demolished.
This existing space deficit is most acute within the School of Engineering (SOE) which
saw a 34% increase in students (headcount) between 2011 and 2014 as compared to
about 7% for CLAS and CAHNR. In the case of SOE, student enrollment has already
surpassed the 2018 planning scenario. Due to the procedures and equipment found
within engineering, these functions are perhaps the most space-intensive of all STEM
disciplines. The increase in student enrollment coupled with the existing space deficit
and the nature of the spaces required collectively translate to a need for 70% more
space within the division, far more than in any other STEM component at UConn. Even
as new space is allocated to SOE in new construction underway, the School will continue
to operate with a severe space deficit that will impact instructional delivery and research
activities.

STEM SPACE NEED BY DIVISION

800K

800K

700K

700K

600K
500K

600K
10%
Shortfall
500K

400K

400K

300K

300K

200K

200K
Space

100K

100K

NASF

Existing

NASF
CAHNR

18% Shortfall
18% Shortfall

10%
Shortfall
Existing
Space

Existing
Space

6%
Shortfall

Existing

CAHNR
SOP

6%
Shortfall

98% Shortfall
98% Shortfall

Existing
Space

Existing
Space

Existing

CLAS
SOP

STEM Net Assignable SF Shortfall
37,700
100,300
208,000
10,700
360,000*

CLAS
SOE

17% Shortfall
17% Shortfall

Existing
Space

Existing

Existing

SOE
IMS

IMS

Division
College of Agriculture, Health and Natural Resources
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
School of Engineering
Institute of Materials Science
Target Additional Need (Shortfall)
Note: all figures rounded
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SUMMARY OF RESOURCES

A diverse range of resources can be utilized to address the assessed space needs. New
construction represents the best opportunity to provide facilities that do not currently
exist at Storrs and that cannot effectively be supported through the renovation of
existing facilities. New construction represents a “wild card” best played once UConn
has exhausted other options and explored the appropriate use of existing facilities. By
avoiding the creation of redundant facilities such as research cores and by carefully
collocating similar research and teaching protocols so as to achieve an economy of
scale, UConn can preserve this scarce resource for maximum impact.
UConn’s existing portfolio of STEM spaces span the gamut from new state-of-the-art
research laboratory buildings to aging facilities that have far outlived their useful lives. A
key driver of the planning study and a core UConn planning principle has been to plan
an expeditious way to locate appropriate functions in appropriate containers such that
each building is being put to its “highest and best use.”
At one end of the spectrum are facilities of recent construction that are well suited to a
range of contemporary laboratory functions particularly fume-hood intensive protocols
such as wet-bench chemistry and cellular / molecular research. UConn currently
operates several such facilities such as the PharmBio, BioPhysics and Chemistry
Buildings, which should be audited for space usage to ensure that UConn is receiving
the maximum benefit from the high-quality infrastructure in which the institution has
invested. The space deficit underscores the importance of extracting the maximum
value from recently built laboratories, particularly if a modest investment in architectural
reconfiguration (such as demolishing demising walls) will allow for more flexible use of
laboratories at a higher rate of utilization. As is noted later in this report (3.10 Concurrent
Ancillary Projects) select space audits should be conducted to clarify research laboratory
utilization rates within potential high-yield facilities.
At the middle-range are older facilities that have solid structural bones or are otherwise
worthy of retention but that have obsolesced to a point where some degree of systems
upgrade is necessary in order to maintain their viability as laboratory buildings. Further
along the spectrum are facilities that are rapidly obsolescing or close to the ends of their
useful lives. In many instances, it may make most sense to repurpose these buildings to
accommodate less engineering systems-intense infrastructure such as offices or general
purpose classrooms with simple mechanical systems and minimal plumbed services
beyond building service and sanitary needs.

SPECTRUM OF HIGHEST AND BEST FACILITY USE
TEACHING
RESEARCH
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prioritize marginal
construction for
office use
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At the far end of the spectrum are buildings that have exceeded their useful lives and
warrant demolition. The diagram above describes this spectrum using select facilities
grouped into categories that were discussed in greater detail in Chapter 1.
The total quantity of STEM facilities expansion will be the sum of existing facilities
that are repurposed for STEM fields and the quantity of new construction that can
be supported through NextGenCT funding, minus the total quantity of space that is
demolished or otherwise divested from the STEM portfolio. To maximize the capacity of
STEM expansion only the Torrey Life Sciences Building has been identified as worthy
of divestiture and demolition. Any repurposing of existing STEM facilities such as
Beach, Bronwell or Koons Halls to serve non-STEM functions would further diminish the
capacity of new construction to provide much needed expansion of research facilities.
STEM FACILITIES EXPANSION TALLY

MONTEITH + IPB + ESB + SCIENCE 1 +
SCIENCE 2 - TORREY
= UCONN STEM EXPANSION CAPACITY

Assignable SF
+19,000
+2,800
+58,000
+110,000
-68,000
+40,000
+161,800

STEM Resource
Monteith Renovation
Innovation Partnership Building
Engineering Science Building
Science 1
Torrey Life Sciences Demolition
Science 2
Net Increase in STEM Inventory

Available
2016
2017
2018
2020
2023
2025

The area noted for Torrey Life Sciences demolition
excludes the Torrey greenhouses at grade that will be
replaced in connection with the Gant renovation.

PRIORITIZATION OF SPACE NEED

Given the limited resources available only a fraction of the required expansion
capacity can be met. It is therefore essential for UConn to prioritize how to distribute
expansion capacity so as to best support overall STEM objectives. As noted above,
these objectives include the complete renovation of the Gant complex and the eventual
demolition of the Torrey Life Sciences Building (TLSB).
As a first priority the University decided to provide additional capacity to effectively move
students through lower-division STEM coursework such as introductory biology and
physics. This approach of “widening the pipeline” will reach a broad audience including
majors in science and engineering disciplines as well as non-majors completing course
distribution requirements. The current space shortfall and poor quality of instructional
facilities in these areas has limited student access to STEM disciplines and, if not
addressed, will present the most direct challenge to achieving NextGenCT goals.
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These courses are foundational to programs that have seen explosive recent growth
including engineering and health and life sciences. Based on the space assessment
approximately 34,000 NASF of teaching laboratory capacity expansion is necessary to
achieve these goals.
As a parallel effort UConn has decided to allocate sufficient space to support faculty in
the same disciplines necessary to teach related coursework. This includes a blend of
both research and some administrative/office space necessary to relocate faculty from
outdated facilities such as TLSB and Gant West and to recruit a sufficient quantity of
faculty members to teach anticipated course loads.
Remaining STEM expansion capacity is allocated to future research initiatives and the
recruitment of additional faculty. The University must retain flexibility to allocate this
space by discipline but will locate this expansion capacity equally across existing and
anticipated core support facilities such as the greenhouse and vivarium. In reducing
the quantity of core facilities that must be duplicated or recreated the University will
maximize the quantity of new research laboratory capacity created.

AGGREGATE STEM SPACE SHORTFALL: 2018 SCENARIO

TEACHING
130K

34,000 NASF additional
undergraduate teaching need
has been prioritized to “widen the
pipeline” and increase throughput

OFFICE 37K

RESEARCH
182K

56,000 NASF of research
and office space will address
critical needs in the School of
Engineering and disciplines
fundamental to lower-division
instruction
72,000 NASF of unallocated
research space has been set
aside for future use

360K TOTAL STEM
SPACE SHORTFALL
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360,000 NASF of total STEM
space shortfall has been
identified based on 2018 planning
parameters

The diagram to the left
organizes the 360,000
asf deficit in STEM
facilities by typology,
plots the aggregate
space deficit against
the 161,800 nasf net
increase in STEM
resources and maps
how the proposed
implementation strategy
prioritizes select
components of the
overall space deficit.

STRATEGY COMPONENTS

As is noted in Section 3.01 Approach, UConn’s baseline strategy is organized around a
more definitive series of projects in the short term with the opportunity in 2019 to revisit
assumptions that have been made, measure progress made toward institutional goals
and, if necessary, correct course accordingly. In order to execute the core components
of the baseline strategy, a number of facilitating projects must be executed in the short
term before UConn commissions larger-scale redevelopment efforts. NextGenCT
capital investment is predicated on prior redevelopment work including both small scale
facilitating projects and larger-scale preceding projects. These projects are expected to
be complete by the close of 2017.
As is discussed in Section 3.04 Prioritization of Space Need Relative to Available
Resources, the baseline strategy includes sufficient resources to accomplish a sizable
quantity of redevelopment and to support a significant expansion of UConn’s STEM
portfolio. However, it has also been noted that this expansion only satisfies a portion of
the overall expansion necessary: it creates approximately 160,000 NASF of the overall
360,000 NASF need anticipated by 2018. To that end the study lays out parallel tracks
to account for the possibility that additional funding might be made available from other
sources such as private philanthropy or industry partnerships. A number of projects are
described in this report that identify potential uses for the spaces vacated by NextGenCT
redevelopment. In addition, concurrent ancillary projects have been included that can
be implemented by the University as stand-alone improvements, executable at the
appropriate time. For planning purposes these three categories of projects are located
within a ten-year time frame of 2016-2026.
In addition to the immediate and intermediate time frames the report also lists a number
of projects that will be necessary to address anticipated unmet needs. These projects
have collectively been located on a post-2026 time frame and are intended to provide
a framework around which UConn might begin to build its next capital request. Rough
order of magnitude costing is provided in current dollars and without escalation given the
uncertain nature of each project’s timing. In summary the projects are organized into the
framework below.
ORGANIZATION FRAMEWORK OF PROJECTS

1. Preceding Projects

in process

2. NextGenCT Core and Enabling Projects
3. NextGenCT Follow-On Projects
4. Concurrent Ancillary Projects
5. Beyond NextGenCT Projects

2016-2025

post-2025

While NextGenCT funding runs through 2024 it is anticipated
that project construction will extend through 2026.
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PRECEDING PROJECTS

Prior to the commencement of the STEM Planning Study UConn had already begun
planning and design work on two additions to the STEM portfolio: the 113,000 GSF
Innovation Partnership Building located north of the existing campus along Discovery
Drive and the 118,000 GSF Engineering Science Building located to the west of the
existing Chemistry Building on the site formerly occupied by the Central Receiving and
Storage Building. Both projects were commissioned in connection with previous planning
efforts and can be anticipated to deliver discrete benefits to the University.
The Innovation Partnership Building (IPB) is the first building to be built at
UConn’s new Technology Park and will offer large, flexible laboratories and highlyspecialized equipment not readily available to industry. It will be a place where UConn
faculty will work alongside private industry scientists and business entrepreneurs to
develop innovative new technology in energy, electronics, materials science, additive
manufacturing and other fields. The project has drawn the support of a number of
industry partners attracted to the collocated advanced microscopy and imaging
instrumentation. Both the Tech Park and IPB are a bridge between UConn faculty and
the world-class research they conduct on campus and private industry partners drawn to
advanced facilities to which they would otherwise not have access.
The project is not intended to address space shortfalls currently found at the Storrs
campus but instead will provide space for new collaborative ventures with external
entities. However, the relocation of select imaging equipment currently located in Gant
North to IPB will vacate approximately 2,800 NASF in Gant North’s lower level. The
project is expected to be ready for occupancy in late 2017.
UConn’s new Engineering and Science Building (ESB) is a five-story building set
between the existing Chemistry and PharmBio Buildings. It will feature an open floor
layout designed to encourage interdisciplinary collaboration. At the time of publication
a final list of PI research groups to be located there has not yet been established. Two
floors of the building will be used to allow for the relocation of the Institute for Systems
Genomics (ISG) and Center for Genome Innovation (CGI) with some capacity to support
new faculty lines within the Department of Molecular and Cell Biology. Relocation of the
ISG and select related components will free approximately 14,000 NASF in Beach Hall
with the exception of the Professional Science Master’s (PSM) program that will remain
in place. In addition, three floors have been allocated to the School of Engineering: one
to provide space for biomedical devices and materials research; another for a blend of
robotics, cyberphysics, cybersecurity, virtual reality and controls and sensor systems;
and the top floor for research in chemical engineering. These three floors will impact
approximately 35,000 NASF across multiple buildings occupied by SOE, but may only
yield about 14,000 NASF of space vacated to allow expansion of proximate programs
after occupancy of ESB, which is anticipated in 2017.

Construction of both the Innovation Partnership Building (left) and the Engineering and Science Building
(right) is anticipated to be complete by the end of 2017
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NEXTGENERATION
CONNECTICUT CORE AND
ENABLING PROJECTS

Consistent with the planning framework described in the 2014 Facilities Master Plan, the
principal vehicles for STEM redevelopment at UConn will be the renovation of the Gant
Complex and the construction of two new research facilities: Science 1 and Science 2.
Collectively these projects are anticipated to vacate a significant quantity of research
laboratory space within the PharmBio Building that can be redeveloped for subsequent
use while also allowing for the demolition of the Torrey Life Sciences Building. These
projects form the core of NextGenCT redevelopment and will provide the basis for both
ancillary concurrent smaller projects as well as subsequent follow-on work.
In order to facilitate these core NextGenCT components a number of enabling
projects must be undertaken. UConn is currently engaged in active studies to finetune its strategic approach and establish more precise project parameters related to
programming, scheduling and costing.
1.

Torrey Life Sciences Greenhouses
The site south of Torrey Life Sciences will be the necessary location for contractor
site staging and lay-down space for the Gant renovation and therefore require the
relocation of the 12,500 NASF of greenhouses currently located there. Several
sites are actively being studied with a final program dependent on proximity to other
campus resources. The replacement facility will provide collections storage space
used in teaching and this study recommends a close evaluation of the Ecology and
Evolutionary Biology department’s greenhouse usage to best leverage existing
resources and related uses on campus, and to set the facility’s required scale.

2.

University Information Technology Services (UITS) Non-Data Center Support
In order to relocate the Physics department out of Gant West UConn is actively
looking at specific strategies to grow the quantity of available space in Gant South.
To that end the University is exploring ways to relocate portions of UITS outside of
the Gant Complex on a temporary or permanent basis. While the data center will
remain in place and operational throughout construction, the staff associated with
the data center may be temporarily relocated out of Gant South to a location asyet to be determined. In addition, approximately 11,500 NASF of non-data center
support functions including HuskyTech may temporarily or permanently be relocated
off-site. The University is currently developing a program for all UITS functions
currently in the Gant Complex and exploring alternative locations for these important
components.

3.

Temporary Replacement for Gant Central (Plaza) Office Space
As part of the logistics planning for the Gant Complex renovation, the phasing of
component parts of the project are being considered. Options are being explored
regarding the appropriate timing for Gant Central renovations and the corresponding
relocation of its current occupants.

4.

Unallocated Research Space
The occupants of unallocated research space in Science 1 and Science 2 will be
defined once full design contracts are issued to the selected consultants. A set of
research space allocation guidelines is currently in development by the University
that will further inform the composition of newly developed research space.
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GANT RENOVATION

CONTEXT

As was noted in the evaluation of existing conditions the Gant Complex has outlived
its capacity to support advanced fume-hood based research but is appropriate for
redevelopment to house teaching laboratories or research functions that do not require
intense building engineering infrastructure. The facility is well-sited on the Storrs campus
with ample access points on all sides both for vehicles and pedestrians. About half of the
building’s 270,000 GSF is contiguous high-bay laboratories located on the ground floor
presenting a unique redevelopment opportunity for the University.
On the academic side, one of the University’s most pressing space concerns stems from
the significant quantities of undergraduate students that have recently enrolled and the
resultant capacity limitations within lower-division teaching. This condition is magnified
by the condition of most lower-division class laboratory spaces (e.g., within the Torrey
Life Sciences Building, Bronwell Hall, etc.). In addition to a severe shortage of class
laboratories, UConn lacks a complement of class laboratory support infrastructure such
as prep rooms that enhance the efficient functioning of the instructional laboratories.
STRATEGY

Gant will be sequentially redeveloped as a consolidated center for undergraduate
teaching with an economy of scale and operating efficiency that presents a unique
opportunity to create a distinctive “UConn” approach to instruction or pedagogy. This
center for undergraduate instruction will include teaching laboratories for Physics,
Biology 1000, EEB, MCB and PNB. Alongside these teaching laboratories will be a
consolidated complement of related laboratory support functions that will achieve
operational efficiencies by eliminating the need for facilities redundancies and
economizing on the total quantity of support staff required. The opportunity exists to
create a series of distinct but similar class laboratory environments that can be modified
or adapted as teaching loads evolve without a fundamental reorganization of the service
spaces that support them. Colocating such facilities provides the opportunity to create
a vibrant hub of STEM learning in close proximity to existing lecture hall facilities and
shared study spaces. The building’s unique features include access to grade on all sides
and an open plaza at the first floor that is capable of supporting the large numbers of
students that will use the facility. Furthermore the building’s proximity to the existing
BioPhysics Building with resources such as a café and existing lecture halls will augment
the functioning of the renovated Gant complex.
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In addition, the Gant Complex will serve as the singular location for a consolidated
EEB department. Given the current and anticipated scale of that department, UConn
can achieve an economy of means and a critical mass of activity by consolidating EEB
teaching, administrative and research functions in a single building.
INTENT

A primary driver behind the decision to renovate the Gant Complex for undergraduate
teaching is due to the urgency with which UConn needs to develop teaching laboratory
capacity to support the 2018 enrollment profile. As the first large-scale project to
result from NextGenCT funding, the project vacates Physics from Gant West but also
vacates all teaching functions from the Torrey Life Sciences Building (TLSB), providing
improved conditions for foundational coursework that will benefit all undergraduates
across campus. In order to replace the existing quantity of Physics and Biology
teaching laboratories and provide required throughput capacity, the renovated complex
must support approximately 15,700 weekly student contact hours of scheduled
class time for approximately 2,600 FTEs across the corresponding departments. For
space assessment and planning purposes, this study assumed the maintenance of
a three:three laboratory:lecture model of delivery resulting in a need for at least 52
individual class laboratories. While alternative models such as SCALE-UP are possible
within the Gant Complex, such pedagogies will require a different quantity of area to
achieve the same throughput goals, in part because they remove the operating efficiency
associated with use of large lecture halls to deliver portions of the coursework.
The preliminary program below summarizes the academic space required to satisfy
departmental needs based on these planning assumptions. The eventual design team
will use this preliminary program with detail provided in the space assessment to arrive
at a final building model that factors in the final pedagogical approach chosen by the
departments and correlates with available resources. As the eventual demolition of TLSB
will eliminate the indoor connection between Gant and the vivarium in the PharmBio
Building, the final programming for the complex will need to carefully assess aggregate
vivarium usage and make alternative accommodation.
GANT COMPLEX BREAKDOWN BY SPACE TYPE

Building Gross SF
Building Efficiency
Assignable SF

Administrative
21%

Gant South
Lecture Space
5%

Teaching
49%

Research
24%

Special Use
1%
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Physics
Physics
Physics
Physics
PNB
Gant Central Physics
Bio-1000
Gant West
Bio-1000
Bio-1000
Physics
MCB
PNB
Registrar
Gant North
EEB
EEB
EEB
Registrar

270,000
57%
153,600
Administrative
Teaching
Research
Special Use
Teaching
Administrative
Teaching
Teaching
Administrative
Research
Teaching
Teaching
Lecture Halls
Administrative
Teaching
Research
Lecture Hall
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7,700
14,300
8,300
1,600
10,000
6,150
5,400
17,600
2,900
3,000
17,300
4,000
6,000
14,800
6,100
26,100
2,350
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SCIENCE 1

CONTEXT

As noted in the 2014 Facilities Master Plan (FMP), the North Eagleville Corridor in its
current state cannot support additional construction. To provide the scale of expansion
UConn requires, the FMP anticipated development of a new Northwest Quad that would
support up to four new facilities implemented over the coming decades. Over 180,000
NASF of additional research laboratory space is required at UConn to support the
2018 planning scenario and the vast majority of the existing space deficit extends from
the School of Engineering that has already exceeded its share of UConn’s ambitious
enrollment growth scenario.
In addition, in order for the Gant Complex renovation to proceed apace there is a need to
vacate Gant North by 2020. In the absence of an appropriate site along North Eagleville
the next appropriate location for the relocated Institute of Materials Science (IMS) is at
the Northwest Quad. IMS is an interdisciplinary venture composed of advanced research
facilities that require significant building systems infrastructure including high-ventilation
capacities. There are currently no buildings on campus that can readily support these
functions that are ill-suited to older facilities such as the Gant Complex.
STRATEGY

The use of the anticipated new Northwest Quad for expansion of UConn’s research
enterprise presents an optimal opportunity to provide the quantity of open area
necessary to accommodate the spaces required along with the requisite engineering
infrastructure to adequately support those laboratories in both the short- and long- terms.
The University has committed to building a facility containing approximately 200,000
GSF that will provide a critical mass of research activities able to function independently
at a modest distance from the existing North Eagleville corridor.
IMS, a primary occupant of the new facility will be relocated from its current home
in Gant North to new purpose-built construction that provides a unique opportunity
to create the kinds of state-of-the-art facilities that will best support the Institutes’s
ongoing work. It can be anticipated that the IMS faculty housed in Science 1 will bring
a robust complement of shared support facilities such as characterization, clean room,
thin-film lithography and a range of analytic functions that will serve as the nucleus for
subsequent laboratory redevelopment in this new campus district.
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In addition, UConn has decided to co-locate Materials Science and Engineering (MSE)
teaching laboratories from the Engineering 2 Building to the Science 1 Building to keep
undergraduates in proximity to advanced research and associated core facilities, support
the graduate students that will service both spaces and provide the infrastructureintensive instructional spaces appropriate to the discipline.
With the exception of a modest amount of space set aside for public and building
amenities the remainder of Science 1 will be built out as laboratories that can support
engineering and the physical sciences but that will not be allocated or assigned until a
later date. This unallocated space will provide UConn with the flexibility to support the
initiatives of successful faculty or to recruit new faculty that will grow UConn’s research
enterprise consistent with NextGenCT’s target goals for research funding.

INTENT
As the first in a series of new developments at the Northwest Quad, planning
and construction of Science 1 must preserve sufficient site footprint for additional
construction and the growth of a distinct campus quadrangle. The shared laboratory
resources in Science 1 will be the nucleus around which subsequent site development
takes place. The University is best served if unallocated space in Science 1 is fully
utilized for research and the creation of redundant core facilities such as vivaria is
avoided. Candidate occupants for Science 1 should be carefully chosen for their synergy
of research disciplines. Given anticipated retirements to come in the Physics department,
at the appropriate time the University will evaluate whether this advanced research
space and the vibrant community that surrounds it will prove an attractive magnet for the
next generation of Physics faculty.
Although modest, the quantity of teaching space allocated for MSE has been sized
to support the pedagogical approach currently in place with some modest expansio
capacity to reflect the inclusion of student project space. In addition, as the first major
building to be constructed at the Northwest Science Quad, a public amenity component
is critical to anchor this new hub to the campus, both socially and intellectually.

SCIENCE 1 BREAKDOWN BY SPACE TYPE
Special Use
2%

Teaching
4%
Administrative
16%
Amenity
4%

SCIENCE 1 PRELIMINARY PROGRAM
Building Gross SF
Building Efficiency
Assignable SF
IMS
IMS
IMS
IMS
MSE
Unallocated
Public Amenity Space

200,000
55%
110,000
Administrative
Research
Special - Study
Special - Storage
Teaching
Research

17,350
39,000
1,650
600
5,000
43,000
4,000

Research
74%
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PHARMACY-BIOLOGY
RENOVATION

CONTEXT

With the consolidation of the Ecology and Evolutionary Biology (EEB) department in a
renovated Gant Complex, approximately two and a half floors of the Pharmacy-Biology
Building (PharmBio) will be vacated and available for reuse. This space is among the
most valuable in the University’s portfolio as it is outfitted with contemporary engineering
infrastructure, well-suited to support wet-laboratory biological research with direct
proximity to the vivarium. Although the former EEB research laboratories areas will
require some retooling prior to reuse these spaces represent a singular opportunity to
provide high-quality life sciences research space.
By the time this space is available in PharmBio the remaining occupants in the Torrey
Life Sciences Building (TLSB) will be faculty and researchers in the departments of
Molecular and Cell Biology (MCB) and Physiology and Neurobiology (PNB). Increased
research space needs are forecast for both departments: an additional 23% for MCB
and 36% more for PNB. Although only one of many factors, research productivity is
evidenced by by awarded grant funding; funding that in turn factors in to the size of
research teams supporting individual principal investigators. MCB holds a consistently
high ranking among College of Liberal Arts and Sciences departments for awarded
research funding, while the comparatively smaller PNB department has nearly doubled
its research awards between fiscal years 2013 and 20151.
STRATEGY

Once modest interior reconfigurations are complete, the vacated PharmBio space will be
occupied by the MCB and PNB research and administrative offices that remain in TLSB
leaving that building fully vacant. This move represents a remarkable improvement in
quality of space for these departments, offers direct access to vivarium facilities, uses
renovated facilities with already robust infrastructure for existing needs, and maintains a
central location for biological research within the life sciences core of the North Eagleville
Science District. Further, the project also provides for PNB expansion, consolidating the
department’s research and administrative space into a single location.
Quarterly Summary of Sponsored Program Services
Activity, Office of the Vice President for Research,
Report for Quarter Ending 9/30/2015, 15.
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INTENT

A primary driver for this modest but overwhelmingly important project is the provision
of more and significantly better research space for two highly productive departments.
The categories of research pursued by both MCB and PNB align closely with traditional
National Institutes of Health (NIH) and National Science Foundation (NSF) grant
opportunities and the current location of these departments in TLSB places their
principal investigators at a disadvantage relative to other institutional peers. This space
in the PharmBio Building represents the next available opportunity to make available a
significant quantity of contemporary life sciences research space with direct access to
the currently underutilized vivarium.
However, the value of this space can only be made available if the current occupants
are relocated to an alternative location. Given the infrastructure requirements of the EEB
research laboratories their location in a renovated Gant Complex is both an appropriate
and advisable approach.
The former EEB research laboratories will require some modest level of renovation prior
to reuse given the change in occupants and research protocols. Modest architectural
modifications provide the opportunity to create more open and adaptable laboratory
units that are less cellular and separate in layout and therefore can be occupied more
efficiently.

At the appropriate time UConn may consider alternative life sciences research candidates
for this valuable research space. Given the scale of the available space it would be
possible to use it to vacate the laboratories currently located in the Atwater addition
allowing for the selective demolition of that portion of the Atwater/Pathbio Complex.
Doing so would make available a sizable site area on which a new laboratory building
could be constructed with direct access to the vivarium at the lower level. This approach
also presents the opportunity to use select space in PharmBio for research opportunities
in animal science that would benefit from location at North Eagleville rather than East
Campus with corresponding resultant collaborative opportunities.
Similarly, a portion of the available PharmBio Building space could support the expansion
of laboratory research within the School of Pharmacy.

PHARMBIO RENOVATION BREAKDOWN
BY SPACE TYPE

PHARMBIO RENOVATION PRELIMINARY
PROGRAM
Assignable SF

Administrative
19%

Vacating TLSB:
MCB
PNB

Research
Administrative
Research
Administrative

Research Expansion Candidates:
PNB / Pathobiology / Pharmacy

Research
81%
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SCIENCE 2

CONTEXT

The Torrey Life Sciences Building (TLSB) will be fully vacated and ready for demolition
following the backfill of the Pharmacy-Biology Building (PharmBio), resulting in a
cleared site with prime frontage on North Eagleville Road. As the Science 1 Building
expands research capacity for physical and materials science to the west, there is a
complementary need to provide life sciences research laboratory expansion capacity.
Furthermore, is was noted in Section 3.04 Prioritization of Space Need Relative to
Available Resources, the University faces a significant deficit in research laboratory
space in part related to the NextGenCT goal to expand the research enterprise
effectively doubling research grant expenditures. Given the University’s historical funding
profiles and likely areas of interest for future grant support the life sciences will present
significant opportunities to achieve the University’s research goals.
UConn has already invested considerably in creating robust life sciences core facilities
along the North Eagleville corridor. Among these are the vivarium in PharmBio, which
has a considerable amount of expansion capacity available for use, the research
greenhouses atop the BioPhysics Building and the genomics cores to be located in
the Engineering and Science Building. Collectively, these facilities provide an excellent
foundation from which to expand on UConn’s existing strengths in related fields.
STRATEGY

The Science 2 Building will provide for life sciences expansion, including some research
and administrative space for PNB and MCB departments and a significant quantity
of unallocated research space for life sciences recruits. By building Science 2 as an
addition onto PharmBio, the new laboratory space will have direct access to the existing
underutilized vivarium and provide UConn with the latitude to align available facilities
with hiring opportunities as they manifest. During the conceptual design phases of
the project the possibility of a tunnel connection to the BioPhysics Building should be
investigated to weigh the potential costs against the benefits of gaining direct access to
the vivarium to both BioPhys and Gant.
As the funding prospects for Science 2 construction remain uncertain, during the design
phase it may be worthwhile to consider building a quantity of the unallocated research
space as shell space that can be fit out at a later time in part through grant funding.
This approach has the advantage of building out only those laboratory services that are
needed by future faculty and avoids infrastructure obsolescing in the interim.
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The Campus Master Plan calls for Science 2 to be implemented in two phases. Funding
for this first phase is budgeted within NextGen Connecticut; the second phase of
expansion is described under Section 3.11 Beyond NextGeneration Connecticut as
Science 3. Funding for Science 2 must include provision for fit out of the shell space in
the existing vivarium.
INTENT

The most important resource conservation consideration at hand is the value in reducing
or eliminating the creation of redundant core facilities. In many instances, core facilities
such as vivaria are the most expensive kinds of research spaces to build. Every square
foot of duplicate core facilities created deprives UConn of the opportunity to direct
research laboratory resources to existing or recruit faculty.

GANT

275,000 GSF
2016 - 2022

UConn’s existing life sciences cores represent a valuable asset that can serve as a
magnet for recruit faculty. Leveraging the value of those existing facilities will position
UConn to make more attractive facilities offers to potential recruits, proximate to existing
faculty and provide the basis for productive collaborations. It will make for a wiser
long-term use of resources to provide for research laboratory expansion through new
construction rather than through the renovation of existing facilities.

SCIENCE 1
200,000 GSF
2017 - 2020

SCI. 2

Like Science 1, Science 2 presents “wild card” opportunities to UConn to take advantage
of future opportunities in the life sciences that have not yet manifested and it is in the
University’s interests to preserve this long-term prerogative. However, appropriations
made to projects in the short term have the potential to consume resources from projects
farther on the horizon. By keeping projects currently in development on budget UConn
protects the value of this future asset.

70,000 GSF
2023 - 2025

As an alternative strategy UConn considered the possibility of building Science 2
as an addition to the BioPhysics Building, possibly on the site of the existing TLSB
greenhouses such that construction could commence prior to TLSB’s demolition. The
possibility exists to use the site east of BioPhysics to provide contractor staging and laydown space for the Gant renovation, which would preclude use of the site for the next
six years. Most importantly, an addition onto BioPhysics will not create research space
with direct access to the existing vivarium, limiting the value of that space to potential
life sciences recruits.

SCIENCE 2 BREAKDOWN BY SPACE TYPE

Administrative
15%

SCIENCE 2 PRELIMINARY PROGRAM
Building Gross SF
Building Efficiency
Assignable SF

70,000
57%
40,000

Expansion Space Candidates:
PNB forecasted growth
MCB forecasted growth
Unallocated Life Sciences

4,900
6,100
29,000

Research
85%
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NEXTGENERATION

REDEPLOYMENT OF VACATED SOE SPACE

CONNECTICUT FOLLOW-

Over the course of the next five years pockets of space will be vacated across
buildings currently occupied by the School of Engineering including Bronwell Hall, the
Engineering II Building (E2), the United Technologies Engineering Building (UTEB) and
the Information Technologies Engineering Building (ITEB) among others. Much of this
available space will result from the relocation of existing researchers to the Engineering
and Science Building (ESB) with additional space resulting from the transference of
Biology 1000 teaching laboratories from Bronwell to the Gant Complex. As the upload
strategy for ESB is defined, it will be necessary to track the vacated space with greater
precision. It is therefore recommended that a more focused redevelopment plan for
the School of Engineering be developed that plots a course for how these isolated
pockets of space might be collocated such that a contiguous block of space might be
assembled that can be more purposefully renovated. Although the School can allow
pockets of space to support the expansion of faculty in spaces immediately proximate, a
consolidated quantity of space properly renovated will allow the support of new initiatives
that are precluded by the current buildings such as the creation of a suite of freshman
studio or “maker” laboratories.

ON (BACKFILL) PROJECTS

BACKFILL OF VACATED BEACH HALL SPACE

With the departure of the Institute for Systems Genomics from Beach Hall it is
anticipated that approximately 14,000 NASF of recently renovated research space suited
to cellular and molecular biology will become available in that building. Over the course
of discussions with representatives of College of Liberal Arts and Sciences (CLAS) a
number of viable alternative uses for that space have been identified. In the immediate
term the space presents an opportunity to recruit Molecular and Cell Biology (MCB)
faculty, an opportunity not currently afforded by the paucity of appropriate research
space on campus. The available space also could be used to provide some relief to MCB
or Pathobiology researchers currently in Torrey Life Sciences or Atwater Hall. Although
not ideal in that this approach disconnects researchers from their colleagues and
departmental home base, Beach can provide an immediate avenue of relief for some
from the worst research laboratory conditions on campus.
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If an appropriate candidate wet laboratory function cannot be found, the vacated space
could be used to allow for the sequential renovation of the existing Geosciences teaching
laboratories in Beach’s lower level or the expansion of Anthropology laboratory capacity
on the upper floors. The facilities for Geosciences are in particularly decrepit condition
and sorely in need of renovation. Although the Anthropology laboratories have generally
seen more recent renovation, that department is seeing a significant influx in non-majors
seeking coursework to satisfy distribution requirements. For students who may not elect
a major or seek a career in the sciences, the laboratories in Beach may be their primary
exposure to STEM during their education at UConn.
PHARMACY-BIOLOGY INTERIOR MODIFICATIONS FOR SCHOOL OF
PHARMACY

Based on a review of the current utilization of the PharmBio Building there are
opportunities to conduct minor renovations and reconfigurations to optimize that
building’s use. The existing library could be adapted to better support group project
and study activities with less emphasis on collections storage. Similarly, the current
utilization of the specialized laboratory dedicated to pharmaceutical compounding
suggests an opportunity to repurpose that laboratory space for higher and better use.
While such modifications could be implemented as funds become available, a more
complete space audit should be conducted to identify additional opportunities to optimize
laboratory utilization. On the ground floor the locker storage area may be better used
for collaboration and group study. As recent construction, the laboratory engineering
infrastructure of the PharmBio Building is a valuable resource to the University that
should be optimized for maximum benefit.
BRONWELL RENOVATION OF FORMER BIOLOGY LABORATORIES

Once the existing BCS or Biology 1000 teaching laboratories are relocated from
Bronwell into the renovated Gant Complex the University will renovate the vacated
space for the School of Engineering’s Department of Biomedical Engineering (BME).
Given the magnitude of the space deficits identified in that department such a renovation
will satisfy only a portion of the longer term needs. Within that context a priority facility
need for the BME department include a tissue engineering laboratory that can serve
both a research and teaching capacity. As an interim solution, this renovation will meet
an immediate need, however a more holistic strategy for this building is required in the
longer term.
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CONCURRENT ANCILLARY

REDEPLOYMENT OF BIOBEHAVIORAL 4

PROJECTS

UConn’s programs across the health sciences are seeing rapid growth and are of vital
interest to meet regional workforce needs and grow the State’s economy. In particular,
programs within Kinesiology and Physical Therapy specifically have experienced a surge
in student interest that far exceeds the capacity that the existing facilities can support.
Unlike other STEM disciplines in which instructional laboratories can be run at a higher
rate of utilization, programs such as Physical Therapy have a more direct relationship
between quantity of space provided and the number of students that can be served.
In addition, the program functions optimally when this space is contiguous. For these
reasons it was concluded that the block of available space in Biobehavioral 4 should be
repurposed to serve the expanding needs of Physical Therapy.
RENOVATION OF JONES ANNEX

Although modest, the 6,000 NASF available in the Jones Annex provides the opportunity
for the College of Agriculture, Health and Natural Resources (CAHNR) to support an
immediate initiative: the creation of a pilot food laboratory for the Department of Nutrition
Science. Given a broader national interest in food safety and security as well as the
increased importance Federal agencies such as the Department of Agriculture will play
in research funding, this initiative can strategically differentiate UConn from its current
peers while remaining entirely consistent with its land-grant mission.
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BACKFILL OF ABL GREENHOUSE

Across the University there is a need for a range of types of greenhouse space ranging
from smaller-scale research environments with varying needs for control and isolation
to larger scale teaching and display facilities with greater degrees of public access.
The existing ABL greenhouses satisfy a unique niche given their proximity both to the
University’s outdoor farm facilities and the immediately adjacent ATL/ABL research
laboratories. The anticipated expiration of lease agreements currently in place with
industry partnerships provides the opportunity for UConn to repurpose approximately
1,200 NASF of greenhouse space with a commensurate quantity of associated
laboratory and support spaces. In the intervening months the College will evaluate
the appropriate use for that space but possibilities include relocating well-funded plant
infection research from Hampton Cottage at the Depot campus or attracting one or more
new faculty recruits to support identified NextGenCT expansion needs.
BACKFILL OF ABL/ATL RESEARCH SPACE

In recent years the existing ABL/ATL facility has been sequentially organized as
an increasingly interdisciplinary facility dedicated to studying plant, nutritional and
related agricultural concerns. As is noted below, a more detailed space audit should
be conducted to evaluate the space utilization of the facility particularly in light of the
planned departure of select industry partners for incubator space off campus. Some
laboratory space originally designed for plant tissue culture research on the second floor
is no longer needed for that purpose. Combined with several adjacent support spaces
about 2,150 NASF can be renovated to create a larger tissue culture teaching laboratory
with growth chambers and additional research laboratories.
BACKFILL OF VACANT CHEMISTRY SPACE

Currently there is a modest quantity of vacant research space on the third floor of the
Chemistry Building (approximately 1,300 NASF) that presents a number of opportunities.
In the short term and in the absence of a specific PI recruit a prudent use of that space
could support existing chemical engineering faculty that are compressed within the
Bronwell/E2/UTEB complex as their needs are compatible with the Chemistry Building
laboratories. A space audit of the Chemistry Building could identify opportunities to
optimize the utilization of the high quality laboratory space in this building. To that end
the currently vacant space would provide an entrée to a programmatic restack that might
sequentially allow existing faculty to relocate to right-sized space, potentially creating
space for future hires. That process of optimization may involve limited relocation of
demising partitions and the rebalancing of activities between wings to enhance space
utilization. The robust building infrastructure of the Chemistry Building represents a
resource that should be properly optimized to the University’s benefit. A sequential
restack of the building based on sound data obtained in a space audit coupled with the
limited quantity of space currently available can provide the opportunity to execute that
optimization.
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SPACE AUDIT ANALYSES

Although NextGenCT funding represents a tremendous investment in UConn’s physical
infrastructure, a significant gap remains between the quantity of additional space that
funding can provide and the overall need assessed based on anticipated enrollment
and corollary increase in faculty. For this reason it is essential that the University seek
to optimize the utilization of its existing facilities, most importantly those of recent
construction with building systems infrastructure capable of advancing the research
enterprise.
As was noted in the evaluation of existing campus conditions during Phase 1, UConn’s
recently constructed laboratory buildings are organized around highly modular but very
separate laboratory units. In the absence of a model for research space allocation that
matches the quantity of area or linear footage of bench space with actual PI group
needs, PIs are instead assigned space based on the architectural layout by spatial unit.
The inevitable result is a mismatch with some faculty forced into spaces that are too
small and others residing in spaces that are overly generous. This problem most directly
impacts the University’s research enterprise in that it inhibits providing adequate support
for successful research initiatives and severely limits the ability to provide seed space for
nascent project work.
It is therefore recommended that the University conduct space audits of select facilities
to measure utilization on a more granular basis and to reveal how minor architectural
modifications and programmatic restack might extract a greater overall space efficiency.
Although it may be possible to increase the effective utilization of additional buildings
on campus, the five identified below represent the greatest opportunities to realize a
return on investment: resulting in high-quality research space in a context of available
opportunities for programmatic restack.
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•

Chemistry Building: As is noted above, a modest amount of available research
space in the Chemistry Building can provide the entrée to programmatic restack.
Furthermore, recent faculty departures and the prospect of future recruit efforts
underscore the value in accumulating a critical mass of space that can be allocated
to match the needs of current and prospective faculty.

•

Information Technologies Engineering Building (ITEB): Within the next two
years it is expected that a modest quantity of program associated with the School
of Engineering’s cybersecurity research cluster ITEB will be relocated to the new
Engineering and Science Building (ESB). It may be possible to leverage additional
space in this building by relocating office functions such as laboratories conducting
theoretical research into buildings such as UTEB or the Engineering II Building (E2)
so that a greater quantity of space in ITEB can serve more infrastructure-demanding
functions such as experimental electrical engineering research. An assessment of
the research laboratory wing on the second through fourth floors will provide insights
as to where greater operating efficiencies might be obtained.

•

Pharmacy-Biology Building (PBB): Within the next six years it is anticipated that
a significant quantity of space will be vacated on the second through fourth floors
when Ecology and Environmental Biology laboratories (EEB) are consolidated within
Gant North. The backfill of that available space represents a unique opportunity
to address other functional issues associated with the building layout including
a reconsideration of the utilization of PNB and School of Pharmacy research
laboratories. Conducting a space audit in the short term will both better inform the
process of decanting EEB into Gant North while also indicating which opportunities
exist to mine the remaining laboratories for increased utilization.

•

ABL/ATL Complex: As has been noted above, the ABL/ATL complex has seen
significant changes in the organization of research space around research themes
and synergies rather than departmental silos. With the anticipated departure of
select industry partners now is the appropriate time for a more guided approach
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to the allocation of research space that measures the quantity of research space
assigned to a more uniform University standard. Coupled with the assessment of
existing research space utilization, the opportunity exists to magnify the impact of
ABL/ATL, creating robust clusters of active research that accommodate a greater
quantity of research faculty in more effective collaborative density.
•

Biology-Physics Building (BPB): Although limited work is posited within this
building the renovation of the adjacent Gant complex and the eventual backfill of
space in PBB underscores the value in taking a closer look at MCB’s occupancy of
the research laboratories in this building. Although the EEB seed storage facility and
rooftop research greenhouses represent unique special-use functions appropriate
to their existing space, the modular layout of the research laboratories has led to a
comparably less efficient occupancy, similar to that found in the Chemistry Building
and PBB. A space audit carried out in the short term can provide both immediate
guidance on the viability of supporting urgent MCB recruit needs within the existing
layout as well as longer-term input on adjustments that might be made relative to an
eventual partial occupancy of Science 2. Although the baseline strategy positions
MCB research in both the BioPhysics Building and Science 2, the opportunity exists
to organize that research by research theme to maintain the integrity of research
clusters keeping “like with like”. Special attention should be devoted to research
protocols that are best supported by a direct connection to the BioPhysics rooftop
research greenhouses.

CLASSROOM UTILIZATION ANALYSIS AND REDEVELOPMENT STUDY

The space assessment provided under Phase 2 identifies the total quantity of teaching
load generated by each STEM department that would rightfully be located in registrarcontrolled classrooms. This assessment is based on UConn continuing with the existing
three:three ratio of laboratory to lecture credit hours. As the scope of the STEM Planning
Study was limited to laboratory facilities a more detailed analysis of the general purpose
classroom teaching load has not been conducted.
Given the scale of the need there is a value in the University commissioning a study
specific to classroom use and distribution that optimizes the utilization of classrooms.
As the foundation for such a study, lessons can be learned from the instructional spaces
that serve as “sandboxes” for pedagogical experimentation and curricular redevlopment
in the existing library as well as the experimental “studio lab” that will be included in
the first phase of Gant renovation. From these starting points UConn can develop
a phased redevelopment strategy that can be coordinated with anticipated building
renovations such as at Koons, Beach and Klink Halls. Such a utilization study should
also include provision for change management: working with faculty leaders and other
UConn stakeholders on a plan for curricular change and the phased implementation and
adoption of new learning methodologies.
Note: although the baseline strategy presented herein does reallocate classroom space
currently found in Gant for departmental teaching laboratory use, this reduction is offset
by classrooms that will come online in the coming months within a renovated Monteith.
BERGIN CAMPUS

Over the course of the study the University took possession of the Bergin Correctional
Facility adjacent to the Depot Campus. In the short-term this additional space can
provide much-needed expansion capacity for essential programs that cannot be
accommodated at the campus core. Chief among these are the senior thesis studio
laboratories needed across the School of Engineering’s disciplines. This space deficit is
of significant concern as increased quantities of students make their way through their
respective coursework and the surge of recent enrollment progresses from freshman to
senior years.
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Longer-term, UConn should undertake a more comprehensive development strategy for
both the Bergin and Depot campuses that identifies the highest and best use for these
components with an emphasis on identifying appropriate private partners with missions
that align with the University. A variety of strategies have been employed by other peer
university centers that have effectively leveraged the value of recently acquired ancillary
campuses to attract external partners for mutual benefit.
BEYOND
NEXTGENERATION
CONNECTICUT

Meeting UConn’s 2018 planning scenarios for student enrollment and faculty growth will
require considerably more facilities resources than are provided for through NextGenCT
funding. For planning purposes these additional space needs have been organized into a
conceptual framework to provide a sense of the additional funding necessary to support
UConn’s strategic goals. Although it may be possible to achieve these ends through
alternative means such public-private partnerships or recently acquired neighboring
facilities, for planning purposes the following descriptions assume either the renovation
of existing UConn facilities or the construction of new facilities on the Storrs campus.
SCIENCE 3

The research capacity expansion anticipated in Science 2 will provide only a portion of
the total quantity of space needs anticipated. The 2015 Facilities Master Plan anticipated
that funding limitations would require Science 2 be constructed in two phases and for
planning purposes, this second phase of construction has been dubbed “Science 3”.
Depending on the research needs satisfied by Science 2 it can be expected that Science
3 will address conditions deficiencies currently found in the Atwater/Pathbio complex and
provide for expansion capacity across the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences (CLAS),
the College of Agriculture, Health and Natural Resources (CAHNR) and the School of
Engineering (SOE).
EAST CAMPUS SCIENCE FACILITY

Although the ATL/ABL complex can be optimized to support more intensive research
use, it is anticipated that additional laboratory expansion will be required across select
CAHNR components. To that end a modest amount of new construction has been
identified to meet potential needs in such fields as food safety and security as well as
plant and nutrition sciences.
CLINICAL RESEARCH FACILITY

The Phase 2 space assessment identified a need across a range of departments for
clinical spaces to support current and anticipated research activities. In lieu of providing
multiple department-specific expansion facilities across the existing campus, it may
prove worthwhile to plan for the select removal of clinical components with high levels
of public interface to a point at the current campus’ periphery. Doing so will allow for the
creation of an appropriate public-facing facility replete with requisite security and access
requirements such as parking and reception functions while allowing those departments
to repurpose the corresponding vacated space to support expansion needs. The scale
and composition of such a facility has not yet been determined but should be informed
by a focused planning study.
CLASSROOM FACILITY

As was noted above, the quantity of general-purpose classroom teaching load
associated with 2018 planning scenarios would suggest the need for a campuswide study of classroom utilization and redevelopment. Accounting solely for STEM
instruction, UConn can anticipate that an expansion of classroom capacity will be
required. The instructional needs of STEM disciplines will put pressure on the classroom
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inventory. The actual impact will require an examination of scheduling as well as fill
rates. In addition to providing instructional expansion capacity, such a project can
implement pedagogical lessons learned from ongoing campus curricular experiments.
RENOVATION OF VACATED KOONS HALL SPACE

If the proposed relocation of Physical Therapy program from Koons to Biobehavioral
4 is carried out, approximately 5,000 NASF of space will be vacated on the first floor
of Koons along with a modest amount of space at the lower level. With the exception
of two offices this represents the entirety of the first floor and therefore provides an
avenue for the phased renovation of that building. As was noted in the Phase 2 technical
memorandum, the Allied Health Sciences (AHS) department has seen significant growth
in enrollment and a commensurate increase in the quantity of full-time faculty resulting
in a current space deficit particularly in administrative and office space, and less so
in class laboratory space. However, the quality of existing class laboratories should
be addressed. In the short term expansion and renovation of teaching space in the
Koons basement for Diagnostic Genetic Sciences and Medical Laboratory Sciences
is necessary to meet accreditation requirements of several CAHNR programs. Note
that this is one option for consideration as AHS is already located in Koons. At the
appropriate time, the University will consider alternate strategies.
The prospect of a phased, floor-by-floor renovation of Koons presents the opportunity
to address the poor conditions currently seen in the classrooms on the lower level
by moving them into renovated space on the first floor and sequentially providing for
additional departmental, faculty office, and related research space across the basement,
second and third floors. Prior to commencement of this work a feasibility study should be
executed that matches the available funding with the scale of the proposed renovation
and develops a building-wide strategy for renewal. In this way appropriate basement- or
attic-level space can be set aside for systems infrastructure to eliminate the reliance on
window air conditioning units and other similar modernizations.
SCIENCE 4

Although Science 1 will provide significant research space expansion capacity directed
toward physical and materials science, the space assessment anticipates significantly
more research space will be needed, particularly within the engineering and physical
sciences. Additional new construction located proximate to Science 1 would build on
the shared research facilities and “cores” that are anticipated within that building. This
approach is consistent with the baseline strategy of developing the new Northwest Quad
for the physical sciences and engineering and redeveloping the North Eagleville Corridor
around the Life Sciences while avoiding the creation of duplicate or redundant cores.
RENOVATION OF KLINK AND RATCLIFFE HICKS

Although renovation work has been carried out across a number of buildings on the East
Campus the Phase 1 Conditions Assessment identified two facilities, Klink and Ratcliffe
Hicks, that face significant deferred maintenance backlogs. As renovation of these two
facilities is not anticipated within this study’s ten-year time frame, provision should be
made in subsequent “NextNextGenCT” funding requests for the resources to address
the ongoing obsolescence of these two important facilities.
RENOVATION OF WHITE BUILDING

The White Building is critical to delivering both the research and teaching mission for
CAHNR. This study recommends comprehensive renovation of the White Building to
address long-standing building mechanical systems and conditions, including corroded
and broken pipes resulting in flooding that has caused further damage to finishes,
spaces, and equipment in the building.
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0.05 CAPITAL
IMPROVEMENT PLAN
OVERVIEW

The STEM Space Needs Assessment Study was commissioned to provide UConn with
a strategy for spending capital available through NextGenCT funding in order to support
three principal goals: increasing student enrollment, the hiring of additional faculty and
expanding the research enterprise. The capital improvement plan or “CIP” described on
the following pages summarizes the annual expenditures required to deliver the projects
selected for inclusion. To support UConn’s long-term planning objectives, additional
information has been provided for projects situated outside NextGenCT funding to equip
the institution with the information necessary to seek additional resources.
Given the holistic nature of the planning exercise core NextGenCT projects have been
conceptualized “as a piece” with instructional components located in certain facilities and
research laboratories in others matching laboratory function to appropriate container and
each facility developed to its “highest and best use”. The sum of these core NextGenCT
projects accomplishes a range of institutional goals designed to dovetail within the range
of the limited available funding. Reapportioning funds from one NextGenCT component
to another will lead to an imbalance in facilities redevelopment. Projects in the shortterm that exceed their budgets will reduce the scale and impact of projects further on
the horizon. An increase in the project costs for the Gant renovation will jeopardize the
implementation of Science 2 with implications for UConn’s ability to expand research
capacity in precisely the life sciences fields that are currently seeing an increase in
funding interest.
The University is further constrained by annual spending limits articulated both in the
2014 Master Plan and NextGenCT funding. These constraints set the timing of core
projects such that Science 2 construction cannot occur concurrently with either the
Gant renovation or Science 1 yet provide for sufficient funds to construct Science 1
concurrently with the renovation of Gant West.
The Capital Improvement Plan maps core projects across a 10-year time frame with
project costs aggregated on a fiscal-year basis. Additional projects have been identified
to address needs not satisfied by NextGenCT funding and are plotted along a 15year schedule. Select projects initiated prior to the STEM facilities study that impact
NextGenCT projects have been included in the project timeline. However, the anticipated
costs of these projects have not been included in this report.
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Escalation has been applied at a rate of 3.5% annually throughout the term of the CIP.
UConn will hold an additional contingency outside the framework of this CIP to address
anticipated variations in escalation.
2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

3.5%

3.5%

3.5%

3.5%

3.5%

3.5%

3.5%

3.5%

3.5%

3.5%

3.5%

3.5%

3.5%

3.5%

Construction Costs are the byproduct of aggregated parametric estimating for
building components including site development, core and shell and interior fitout. All
construction costs include 20% design contingency to reflect the current limited quantity
of programmatic definition.
Project Costs have been determined using a fixed multiplier at 1.5 times construction
costs. Variations from this standard can be expected such as projects with significant
equipment budgets that may rise to 1.6 times the cost of construction. Conversely
projects with less programmatic complexity may see reduced project costs, closer to 1.4
times the cost of construction.
The Distribution of Cash Flow has two components: the ratio of project cost
spending between the design and construction phases and the relative durations of
both components. For all projects included in this study a fixed 15:85 ratio is assumed
between spending during the design and construction phases.
In assigning those costs to project schedules two cost curves have been established.
The first is best used for larger projects such as core and follow-on NextGenCT projects
with the first 40% of the project schedule used for design and the following 60% for
construction. The second is more appropriately used for smaller backfill and ancillary
projects with the first 60% of the schedule spent on design and the remaining 40% on
construction.
SPEND CURVE

30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

15%

85%

Note: For all projects included in this study 15% of project costs are
assumed to accrue during design phases and the remaining 85% during
construction.
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For planning purposes escalation has not been applied to projects outside the ten-year
time frame of the study’s scope. These projects will form the basis of UConn’s next
capital request from the State of Connecticut and as their timing is currently uncertain,
costs associated with escalation cannot adequately be determined at this time. The
construction and project costs associated with “Beyond NextGenCT” projects are
reported solely in current terms.
2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

Preceding Projects
Monteith Renovation
Innovation Partnership Building
Engineering Sciences Building
NextGenCT Core and Enabling
Replacement Greenhouse
Demolition of TLS Greenhouse
Gant Renovation
Gant South & Central
Gant West
Gant North
Science 1
Pharmacy-Biology Backfill
Demolition of Torrey Life Sciences
Science 2
NextGenCT Follow On Projects
Renovation of School of Engineering Space Vacated
by ESB

UConn will develop a strategy and schedule for reoccupying vacated space
once a definitive list of faculty moving to ESB is determined.

Beach Backfill Renovation
Pharmacy-Biology Interior Modifications for School of
Pharmacy
Bronwell Renovation of Former Biology Laboratories
Concurrent Ancillary Projects
Biobehavioral 4 Renovation
Jones Annex Renovation
ATL/ABL Reconfiguration
Engineering Expansion at Bergin Campus
Chemistry (audit may reveal additional area)
Beyond NextGenCT
Science 3
Koons Renovations
East Campus Science Building
Ratcliffe Hicks Renovation
Clinical Research Facility
Classroom Facility
Science 4
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The space assessment has quantified the classoom space required for
STEM-related instruction. A study of the distribution of the classroom needs
of the University will be commissioned outside this study’s scope.

The following statements of possible cost are based
at 1Q 2016 and reflect the highly conceptual nature of
the current planning effort. These figures are noted to
establish preliminary budgets and must be revisited as
projects further defined.

Beyond NextGenCT
2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

2030

Construction
Cost

Area

Project
Present Value

Project Future
Value

The costs of these preceding projects were established
prior to the STEM Planning Study and are therefore
excluded from this matrix.

10,000

GSF

$3.0M

$4.5M

$4.6M

12,500

GSF

$0.5M

$0.8M

$0.8M

270,300

GSF

92,600

GSF

91,400

GSF

86,300

GSF

200,000

GSF

$145.0M
Construction and project costs for the Gant Renovation
are under development as part of a separate project.
The future project value identified represents the best
information currently available.

$105.9M

$158.8M

$170.0M

NASF

$8.1M

$12.1M

$14.2M

135,180

GSF

$10.1M

$15.2M

$18.1M

70,000

GSF

$45.3M

$68.0M

$83.0M

35,000

NASF

$11.6M

$17.3M

14,400

NASF

$6.6M

$9.9M

2,500

NASF

$0.4M

$0.5M

5,000

NASF

$1.7M

$2.5M

5,000

NASF

$1.1M

$1.6M

5,000

NASF

$1.5M

$2.3M

2,500

NASF

$0.8M

$1.1M

24,400

40,000

GSF

$12.2M

$18.3M

NASF

$0.4M

$0.7M

GSF

$45.7M

$68.6M

NASF

$1.7M

$2.6M

45,000

GSF

$24.3M

$36.5M

17,000

NASF

$6.8M

$10.2M

48,900

GSF

$26.4M

$39.6M

GSF

$136.0M

$204.0M

1,350
84,700
5,000

Future project
costs have not
been included for
these categories
as definite project
time frames have
not yet been
established.

TBD
200,000
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2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

OCCUPY
MONTEITH
IPB NEW CONSTRUCTION
ESB NEW CONSTRUCTION

REPLACEMENT
GREENHOUSE

$4.6M

DEMOLISH TORREY
GREENHOUSE

$0.77M

RELOCATE UITS NONDATA CENTER & GANT GANT SOUTH & GANT CENTRAL RENOVATION
CENTRAL OFFICES

$5.0M

$7.0M

$38.5M

GANT WEST RENOVATION

$35.5M

$34.4M
$145M GANT RENOVATION TOTAL

SCIENCE 1 NEW CONSTRUCTION

$173.7M

$14.1M
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$102.5M

$103.6M

$51.5M

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

PRECEDING
PROJECTS

$23.0M

$18.5M

$1.5M

SCIENCE 2 NEW CONSTRUCTION

NEXTGEN CT CORE AND ENABLING PROJECTS

DEMOLISH TORREY

GANT NORTH NEW CONSTRUCTION

$84.6M

NEXTGEN CT FOLLOWON PROJECTS

PHARM-BIO RENOVATION

$14.5M

$23.0M

$5.0M

$31.5M

$42.9M

$39.6M

Note: all values cited are project costs and reflect escalation starting February 2016
ZGF ARCHITECTS LLP
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1

EXISTING
CONDITIONS
EVALUATION

1
EXISTING CONDITIONS
EVALUATION
1.01 INTRODUCTION

In connection with establishing the STEM space needs of the University of Connecticut,
the planning team undertook an assessment of the existing facilities to evaluate the
viability of the existing campus inventory to support laboratory functions into the future.
The scale of the STEM planning effort is vast, including 44 buildings totaling over
948,000 NASF and encompassing 50 departments across four divisions, centers, and
institutes.
In order to put limited resources and time to maximum effect, it was essential to “triage”
the study area and focus the range of open decisions. Buildings housing STEM program
were therefore categorized by the range of redevelopment options available. Category
A includes those of recent construction or renovation that are in good to excellent
condition. Buildings in this category will retain their current configurations or be optimized
for greater utilization and/or efficiency. Category B includes those buildings with suboptimal performance but that, with renovation, can serve laboratory usage for the longterm. The buildings in this grouping require an additional level of scrutiny to determine
the quantity of investment warranted and whether a complete gut renovation is required
to remain viable, or if more modest retooling and upgrade is appropriate. Category C
encompasses those buildings that have effectively obsolesced and are no longer viable
for instructional or research laboratory use. In part due to the severe space constraints
across campus, these buildings may be renovated nonetheless and may serve as swing
space for select scientific program.

DECISION TREE FOR EACH CATEGORY OF BUILDING

Category A

KEEP

ZGF ARCHITECTS LLP

Category B

MODULATE
PROGRAM
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Category C

RENOVATE

RETOOL

ADAPT FOR

REMOVE

AND RE-

BUILDING

ALTERNATE

FROM

PROGRAM

SYSTEMS

USE

INVENTORY
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1.02 CONDITIONS
EVALUATION
SUMMARY

The overall deferred maintenance backlog across STEM facilities is severe. A principal
takeaway is that the greatest return on investment can be found in more recently
constructed facilities. While the primary purpose of the study was to evaluate which
STEM laboratories warrant investment for teaching and research, this does not diminish
the importance of renovations to satisfy code, ADA or egress requirements. This study
recommends that space audits be conducted within select facilities to evaluate whether
they can be utilized more effectively or to better align fit to function.
Given the overall space deficit relative to the anticipated enrollment growth, the campus
will need to find appropriate use for a great quantity of legacy buildings that require
comprehensive overhaul and systems replacement. Although it may cost less in the long
term to demolish and capitalize on the collective footprint of buildings such as Bronwell,
Engineering II and UTEB with replacement construction, the University is unlikely to see
that scale of capital investment in a corresponding time frame. A number of facilities have
obsolesced to a degree that they should be removed from the STEM facility inventory
and redeveloped for other campus uses. The Torrey Life Sciences Building (TLSB) and
possibly portions of Atwater-Pathobiology extension should simply be demolished.
There is a value in consolidating advanced research functions into state-of-the-art
buildings and, in return, removing functions that require less engineering infrastructure
such as lower-division teaching into other existing buildings on campus. The Gant
Complex represents a singular opportunity to renovate a great quantity of space that can
be used for a range of mid-level science needs such as science instruction and research
requiring limited systems infrastructure. Such a strategy will remove those functions from
both obsolesced facilities such as TLSB as well as more advanced research buildings
such as the Pharmacy-Biology Building (PBB).
BUILDING-SPECIFIC TAKEAWAYS

•

The research space currently occupied by EEB in PBB is more appropriately
allocated to research faculty that require such robust building systems infrastructure
or proximity to the vivarium. At 24,000 NASF, this represents a significant amount of
space that could be utilized for higher order of research use.

•

Given faculty attrition in the department of Chemistry and a modest amount of
vacant space in the Chemistry Building, the opportunity exists to reconfigure and
restack the existing researchers for greater efficiency and utilization.

•

Although the Biology-Physics Building is fully occupied, it is less densely occupied
than it could be.

•

Two floors in the ITE Building that are occupied predominantly by graduate student
offices might be more appropriately occupied by research activities.
TEACHING
RESEARCH

prioritize marginal
construction for
office use

prioritize legacy
construction for
teaching

prioritize recent
construction for existing
research

Science 2

Science 1

ESB

PharmBio

Chemistry

ITEB

BioPhysics

Bronwell

Koons

Marvin

Beach

er-Pa
Atwat

y
re
Tor
demolish

Gant Complex

New Construction

tho

Existing Facilities

prioritize new
construction for
new research

Spectrum Of Highest And Best Facility Use
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1.03 BUILDING
CATEGORIES

In aggregate, nearly half of the research and teaching laboratories that support STEMrelated programs and research at the Storrs campus are in fair to poor condition, with
substantial need for maintenance and renovation. With finite funding provided through
the NextGeneration Connecticut initiative, prioritization of needs and aspirations will be
fundamental to the development of an implementable plan for STEM facilities over the
next decade.

Category A
Buildings of recent construction or
renovation that are in acceptable
condition, but may represent
opportunities in programmatic finetuning.

Major renovations are necessary in
these buildings that have structural
value, but whose systems are at
the end of their useful life. Major
opportunities exist in reprogramming
for “highest and best” fit.

Category C
Buildings with unacceptable conditions
to support laboratory usage, and with
systems past their useful life. Buildings
in this category offer inefficient
operating value and marginal use for
other purposes.

BCH

Beach

ARF

Avian Research Facility

B4A

Biobehavioral Science #4
Annex and #4 (Original)*

B2

Building #2

B3

Bronwell

Building #3**

ABB

B5

Building #5**

Arjona

CAST

Castleman

ATWR

Atwater Pathobiology*

AUST

Austin (formerly CLAS)

E2

Engineering II

KLIN

Klinck

HBL

Babbidge (BECAT level)

FS

Family Studies

TLSB

Torrey Life Sciences

BPB

Biology / Physics

GANT

Gant Complex*

TLS Greenhouse

BOUS

Bousfield Psychology
Chemistry

C2E2

Depot Fuel Cell Institute

(Gant Plaza, Institute of
Materials Science, MathScience, Physics)

Depot D**

CHM

FG

Floriculture

ITEB

Information Technologies
Engineering

PBB

Pharmacy / Biolody

YNG

Young

ATL

Advanced Technology Lab

ABL

Ag Biotechnology Lab

ABG

Ag Biotechnology Green
House

ARJ

*
**
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Category B

JONS

Jones & Jones Annex

KNS

Koons

PCSB

Phillips Communication
Science

RHBA

Ratcliffe Hicks Building Arena

UTEB

United Technologies
Engineering

WITE

White

Connected buildings evaluated together as a complex
Recommend removing from inventory or demolition

UCONN STEM Space Needs Assessment

Depot Longley
Depot Hampton
Depot Merritt
Depot Union

1.04 LIST OF FACILITIES

The list below includes buildings at the Storrs campus, excluding residential complexes,
parking garages, health centers, campus operations, and transportation facilities. The
HIGHLIGHTED buildings represent locations of programs and departments within the
focus of this study, and are evaluated in the following chapters. Not evaluated are animal
field buildings, barn structures, and clinical facilities. Buildings marked with an asterisk
(*) were either not accessed during site tours or minimal information has been obtained
for evaluation.

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY LAB
AGRICULTURAL BIOTECHNOLOGY
GREENHOUSE
AGRICULTURAL BIOTECHNOLOGY
LABORATORY
AGRICULTURAL BIOTECHNOLOGY
NURSERY
AGRICULTURAL STORAGE BUILDING
AGRONOMY PREFAB STORAGE
ANDRE SCHENKER LECTURE HALL
ARJONA BUILDING
ART DESIGN CENTER (HALL HOUSE)
ART PRINTMAKING WORKSHOP
ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT STORAGE
ATWATER LAB
AUSTIN (PHILIP K.)
AVIAN RESEARCH BUILDING*
BABBIDGE LIBRARY (BECAT LEVEL)
BASEBALL BLEACHERS - PRESS BOX
BEACH HALL
BEEF-SHEEP BARN
BENTON MUSEUM OF ART
BIOBEHAVIORAL SCIENCE #1*
BIOBEHAVIORAL SCIENCE #2
BIOBEHAVIORAL SCIENCE #3*
BIOBEHAVIORAL SCIENCE #4
BIOBEHAVIORAL SCIENCE #4 ANNEX
BIOBEHAVIORAL SCIENCE #5
BIOLOGY / PHYSICS BUILDING
BISHOP CENTER
BOUSFIELD BUILDING (W. A.)
BRONWELL BUILDING (ARTHUR B.)
BUDDS BUILDING (ADMINISTRATION)
BURTON FOOTBALL COMPLEX
CANID OBSERVATION HUT
CASTLEMAN (FRANCIS L.)
CATTLE RESOURCE UNIT (HEIFER)
CHEMISTRY BUILDING
CENTER FOR UNDERGRADUATE 		
EDUCATION

ZGF ARCHITECTS LLP

DAILY CAMPUS BUILDING
DAIRY BARN AND SILO
DEPOT - CHEMICAL HOUSE
DEPOT - ANDOVER COTTAGE
DEPOT - ASHFORD COTTAGE
DEPOT - BAKER HALL
DEPOT - BATH HOUSE - POOL
DEPOT - BINET HALL
DEPOT - BIRCH COTTAGE
DEPOT - BOLTON COTTAGE
DEPOT - BROWN BUILDING
DEPOT - D BUILDING
DEPOT - CHAPLIN COTTAGE
DEPOT - COLCHESTER COTTAGE
DEPOT - COLUMBIA COTTAGE
DEPOT - COVENTRY COTTAGE
DEPOT - DIMOCK HOUSE
DEPOT - ELLINGTON COTTAGE
DEPOT - EMPLOYEE CAFETERIA
DEPOT - FERNSIDE COTTAGE
DEPOT - FUEL CELL INSTITUTE
DEPOT - GODDARD HALL
DEPOT - GREENHOUSES
DEPOT - HAMPTON COTTAGE
DEPOT - HEBRON COTTAGE
DEPOT - HILLTOP COTTAGE
DEPOT - HOSPITAL WING
DEPOT - JOHNSTONE HALL
DEPOT - KNIGHT HOSPITAL
DEPOT - LAMOURE HALL
DEPOT - LEBANON COTTAGE
DEPOT - LONGLEY SCHOOL
DEPOT - MAIN KITCHEN
DEPOT - MANCHESTER COTTAGE
DEPOT - MANSFIELD COTTAGE
DEPOT - MATTHEWS HALL
DEPOT - MERRITT HALL*
DEPOT - NORLING BUILDING
DEPOT - PAINT SHOP / PIGGERY
DEPOT - PHYSICAL PLANT

APRIL 29, 2016

DEPOT - PIPE STORAGE BUILDING
DEPOT - PLUMBING SHOP
DEPOT - POWERHOUSE
DEPOT - SEGUIN HALL
DEPOT - SLAUGHTER HOUSE GARAGE
DEPOT - STAFFORD COTTAGE
DEPOT - STONEWALL COTTAGE
DEPOT - STOREHOUSE (DRL 		
WAREHOUSE)
DEPOT - SURPLUS OPERATIONS
DEPOT - THOMSON HALL
DEPOT - TOLLAND COTTAGE
DEPOT - TREDGOLD HALL
DEPOT - UNION COTTAGE*
DEPOT - VERNON COTTAGE
DEPOT - WALLACE HALL
DEPOT - WALTERS COTTAGE
DEPOT - WAYSIDE COTTAGE
DEPOT - WILLIMANTIC COTTAGE
DEPOT - WILLINGTON COTTAGE
DEPOT - WILLOW HOUSE
DEPOT - WINDHAM COTTAGE
DINING HALL - NW QD 7
DRAMA MUSIC BUILDING
ENGINEERING II BUILDING
FAMILY STUDIES BUILDING
FARM DEPARTMENT HEADQUARTERS
FARM MACHINE SHED 3 (HAY DRYER)
FIELD HOUSE / PHYSICAL EDUCATION
FLORICULTURE BUILDING
FOOTBALL TICKET BOOTH NORTH
FOOTBALL TICKET BOOTH SOUTH
GAMPEL PAVILION (KINESIOLOGY)*
GANT PLAZA
GELFENBIEN TOWERS CENTRAL 		
DINING
GENTRY BUILDING (SCHOOL OF 		
EDUCATION)
GRANGE SHELTER
GULLEY HALL
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HALE HALL
HALL BUILDING
HAWLEY ARMORY*
HAY STORAGE SHED
HI TECH POULTRY FACILITY
HIGH SHED - FARM AREA
HONEGGER BUILDINGS
HONORS CENTER
HOOP BARN
HORSE BARN
HORSE BARN - POLO TEAM
HORTICULTURE GARAGE
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT CENTER*
HYDRAULIC LAB-ENG, PINK RAVINE
ICE ARENA
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 		
BUILDING
INTERNATIONAL HOUSE
ISOLATION BARN
JACOBSON BARN
JONES BUILDING AND ANNEX
JORGENSEN CENTER FOR 		
PERFORMING ARTS
KELLOGG DAIRY CENTER
KESSELL BARN
KIRKPATRICK BARN / GARAGE
KLINCK BUILDING
KOONS HALL
LANDSCAPING BUILDING
MANCHESTER HALL
MARE SHED - FARM AREA
MATERIALS SCIENCE, INSTITUTE OF
MATH SCIENCES
MEMORIAL STADIUM AND PRESSBOX
MINK BARN
MINK SHED
MONTEITH BUILDING
MUSEUM STORAGE
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MUSIC BUILDING
MUSIC LIBRARY
NAFE KATTER THEATRE
NAYDEN PHYSICAL THERAPY CLINIC
NURSING MODULAR OBSERVATORY
ORCHARD SHED C (OLD AVIARY)
PATHOLOGY LAB
PHARMACY / BIOLOGY BUILDING
PHILLIPS, DC BUILDING
PHYSICS BUILDING
PIT GREENHOUSE
PLANETARIUM
PLANT SCIENCE - STORRS BARN
PLANT SCIENCE BURR GREENHOUSE
PLANT SCIENCE RESEARCH / FARM
GREENHOUSE #2
PLANT SCIENCE TURF RESOURCE
UNIT
POULTRY ISOLATION BROODER
POLO ARENA
POULTRY BREEDER HOUSE
POULTRY BROODER HOUSE
POULTRY BUTLER BUILDING
POULTRY COMMERCIAL HOUSE
POULTRY CONTEST HOUSE (SMALL)
POULTRY FEED HOUSE
POULTRY HOUSE 2
POULTRY ISOLATION BREEDER
HOUSE PINK RAVINE
POULTRY TEACHING HOUSE
PUBLICATIONS
QUONSET HUT 1, ANIMAL INDUSTFARM AREA
RATCLIFFE HICKS BUILDING AND
ARENA
ROSEBROOKS BARN / SILO
ROSEBROOKS HOUSE
RPME COMMONS / SOUTH D ROME

UCONN STEM Space Needs Assessment

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS
SEARS BARN
SHENKMAN TRAINING CENTER
SINGER GARAGE
SKI SLOPE MACHINE BUILDING
SOCCER PRESS BOX
SOCCER TICKET BOOTH NORTH
SOCCER TICKET BOOTH SOUTH
SPRING MANOR FARM-DAIRY BARN
SPRING MANOR FARM - GREENHOUSE
SPRING MANOR FARM - LIVESTOCK
SPRING MANOR FARM OAK COTTAGE
STADIUM CONCESSION STAND LARGE
STADIUM CONCESSION STAND SMALL
STORAGE BUILDING - ATHLETICS
STORRS HALL
STUDENT UNION
SWINE BARN
SWINE FEEDING BARN
SWINE SHED
TASKER ADMISSIONS
THOMAS J. DODD RESEARCH CENTER
TORREY LIFE SCIENCES BUILDING
TURKEY HOUSE AND EGG
SALESROOM
UCONN CO-OP
UNITED TECHNOLOGIES
ENGINEERING BUILDING
URBAN RESEARCH INSTITUTE
VISITORS CENTER / LODEWICK
WHETTEN GRADUATE CENTER
WHITE BUILDING
WILBUR CROSS
WOOD HALL
YOUNG BUILDING

ZGF together with vanZelm Engineers and the staff of Planning, Architectural and
Engineering Services (PAES), conducted tours of existing teaching and research spaces
in the STEM-related facilities of the Storrs campus. Data collected in room evaluation
sheets was compiled with information gathered from a review of existing documentation
and discussions with campus project management, engineers and Facilities Operations
leadership. The resulting building assessments are organized by the campus districts
identified in the 2014 Facilities Master Plan. Each two- to four-page building evaluation
contains four parts: Profile, Conditions, Ratings Dashboard, and Assessment Summary.
An overview of each part is described on the following pages.
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PROFILE

The profile page provides basic identification, locator map and building facts, including
year of construction, last known major renovation, gross square feet, number of floors,
flood zone inclusion, ADA accessibility, and whether the facility is eligible for historic
registration. A brief narrative describes the general functions housed within the building
and other notable features. A breakdown of existing space in the building indicates the
total assignable square footage (excluding areas such as circulation, stairs, mechanical
rooms and toilet), quantity of STEM-related program, and teaching and research space.

Campus District

Building Identification

ATWATER PATHOBIOLOGY BUILDING

2 :: NORTH

Locator Map
Exterior Image

PROFILE

The Wilbur O. Atwater Laboratory building houses the
Department of Pathobiology and Veterinary Sciences
and the Connecticut Veterinary Medical Diagnostic Lab
(CVMDL). Built in 1930, the Atwater Laboratory was
expanded in 1958 and renovated in 1989. The Atwater and
Pathobiology buildings are known and treated collectively
in this assessment as Atwater Pathobiology. The Building is
listed on the National Historic Register.

Narrative Description

Building
Number
Constructed
Renovations
Gross SF
Flood Zone

Pathobiology
84%

Existing Use
2%
2%

Yes

ADA Accessible

Yes

Elevator

Yes

Assignable SF
Classroom
Teaching
Laboratories
Research

51%

Laboratories
Office
Study
Special
Other

27%
Registrar
2%
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Animal Care
14%

9%
4%
5%

Unclassified

Building Facts

No

Historic Eligible

Floors

Existing Department

0040
1930
1958,
1989
43,955

3

29,242
660
680
15,021
7,728
0
2,509
1,115
1,529

Existing Space
Breakdown

CONDITIONS

A brief narrative (two to four pages) of current and observed conditions appears in four
groups of components:
•

Mechanical and Plumbing Systems (exhaust systems, sprinkler protection, water
service, plumbing, domestic water, storm, waste, and vent piping / fixtures)

•

Electrical and Lighting Systems

•

Building Envelope and Superstructure

•

Building Interior

CONDITIONS
MECHANICAL AND PLUMBING SYSTEMS
1930 AND 1958 BUILDINGS All heating for the older portions

of the building consists of steam baseboard radiation. The
heating and ventilation systems are originals and beyond
their useful life expectancy. Some of the laboratories
are cooled by either window A/C units or split type DX
air handling units with fan coils connected to outside
condensing units. Other teaching, support, and research
spaces are not air conditioned.

1989 ADDITION The building is heated and cooled by

central air systems that are located in a penthouse
mechanical room. Central air systems are provided
with DX and steam water coils and variable air volume
boxes with reheat coils in the ductwork. Roof mounted
condensing units were replaced in 2012.

EXHAUST SYSTEM (1930 AND 1958 BUILDINGS) The general
building exhaust systems are ducted to each space
through side wall grills. Where new ceilings have been
installed in teaching spaces, an exhaust air transfer is
provided via ducted grills connected to the central system.
Specialized exhaust is provided to remove contaminants
from fume hoods and equipment in various locations.
There is a lack of exhaust in the building and very limited
room to run new ductwork to the roof. In addition, there
is a significant lack of ventilation air exchanges within
the laboratory spaces causing a restriction on the type of
research that can be conducted. Many of the exhaust fans
are original and are beyond their useful life expectancy.
Large glass washing autoclaves are not adequately
vented, causing local steam release to the space. There
is limited floor-to-floor height available for ductwork or
equipment, hindering attempts at renovations. Some of the
BSL II hoods have been retrofitted with HEPA filter units
in the exhaust duct, though some of the HEPA units have
had the filter removed.

The pneumatic controls are primarily original and have
exceeded their useful life expectancy.
The domestic hot and cold water piping are mostly
original and have approached the end of their useful life
expectancy and should be replaced. Insulation could be
improved as some piping is not insulated. The fixtures are
generally either not ADA accessible or in poor condition.
New emergency showers and eyewash stations are
provided in central areas of the laboratories. Backflow
preventers were not observed to have been provided in
laboratory areas. Gas and compressed air are provided
to laboratories, but are in poor condition and not reliable
according to staff. Gas emergency shut-offs are generally
not provided.

Systems Narratives

SPRINKLER The building has no sprinkler protection. Stand
pipes feed interior fire hoses, yet hoses have been
removed
from the cabinets.
WATER SERVICE The 2” underground water service for the
building is located in the lower level of the original building.
PLUMBING, DOMESTIC WATER, STORM, WASTE AND
VENT PIPING / FIXTURES 1930 and 1958 Buildings: The
domestic hot and cold water, storm water, waste and vent
piping are mostly original and in need of replacement.
Some piping is not insulated. Plumbing fixtures are
generally either not ADA accessible or in poor condition.

ELECTRICAL AND LIGHTING SYSTEMS
1930 AND 1958 BUILDINGS There was a recent electrical

service upgrade consisting of a new primary electrical
service utility connection, pad mount transformer and

EXHAUST SYSTEM (1989 ADDITION) The building’s chemical
fume hoods are exhausted through the roof and are in
good condition; however, the safety alarms are original
and should be replaced. The ventilation on the lower level
is inadequate for the type of operation being conducted,
and animal odors are sometimes prevalent. Make-up air is
provided through the central recirculating air systems.

Interior Image

CONTROLS The controls consist of a combination of
electric and pneumatic thermostats, valves and dampers
within the air handling equipment for the 1989 addition.
Research Laboratory
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RATINGS DASHBOARD

The ratings dashboard provides analysis at a glance for key components of the building.
The ratings are derived from the architectural and engineering team site walkthrough
observations of existing conditions, review of available documentation and past studies
conducted by UConn.
Ratings Dashboard

SUSTAINABILITY

UTILIZATION

FURNISH /
TECHNOLOGY

INTERIOR

ENVELOPE

ELECTRICAL /
LIGHTING

MECHANICAL /
PLUMBING

RATINGS DASHBOARD

System Components

SUPERIOR CONDITION
SATISFACTORY
CONDITION

Condition Rating

REQUIRES RENOVATION
REQUIRES REPLACEMENT

STEM Connectivity Scale

1

STEM CONNECTIVITY SCALE

Energy Use Intensity

ENERGY USE INTENSITY
KBTU/SF/YR

Lab Type Capacity

LABORATORY CAPACITY

500

33

2

400

DRY

300

HYBRID

4

200

5

100

WET

61

0

SPECIALTY

ASSESSMENT
ATWATER PATHOBIOLOGY BUILDING

Building Category

C

The historical portion of the Atwater facade that fronts North Eagleville Road offers
characteristic value to the University and is subject to Federal and State preservation
regulations. The remainder of the Atwater Pathobiology Building requires wholesale
reconfiguration and renovation to create coherent circulation and efficient use of space,
as well as to correct inadequate building systems conditions. The CVMDL facility is
incompatible with this high-traffic central location on campus and should be relocated
for more controlled access to receive potentially infectious animals. The intensity and
range of research undertaken by the department of Pathobiology and Veterinary Science
requires wet bench laboratory facilities that carry high ventilation and biocontainment
requirements, including BSL-2 and possibly BSL-3 in the future. The Atwater Pathobiology
Building occupies an advantageous location given its proximity to adjacent state-of-theart laboratory buildings including Chemistry, Pharmacy / Biology, and the soon to be
completed Engineering Science Building. As such, any renovation, reconfiguration, or
partial replacement of Atwater Pathobiology should be done in such a way as to maximize
the full development potential of synergies with adjacent academic and research program.
In particular, the ground level with direct access to the North Eagleville corridor and the

Assessment Conclusion

CONDITION RATING

A rating similar to the condition categories
used by the National Science Foundation
Survey of Science and Engineering
Research Facilities.
SUPERIOR CONDITION Component is in

very good condition, new in condition
or appearance, with few to no defects.
Capital expenditure is not required for the
foreseeable future. The component is well
utilized and provides an excellent fit for the
intended use.
SATISFACTORY CONDITION Component is
in good condition and is well-maintained
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with minor defects. Major maintenance is
not required and capital expenditure is not
anticipated for the foreseeable future.
REQUIRES RENOVATION Component is
in poor condition and requires action or
renovation. Component is failing and
deterioration is observable. Indicates poor
utilization and poor fit to function.
REQUIRES REPLACEMENT Action is
required based on condition, and eventual
replacement of the component should be
planned. Major building system has failed
and cannot support the intended purpose.

SYSTEM COMPONENTS
MECHANICAL / PLUMBING encompasses

air handling units, controls, boiler or
heat exchangers, chillers and their
controls, HVAC distribution and controls,
plumbing systems, pumps, motors, and
compressors.
ELECTRICAL / LIGHTING considers
electrical distribution, lighting, emergency
power, fire alarm systems, power, and
wiring.
ENVELOPE reviews building framing
system, exterior walls, and foundation.

INTERIOR encompasses floors, ceilings,

interior walls, doors, and specialties.

FURNISHING / TECHNOLOGY considers
furnishing, casework, and technology.
UTILIZATION encompasses programmatic
fit to function, scheduled contact hours
for teaching spaces, and activity levels in
space.
SUSTAINABILITY considers overall use
of energy, water, land, material, and
movement at the building level.

DASHBOARD SCALES
STEM CONNECTIVITY SCALE

Connectivity is rated from 1 (worst) to 5 (best) and considers the presence of features
such as:
•

group study space, students

•

queuing outside before and after class

•

open, casual gathering space

•

cafe or other food service

•

shared core facilities

•

proximity to related STEM activities

ENERGY USE INTENSITY

This value represents the total energy consumed by the building in one year divided
by the total gross area of the building. Stated as kBTU per square foot per year, where
available this metric is calculated from campus utility data for electricity, steam, chilled
water, potable water consumption, and non-potable water consumption. This metric is of
limited utility due to an inconsistent availability of campus data. Lower figures are better.
LABORATORY CAPACITY

A range of laboratory types are often supported in a single building. This neutral scale is
indicated by a gradient bar that may extend over several laboratory types that are best
supported in a building. The four primary types of laboratory best supported in a building
are identified as:

ZGF ARCHITECTS LLP

•

Dry (computational, theoretical);

•

Hybrid (minimal fume hood use, other local exhaust, overhead utilities);

•

Wet (range of fume hood intensity, work with chemical, drug and biological matter);

•

Specialty (large or very specialized equipment)
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ASSESSMENT
ASSESSMENT NARRATIVE

This section provides an statement on the long-term utility and performance of the
building to the University in serving STEM-related facility needs. The statement
synthesizes the conditions rankings with consideration of the measured energy
resources impact. Interim investments in each building are noted to recognize disparity
that may be perceived between individual spaces and an overall building condition
assessment. Areas of opportunity for improvement may be indicated on an individual
building level, but opportunities may also offer gains at a broader STEM-facilities scale
involving this building.
BUILDING CLASSIFICATION

Finally, the overall category rating of A (best condition), B (high renovation or
reprogramming potential) or C (poorest conditions, marginal use). These categories are
explained in further detail in 1.03 Building Categories.
Combined with the dashboard view of ranked conditions, this final page of each building
evaluation provides a concise snapshot for ready reference.
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Atwater Pathobiology Complex
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Biology / Physics Building
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Chemistry Building
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PBB

Pharmacy / Biology Building

TLSB

Torrey Life Sciences Building
Torrey Life Sciences Greenhouse
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ATWATER PATHOBIOLOGY COMPLEX

1.1 :: NORTH
EAGLEVILLE
SCIENCE DISTRICT

PROFILE

The Wilbur O. Atwater Laboratory building houses the
Department of Pathobiology and Veterinary Sciences
and the Connecticut Veterinary Medical Diagnostic
Laboratory (CVMDL). Built in 1930, the Atwater
Laboratory was expanded in 1958 and renovated in
1989. The Atwater and Pathobiology buildings are
known and treated collectively in this assessment as
Atwater Pathobiology. The Building is listed on the
National Historic Register.

Building Number

0040

Constructed

1930

Renovations

1958, 1989

Gross SF
Flood Zone

43,955
No

Historic Eligible

Yes

ADA Accessible

Yes

Elevator

Yes

Floors

EXISTING DEPARTMENT EXISTING USE
Pathobiology
84%

2%
2%

ASSIGNABLE SF
Classroom
Teaching Laboratories
Research Laboratories

51%

Office
Study
Special
Other
Unclassified

3

29,242

660
680
15,021
7,728
0
2,509
1,115
1,529

27%
Registrar
2%

60

Animal Care
14%

UCONN STEM Space Needs Assessment

9%
4%
5%

Values less than 1% not identified
for graphic clarity

CONDITIONS
MECHANICAL AND PLUMBING SYSTEMS
1930 AND 1958 BUILDINGS All heating for the older portions

of the building consists of steam baseboard radiation. The
heating and ventilation systems are originals and beyond
their useful life expectancy. Some of the laboratories
are cooled by either window A/C units or split type DX
air handling units with fan coils connected to outside
condensing units. Other teaching, support, and research
spaces are not air conditioned.

1989 ADDITION The building is heated and cooled by central

air systems that are located in a penthouse mechanical
room. Central air systems are provided with DX and steam
water coils and variable air volume boxes with reheat coils
in the ductwork. Roof mounted condensing units were
replaced in 2012.

EXHAUST SYSTEM (1930 AND 1958 BUILDINGS) The general
building exhaust systems are ducted to each space through
side wall grills. Where new ceilings have been installed in
teaching spaces, an exhaust air transfer is provided via
ducted grills connected to the central system. Specialized
exhaust is provided to remove contaminants from fume
hoods and equipment in various locations. There is a lack
of exhaust in the building and very limited room to run new
ductwork to the roof. In addition, there is a significant lack
of ventilation air exchanges within the laboratory spaces
causing a restriction on the type of research that can be
conducted. Many of the exhaust fans are original and are
beyond their useful life expectancy. Large glass washing
autoclaves are not adequately vented, causing local steam
release to the space. There is limited floor-to-floor height
available for ductwork or equipment, hindering attempts
at renovations. Some of the BSL II hoods have been
retrofitted with HEPA filter units in the exhaust duct, though
some of the HEPA units have had the filter removed.
EXHAUST SYSTEM (1989 ADDITION) The building’s chemical
fume hoods are exhausted through the roof and are in
good condition; however, the safety alarms are original
and should be replaced. The ventilation on the lower level
is inadequate for the type of operation being conducted,
and animal odors are sometimes prevalent. Make-up air is
provided through the central recirculating air systems.

original and have approached the end of their useful life
expectancy and should be replaced. Insulation could be
improved as some piping is not insulated. The fixtures are
generally either not ADA accessible or in poor condition.
New emergency showers and eyewash stations are
provided in central areas of the laboratories. Backflow
preventers were not observed to have been provided in
laboratory areas. Gas and compressed air are provided
to laboratories, but are in poor condition and not reliable
according to staff. Gas emergency shut-offs are generally
not provided.
SPRINKLER The building has no sprinkler protection. Stand
pipes feed interior fire hoses, yet hoses have been
removed from the cabinets.
WATER SERVICE The 2-inch underground water service
for the building is located in the lower level of the original
building.
PLUMBING, DOMESTIC WATER, STORM, WASTE AND VENT
PIPING / FIXTURES 1930 and 1958 Buildings: The domestic
hot and cold water, stormwater, waste and vent piping are
mostly original and in need of replacement. Some piping
is not insulated. Plumbing fixtures are generally either not
ADA accessible or in poor condition.

ELECTRICAL AND LIGHTING SYSTEMS
1930 AND 1958 BUILDINGS There was a recent electrical

service upgrade consisting of a new primary electrical
service utility connection, pad mount transformer and
1600A, 277/480V, 3-Phase switchboard “SWBHV-1.”
Switchboard “SWBHV-1” sub-feeds a new 120/208V,
3-Phase switchboard “SWBLV-1.” Switchboard “SWBLV-1”
feeds the existing electrical distribution system in the
building through existing main distribution panel “MDP”.
There is an existing 85Kw generator that feeds “MDP”
through an existing 400A Automatic Transfer Switch. The
generator is not capable of providing standby power for the

CONTROLS The controls consist of a combination of
electric
and pneumatic thermostats, valves and dampers within
the air handling equipment for the 1989 addition. The
pneumatic controls are primarily original and have
exceeded their useful life expectancy.

The domestic hot and cold water piping are mostly
Research Laboratory
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entire building, including freezers for laboratory samples.
Power to the laboratories is provided by electrical panels
located in the spaces and branch circuit wiring that are
original to the building. The electrical distribution system
is in fair to poor condition. New electrical risers and local
distribution panels would be required to accommodate
any change in building occupancy. Some new branch
circuit wiring and devices have been installed in renovated
areas. Lighting consists of mostly fluorescent T-8 lamps;
motion detection control is provided in selected locations.
New lay-in parabolic-type lighting fixtures have been
installed in renovated areas. Emergency lighting and exit
signs are local battery back-up type fixtures. General use
power outlets in wet laboratory areas are not ground fault
protected.
1989 ADDITION New emergency showers and eyewash

stations are provided in the general area of the
laboratories, but are not readily accessible to the individual
laboratory. Additional emergency showers are needed
per code requirements. Plumbing piping and fixtures

are approaching the end of their useful life expectancy
and should be considered for replacement in the near
future. Gas, vacuum, and compressed air are provided for
laboratories. Accessible emergency gas shut-off devices
have not been installed in most of the laboratories.
FIRE ALARM The Simplex fire alarm panel appears to be
in good working condition. Smoke detection has been
installed in selected areas of the building. The location of
fire alarm system devices does not comply with the current
code. There is a campus emergency mass notification
system installed in selected areas.

BUILDING ENVELOPE AND SUPERSTRUCTURE

The red brick masonry structure has a mix of sloped slate
and flat roof areas. Six of the flat, built-up roofs were
replaced in 2013 to help mitigate numerous leaks that
have caused damage to the spaces below. A window
replacement project, which was previously planned,
has been cancelled. Existing single-panel, double-hung
windows in the Atwater portion of the building are in poor
condition, and many have window-unit air conditioners in
place—further compromising the thermal performance. The
windows of the building’s Pathobiology portion are metalframed insulated strip windows and are in fair condition. An
ADA accessible entrance is accessed from the east side
parking lot, reached from a steeply pitched driveway off of
North Eagleville Road, rendering accessibility dependent
on vehicular travel. An automatic door opener is present,
but not a campus phone.
BUILDING INTERIOR

Teaching Laboratory

Corridor / Study Space
62
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The glazed passage on the first floor provides lounge
space and the building houses several works of public art
commissioned through the Art in Public Spaces program,
including “Terrestrial Bird” at the first floor and ceramic
reliefs in corridors. However, the overall fair to poor
condition of the furnishings, interior finishes, and glass
wall diminishes the appeal of the common spaces. Loose
furniture in the path of egress is not code compliant. Due
to the incremental nature of past renovations and additions
to the complex, wayfinding is confusing. The confusing and
labyrinthine interior circulation has been compounded by
the carving out of smaller interior spaces from corridors and
existing rooms. Accessible restrooms are located on the
first and second floors; several of which have inadequate
stall depths and low toilet heights. Many laboratories are in
poor condition, which limits research capabilities supporting
pathogenic and vaccine research. A prior BSL-3 laboratory
no longer meets contemporary CDC requirements.

SUSTAINABILITY

UTILIZATION

FURNISH /
TECHNOLOGY

INTERIOR

ENVELOPE

ELECTRICAL /
LIGHTING

MECHANICAL /
PLUMBING

RATINGS DASHBOARD

SUPERIOR CONDITION
SATISFACTORY CONDITION
REQUIRES RENOVATION
REQUIRES REPLACEMENT

1

STEM CONNECTIVITY SCALE
ENERGY USE INTENSITY
KBTU/SF/YR
(based on available energy data)
LABORATORY CAPACITY
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ATWATER PATHOBIOLOGY COMPLEX
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The historical portion of the Atwater facade that fronts North Eagleville Road offers
characteristic value to the University and is subject to Federal and State preservation
regulations. The remainder of the Atwater / Pathbio Complex requires wholesale
reconfiguration and renovation to create coherent circulation and efficient use of space,
as well as to correct inadequate building systems conditions. The CVMDL facility is
incompatible with this high-traffic location on campus and should be relocated for more
controlled access to receive potentially infectious animals. The intensity and range
of research undertaken by the department of Pathobiology and Veterinary Science
requires wet bench laboratory facilities that carry higher ventilation and biocontainment
requirements, including BSL-2 and possibly BSL-3 in the future. The Atwater / Pathbio
Complex occupies an advantageous location given its proximity to adjacent state-ofthe-art laboratory buildings including Chemistry, Pharmacy / Biology, and the soon to
be completed Engineering Science Building. As such, any renovation, reconfiguration,
or partial replacement of the Atwater / Pathbio Complex should be done in such a way
as to maximize the full development potential of synergies with adjacent academic
and research program. In particular, the ground level with direct access to the North
Eagleville corridor and the interior of campus can serve to significantly enhance the
social connectivity of the district.
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BIOLOGY / PHYSICS BUILDING

1.1 :: NORTH
EAGLEVILLE
SCIENCE DISTRICT

PROFILE

Biology / Physics Building, completed in 2003 and
designed to promote collaboration, houses research
facilities of the Department of Molecular and Cell
Biology and Department of Physics. The building
features laboratories, a rooftop research greenhouse,
two 150-seat classrooms, the Up and Atom cafe, and
a wide-ranging biological collection of specimens.
The building connects at the ground level to the Gant
Complex and is one of the tallest structures on the
Storrs campus.

EXISTING DEPARTMENT EXISTING USE
Biotech/
Bioservices
6%
EM Lab
5%

EEB
21%

5%

Building Number

0384

Constructed

2003

Major Renovation
Gross SF

157,108

Flood Zone

No

Historic Eligible

No

ADA Accessible

Yes

Elevator

Yes

Floors

ASSIGNABLE SF
Classroom
Teaching Laboratories
Research Laboratories

MCB
47%

56%

Office
Study
Special
Other
Unclassified

6

67,133

3,615
0
37,482
11,364
7,587
6,257
828
0

17%
Physics
14%

9%
Registrar
7%
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11%
2%

Values less than 1% not identified
for graphic clarity

CONDITIONS
MECHANICAL AND PLUMBING SYSTEMS

The building HVAC systems are mostly original, and in
good to excellent condition and suitable for continued use
as a laboratory building with biological research activities.
The following is a basic description of the installed systems.
The building is served by medium pressure steam from
the campus power plant. Medium pressure risers serve
glass wash equipment, autoclaves, and any specialized
laboratory equipment. Pressure reducing stations reduce
steam pressure from 65 psi to 10 psi in the basement
and penthouse mechanical rooms for use in air handling
unit steam coils. Two low pressure steam to hot water
heat exchangers serve the perimeter radiation and reheat
coils. Chilled water is provided by the central chilled water
campus system.
Laboratory, office, and miscellaneous areas throughout the
building are served by central air systems located on the
mechanical floor below the greenhouse. Laboratory areas
are served by two main air handlers that are interconnected
for redundancy. There is no return ductwork from the
laboratory and laboratory support areas as these areas
are fully exhausted 100% of the time. The office and nonlaboratory / laboratory support areas have return ductwork.
The two main laboratory air handlers operate on 100%
outside air and are equipped with glycol heat recovery
coils, integral face and bypass steam preheat coils, a
humidifier, chilled water cooling coils, and two supply fans
with variable frequency drives for speed control. Office and
other non-laboratory areas on upper floors are served by
a single variable volume air handling unit with a minimum
of 15% to 20% outside air with 100% outside air capability
for free cooling purposes. The physics laboratories and
other high heat load areas have dedicated independent
air handling units, with chilled water coils either by vertical
units with high efficiency filters located in the mechanical
space adjacent to the laboratory, or ceiling mounted
fan coil units in non-laboratory spaces. Filtration and air
change rates are arranged for Class 100,000 cleanliness
conditions in all laboratory and laboratory support areas.
The laboratory areas are maintained at a negative pressure
with respect to adjacent areas through fixed offset tracking
system between supply and exhaust airflows. Reheat
coils provide temperature control when the supply airflow
exceeds the amount required to satisfy the cooling load
due to high fume hood exhaust quantity.

EXHAUST SYSTEMS Exhaust from the fume hoods is
supplemented by a general exhaust register in order to
maintain the required laboratory exhaust volume under all
operating scenarios. All fume hoods and general exhaust
registers are equipped with pressure independent variable
volume airflow controllers. Exhaust risers are connected
to a common exhaust plenum at the mechanical level
served by six exhaust fans with glycol heat recovery
coils and bypass dampers. Exhaust flow is reduced
during unoccupied periods. Separate exhaust fans
serve radioisotope hoods, perchloric hoods, and nonhazardous exhaust, such as toilet rooms and mechanical
room exhaust. The greenhouse is served by independent
exhaust fans located in the wall of each greenhouse
module. Make-up air will be drawn into each greenhouse
module through ridge vents in the corridor and transfer
openings with dampers between the corridor and each
greenhouse module.
CONTROLS The controls of all basic mechanical functions
in the facility, both for control equipment and local zones,
are handled through a distributed digital control system
interfaced with the campus-wide building automation
system. The mostly original domestic hot and cold water
piping has approached the end of its useful life expectancy
and should be replaced. Insulation could be improved as
some piping is not insulated. Fixtures are generally either
not ADA accessible or in poor condition. New emergency
showers and eyewash stations are provided in central
areas of laboratories. Backflow preventers were not
observed to have been provided for laboratory areas. Gas
and compressed air systems are provided to laboratories,
but are in poor condition and not reliable. Gas emergency
shut-offs are generally not provided.
SPRINKLER The building is equipped throughout with an
automatic sprinkler system and combined standpipes.

The entire building is equipped with a smoke control
system, stairwell pressurization, and atrium smoke
evacuation system.
Research Laboratory
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WATER SERVICE The building’s underground water service
is fed from a 6-inch main line from Auditorium Road.
PLUMBING, DOMESTIC WATER, STORM, WASTE, AND VENT
PIPING / FIXTURES The building plumbing systems are
mostly original, and in good to excellent condition and
suitable for continued use as a laboratory building with
biological research activities.

Separate waste and vent systems are provided for
laboratory and non-laboratory areas. The laboratory waste
systems are constructed of acid resistant polypropylene
material. The water service is fed from a main line from
Auditorium Road with parallel backflow preventers. The
building has separate potable and laboratory cold water
systems that are isolated from one another by a set of
parallel backflow preventers. Hot water is produced via
two instantaneous steam service hot water heaters. A
central high-purity water system serves the laboratories. All
laboratory and laboratory support areas are provided with
natural gas, compressed air, gas, and vacuum services.

ELECTRICAL AND LIGHTING SYSTEMS

The building’s two electric services, are fed from the
campus’ primary electrical feeder “5P1” through manhole
#MH-84A. One service feeds a 2000KVA transformer
and provides 277/480V, 3-Phase power (5P1-33-1A); the
second service feeds a 2000KVA transformer and provides
277/480V, 3-Phase power (5P1-33-2A). Electric service
entrance equipment appears to be original to the building
and is in good condition. Standby power electric service for
the building is fed from the campus emergency electrical
primary power distribution system through a 750KVA
transformer, and provides 277/480V, 3-Phase power from
a 1200A switchboard. Monitoring the building normal and
standby power electric services are square d power logic
digital meter units. General electrical power to laboratory
rooms is served by wall mounted panels located in the
common corridor outside of the laboratory rooms. The
power panels appear to be in good condition. General use
power outlets within wet laboratory areas are not ground
fault protected. Lighting is primarily from fluorescent T-8
lamps with occupancy sensor controls. Emergency and
exit lighting is provided by light fixtures with integral battery
packs. FIRE ALARM The Simplex 4100U addressable
fire alarm panel appears in good working condition.
Smoke detection has been installed in selected areas
in the building. There are no campus emergency mass
notification system devices in the building.
BUILDING ENVELOPE AND SUPERSTRUCTURE

Situated on an irregular and closely bound site, the
Biology / Physics Building is a 7-story brick and glass-clad
structure. The foundation offers a stable environment for
vibration-sensitive optical and laser work, whereas the roof
supports the research greenhouse activities.
BUILDING INTERIOR
Lobby

Research Laboratory
66
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An abstract ceramic mosaic by artist Jun Kaneko lines
the building’s 6-story atrium wall, which is faced by
a glass curtainwall on the East and crossed by three
interior bridges. Interior public space finishes are a mix of
limestone, brick ,and maple paneling, and are generally in
good condition throughout. While the ground floor or lower
level abuts the three lower level quadrants of the Gant
complex, there is currently minimal connection between
the BioPhysics Building and those adjoining spaces. The
opportunity exists to introduce minor modifications that
will significantly rationalize the circulation at both the first
and lower levels to provide more user-friendly and intuitive
wayfinding.

SUSTAINABILITY
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The Biology / Physics Building supports high-level capabilities for bio-based research
in its upper levels, with access to the roof level greenhouse. With minor modifications,
the existing modular laboratory units could be rendered more flexible and responsive
to evolving research needs. Furthermore, existing pockets of available space could
be collected into usable wholes providing additional researchers with access to this
important resource. The existing fixed laboratory casework has few knee openings,
placing limits on the number of workstations per bench. Again, with minor modifications,
a greater density of users per bench can be achieved. The first and lower levels provide
excellent connectivity to the science quad and its social spaces. The basement research
spaces offer high-bay, vibrationally stable environments that can be redeveloped at
greater density, although discussions with campus representatives have not identified a
current need for high-bay research space. While physics or even engineering research
are appropriate for this level, the current laboratory usage is sparsely activated. With
better programming, the building could be more densely occupied, taking better
advantage of the high ceilings which are not abundant on the campus.
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CHEMISTRY BUILDING

1.1 :: NORTH
EAGLEVILLE
SCIENCE DISTRICT

PROFILE

The Chemistry Building houses offices, lecture
halls, and teaching and research laboratories for the
Department of Chemistry, as well as several small
laboratories for Physics research. The building is
zoned into four wings and connected by a four-story
atrium, which provides a large common space, cafe,
and central, open stair.

Building Number

0409

Constructed

1998

Major Renovation
Gross SF

203,906

Flood Zone

No

Historic Eligible

No

ADA Accessible

Yes

Elevator

Yes

Floors

EXISTING DEPARTMENT EXISTING USE
Chemistry
92%

11%
22%

ASSIGNABLE SF

97,143

Classroom

10,332
21,297
46,215
14,575
921
0
3,803
0

Teaching Laboratories
Research Laboratories
Office
Study
Special

48%

Other
Unclassified

Registrar
6%
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15%
Vacant
2%
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4%

6

Values less than 1% not identified
for graphic clarity

CONDITIONS
MECHANICAL AND PLUMBING SYSTEMS

The building HVAC systems are mostly original, and in
good to excellent condition and suitable for continued use
as a laboratory building with chemistry research activities.
The building is served by medium pressure steam from
the campus power plant. Medium pressure risers serve
glass wash equipment, autoclaves, and any specialized
laboratory equipment. At the basement and penthouse
mechanical rooms, pressure reducing stations minimize
steam pressure from 65 psi to 10 psi for use in air handling
unit steam coils. Low pressure steam to hot water heat
exchangers serve the perimeter radiation and reheat
coils. Chilled water is provided by the central chilled water
campus system.
Laboratory, office, and other areas throughout the
building are served by central air systems located in
the basement mechanical rooms. Laboratory areas are
served by six main air handlers that are interconnected
for redundancy. There is no return ductwork from the
laboratory and laboratory support areas; these areas are
fully exhausted 100% of the time. The office and other
non-laboratory support spaces have return ductwork. Small
laboratory support rooms such as storage rooms are 100%
exhausted.
The main laboratory air handlers operate on 100% outside
air and are equipped with glycol heat recovery coils, steam
preheat coils, a humidifier, chilled water cooling coils,
and supply fans with variable frequency drives for speed
control. Office and other non-laboratory areas on upper
floors are served by a variable volume recirculating type
air handling unit with 100% outside air capability for free
cooling purposes. The atrium is equipped with smoke
evacuation systems. An unfired clean steam generator
located in the basement humidification provided through
distribution tubes within air handling units.

are handled through a distributed digital control system
interfaced with the campus-wide building automation
system.
SPRINKLER The building has sprinkler protection and
standpipes with an 8-inch service from the campus fire
protection loop.
WATER SERVICE The building’s underground water service
is fed through the 6-inch main line located in mechanical
room.
PLUMBING, DOMESTIC WATER, STORM, WASTE, AND VENT
PIPING / FIXTURES The building’s plumbing systems are
mostly originals and in good to excellent condition and
suitable for continued use as a Laboratory building with
chemistry research activities. Separate waste and vent
systems are provided for laboratory and non-laboratory
areas. The laboratory waste and vent systems are
constructed of acid resistant polypropylene material. The
water service is fed from a main line from Auditorium
roadway with parallel backflow preventers. The building has
separate potable and laboratory cold water systems that
are isolated from one another by a set of parallel backflow
preventers. Hot water is produced via two instantaneous
steam service hot water heaters. A central high purity
water system serves the laboratories. All laboratory and
laboratory support areas are provided with natural gas,
compressed air, gas, and vacuum services. Emergency
fixtures and gas shutoffs are provided for each laboratory.

ELECTRICAL AND LIGHTING SYSTEMS

The building’s two electric services are fed from the
campus’ primary electrical feeder “5P7” through manhole
#MH-84C. One service feeds a 2500KVA transformer
and provides 277/480V, 3-Phase power (5P7-04-A1); the
second service feeds a 2500KVA transformer and provides
277/480V, 3-Phase power (5P7-04-A2). The electric service

EXHAUST SYSTEMS Exhaust from the fume hoods is
supplemented by a general exhaust register in order to
maintain the required laboratory exhaust volume under all
operating scenarios. All fume hoods and general exhaust
registers are equipped with pressure independent variable
volume airflow controllers. Exhaust risers are connected
to a common exhaust plenum and exhaust fans located in
the mechanical penthouse. Both systems consist of glycol
heat recovery coils and bypass dampers. Separate exhaust
fans serve radioisotope hoods, perchloric hoods, and nonhazardous exhaust, such as toilet rooms and mechanical
room exhaust.
CONTROLS The controls of all basic mechanical functions
in the facility, both for control equipment and local zones,
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entrance equipment appears to be original to the building
and is in good condition. Standby power electric service for
the building is fed from the campus emergency electrical
primary power distribution system through a 1000KVA
transformer and provides 277/480V, 3-Phase power.
General electrical power to laboratory rooms is served
by wall mounted panels located in the common corridor
outside of the laboratory rooms. The power panels appear
to be in good condition. General electrical power outlets
at wet laboratory areas are not ground fault protected.
Lighting is composed mostly of fluorescent T-8 lamps with
occupancy sensor controls. Emergency and exit lighting
is provided by dedicated light fixtures connected to the
building’s emergency power distribution system.
FIRE ALARM The Simplex addressable fire alarm panel

appears to be in good working condition. Smoke
detection has been installed in selected areas throughout
the building. There are no campus emergency mass
notification system devices in the building.

Research Laboratory

Teaching Laboratory
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BUILDING ENVELOPE AND SUPERSTRUCTURE

The 5-story steel building with brick cladding and a steeply
pitched roof is in very good condition. The structure
supports a central 4-story atrium space and negotiates a
half level grade change between main entrances. The pitch
of the roof at the wings, flanking the north entrance, has
a tendency to harbor ice, creating a hazard at the steps.
Insulated window units are in good condition. The building
structure and tall floor heights adequately support the
vertical shafts and deep horizontal ducting required for the
density of chemical fume hoods present.
BUILDING INTERIOR

The building interior and finishes are in excellent
condition. The building is organized into four wings
housing departmental administrative spaces, teaching
and research laboratories, and lecture halls connected
by a 4-story atrium. Based on the planning team’s walkthroughs, the building appears to be generally ADAAG
compliant, including restrooms, circulation, doors,
signage, and plumbing fixtures. A chemical storage and
stock facility in the basement supports both teaching and
research activities and is configured for proper control
of inventory and materials handling. Vision glazing in
doors to laboratories provides good visibility to teaching
and research activities. Typical laboratory ceilings are
open plenum with good clearance for overhead service
carriers, track accessories, and lighting. Although the
existing building engineering systems are adaptable to
support evolving research needs, the interior partitioning of
research laboratories is more rigid and fixed in layout.
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The Chemistry Building is capable of supporting a high intensity of chemical fume hood
exhaust—a capability which should be leveraged to the extent possible to make the best
use of advanced existing facilities. There are two opportunities to increase utilization
within the building. Based on a preliminary review of teaching load, it may be worthwhile
to rebalance the relative qualities of lower- and upper division teaching laboratories in
part by locating some teaching function in the research wing and vice-versa. A process
of reorganization and realignment of research space can be made possible by the
currently vacant research space on the third floor. The building presents valuable wet
bench laboratory facilities for both the University’s research enterprise and teaching
mission. Minor modifications to the existing research laboratory partitions would allow
for a more flexible and adaptable layout that would allow the University to be more
responsive to evolving research needs. Given the anticipated future need for additional
research laboratory space, the capacities of this valuable resource should be exploited
to their full potential.
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GANT COMPLEX
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IMS

Physics

Math Science

Gant Plaza

0331A

0331B

0331C

0331D

1970

1971

1974

2002

86,307

91,251

76,436

16,109

Flood Zone

No

No

No

No

Historic Eligible

No

No

No

No

ADA Accessible

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Elevator

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

4

6

5

1

Building Number
Constructed
Gross SF

Floors

EXISTING DEPARTMENT EXISTING USE
Institute of
Materials
Science
36%

Math
11%

ASSIGNABLE SF

10%

Classroom

7%

Teaching Laboratories

34%

Research Laboratories
Office
Study
Special

Physics
29%

Other
Unclassified

165,430

17,410
11,707
56,158
60,674
3,569
0
12,773
3,139

37%
UITS
12%
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Registrar
9%
Unassigned
3%
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2%
8%
2%

Values less than 1% not identified
for graphic clarity

PROFILE

Constructed in phases starting in 1970, the Edward V.
Gant Science Complex comprises three wings, including
the Institute of Material Science, the Physics Building, and
the Math Science Building, as well as Gant Plaza: a single
story annex on the plaza podium completed in 2002. The
complex contains departmental research, teaching and
office spaces, general purpose classrooms, three tiered
lecture halls, a foundry, fabrication shops, and a small
rooftop observatory.

CONDITIONS
GANT PLAZA BUILDING
MECHANICAL AND PLUMBING SYSTEMS The building
heating and cooling systems are relatively new and in
good condition, and are suitable for its current classroom
use. The piping to the steam heat exchangers are showing
some signs of leakage. All heating for the building consists
of baseboard steam heat. The fully air-conditioned building
is served by a chilled water coiled air handling unit which
is also connected to the chilled water system from the
Math Sciences Building (MSB). Secondary chilled water
pumps are located above the air handling unit, making
maintenance difficult. The building utilizes a plenum return
system that would not be suitable for laboratory use. The
building is served by a 4-inch medium pressure steam
supply from the campus power plant. Pressure reducing
stations minimize steam pressure from 65 psi to 10 psi for
use in air handling unit and heat exchanger steam coils.
Two low pressure steam to hot water heat exchangers
serve the perimeter radiation and reheat coils.
EXHAUST SYSTEMS The systems consist of general building
exhaust that is ducted to each space through ceiling grills.
The main return fan and relief damper are located in the
mechanical room.

is an automatic transfer switch that is connected to a 60A,
277/480V panel that provides standby power to selected
building loads. The electrical distribution equipment in the
room appears to have been recently installed and is in very
good condition. General use power to laboratory rooms
is served by wall mounted panels located in the spaces.
There is a mix of older (original to the building construction)
and newer power panels. Some new branch circuit wiring
and devices have been installed in the renovated areas.
General use power outlets at wet laboratory areas are not
ground fault protected. Lighting is comprised of mostly
fluorescent T-8 lamps with wall mounted manual controls in
older areas. In renovated areas, there are some compact
fluorescent down lights and indirect fluorescent light
fixtures with occupancy sensor controls. Emergency and
exit lighting are provided by light fixtures connected to
generator back up standby power branch circuits.
FIRE ALARM The Simplex 4100U addressable fire alarm

panel appears in good working condition. Smoke detection
has been installed in the ceilings throughout the building.
There is no campus emergency mass notification system in
the building.
MATH-SCIENCE BUILDING
MECHANICAL AND PLUMBING SYSTEMS All heating for the
building consists of a steam heat baseboard. The original
heating and cooling fan coil units are beyond their useful
life expectancy. The building is partially air conditioned
by either window A/C units, or split type DX air handling
units and fan coils connected to the building chilled water.
Other teaching, support, and research spaces are not air
conditioned. There is limited floor-to-floor height available
for ductwork or equipment. The campus chilled water
mains are planned to be extended to the existing chiller
location within the building, with future connections made to
equipment.

CONTROLS Control of all basic mechanical functions in the
facility, both for control equipment and local zones, are
handled through a distributed digital control system.
SPRINKLER The building has an automatic sprinkler
protection system that is served by a 6-inch water service
fed from the MSB lower level.
WATER SERVICE The building’s water service is fed through
a 3-inch main line and is located in the mechanical room.
ELECTRICAL AND LIGHTING SYSTEMS On the ground floor
electrical room, there is a 600A, 277/480 distribution panel
that serves building loads and a 75KVA transformer that is
connected to a 225A, 120/208V distribution panel. There
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EXHAUST SYSTEMS The systems consist of general
building exhaust that is ducted to each space through
side wall grills. Where new ceilings have been installed in
teaching spaces; exhaust air transfer is provided via ceiling
grills, which is then exhausted via the central system.
Exhaust fans are original and are beyond their useful life
expectancy.
CONTROLS The controls consist of pneumatic thermostats,
valves and dampers within the unit ventilators and air
handling equipment. The pneumatic controls are primarily
originals and have exceeded their useful life expectancy.
SPRINKLER The building has sprinkler protection on the
lower level only.
WATER SERVICE The building’s underground water service
for the building’s 4-inch main line located in the Southwest
mechanical room.
PLUMBING, DOMESTIC WATER, STORM, WASTE, AND VENT
PIPING / FIXTURES The building plumbing systems are

mostly original, which have approached the end of their
useful life expectancy and should be replaced. Insulation
could be improved as some of the piping is not insulated.
Fixtures are generally either not ADA accessible or in poor
condition. Backflow preventers were not observed to have
been provided for laboratory areas.
ELECTRICAL AND LIGHTING SYSTEMS The building’s two
electric services are fed from the campus’ primary electrical
feeder “5P7” through manhole #MH-84. One service feeds
a 1000KVA transformer and provides 120/208V, 3-Phase
power (5P7-02-A1); the second service feeds a 750KVA
transformer and provides 120/208V, 3-Phase power (5P702-A2). The electric service entrance equipment appears
to be original to the building and near the end of their
useful life expectancy. General use power to laboratory
rooms is served by overhead electrical bus-duct system
and/or wall mounted panels located in the spaces. There
is a mix of older (original to the building construction)
and newer power panels. Some new branch circuit wiring
and devices have been installed in the renovated areas.
General electrical power outlets at wet laboratory areas are
not ground fault protected. Lighting is comprised mostly of
fluorescent T-8 lamps with wall mounted manual controls.
Emergency and exit lighting are provided by dedicated light
fixtures connected to a central battery unit.
FIRE ALARM The Simplex addressable fire alarm panel
appears in good working condition. Smoke detection has
been installed in the ceilings throughout the building. There
is a campus emergency mass notification system provided
throughout the building.
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INSTITUTE OF MATERIALS SCIENCE BUILDING
MECHANICAL AND PLUMBING SYSTEMS The mostly original

heating and cooling systems have approached the end
of their useful life expectancy and should be replaced. All
heating for the building consists of steam heat baseboard
or unit ventilators that utilize electric heating. A study and
project is planned to replace the unit ventilators within
various portions of the building. The building is not air
conditioned except for specific spaces that are served
by either window A/C units or split type DX air handling
units and fan coils connected to outside condensing
units. Other teaching, support and research spaces are
not air conditioned. There is limited space available for
ductwork or equipment in the laboratory areas on the upper
floors. The campus chilled water mains are planned to be
extended to the three other existing chiller locations within
the complex.
EXHAUST SYSTEMS The systems consist of general
building exhaust that is ducted to each space through
side wall grills. The systems are mostly original and have
reached the end of their useful life expectancy and should
be replaced. Where new ceilings have been installed
in research and teaching spaces, exhaust air transfer is
provided via ceiling grills, which is then exhausted via the
central system. Specialized exhaust is provided to remove
contaminants in various locations. Round exhaust ducts
run to roof-mounted exhaust fans. Many of the exhaust
fans are original to the building’s construction and beyond
their useful life expectancy. Hood make-up air is generally
provided by central fresh air chases with electric or steam
coils, tempering the air that is then ducted either directly to
the hood or discharged within the space in the vicinity of
the hood.
CONTROLS The controls consist of pneumatic thermostats,
valves, and dampers within the unit ventilators and air
handling equipment. The pneumatic controls are primarily
original and have exceeded their useful life expectancy.
SPRINKLER The building has no sprinkler protection or

standpipes.

WATER SERVICE The building water service is from an
underground 6-inch line serving the complex coming
into the mechanical room at the Northwest corner of the
building, where a backflow preventer is provided.
PLUMBING, DOMESTIC WATER, STORM, WASTE, AND VENT
PIPING / FIXTURES The mostly original domestic hot and

cold water piping is approaching the end of its useful life
expectancy and should be replaced. Insulation could be
improved as some piping is not insulated. Fixtures are
generally either not ADA accessible or in poor condition.
New emergency showers and eyewash stations are

provided in central areas of laboratories. Backflow
preventers were not observed to have been provided for
laboratory areas. Gas and compressed air systems are
provided to laboratories are in poor condition and not
reliable. Gas emergency shut-offs are provided for a few
laboratories. Additional shut-offs are required.
ELECTRICAL AND LIGHTING SYSTEMS The building’s
two electric services are fed from the campus’ primary
electrical feeder “5P7” (5P7-07-A1) through manhole
#MH-1. One service feeds a 1500KVA transformer and
provides 277/480V, 3-Phase power; the second service
feeds a 1000KVA transformer and provides 120/208V,
3-Phase power. The electric service entrance equipment
appears to be original to the building and near the end of
its useful life expectancy. There is a mix of older (original
to the building construction) and newer power panels.
Some new branch circuit wiring and devices have been
installed in the renovated areas. New electrical service
entrance equipment, risers, and local distribution panels
would be required to accommodate any change in building
occupancy. There is some standby power in the building
for selected loads. General electrical power to laboratory
rooms is served by overhead electrical bus-duct system
and/or wall mounted panels located in the spaces. Not all
general electrical power outlets at wet laboratory areas are
ground fault protected. The lighting consists of recessed
grid troffers, pendant blade baffle type light fixtures or
fluorescent T-8 lamps with wall mounted manual controls.
Renovated areas have occupancy sensor lighting controls.
Emergency and exit lighting are provided by integral battery
back-up light fixtures.
FIRE ALARM The Simplex 4100U addressable fire alarm
panel appears in good working condition. Smoke detection
has been installed in the ceilings throughout the building.
There is a campus emergency mass notification system
provided throughout the building.

floor height for ductwork or equipment. The campus chilled
water mains are planned to be extended to the three other
existing chiller locations in the complex.
EXHAUST SYSTEMS The systems consist of general building
exhaust that is ducted to each space through side wall
grills. Where new ceilings have been installed in teaching
spaces, exhaust air transfer is provided via ceiling grills,
which is then exhausted via the central system. Specialized
exhaust is provided to remove contaminants in various
locations. Exposed on the exterior of the building round
exhaust ducts are run to the roof-mounted exhaust fans.
Many of the exhaust fans are of original and beyond their
useful life expectancy.
CONTROLS Controls consist of pneumatic thermostats,
valves, and dampers within the unit ventilators and air
handling equipment. The pneumatic controls are primarily
original and have exceeded their useful life expectancy.
SPRINKLER The building has no sprinkler protection or

standpipes.

WATER SERVICE The water service to the building is 3-inch
served from a 6-inch underground service entering the IMS
building.
PLUMBING, DOMESTIC WATER, STORM, WASTE, AND VENT
PIPING / FIXTURES The mostly original domestic hot and

cold water piping have approached the end of their useful
life expectancy and should be replaced. Insulation could
be improved as some piping is not insulated. Fixtures are
generally either not ADA accessible or in poor condition.
New emergency showers and eyewash stations are
provided in central areas of the laboratories. Backflow
preventers were not observed to have been provided for
laboratory areas. Gas and compressed air systems are
provided to laboratories, but are in poor condition and
not reliable. Gas emergency shut-offs are generally not
provided.

PHYSICS BUILDING
MECHANICAL AND PLUMBING SYSTEMS All heating for the
building consists of original steam heat baseboard and
unit ventilators that are beyond their useful life expectancy.
The unit ventilators are reportedly in poor condition and
the inoperable outdoor air dampers have been blocked
off to avoid freezing issues. Some units use electrical
heating. There is a project planned to replace the unit
ventilators in portions of the building. The building is not
air conditioned except for newly renovated spaces. These
spaces are served by either window A/C units or split type
DX air handling units and fan coils connected to outside
condensing units. Other teaching, support, and research
spaces are not air conditioned. There is limited floor-to-
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Electrical System The building’s two electric services are
fed from the campus primary electrical loop “5P7” through
manhole MH-1. One service feeds a 1000KVA transformer
and provides 277/480V, 3-Phase power; the second service
feeds a 1000KVA transformer and provides 120/208V,
3-Phase power. The electric service entrance equipment
appears to be original to the building and near the end
of its useful life expectancy. General electrical power to
laboratory rooms is served by overhead electrical busduct
system and/or wall mounted panels located. There is a mix
of older (original to the building construction) and newer
power panels. Some new branch circuit wiring and devices
have been installed in the renovated areas. Lighting
is comprised mostly of fluorescent T-8 lamps with wall
mounted manual controls. Emergency and exit lighting are
provided by dedicated light fixtures connected to a central
battery unit.
FIRE ALARM: The Simplex 4100U addressable fire alarm

panel appears to be in good working condition. Smoke
detection has been installed in the ceilings throughout the
building. There is a campus emergency mass notification
system provided throughout the building.
GANT COMPLEX
BUILDING ENVELOPE AND SUPERSTRUCTURE The main
complex is exposed structural concrete columns and
cast-in-place concrete floor slabs with concrete roof deck
and built-up roofing. Brick masonry cladding on concrete
masonry unit back-up walls form the building envelope.
Between concrete framing members are alternating strip
windows, which are non-insulating, single pane operable
units. In 2013, a Simpson Gumpertz and Heger report on
the cause of leakage and masonry deterioration of the
entire complex concluded that long-term delamination
and spalling of concrete resulted from the corroding

Research Laboratory in IMS Building
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of embedded reinforcing steel. The investigation
recommended that the cracking in the exposed concrete
elements be sealed or injected to prevent further infiltration,
the immediate removal of incipient spalls, and the longterm repair of concrete with elimination of leakage at the
façade if an overclad solution is implemented. In 2014, the
masonry, parapets, and roof of the north and south brick
tower elements were repaired, including waterproofing,
flashing and insulation. At this time, the curtain wall at the
tower stairs and the roof of the Physics wing (Gant West)
was replaced.
BUILDING INTERIOR The interiors are in overall fair
condition with some spaces in poor condition. While
teaching laboratories for physics have received modest
updates with acoustical ceiling tile, lighting, VCT flooring,
varying casework, and standard audio-visual technology,
none are configured for current pedagogical delivery styles,
or other active learning variants present at peer institutions
for STEM disciplines. In terms of scale, configuration, and
technology infrastructure, the instructional spaces in both
Math and Physics wings are basic.

Typical corridor and interior partitions are painted concrete
masonry unit, which may be unreinforced. Seismic
evaluation is recommended and should consider the costbenefits of removing the CMU partitions in conjunction with
significant MEP systems replacement. This will enable an
interior renovation to utilize more flexible gypsum board
and metal stud partitions, while better integrating electrical
and data infrastructure.
Social space that permits gathering, seating, and temporary
workspace is inadequate in such a large complex. The
podium plaza serves virtually no social functions, in part
due to the large installation of mechanical equipment
mounted in the open, as well as the fact that many exterior
doors onto the plaza are locked, permitting no re-entry to
the interior.
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The overall structure and configuration of the Gant would best support bio-based wet
and hybrid bench laboratories. Apart from the ground level, the limited floor-to-floor
height of levels is ill-suited for the materials science research conducted in the north
wing given the need for high-intensity chemical fume hoods that depend on high
ventilation and ducting needs. Creating such a large, contiguous quantity of space
would be cost-prohibitive given current budgets. Although the building is not well-suited
to advanced engineering-system intense research, it can readily accommodate a
great quantity of necessary lower-division STEM teaching laboratories. The large base
supports high-capacity foot traffic uses with direct, easy access to grade, and high-bay
volume spaces. The towers can be redeveloped as flexible blocks of space for teaching
laboratories and low to mid-range research. A more flexible and adaptable “lab loft”
layout can be achieved by relocating the existing corridor to one side of the building. The
central 1-story pavilion offers high-visibility and connection to the lower level and lecture
spaces in the adjacent Biology / Physics building.
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PROFILE

The Pharmacy / Biology Building is centrally situated
in the North Eagleville Science District and is linked
to the Chemistry Building. The building houses
classrooms, laboratories, library, and offices for the
School of Pharmacy and biology research and faculty
within the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. A
23,000 SF vivarium facility is located underground
and is directly connected to the Atwater / Pathobiology
Complex. Social spaces and the large atrium help
support this as a location of high-connectivity for
STEM disciplines.

EXISTING DEPARTMENT EXISTING USE

Biotech/
Bioservices
1.3%

Animal Care
11%
EEB
21%

4%
4%

Pharmacy
48%

52%

Building Number

0415

Constructed

2005

Major Renovation
Gross SF

235,637

Flood Zone

No

Historic Eligible

No

ADA Accessible

Yes

Elevator

Yes

Floors

ASSIGNABLE SF
Classroom
Teaching Laboratories
Research Laboratories
Office
Study
Special
Other
Unclassified

7

112,931

4,929
5,371
61,480
20,970
3,626
11,420
6,462
3,673

18%
PNB
13%
Registrar
4%
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UITS
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3%
10%
6%
3%

Values less than 1% not identified
for graphic clarity

CONDITIONS
MECHANICAL AND PLUMBING SYSTEMS

The building HVAC systems are mostly original, and in
good to excellent condition and suitable for continued use
as a laboratory building with pharmacological and biological
research activities. The following is a basic description of
the installed systems.
The building is served by medium pressure steam from
the campus power plant. Medium pressure risers serve
glass wash equipment, autoclaves, and any specialized
laboratory equipment. At the basement and penthouse
mechanical rooms, pressure reducing stations minimize
steam pressure from 65 psi to 10 psi for use in air handling
unit steam coils.
Low pressure steam-to-hot water heat exchangers serve
the perimeter radiation and reheat coils. Chilled water is
provided by the central chilled water campus system.
Laboratory, office, and miscellaneous areas throughout
the building are served by central air systems located in
the basement and fifth floor mechanical rooms. Laboratory
areas are served by three main air handlers that are
interconnected for redundancy. There is no return ductwork
from laboratory and laboratory support areas, as these
areas are fully exhausted 100% of the time. The office
and non-laboratory / laboratory support areas have return
ductwork.
The main laboratory air handlers operate on 100% outside
air and are equipped with glycol heat recovery coils,
integral face and bypass steam preheat coils, a humidifier,
chilled water cooling coils, and two supply fans with
variable frequency drives for speed control. Office and
other non-laboratory areas on upper floors are served by a
single variable volume air handling unit with a minimum of
15% to 20% outside air with 100% outside air capability for
free cooling purposes. Humidification is provided through
an unfired clean steam generator located in the basement.
This unit has had maintenance issues with regards to water
quality and premature scaling of the heat exchangers.

perchloric hoods and non-hazardous exhaust, such as
toilet rooms and mechanical room exhaust. The vivarium
space was not surveyed but is reportedly adequately suited
for the current research usage.
CONTROLS Control of all basic mechanical functions in
the facility, both for control equipment and local zones,
are handled through a distributed digital control system
interfaced with the campus-wide building automation
system.
SPRINKLER The building is equipped throughout with an
automatic sprinkler system and combined standpipes.
PLUMBING, DOMESTIC WATER, STORM, WASTE, AND VENT
PIPING / FIXTURES The building plumbing systems are
mostly original, and in good to excellent condition and
suitable for continued use as a laboratory building with
pharmacological and biological research activities. The
following is a basic description of the installed systems.

Separate waste and ventilation systems are provided for
laboratory and non-laboratory areas. The laboratory waste
systems are constructed of acid resistant polypropylene
material. The water service is fed from a main line from
Auditorium Road with parallel backflow preventers. The
building has separate potable and laboratory cold water
systems that are isolated from one another by a set of
parallel backflow preventers. Hot water is produced via
two instantaneous steam service hot water heaters. A
central high purity water system serves the laboratories. All
laboratory and laboratory support areas are provided with
natural gas, compressed air, gas, and vacuum services.
ELECTRICAL AND LIGHTING SYSTEMS

The building has a double ended main switchboard rated
at 3,200A, 277/480V, 3-Phase. There are five distribution
sections in the main switchboard with circuit breakers for

There appears to be an air balancing issue with regards to
building pressurization being too high. Main doors to the
building have reportedly had problems closing.
EXHAUST SYSTEMS Exhaust from the fume hoods is
supplemented by a general exhaust register to maintain
the required laboratory exhaust volume under all operating
scenarios. All fume hoods and general exhaust registers
are equipped with pressure independent variable volume
airflow controllers. Exhaust risers are connected to a
common exhaust plenum at the mechanical level served by
six exhaust fans with glycol heat recovery coils and bypass
dampers. Exhaust flow is reduced during unoccupied
periods. Separate exhaust fans serve radioisotope hoods,
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various building loads. Standby power electric service
for the building is fed from the campus emergency
electrical primary power distribution system through switch
“3UCI-E-3”, and provides 277/480V, 3-Phase power. There
are square d power logic digital meter units monitoring
the building normal and standby power electric services.
The electric service entrance equipment appears to be
original to the building and is in good condition. General
electrical use power to laboratory rooms is served by wallmounted panels located in the common corridor outside
of the laboratory rooms. The power panels appear to be in
good condition. General electrical use power outlets at wet
laboratory areas are not ground fault protected. Lighting is
compiled mostly of pendant mounted direct / indirect light
fixtures with fluorescent T-8 lamps and manual controls.
Emergency and exit lighting is provided by dedicated light
fixtures connected to the building’s emergency power
distribution system.

Lobby / Collaborative Student Space

Pharmacy Library
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FIRE ALARM The Simplex 4100U addressable fire alarm
control panel appears to be in good working condition.
Smoke detection has been installed in the ceilings
throughout the building. There is no campus emergency
mass notification system in the building.

BUILDING ENVELOPE AND SUPERSTRUCTURE

The steel-framed structure is comprised of two, 6-story
towers clad in pre-weathered copper panels and red-brick
rainscreen façade. A glass curtain wall and storefront
enclose the central atrium. As a newer facility, the structure
and envelope are in excellent condition. Accessible
entrances are located on the East and West sides of the
atrium with automatic door openers, but no campus phones
present.
BUILDING INTERIOR

The interiors are in excellent condition and support the
building’s current uses. Typical interior features are in
excellent condition and include cherry veneer casework,
painted gypsum partitions, suspended acoustical ceiling
tile, direct / indirect pendant lighting, resilient floor tile and
fume hoods. ADA-compliant restrooms are adequately
provided in quantity and configuration. Changing pedagogy
trends may prompt the School of Pharmacy to reconsider
use of the dosage teaching laboratory in future as some
peer institutions have phased out this component from
curriculum requirements. The existing laboratory animal
resource currently includes a quantity of shell space that
will allow for eventual future fit-out. Like other laboratory
facilities on campus, the interior configuration of the
building is given to separable, highly modular research
laboratories that limit flexibility and the nimble reassignment
of research space.
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The Pharmacy / Biology building is the leading edge facility on campus capable of
supporting advanced wet bench research laboratory needs. Its proximity to other stateof-the-art laboratory facilities such as the Chemistry, BioPhysics, and new Engineering
Science Building makes it an important part of UConn’s advanced research ecosystem.
Due in part to the presence of the laboratory animal resources in the basement, it
will be important for UConn to carefully select the researchers chosen to occupy the
building to match the building’s infrastructure capabilities. In the long-term, the building
is best suited to support pharmaceutical and microbiological research, in particular
those research protocols that require controlled environments and protection from
contamination. With minor interior modifications, the existing laboratory layout can be
rendered more flexible and to more accurately right-size the allocation of research
space to each PI group. The existing Pharmacy library may be better redeveloped to
provide student meeting, study, and support space in lieu of its current, more traditional
programming.
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PROFILE

Built in 1961, the George Safford Torrey Life Sciences
Building is one of several locations for biology
research and teaching activities of the College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences. The building is named for
the former head of the Department of Botany between
1929 and 1953. Torrey Life Sciences Building houses
teaching and research laboratories, as well as offices
for the Departments of Ecology and Evolutionary
Biology (EEB), Physiology and Neurobiology (PNB),
Molecular and Cell Biology (MCB), and Biology
Central Services (BCS).

EXISTING DEPARTMENT EXISTING USE
BCS
15%
Biotech/
Bioservices
1%

EEB
30%

6%

Building Number

0252

Constructed

1961

Major Renovation

2013

Gross SF
Flood Zone

No

Historic Eligible

No

ADA Accessible

Yes

Elevator

Yes

Floors

85,345

Classroom

4,816
27,521
28,504
15,213
1,066
1,080
2,553
4,592

Teaching Laboratories
Research Laboratories

32%

Office
Special
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MCB
24%

33%

PNB
17%

18%

Unassigned
9%

UCONN STEM Space Needs Assessment

Other
Unclassified

5%

1.5%
1.5%
3%

7

ASSIGNABLE SF

Study

Registrar
4%

147,680

Values less than 1% not identified
for graphic clarity

SPRINKLER The building has no sprinkler protection or

CONDITIONS
MECHANICAL AND PLUMBING SYSTEMS

All heating for the building consists of steam and hot water
baseboard radiation and heating only unit ventilators. The
heating and ventilation systems are original and beyond
their useful life expectancy. An 8-inch steam to hot water
heat exchanger with associated pump is are located in a
ground floor mechanical room. The steam heat exchanger
and pumps are original and beyond their useful life
expectancy. The building is air conditioned both by window
A/C units and split type DX air handling units with fan coils
connected to outside condensing units. Other teaching,
support and research spaces are not air conditioned.
Roof exhaust and make-up air systems serve laboratory
spaces on upper floors. There is limited floor to floor height
available for ductwork or equipment. New chemical fume
hoods have been installed in some renovated laboratories.
EXHAUST SYSTEMS The systems consist of general building
exhaust that is ducted to each space through side wall
grills. Where new ceilings have been installed in teaching
spaces exhaust air transfer is provided via ducted grills
connected to the central system. Specialized exhaust is
provided to remove contaminants from fume hood and
equipment in various locations. Exhaust ducts are run
within the interior of the building in chases to inline fans and
then exposed on the exterior, running to the roof mounted
exhaust fans. Many of the exhaust fans are original and
beyond their useful life expectancy. Large glass washing
autoclaves are not adequately vented and release steam
into occupied spaces.
CONTROLS The controls consist of a combination of electric
and pneumatic thermostats, valves, and dampers within the
unit ventilators and air handling equipment. The pneumatic
controls are primarily original and have exceeded their
useful life expectancy.

The domestic hot and cold water, storm, waste, and vent
piping is mostly original and in need of replacement.
Insulation could be improved as some piping is not
insulated. Piping is largely original and beyond its useful
life expectancy, except for branch piping to fixtures
in renovated areas. Glass piping serving acid waste
from laboratories is in good condition where observed.
Fixtures are generally not ADA accessible and in poor
condition. New emergency showers and eyewash
stations are provided in the general area of the renovated
laboratories, but are not readily accessible. Additional
emergency showers are required per code requirements.
Gas, vacuum, and compressed air are provided in the
laboratories. Accessible emergency gas shut-off devices
have been installed in the laboratories.

ZGF ARCHITECTS LLP
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standpipes.

WATER SERVICE The building’s underground water service
is fed through a 4-inch main line located in North Eagleville
Road.

ELECTRICAL AND LIGHTING SYSTEMS

The building’s electric service is connected to campus
primary feeder “5P3” through a 1000KVA, 13.8Kv120/208V, 3 Phase transformer. The main electrical service
entrance equipment is in Electric Room #58A. The electric
service enters the building under the floor slab to a 3000A,
277/480V, 3 Pole switchboard with a main circuit breaker.
The switchboard feeds an adjacent distribution section. The
main section appears to have been replaced and is in good
condition; the distribution section appears to be original
to the building and is in poor condition. There is a Square
D Power Logic digital meter unit monitoring the building
electric service. Standby power originates at the campus
emergency paralleling switchgear and is connected to
500KVA, 4160V-277/480V, 3 Phase transformer that feeds
a 1600A circuit breaker in the main switchboard. The
main switchboard has a 1200A feeder circuit breaker for a
1200A automatic transfer switch, and a 400A feeder circuit
breaker for a 400A ATS. Power distribution in the building
is by electrical panels located in the corridors. In general,
the electrical panels appear to be original to the building
and are in poor condition. General use power outlets at
wet laboratory areas are not ground fault protected. The
electrical distribution system is in to fair to poor condition;
new electrical service entrance equipment, risers, and local
distribution panels would be required to accommodate any
change in building occupancy. Lighting is comprised mainly
of recessed 1’ x 2’ recessed grid troffers with fluorescent
T-8 lamps; some fixtures have occupancy sensor controls.

Research Laboratory
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New lay-in parabolic type light fixtures have been installed
in renovated areas. Emergency and exit lighting is provided
by integral battery type light fixtures.

value research laboratories within the building. A planned
roof replacement is expected to serve a seven- to ten- year
period.

FIRE ALARM The Simplex 4100U addressable fire alarm
panel located in the first floor north vestibule appears to
be in good working condition. Smoke detection has been
installed in the ceilings throughout the entire building.
Campus emergency mass notification system devices are
provided throughout the building

BUILDING INTERIOR

BUILDING ENVELOPE AND SUPERSTRUCTURE

The steel-framed and concrete slab structure is clad in red
brick and single-pained curtain wall system—original to its
mid-century modern institutional construction. The current
envelope offers low thermal performance and requires
remediation. The roofing system is significantly deteriorated
and is fully saturated by water. Periodic and persistent
leakages in the envelope continue to damage the high-

Teaching Laboratory

Teaching Laboratory
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Completed in 2013, renovations to the first floor created
new, modern research laboratories and social space,
which are in excellent condition. Other areas of renewal
within the buildings have stabilized and in some instances,
upgraded select teaching and research laboratories to
fair-to-good condition. However, a significant combination
of laboratories in very poor condition remain. Several
are largely abandoned or vacant, including the fifth floor
greenhouses and areas of the fourth floor with obsolete
storage and emeritus faculty in transition. Many other
unrenovated faculty offices and research spaces also
contain obsolete materials and storage, compounding the
impact of inefficient operations and use of resources in
Torrey. The deteriorated and leaking roof has compromised
many active research spaces.

SUSTAINABILITY

UTILIZATION

FURNISH /
TECHNOLOGY

INTERIOR

ENVELOPE

ELECTRICAL /
LIGHTING

MECHANICAL /
PLUMBING

RATINGS DASHBOARD

SUPERIOR CONDITION
SATISFACTORY CONDITION
REQUIRES RENOVATION
REQUIRES REPLACEMENT

ENERGY USE INTENSITY
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(based on available energy data)
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ASSESSMENT
TORREY LIFE SCIENCES BUILDING

C
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Torrey Life Sciences has numerous infrastructure and envelope needs with some of
the most critical currently being addressed. While some immediate investments do
not offer good long-term value, they are necessary in the short-term until new facilities
are available. The first floor in particular has newly renovated research spaces in
excellent condition that can serve a wide range of bio-based research needs. This study
recommends that no new research space be created in Torrey, and that areas in the
building should be decommissioned as faculty members transition to emeritus status
or otherwise vacate portions of the building. Such a strategy would lower the continued
investment needed to sustain Torrey until demolition can occur. As replacement
laboratory space is located in existing or new facilities, Torrey offers good value to the
University for temporary faculty office space, which carries lower operational costs than
either teaching or research laboratory uses.

APRIL 29, 2016
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1.1 :: NORTH
EAGLEVILLE

TORREY LIFE SCIENCES GREENHOUSE

SCIENCE DISTRICT

PROFILE

The Torrey Life Science Greenhouses are comprised
of three main glazed ranges supported by an indoor
area of headhouse, cold room, office, and outdoor
support area, including gardens and temporary
coldframes. The primary function of the TLS
Greenhouses is to support the extensive botany
teaching collection for the department of Ecology and
Evolutionary Biology. With more than 2,500 species
in over 270 plant families, the living collection is
utilized by a broad section of biology classes and
class laboratories. Over 1,200 students in introductory

EXISTING DEPARTMENT EXISTING USE
EEB
100%

2%

Building Number

-

Constructed

-

Major Renovation

-

Gross SF

-

Flood Zone

-

Historic Eligible

-

ADA Accessible

-

Elevator

-

Floors

-

ASSIGNABLE SF
Classroom
Teaching Laboratories
Research Laboratories
Office
Study
Special

98%

Other
Unclassified

12,620

0
0
0
128
0
12,497
0
0

Values less than 1% not identified
for graphic clarity
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Interior of Greenhouse

biology courses visit the complex annually. The TLS
Greenhouses also support research needs in conjunction
with the research greenhouses in the Biology / Physics
Building. Nearly three quarters of the indoor growing area
is dedicated to the public teaching collection. An outreach
program provides guided tours, self-guided visits, and
public displays for K-12 and civic groups.

Storage Area

CONDITIONS
BUILDING ENVELOPE AND SUPERSTRUCTURE

The glazing and steel frame of all ranges are in poor
condition and do not adequately create a proper
environmental enclosure.
BUILDING INTERIOR

The interior of the greenhouses is in poor condition with
visible corrosion and leaks to the surrounding structure.
There is limited to no provision for isolation for select
research needs such as genetics or pathogens.

ASSESSMENT

C

ZGF ARCHITECTS LLP

TORREY LIFE SCIENCES GREENHOUSE

As the primary teaching greenhouse for the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, a
replacement facility with proper environmental controls that provides visibility and access
to undergraduates, as well as the public, is critical.

APRIL 29, 2016
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N
LTO

RD

HBL

Babbidge Library (BECAT Level)

BOUS

Bousfield Psychology

CAST

Castleman Building

ITEB

Information Technologies Engineering
Building
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BABBIDGE LIBRARY

1.2 :: ACADEMIC CORE
DISTRICT

PROFILE

Homer Babbidge Library is the main facility for the
University of Connecticut libraries, which represents
the largest public research collection in the state.
STEM-related space within Babbidge includes the
Quantitative Learning Center (Q Center), located on
the first floor, and the Taylor L. Booth Engineering
Center for Advanced Technology (BECAT) located on
the A-level.

Building Number

0364

Constructed

1978

Major Renovation

2002

Gross SF

381,322

Flood Zone

No

Historic Eligible

No

ADA Accessible

Yes

Elevator

Yes

Floors

EXISTING DEPARTMENT EXISTING USE

CSE
10%

Booth Research
Center
15%

ASSIGNABLE SF
Classroom
Teaching Laboratories

41%

Research Labs
Office

ECE
29%

Study
Special

Engineering
10%

30%

Other
Unclassified

8

286,591

0
0
9,591
6,937
5,343
0
1,493
0

Math
31%
23%
6%
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Values less than 1% not identified
for graphic clarity

CONDITIONS
MECHANICAL AND PLUMBING SYSTEMS
The building Heating and cooling systems are of various
vintages and in general are beyond their useful life
expectancy. All heating for the building consists of steam
baseboard radiation and overhead air fed from heating and
cooling air handling units primarily located in the penthouse
mechanical room and other mechanical rooms distributed
throughout the building. The building is air conditioned by
chilled water coils located in the building air systems. There
is limited floor to floor height available for ductwork or
equipment within the building.
EXHAUST SYSTEMS Exhaust systems consist of general
building exhaust that is ducted to each space through side
wall grills. Many of the exhaust fans are of original vintage
and beyond their useful life expectancy.

time, work also included a perimeter heating system,
new windows and roof as well as tel/data infrastructure.
Accessible entrances exist on the south side of the building
at the Dodd Center, on the north side, and on the west side
facing the School of Business.

BUILDING INTERIOR
Major interior renovations were substantially completed in
1989, and additional interior projects have been ongoing
as residual existing issues are addressed and the Library’s
functional space needs continue to evolve. Typical interior
finishes in the A level include suspended acoustical ceiling
tile, recessed fluorescent trough lighting, painted gypsum
wall partitions, and carpeting or VCT flooring. The spaces
are adequate for dry, computational functions. ADA
accessible restrooms are adequately provided on each
floor of the building.

CONTROLS Controls consist of a combination of electric and
pneumatic thermostats, valves and dampers within the unit
ventilators and air handling equipment for. The pneumatic
controls are primarily original and have exceeded their
useful life expectancy.

The storm, waste, vent, domestic hot and cold water piping
is mostly original and in need of replacement. Piping is
largely original and beyond its useful life expectancy except
for branch piping to fixtures in renovated areas. Fixtures
are generally either not ADA accessible and in poor
condition.
SPRINKLER The building has no sprinkler protection or

standpipes.

ELECTRICAL & LIGHTING SYSTEMS
Power to the Classrooms is served by electrical panels
located in the spaces. General use power outlets at wet
laboratory areas are not ground fault protected. Lighting is
primarily from fluorescent T-8 lamps.

Student Office Space

FIRE ALARM The fire alarm system manual pull stations and
combination audio-visual unit installation appears to be in
good working condition.

BUILDING ENVELOPE AND SUPERSTRUCTURE
The original concrete and brick masonry structure
underwent a major renovation completed 2002, part
of which included a new perimeter foundation system
supporting an exterior steel frame connecting to upper
cantilevered floors to limit further deflection. At that

Student Office Space

ZGF ARCHITECTS LLP
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Student Office Space
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Research Laboratory

SUSTAINABILITY

UTILIZATION

FURNISH /
TECHNOLOGY
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PLUMBING

RATINGS DASHBOARD

SUPERIOR CONDITION
SATISFACTORY CONDITION
REQUIRES RENOVATION
REQUIRES REPLACEMENT
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A
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The assessment for Babbidge Library is focused on the BECAT spaces on level A and
usage on the first level for the Q Center. Level A was initially renovated as a temporary
home for BECAT research. As the nature of that research evolves beyond strictly
computational needs, the Library is perhaps not the ideal location for these laboratories.
Research that increasingly involves robotics often requires more fabrication and
electronic bench resources. Similarly, 3D printing technologies would be better suited
in space designed for hybrid bench laboratories equipped with ventilation systems that
capture ultrafine particulate matter emitted from processing feedstock plastics. Although
the Center is currently well-positioned in the Library, its evolving needs may outgrow the
facilities available. These research laboratories may in fact be better located within a
more STEM-focused facility with engineering infrastructure better suited to supporting
such protocols.

APRIL 29, 2016
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BOUSFIELD PSYCHOLOGY BUILDING

1.2 :: ACADEMIC CORE
DISTRICT

PROFILE

Weston A. Bousfield Psychology Building houses
classrooms, offices, common space and teaching
and research laboratories for the Department of
Psychology and the Psychological Services Clinic,
a mental health clinic that provides assessments of
children and adult clients from the University and
the surrounding community. Originally constructed
in 1974, Bousfield underwent a yearlong renovation
and expansion completed in 2014 that will enable the
department to promote undergraduate engagement,
increase hands-on research opportunities and
accommodate additional new faculty members.

EXISTING DEPARTMENT EXISTING USE
Animal Care
4%

Psychology
77%

Building Number

0349

Constructed

1974

Major Renovation

2014

Gross SF
Flood Zone

No

Historic Eligible

No

ADA Accessible

Yes

Elevator

Yes

Floors

ASSIGNABLE SF

8%

Classroom

6%

Teaching Laboratories
Research Laboratories

28%

Office
Study
Special

28%

UITS
1%

94

Registrar
3%

2%
11%

Unassigned
15%

3%

UCONN STEM Space Needs Assessment

14%

86,927

Other
Unclassified

5

72,283

5,878
3,965
20,415
20,299
1,137
7,891
2,462
10,236

Values less than 1% not identified
for graphic clarity

CONDITIONS
MECHANICAL AND PLUMBING SYSTEMS
1974 BUILDING The building HVAC systems are mostly
originals and are in fair to poor conditions, beyond their
useful life expectancy and are in need of replacement.
All heating for the building is served by 4-inch HP Steam
from the campus power plant. Pressure reducing stations
reduce steam from high pressure down to low pressure
in the mechanical room. Low pressure steam to hot water
heat exchanger with associated pumps in mechanical room
serves perimeter radiation. The steam heat exchanger and
pumps are original and beyond their useful life expectancy.
The building is heated and air conditioned by a central air
handling unit located in the mechanical room and appears
to be in fair condition. Split type DX air handling units and
fan coils connected to outside condensing units also used
for cooling. Chilled water serving central air handling unit in
mechanical room is provided by the campus chilled water
system.
2013 ANNEX BUILDING The building HVAC systems are

mostly originals and are in good to excellent condition and
suitable for continued use as a general use laboratory
building. All heating for the building is served by 4-inch
HP Steam from campus power plant. Pressure reducing
stations reduce steam from high pressure down to low
pressure in the mechanical room. Low pressure steam
to hot water heat exchanger with associated pumps in
mechanical room serve perimeter radiation. The steam
heat exchanger and pumps are in good to excellent
condition. The building is heated and air conditioned by
a central air handling units located in penthouse or by
split type DX air handling units and fan coils connected
to outside condensing units. Chilled water serving central
air handling units in penthouse is provided by the central
chilled water campus system.

Annex Building: Controls consist of a digital control system
interfaced with the campus-wide building automation
system for all mechanical functions in the building.
Sprinkler 1974 Building: The building has no sprinkler
protection or standpipes. 2013 Annex Building: The building
has sprinkler protection and standpipes.
Water Service 1974 Building: The building’s underground
water service is fed through a 4-inch mainline located in
mechanical room. 2013 Annex Building: The building’s
underground water service is fed through a 4-inch mainline
located in mechanical room.
PLUMBING, DOMESTIC WATER, AND VENT PIPING / FIXTURES
1974 BUILDING: The domestic hot and cold water pipings

are mostly original and in need of replacement. Pipings are
beyond their useful life expectancy except for branch piping
to fixtures in renovated areas. Fixtures are generally not
ADA accessible or in poor condition. 2013 Annex Building:
The domestic hot and cold water pipings are mostly original
and are in good to excellent condition and suitable for
continued use in a general laboratory building.
ELECTRICAL AND LIGHTING SYSTEMS
1974 BUILDING There are two electric service rooms in the
basement of this portion of the building; one for normal
power distribution equipment (#033) and one for standby
power distribution equipment (#033A). The electric
services for this portion of the building originate in the
2013 Annex and were upgraded in 2013. The electrical
distribution equipment in this portion of the building is in
very good condition. There is a 600A, 3P, 480V safety
switch that feeds a 300KVA transformer and 120/208V,
3-Phase building distribution power panels. There are three
automatic transfer switches (ATS) units serving standby
power distribution. Power to the building is served by

EXHAUST SYSTEMS 1974 Original Building and 2013 Annex
Building: Exhaust systems consist of general building
exhaust that is ducted to each space through side wall
grills. There is a lack of exhaust in the building and very
limited room to run new ductwork to the roof. Many of the
exhaust fans are of original vintage and beyond their useful
life expectancy.
CONTROLS 1974 BUILDING: Controls consist of a
combination of electric and pneumatic thermostats, valves,
and dampers within the unit ventilators and air handling
equipment. The pneumatic controls are primarily original
and have exceeded their useful life expectancy. 2013
Graduate Student Office Area
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electrical panels located in the spaces. Although the main
electrical service to this portion of the building and selected
power panels have recently been replaced, branch circuit
wiring, original to the building, was reused and reconnected
to the new panels. Some new branch circuit wiring and
devices have been installed in the renovated areas.
Lighting consists mainly of 2’ x 4’ acrylic lens troffer light
fixtures, with fluorescent T-8 lamps and motion detection
control. New lay-in parabolic light fixtures have been
installed in renovated areas. General use power outlets
at wet laboratory areas are not ground fault protected.
Emergency lighting and exit signage are provided by
a mixture of integral battery type fixtures and fixtures
connected to the building standby power distribution.
2013 ANNEX BUILDING There is an electric service room

(#A001)in the basement of this portion of the building for
normal and standby power distribution equipment. The
electric services for the building originate from the campus
primary electrical distribution system (normal power)
and a local, exterior mounted, generator set (standby
power). Normal and standby power feeders are extended
from electrical room #A001 to electrical rooms #033 and
#033A in the 1974 building. There is a 4000A, 3P, 480V
main circuit breaker switchboard, with distribution circuit
breaker sections that feed various building loads. There are
two 75KVA transformers serving the 120/208V, 3-Phase
building distribution power panels. There are two ATS units
serving standby power distribution. Power to the building is
served by electrical panels located in the spaces. Lighting
is composed mostly of 2’ x 4’, 18-cell parabolic lens grid
troffer light fixtures with fluorescent T-8 lamps and motion
detection control. Emergency lighting and exit signage
is provided by a mixture of integral battery type fixtures
and fixtures connected to the building standby power
distribution.

Research Laboratory
Research Laboratory
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FIRE ALARM 1974 BUILDING The Simplex fire alarm system
manual pull stations and combination audio-visual unit
installation do not comply with code. Smoke detection has
been installed in selected areas of the building. There is a
campus emergency mass notification system installed in
the building. 2013 Annex Building: The Simplex #4100U fire
alarm panel is located on the first floor vestibule. The fire
alarm system manual pull stations and combination audiovisual unit installation complies with code. Smoke detection
has been installed in selected areas in the building. There
is no campus emergency mass notification system in the
building.

BUILDING ENVELOPE AND SUPERSTRUCTURE

The 2013 Annex addition is a structural concrete framed
building with metal and brick cladding connected by a
steel-framed atrium to the original concrete and brickclad structure. The original and new building envelopes
are in excellent to good condition. The 2013 addition and
renovation included a complete window replacement on
the West side of the building. An exterior ramp leads to an
accessible entrance featuring an automatic door opener
and campus phone entrance. Certification by the US Green
Building Council under LEED BD+C: New Construction v3
is in progress.
BUILDING INTERIOR

While the 2013 renovation and addition made extensive
improvements, a number of existing areas including highly
productive research laboratories still require renovation.
Continual internal modifications to partitions over the years
have led to inefficient circulation and space use. The need
for small, individual testing spaces may be better served
by a more flexible application of demountable partitions or
wall systems. ADA accessible restrooms are adequately
provided in the building.
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Bousfield Psychology Building will serve the needs of the Psychology Department well
for the foreseeable future. It offers an open atrium capable of promoting social interaction
in the central academic core. It is recommended that some of the 1974 building’s interior
spaces be reconfigured to better respond to changing research and clinical outreach
needs. Parts of the lower level were not fully renovated during the recent expansion and
should be addressed.
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CASTLEMAN BUILDING

1.2 :: ACADEMIC CORE
DISTRICT

PROFILE

The Francis L. Castleman building, originally known
as Engineering I, was renamed in 1970 for the former
dean of the School of Engineering who served
between 1946 and 1954. Constructed in 1941, the
neo-classical building is listed on the National Historic
Register. Castleman houses registrar-controlled
classrooms, the offices of the Engineering Dean,
Civil and Environmental Engineering offices, teaching
laboratories and research laboratories, as well as
senior thesis project and shop spaces.

EXISTING DEPARTMENT EXISTING USE
CEE
56%

10%

Building Number

0133

Constructed

1941

Major Renovation

1995

Gross SF
Flood Zone

Yes

ADA Accessible

Yes

Elevator

Yes

Floors

ASSIGNABLE SF
Classroom
Research Laboratories
Office
Study

25%
Engineering Dean
26%

ME
7%

98

Special
Other
Unclassified

25%

No

Historic Eligible

Teaching Laboratories
22%

58,984

3

41,453

4,209
8,900
10,336
10,218
547
0
7,243
0

1%
Registrar
10%
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17%

Values less than 1% not identified
for graphic clarity

CONDITIONS
MECHANICAL AND PLUMBING SYSTEMS

The building’s HVAC systems were completely replaced
during the 1995 renovation. The systems are in generally
good condition, but are approaching the end of their
useful life expectancy within the next five to 10 years. The
building heating and air conditioning are provided by four
hot water pipes and chilled water from a roof mounted air
cooled chiller, respectively. The chiller is original and is at
the end of its useful life. Hot water is generated from the
central plant steam system via a steam-to-hot water heat
exchanger. Heating for the high-bay laboratory portion of
the building consists of hot water unit heaters and heatingonly air handling units, which provide ventilation make-up
air to the laboratory spaces. Some of the air handlers
are reportedly out of service. The heat in the high-bay
laboratories is reportedly marginal. The building is partially
served by four pipe fan coil terminal units. Teaching
spaces within the high bay spaces are not air conditioned,
including the survey laboratory concrete materials testing
laboratory and water quality laboratory. Ventilation is
reportedly inadequate in the rear portion of the soils
mechanics laboratory.
EXHAUST SYSTEMS The systems consist of general building
exhaust that are ducted to each space. Exhaust fans are
located on the roof. Dust collection systems are provided
for the large project laboratory and concrete materials
testing laboratory (CMTL). The dust removal systems
are inadequate in the CMTL. Ventilation is reportedly
inadequate in the rear portion of the soils mechanics
laboratory.
CONTROLS Controls consist of a combination of pneumatic

and electronic digital thermostats and valves for all heating
and cooling. The pneumatic portion of the temperature
control system is approaching the end of its useful life and
should be considered for replacement within the next five
years.

eyewash stations are provided in areas of laboratories
in central locations. Laboratory gas and compressed air
are provided, and gas emergency shut-off controls are
located in the water quality and soils laboratories. There
is reportedly poor water quality in the soils laboratory
when the hot water is being used, which will require more
investigation to find the root of the cause.
ELECTRICAL AND LIGHTING SYSTEMS

There are two electrical feeds into the building from the
campus’ primary electrical distribution system. Feeder
“A” is “5P1-20-1B” and serves a 1000KVA, 120/208V,
3-Phase transformer that feeds a 1600A/3P main switch at
switchboard “MDBB”. Feeder “B” is “5P1-20-1A” and serves
a 600KVA, 277/480V, 3-Phase transformer. The building’s
electrical service entrance system was completely replaced
during the 1995 renovation. The electrical distribution
system is in fair to poor condition; new electrical risers and
local distribution panels would be required to accommodate
any change in building occupancy. Power to the laboratory
spaces is served by a mixture of old panels- which appear
to be original in the building and panels that appear to have
been recently installed; most are located in the corridors.
Some new branch circuit wiring and devices have been
installed in the renovated areas. General use power outlets
at wet laboratory areas and those mounted on older fume
hood units are not ground fault protected. Lighting consists
mainly of fluorescent T-8 lamps, Motion detection control
is provided in renovated areas. Emergency lighting and
exit signage appear to have been recently installed in
renovated areas and are backed-up by battery power.
Standby power originates at the campus emergency
paralleling switchgear and is connected to 500KVA,
4160V-277/480V, 3 Phase transformer that feeds an 800A
MCB in standby power switchboard “EDP”. The “EDP”
has feeder circuit breakers for the Student Union, Gentry

SPRINKLER The building has wet type sprinkler protection
throughout fed by an 8-inch line from the associated
remote fire pump.
WATER SERVICE The building’s underground water service
is fed through a 3-inch mainline fed from a combined 6-inch
street service.
PLUMBING, DOMESTIC WATER, WASTE, AND VENT PIPING /
FIXTURES The buildings plumbing systems were completely

replaced during the 1995 renovation. The systems are in
generally good condition, but are approaching the end of
their useful life expectancy within the next 10 to 15 years.
Fixtures are in good condition. Emergency showers and
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Building, The Center for Undergraduate Education (CUE),
and the Castleman Building. There is a 225A/3P circuit
breaker in “EDP” that feeds a 400A/3P automatic transfer
switch that serves the Castleman Building.
FIRE ALARM The building has a Simplex #4100 fire alarm
panel at the entry lobby on the first floor that was installed
as part of the 1995 renovation, but has reached the end
of its useful life expectancy and should be replaced.
Smoke detection has been installed in storage spaces.
The location of fire alarm system devices does not comply
with current code. There is no campus mass emergency
notification system in the building.

BUILDING ENVELOPE AND SUPERSTRUCTURE

The 3-story building consists of an older, brick masonry
structure with cast stone lintels, copings, and detailing,
as well as a more industrial-style, high-bay portion with
a seamed copper barrel roof. Starting in 1991, a major

Air Conditioning within Building

Teaching Laboratory
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renovation of Castleman was begun in conjunction with a
10,000 SF addition, both of which were completed in 1995.
In 2012 drainage repairs were carried out to address water
infiltration at the monumental staircase facing the Student
Union Quad. An accessible entrance exists on the east side
of the building with automatic door openers and a campus
phone. The exterior is in good condition with some leaks
evident in several laboratories.
BUILDING INTERIOR

The building interior is generally in good condition with
some deficiencies in wet laboratory spaces, some of which
are currently being renovated for research. Inadequate
dust containment in the concrete materials laboratory areas
should be addressed as these highly-utilized spaces house
both teaching and research functions. A variety of finishes
range from monolithic poured epoxy and VCT flooring to
painted exposed brick and painted gypsum wall partitions.
ADA accessible restrooms are adequately provided on
each floor of the building.
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As a centrally located building facing the Student Union Quad, the Castleman Building
is a key facility in promoting the School of Engineering with some of the only publicly
visible high-bay spaces on campus. A number of renovations are underway for both
the research and shop spaces, adding to the highly-active character of the building.
Inadequate dust containment and ventilation, especially in the concrete materials
laboratory areas, and inactive hoist equipment in high bay laboratories should be
addressed.
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1.2 :: ACADEMIC CORE
DISTRICT

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES
ENGINEERING BUILDING

PROFILE

Completed as part of the UConn 2000 building
program, the Information Technologies Engineering
Building (ITEB) is located within the Academic Core
district of campus, adjacent to and connected by an
underground concourse to the Babbidge Library. ITEB
houses classrooms, wet and dry laboratories, offices,
and a 350-seat lecture hall, providing teaching and
research space for the Computer Science Engineering
(CSE) and Electrical and Computer Engineering
(ECE) departments within the School of Engineering.

EXISTING DEPARTMENT EXISTING USE
Booth Research
Center
15%

Building Number

0434

Constructed

2005

Major Renovation
Gross SF

110,000

Flood Zone

No

Historic Eligible

No

ADA Accessible

Yes

Elevator

Yes

Floors

4+B

ASSIGNABLE SF
Classroom

CSE
14%

Teaching Laboratories
41%

Research Laboratories
Office

ECE
29%

Study
Special

Engineering
10%

N/A

30%

Other
Unclassified

61,823

9,044
10,617
18,152
20,070
1,121
528
2,291
0

Math
31%
23%
6%
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Values less than 1% not identified
for graphic clarity

CONDITIONS

BUILDING INTERIOR

MECHANICAL AND PLUMBING SYSTEMS

For the most part, interior finishes consist of VCT flooring
with painted gypsum wall board walls. Select use of
porcelain tile flooring and structurally-glazed facing tile can
be found in principal public areas. Ceilings are finished
in 2’x2’ acoustic ceiling tiles throughout except at the
concourse level where hallways have open ceilings. For
the most part the building lighting consists of 2’x2’ recessed
fluorescent downlight fixtures in office areas and direct/
indirect pendant fluorescent lighting fixtures in laboratories.
Select laboratory spaces also feature ceiling suspended
cable tray to facilitate reconfiguration.

The building Heating and cooling systems are of various
vintages and in general are beyond their useful life
expectancy. All heating for the building consists of steam
baseboard radiation and overhead air fed from heating and
cooling air handling units primarily located in the penthouse
mechanical room and other mechanical rooms distributed
throughout the building. The building is air conditioned by
chilled water coils located in the building air systems. There
is limited floor to floor height available for ductwork or
equipment within the building.
EXHAUST SYSTEMS Exhaust systems consist of general
building exhaust that is ducted to each space through side
wall grills. Many of the exhaust fans are of original vintage
and beyond their useful life expectancy.
CONTROLS Controls consist of a combination of electric and
pneumatic thermostats, valves and dampers within the unit
ventilators and air handling equipment for. The pneumatic
controls are primarily original and have exceeded their
useful life expectancy.

The storm, waste, vent, domestic hot and cold water piping
is mostly original and in need of replacement. Piping is
largely original and beyond its useful life expectancy except
for branch piping to fixtures in renovated areas. Fixtures
are generally either not ADA accessible and in poor
condition.
Sprinkler: The building has no sprinkler protection or
standpipes.

Classroom

ELECTRICAL & LIGHTING SYSTEMS

Power to the Classrooms is served by electrical panels
located in the spaces. General use power outlets at wet
laboratory areas are not ground fault protected. Lighting is
primarily from fluorescent T-8 lamps.
FIRE ALARM The fire alarm system manual pull stations and
combination audio-visual unit installation appears to be in
good working condition.

BUILDING ENVELOPE AND SUPERSTRUCTURE

ITEB is a steel-frame with brick and curtainwall building
of recent construction. Its pitched roof conceals rooftop
mechanical equipment while blending contextually into the
neighboring campus fabric.
Research Laboratory
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As a building of recent construction, the ITEB is an excellent and centrally located
vehicle to promote UConn’s research enterprise. However, it is not as well utilized as
it could be. Roughly 11 dry research laboratories are currently occupied by graduate
student workstations at a density of 80 SF / desk. To accommodate future growth in
computer science and electrical engineering research, this study recommends relocating
the graduate workstations to space with an open plan configuration, achieving a per
station allocation closer to 40 or 50 SF / desk. In the current configuration, the average
laboratory unit measures 560 SF. The defined cellular nature of the existing layout in the
ITEB could respond better to changes and differences in researcher space needs if the
partitions between spaces were modified and an adjusted laboratory module unit applied
per researcher.
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BEACH HALL

1.3 :: HERITAGE
DISTRICT

PROFILE

Completed in 1929, Beach Hall is a transitional
brick and limestone building consistent in character
with other buildings in the Heritage District. Beach
Hall houses classrooms, offices, and laboratories
for departments of the College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences, including Archaeology, Integrative
Geosciences, Molecular and Cellular Biology, and the
Institute of Systems Genomics.

Building Number

0038

Constructed

1929

Major Renovation
Gross SF
Flood Zone

83,528
No

Historic Eligible

Yes

ADA Accessible

Yes

Elevator

Yes

Floors

EXISTING DEPARTMENT EXISTING USE

EEB
1%

Anthropology
18%
CLAS General
2%
Geoscience
35%

7%
19%

ASSIGNABLE SF

53,890

Classroom

3,922
10,400
20,780
17,442
232
0
287

Teaching Laboratories
Research Labs
Office
Study

39%

Special
Other

MCB
35%

5

Unclassified

1,529

32%
Registrar
5%
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3%

Values less than 1% not identified
for graphic clarity

CONDITIONS

ELECTRICAL AND LIGHTING SYSTEMS

MECHANICAL AND PLUMBING SYSTEMS

The electrical service entrance has been recently
upgraded. Primary electric service is connected to campus
feeder “5P2-26-1A” and enters the building from pad
mounted PMH switch #15 to a 500KVA, 13.8Kv-120/208V,
3 Phase transformer in the building. 120/208V, 3-Phase
power is extended from the transformer an Automatic
Transfer Switch (ATS) mounted at an exterior standby
power generator. There is a standby power connection
from the generator to the ATS. The building electric service
is extended from the ATS to a 1200A, 120/208V, 3 Phase
main switch in the building. The main switchboard with
distribution circuit breakers are in good condition. Power to
the laboratory spaces is served by a mixture of old panels
(some are glass fuse types, which appear to be original
to the building), panels that appear to be approximately
40 years old, and panels that appear to have been more
recently installed-all are located in the corridors. The
electrical distribution system is in fair to poor condition;
new electrical risers and local distribution panels would
be required to accommodate any change in building
occupancy. Lighting consists of a variety of light fixture
types generally with fluorescent T-8 lamps. Emergency
lighting and exit signage appear to have been recently
installed and are battery back-up type. General use
power outlets at wet laboratory areas are not ground fault
protected.

All heating for the building consists of steam radiators and
baseboard finned tube type that are beyond their useful
life expectancy. The systems are reportedly marginally
operational and there are large areas where the heat
is not adequate or not controlled. The building is not air
conditioned except for a few isolated spaces that are
served by either window A/C units or split type DX fan coils
connected to the outside condensing units. There is a lack
of mechanical make-up air for ventilation throughout the
building. Newer stand alone HVAC systems were installed
to support renovated laboratories and the Genome Institute
on the second floor. The HVAC systems serving these
spaces are reportedly in good condition and suitable for
their current use.
EXHAUST SYSTEMS Except for the renovated areas, the
systems consist of a minimal amount of local exhaust
that is ducted to each space through side fume hoods
and wall grills. No major general exhaust exists within
the building. The ventilation is inadequate throughout the
building except for the two recently renovated laboratories.
Exhaust fans are either inline or located on the roof / attic,
and are beyond their useful life expectancy. Several of
the laboratories are geology related and the dust removal
systems are inadequate causing poor indoor air quality.
CONTROLS The controls consist of stand-alone thermostats

and self contained valves for all heating and cooling
systems. The system is reportedly not functional and there
are major problems with controlling the heating systems.
Several areas in the lower level are also reportedly
extremely hot or cold during certain times of the year.

FIRE ALARM The Simplex fire alarm system appears to
be in fair working condition. Smoke detection has been
installed in the ceilings throughout the entire building. There
is no campus emergency mass notification system in the
building.

SPRINKLER The building has no sprinkler protection
but does have standpipes located in the main stairwell
connected to the campus water supply.
WATER SERVICE The building’s underground water service
fed through a 2-inch main line, and located adjacent to the
steam service entrance on the lower level.
PLUMBING, DOMESTIC WATER, WASTE, AND VENT PIPING /
FIXTURES Piping is largely original and beyond its useful

life expectancy. The domestic hot and cold water piping
is mostly original and in need of replacement. Piping
insulation is deficient as some piping is not insulated.
Drainage piping on the lower level is reportedly not
functioning properly and has experienced repeated backups. Fixtures are generally either not ADA accessible
or in poor condition. Emergency showers and eyewash
stations are provided in central locations in the laboratories.
Propane gas and DI water are provided for several
laboratory spaces throughout the building.
ZGF ARCHITECTS LLP
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BUILDING ENVELOPE AND SUPERSTRUCTURE

Beach Hall features mass masonry walls, embedded steel
structural frame, slate mansard roof, membrane and copper
roofs, and decorative stone trims. Repairs completed in
2012 addressed deterioration and significant leakages of
the masonry wall system, steel frame structure corrosion,
rotted roof framing, slate roofing, replacement of all lowslope membrane and copper roofs, and chimney rebuilding.
However, the drainage system did not properly route water
away from the base of the building, causing blockage and
persistent infiltration to the interior teaching spaces in the
basement. An accessible entrance is located on the South
side of the building, with an automatic door opener, but
without campus phone.
BUILDING INTERIOR

Prior long-standing leaks in the façade and roofs have
produced extensive damage to interior spaces, that

Floor Damage

Ceiling Damage
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have not been addressed, particularly at the basement
level. Teaching laboratories in the basement should
be completely renovated and obsolete and / or nonfunctioning fume hoods should be replaced. Inadequate
dust containment and ventilation poses interior air hazards
in these laboratory spaces, and finishes have deteriorated.
While some areas of flooring have received replacement
vinyl floor tile, many corridors and rooms throughout
Beach Hall contain original VAT, a suspected asbestoscontaining material, which is in very poor condition. A
number of recently renovated microbiology and genomicsrelated research laboratories in Beach Hall are in new
or excellent condition, but the state of the existing poor
building mechanical systems has already damaged an
expensive piece of laboratory equipment in one of the
newest labs. ADA-compliant accessible restroom facilities
are inadequate in Beach Hall, with only one such restroom
serving men and two locations for women.
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With its red brick and limestone detailed exterior, Beach Hall contributes to the historical
character associated with the Heritage District of the Storrs campus and should therefore
be maintained. Laboratory renovations in this building are exceedingly costly as the
building continues to age, and existing mechanical infrastructure issues have already
damaged the work completed in newly renovated spaces. The lower level teaching
laboratories have sustained infiltration damage and lack proper dust containment and
ventilation. These spaces should be relocated either to space on floors above or to
another facility. In the short-term, its laboratory capacity is valuable to biological research
before newer facilities can be completed. In the longer term, the University should
consider shifting use of Beach Hall toward office and administrative functions.
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KOONS HALL

1.3 :: HERITAGE
DISTRICT

PROFILE

Built in 1913, Benjamin Franklin Koons Hall
contributes to the traditional image established in the
University’s earliest period. The building is listed on
the National Historic Register. Koons Hall is highlyutilized from day through evening and weekend
scheduling. The building houses, offices, classrooms,
and laboratories for the departments of Allied Health
Sciences, including Physical Therapy and Kinesiology.
At various times during the year the building also
supports EMT exam training through Hartford Hospital
in the evening and on Saturdays.

EXISTING DEPARTMENT EXISTING USE
Allied Health
Science
50%

20%

Building Number

0004

Constructed

1913

Major Renovation
Gross SF
Flood Zone
ADA Accessible

Yes

Elevator

Yes

Floors

ASSIGNABLE SF
Classroom
Teaching Laboratories

Registrar
14%

Other
Unclassified

4

17,242

3,496
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0
5
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0
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Unassigned
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5%

Values less than 1% not identified
for graphic clarity

CONDITIONS

ELECTRICAL AND LIGHTING SYSTEMS

MECHANICAL AND PLUMBING SYSTEMS

Electric service for the building is connected to campus’
primary feeder “5P2” through manhole #MH-49 and enters
the building to a 300KVA, 13.8Kv-120/208V, 3 Phase
transformer located adjacent to main electrical service
entrance switchboard “MDP” in the basement electric
room. “MDP” is a square d, 120/208V, 3 Phase, I-Line
panel with an 800A main circuit breaker and distribution
circuit breakers. MDP and two associated power panels in
the basement electric room appear to have been recently
installed and are in good condition. There is a square d
power logic digital meter unit monitoring the building’s
electric service. Power is distributed by electrical panels
located in the corridors. The electrical distribution system
is in poor condition. General use power outlets in wet
laboratory areas are not ground fault protected. In general,
new electrical service risers and local distribution panels
would be required to accommodate any change in building
occupancy. There is no standby electrical power provided
for the building. Lighting is comprised of surface-mounted
acrylic lens wrap-around style light fixtures or recessed
2’ x 2’ recessed grid troffers with fluorescent T-8 lamps.
Some fixtures have occupancy sensor controls. Emergency
lighting is provided by battery back twin head wall mounted
emergency light fixtures. Exit signs are integral battery
back-up type.

All heating for the building consists of steam heat radiators
and baseboard finned tube radiation served by a 2-inch
HP steam line fed from the campus distribution system.
The pressure is reduced to 5 psi through a main building
pressure reducing valve. The condensate return receiver
and pumps were recently replaced. The systems were
reportedly marginally operational and there are large
areas where the heat is not adequate or controlled. The
heating systems are antiquated, beyond their useful life
expectancy, and should be replaced. The building is not
air conditioned except for a few isolated spaces that are
served by either window A/C units or split type DX fan coils
connected to outside condensing units.
EXHAUST SYSTEMS This system is limited to a few isolated
areas and there is a general lack of mechanical make-up
air for ventilation throughout the building. Exhaust systems
consist of a minimal amount of local exhaust that is ducted
to each space through fume hoods and wall grills. No
major general exhaust exists within the building. There is
inadequate ventilation throughout the building. Laboratory
11 has no exhaust or supply air provided to the space.
Exhaust fans are either inline or located on the roof / attic,
which are beyond their useful life expectancy. There is a
general lack of ceiling space or ability to construct vertical
chases for new ductwork in the building.
CONTROLS The controls consist of stand-alone thermostats
and self contained valves for all heating and cooling
systems. The system is reportedly marginally functional
and there are major problems with controlling the heating
systems. At certain times of the year, lack of proper
environmental control affects how the spaces are used.
SPRINKLER The building has no sprinkler protection or

FIRE ALARM The Simplex #4100 fire alarm panel is located
in the North lobby first floor vestibule. The fire alarm system
appears to be in good condition. Smoke detection has been
installed in the corridor ceilings. There is no campus mass
emergency notification system in the building.

BUILDING ENVELOPE AND SUPERSTRUCTURE

Koons Hall is a colonial revival style, 4-story brick building
with limestone quoining, cornice, key blocks, sills, and

standpipes.

WATER SERVICE The building’s underground water service
is fed through a 1 ½” main line located in the basement
corridor.
PLUMBING, DOMESTIC WATER, WASTE, AND VENT PIPING
/ FIXTURES The plumbing systems are largely original,

beyond its useful life expectancy, and should be replaced,
including the fixtures, sanitary, and domestic hot and
cold water piping. The electric water heater was recently
replaced. Piping insulation is deficient as some piping is not
insulated. Fixtures are generally not ADA accessible or in
poor condition. Emergency showers and eyewash stations
are provided in one laboratory. Backflow preventors for the
laboratories were not observed. Central laboratory gas was
not provided.
Research Laboratory
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water table. In 2012 new windows were installed and the
masonry façade received cleaning, repointing, and repair.
An accessible entrance is located on the West side of the
building, which has an automatic door opener and campus
phone present nearby.
BUILDING INTERIOR

The interior is generally in poor condition, with some
spaces having received cosmetic renovations. Most
corridor flooring is original small-dimension VAT, a
suspected asbestos-containing material that should be
completely removed. Basement level laboratory spaces
exhibit prior damage from leaks and evidence of mold.
Room 002, a teaching laboratory, is not appropriately
scaled or configured for instruction as it is L-shaped,
has less than 24 stations with view angles blocked by a
column. Furthermore, it is disconnected from necessary
laboratory support space and lacks an ADA-compliant sink
and student station. Room 002 should be therefore be
renovated and repurposed. Teaching laboratory Room 011

Teaching Laboratory

Research Laboratory
Office / Laundry Space
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is also too small to support its intended use. Within Room
006 which supports Diagnostic Genetic Sciences courses
within Allied Health, electrical and IT components are
exposed and not secured.
As an historic building, renovations to the levels abovegrade should account for the potential impact interior
alterations might have on the exterior. Over time, the
partitioning of suites of space into smaller rooms has
resulted in an inefficient use of floor area and limited
access to natural light.
Accessible restrooms are inadequate in Koons Hall with
only one unisex location on the first floor. Improvements to
the public space of Koons Hall is in the planning stages.
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The architectural character of Koons Hall is representative of the Heritage District.
Its colonial revival style brick and limestone exterior supports the University’s
historical legacy and should be maintained. As with other buildings of this scale and
age, renovation of Koons Hall for laboratory use will prove very costly as the existing
engineering infrastructure is not adequate for such use. This study recommends that
the building be repurposed to support offices, non-laboratory classrooms, small meeting
spaces, social functions, and dry research office spaces.
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AUSTIN (FORMERLY COLLEGE OF LIBERAL
ARTS AND SCIENCES)

1.3 :: HERITAGE
DISTRICT

PROFILE

Formerly known as College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences (CLAS), the building was renamed in
2012 in honor of former University president, Phillip
K. Austin. Constructed in 1959, the original name
was Waring Chemistry Building, which contained
chemistry laboratories. The building currently houses
classrooms and lecture halls, departmental offices
for Statistics, English, Humanities, Geography, CLAS
Business Services Center and the Office of the Dean
of CLAS. Austin has been included in this assessment
scope as it is home to the Department of Statistics.

EXISTING DEPARTMENT EXISTING USE
CLAS Dean
11%

English
36%

Statistics
13%
Unassigned
4%
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Constructed

1959

Major Renovation

2001

Gross SF

116,807

Flood Zone

Yes

ADA Accessible

Yes

Elevator

Yes

Floors

ASSIGNABLE SF

Teaching Laboratories
Research Laboratories
Office
Study
Other

54%

2%
4%
4%

No

Historic Eligible

Special

Geography
13%
Registrar
19%

0238

Classroom
24%
7%
4%

Humanities
3%

Building Number

Unclassified

4

46,635

13,832
0
8,934
17,713
1,430
0
2,417
2,309

Values less than 1% not identified
for graphic clarity

CONDITIONS
MECHANICAL AND PLUMBING SYSTEMS

The building HVAC systems are in mostly good to excellent
condition and suitable for continued use as a general
use teaching building. All heating and cooling for the
building is served by 8-inch MP Steam and 10-inch chilled
water from the campus’ power plant. Pressure reducing
stations minimize steam from medium pressure down to
low pressure in the lower level mechanical room. In the
mechanical room, low pressure steam to hot water heat
exchanger with associated pumps in mechanical room
serve perimeter radiation and central air handler hot
water coils in the penthouse. The steam heat exchanger
and pumps are in good condition. The building is heated
and air conditioned by central air handling units located
in the penthouse, with smaller air handlers in fan rooms.
All units appear to be in good operating condition. Hot
water and chilled water, serving central air handling units
in the penthouse and fan rooms, is piped up from lower
mechanical room, and is provided by the central chilled
water and steam campus systems.
EXHAUST SYSTEMS The system consists of general building
exhaust that is ducted to each space through side wall and
ceiling grills from exhaust fans located in one of two fan
rooms. The exhaust system in the building appears to be in
good condition.
CONTROLS The controls consist of a distributed digital

control system interfaced with the campus-wide building
automation system for all mechanical functions in the
building.
SPRINKLER The building has a fully working sprinkler

protection system and standpipes.

WATER SERVICE The building’s underground water service
is fed through a 4-inch main line located in the mechanical
room #101.

The switchboard and associated power panels in the
electric room appear to have been recently installed and
are in good condition. There is a square d power logic
digital meter unit monitoring the building electrical service.
Power is distributed through electrical panels located in
the electric closets. Although the main electrical service
and many of the panels in the building have recently been
replaced, there are also areas with existing panels and
branch circuit wiring. New branch circuit wiring and devices
have been installed in the renovated areas. Standby power
originates at the campus’ emergency paralleling switchgear
(EGPS) and is connected to 500KVA, 4160V-277/480V,
3 Phase transformer at the Wilbur Cross Building. There
are two feeders; one at 100A and one at 80A, from circuit
breakers in an emergency power distribution switchboard
within the Wilbur Cross Building that are extended to the
Austin Building. The 100A feeder is connected to a 100A
automatic transfer switch and the 80A-feeder is connected
to a 70A ATS, both located in mechanical room #101. The
emergency power distribution equipment appears to have
been installed recently and is in good condition. Lighting
consists of recessed 2’x 4’ 18-cell parabolic lens light
fixtures in classrooms and offices, and wall mounted cove
light system in common corridors. All lights are fluorescent
T-8 lamps, and classrooms have occupancy sensor
controls.
FIRE ALARM The Simplex #4100 fire alarm control panel
is located in vestibule S1A on the first floor. The fire alarm
system manual pull stations and combination audio-visual
unit installation has been recently updated, is in good
working condition, and complies with code in the renovated
areas of the building; however, there are other areas in the
building where the fire alarm system does not comply with
code. Smoke detection has been installed in the ceilings
throughout the building. There is no campus emergency
mass notification system in the building.

PLUMBING, DOMESTIC WATER, WASTE, AND VENT PIPING
/ FIXTURES The domestic hot and cold water piping are

mostly original to the building and in good condition. The
domestic hot water is provided by a 50-gallon electric hot
water heater located in the penthouse.
ELECTRICAL AND LIGHTING SYSTEMS

Electric service for the building is connected to the campus’
primary feeder “5P2” through manhole #MH-53 and switch
#5P2-27 that serves a 500KVA, 13.8Kv-120/208V, 3 Phase
transformer. The building’s main electrical switchboard
is located in electric room #131C on the first floor. The
switchboard is a square d, 277/480V, 3 Phase, QED-2
unit with an 800A main circuit breaker, and distribution
section with circuit breakers for various building loads.

ZGF ARCHITECTS LLP
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BUILDING EXTERIOR

In its original form Austin was emblematic of mid-century
modern academic buildings. A major renovation in 2001,
addressed both interior and exterior improvements, which
included the replacement of the original single-pane strip
windows with modern insulated units as well as a new entry
tower and 4-story stair hall. The building has two accessible
entrances, one on the West side facing Storrs Hall on the
North side facing Glenbrook Road. The entrances have
automatic doors openers, but no campus phones present.
BUILDING INTERIOR

The interior of Austin was renovated in 2001 and is in
excellent condition. Accessible restrooms are adequate in

Corridor

Lobby Ramp Circulation
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number and configuration in the building. Typical interior
features include painted gypsum partitions, acoustical
ceiling tiles, and resilient floor tile. Corridors are indirectly
lit. The tablet armchairs and lecture-style format of the
instructional spaces do not support more current activelearning teaching methods. In particular, Statistics teaching
laboratory Room 340 contains fixed straight-run rows of
work surfaces that do not permit reconfiguration of the
space. The Statistics research laboratory has a similarly
fixed configuration with minimal support for computer
workstations.
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The Philip E. Austin Building is generally in excellent condition to serve a broad set of
primarily humanities departments. The Department of Statistics is well located within
Austin, but the furnishing and configuration of its instructional space do not support
current pedagogical delivery and use. With alternate selection of furniture systems and
seating, this could be remedied to accommodate collaboration for tutoring sessions,
group work, and active-learning instruction.
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FAMILY STUDIES BUILDING

1.3 :: HERITAGE
DISTRICT

PROFILE

The Family Studies Building houses the department of
Human Development and Family Studies, classrooms,
and Lu’s Café. Part of the original Heritage District,
the Family Studies Building is collegiate Gothic in
style and listed on the National Historic Register.
Previously named the Design & Management
Resource Building, it was originally named the Home
Economics Building.

Building Number

0138

Constructed

1942

Major Renovation
Gross SF
Flood Zone

35,702
No

Historic Eligible

Yes

ADA Accessible

Yes

Elevator

Yes

Floors

EXISTING DEPARTMENT EXISTING USE
Dining Services/
Food Facility
12%

ASSIGNABLE SF
Classroom

Human
Development and
Family Studies
60%

4%

Teaching Laboratories
Research Laboratories
Office

4%
52%

Study
Special
Other
Unclassified

Registrar
26%
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22,774

6,585
4,999
1,188
6,758
0
0
831
2,413

18%
3%

Unassigned
3%

4

3%

Values less than 1% not identified
for graphic clarity

CONDITIONS
MECHANICAL AND PLUMBING SYSTEMS

All heating for the building consists of steam heat radiators
served by a 3-inch HP steam feed from the campus’
distribution system via a steam tunnel located below
the basement. Condensate pumps were not observed.
The pressure is reduced to 5 psi through a main building
pressure reducing valve. The heating systems are beyond
their useful life expectancy and are in need of replacement.
The building is not air conditioned except for isolated
spaces that are served by either window A/C units or split
type DX fan coils connected to the outside ground mounted
condensing units.
EXHAUST SYSTEMS Exhaust is limited to a few isolated
areas and there is no make-up air observed in the building.
Exhaust systems consist of a minimal amount of local
exhaust that is ducted to each space through wall grills.
There is inadequate ventilation throughout the building
other than through operable windows. Exhaust fans are
either inline or located on the roof/attic, are of various
vintages and beyond their useful life expectancy. There is
a general lack of ceiling space or the ability to construct
vertical chases for new duct in the building due to the age
and building construction type.
CONTROLS Controls consist of stand-alone thermostats and
self contained valves for all heating and cooling systems.
The system is reportedly marginally functional and there
are major problems with controlling the heating systems.

switchboard is located on the first floor and has a 1600A
main disconnect switch, distribution circuit breakers, and
was manufactured in 1969. The main switchboard has a
400A circuit breaker in the distribution section for a feeder
to Manchester Hall. There is a square d power logic digital
meter unit monitoring the building electric service. The main
switchboard and an associated power panel in the electric
room are in poor condition and near the end of their useful
life. Power distribution in the building is by electrical panels
located in the corridors. The electrical distribution system
is in poor condition. General electrical power outlets at wet
laboratory areas are not ground fault protected. In general
new electrical service entrance equipment, risers, and local
distribution panels would be required to accommodate
any change in building occupancy. There is no standby
electrical power provided for the building. Lighting consists
of surface mounted acrylic lens wrap-around light fixtures
or recessed 2’ x 2’ recessed grid troffers with fluorescent
T-8 lamps. Some fixtures have occupancy sensor controls.
Emergency lighting is provided by battery back twin head
wall-mounted emergency light fixtures. Exit signs are
integral battery back-up type.
FIRE ALARM The Simplex #4100U fire alarm panel is
located in an entry vestibule. The fire alarm system
appears to be in good working condition. A smoke detection
system has been installed in the corridor ceilings. There
is no campus mass emergency Notification system in the
building.

SPRINKLER The building has no sprinkler protection or

BUILDING ENVELOPE AND SUPERSTRUCTURE

WATER SERVICE The underground water service for the
building is 2-inch and is located in the steam service
entrance room.

The collegiate Gothic building exterior features ornamental
limestone cornices and window, surrounding brick masonry
walls, slate, and single-ply membrane roofs. The original
steel-framed, single-pane windows were upgraded in 2009
to replicate aluminum and insulated glass, windows. At
that time, copper gutter and downspout repairs, masonry

standpipes.

PLUMBING, DOMESTIC WATER, WASTER AND VENT PIPING
/ FIXTURES Piping is largely original and beyond its useful

life expectancy. The domestic hot and cold water piping is
mostly original and in need of replacement. The electric
water heater and hot water recirculation pump was
recently replaced, but appears small for the building load.
A backflow preventer is provided for the incoming water
service. Piping insulation is deficient as some piping is not
insulated. Fixtures are generally not ADA accessible or in
poor condition.

Electrical and Lighting Systems
Electric service for the building is connected to campus’
primary feeder “5P3” through manhole #MH-47 to a
500KVA, 13.8Kv-120/208V, 3 Phase transformer, #47PA.
The Westinghouse’s main electrical service entrance
Unutilized Office Area
ZGF ARCHITECTS LLP
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restoration, roof replacement, and chimney upgrades were
also performed. An accessible entrance with automatic
door opener is located on the South side of the building
facing Manchester Hall.
BUILDING INTERIOR

While some interior spaces have been renovated, others
have not and a more complete renovation is recommended.

Office Area

Office Area
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Carpet finishes in research spaces are in good condition.
In general, more flexible, current systems furniture would
help make interior suites more functional and efficient.
Accessible restrooms are inadequate in the Family Studies
Building and are only located on the ground floor. An
elevator was installed in 2009, replacing an earlier freight
elevator and necessitating the removal of several offices.
As with other historical buildings, smaller interior spaces
created over time impact the efficiency of the floor spaces.
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The Family Studies Building is representative of UConn’s Heritage District in its massing
and architectural expression. Given the degree to which it contributes to the historic
character and legacy of the campus the building should therefore be maintained.
However, similar to other buildings of this era, its infrastructure and scale do not easily
support laboratory functions other than dry computational space that does not require
significant server cooling.
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HAWLEY ARMORY

1.3 :: HERITAGE
DISTRICT

PROFILE

Built in 1915, Willis Nicholas Hawley Armory has
long served as a health and fitness training facility for
the University and has hosted Men’s and Women’s
basketball games before the current Fieldhouse
was constructed. Previously part of the Connecticut
Agricultural College, the building provides fitness
and wellness facilities in the basement and serves
the present-day College of Agriculture, Health, and
Natural Resources programs in the Allied Health
Sciences. The building is listed on the National
Historic Register and was named in honor of Willis
Nicholas Hawley, an 1898 graduate of the original
Storrs Agricultural College who was the first graduate
to die while in military service.
EXISTING DEPARTMENT EXISTING USE
Allied Health
Sciences
7%

College of
Agriculture,
Health, and
Natural Resources
(Athletic Service)
80%

5%
8%

Building Number

0006

Constructed

1915

Major Renovation
Gross SF
Flood Zone
ADA Accessible

No

Elevator

No

Floors

ASSIGNABLE SF
Classroom
Teaching Laboratories
Office
Study
Other
Unclassified
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Military Science
6%
Unassigned
3%
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1%
3%

No
Yes

Special

Registrar
5%

32,659

Historic Eligible

Research Laboratories

84%

-

4

31,729

1,471
0
0
2,548
0
26,611
182
4,592

Values less than 1% not identified
for graphic clarity

CONDITIONS
MECHANICAL AND PLUMBING SYSTEMS

A survey tour was not conducted for this building.
ELECTRICAL AND LIGHTING SYSTEMS

A survey tour was not conducted for this building.
BUILDING ENVELOPE AND SUPERSTRUCTURE

The Hawley Armory is a 3-story, load bearing red-brick
masonry building with cast stone copings and lintels. In
2009, a restoration of the building envelope consisted of
wash-down cleaning, reconstruction of pediment walls
and parapets, new precast lintels, flashing over cast
stone panels, and repointing and replacement of exterior
brick. Also at this time, the PVC membrane flat roof was
replaced, exterior doors and windows were refurbished,
and work was carried out to address long-standing water
infiltration including below-grade waterproofing and the
installation of a perimeter foundation drainage system.
There is no accessible entrance to the building and no
elevator.

Gymnasium

BUILDING INTERIOR

None of the spaces in Hawley, including classrooms, are
accessible and there are no accessible bathrooms in the
building. Significant wear on finishes exists throughout.
Carpeting in corridors is excessively worn and not
appropriate for some of the uses in this building. Dust
collected from drilling exposed brick mechanical piping
should be remediated. The building interior is in fair to poor
overall condition and should be renovated.

Locker Room

Wall Damage

ZGF ARCHITECTS LLP
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SUSTAINABILITY

UTILIZATION

FURNISH /
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ENVELOPE
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RATINGS DASHBOARD
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A survey tour was not conducted in this building and only limited access was obtained.
The building serves wellness and fitness functions for the College of Agriculture, Health,
and Natural Resources. As the exterior of Hawley Armory has historical significance
to the University and contributes to the character of the Heritage District, the building
should be maintained. If it is to be used for instructional, collaborative, or social
purposes, the existing accessibility and interior finish deficiencies must be addressed
and remedied.
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N
LTO

RD

ATL

Advanced Technology
Laboratory

RHBA

Ratcliffe Hicks Building and
Arena

ABL

Ag Biotechnology Laboratory

WITE

White Building

ABG

Ag Bio Greenhouse

YNG

Young Building

B2

Biobehavioral Building #2

B4A

Biobehavioral Building #4
Annex and #4

FG

Floriculture Building

JONS

Jones & Jones Annex

KLIN

Merle S. Klinck Building
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VACANT OR BUILDINGS NOT
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Biobehavioral Building #3
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Biobehavioral Building #5
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ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY LABORATORY

PROFILE

The arc-shaped Advanced Technology Laboratory
(ATL) is one of two research buildings that form the
Bio Science Complex (BSC). The ATL operates
under the administrative control of the Office of the
Vice President for Research and houses industry
client partner laboratories through the Technology
Incubation Program (TIP), as well as faculty from the
Department of Nutritional Sciences.

Building Number
Constructed

0421B
2002

Major Renovation
Gross SF

21,682

Flood Zone

No

Historic Eligible

No

ADA Accessible

Yes

Elevator

Yes

Floors

EXISTING DEPARTMENT EXISTING USE

Ag Experiment
Station
5%

CAHNR Dean
10%

41%

Classroom
Teaching Laboratories

Center for
Regen. Biology
22%
Nutrition
29%

ASSIGNABLE SF

Research Labs
30%

Office
Study
Special
Other

Technology
Partnerships
31%

Unassigned
3%
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Unclassified

2

11,279

0
380
6,912
3,725
0
0
262
0

23%
6%

Values less than 1% not identified
for graphic clarity

CONDITIONS
MECHANICAL & PLUMBING SYSTEMS

The building systems are in good condition, well maintained
and suitable for continued use as a biological research
facility.
The building is served by medium pressure steam from
the campus power plant. Medium pressure risers serve
glass wash equipment, autoclaves, and any specialized
laboratory equipment. Pressure reducing stations reduce
steam pressure from 65 psi to 10 psi at the basement
mechanical rooms for use in air handling unit steam coils.
Two low pressure steam to hot water heat exchangers
serve the perimeter radiation and reheat coils respectively.
Chilled water is provided by two air cooled centrifugal
chillers and associated cooling towers and pumps in Ag
Biotechnology Laboratory.

WATER SERVICE The underground water service for the
building is fed from a 8-inch main line, which splits into a 2
½-inch CW service inside the building.
PLUMBING, DOMESTIC WATER, WASTE AND VENT PIPING
/ FIXTURES Separate waste and vent systems are

provided for laboratory and non-laboratory areas. The
laboratory waste systems are constructed of acid resistant
polypropylene material. The water service is fed from a
combined 8-inch fire and domestic main line with parallel
backflow preventers. The building has separate potable
and laboratory cold water systems isolated from one
another by a set of parallel backflow preventers. Hot water
is produced via two instantaneous steam service hot water
heaters. A central high purity water system serves the
laboratories. All laboratory and laboratory support areas
are provided with natural gas, compressed air, gas, and
vacuum services.

Laboratory, office and miscellaneous areas throughout the
building are served by central air systems located in the
mechanical rooms. Laboratory areas are served by main
air handlers that are fully exhausted 100% of the time.
The two main air handlers operate on 100% outside air
and are equipped with glycol heat recovery coils, integral
face and bypass steam preheat coils, humidifier, chilled
water cooling coils, and supply fans with variable frequency
drives for speed control. Laboratory areas are maintained
at a negative pressure with respect to adjacent areas.
Reheat coils provide temperature control for heating and
when the supply airflow exceeds the amount required to
satisfy the cooling load due to high fume hood exhaust
quantity.
EXHAUST SYSTEMS Exhaust from the fume hoods is
supplemented by a general exhaust register to maintain
the required laboratory exhaust volume under all operating
scenarios to meet required minimum air changes. All hoods
and general exhaust registers are equipped with pressure
independent variable volume airflow controllers. Exhaust
risers are connected to a common exhaust plenums at
the mechanical level served by two main exhaust fans
located in the mechanical penthouse, each with glycol heat
recovery coils and bypass dampers.

Research Laboratory

CONTROLS Control of all basic mechanical functions in the
facility, both for control equipment and local zones, are
handled through a distributed digital control (DDC) system
interfaced with the campus-wide building automation
system.
SPRINKLER The building is equipped throughout with an
automatic sprinkler system.
Research Laboratory
ZGF ARCHITECTS LLP
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ELECTRICAL AND LIGHTING SYSTEMS

The electric service for the building is fed from the campus’
primary electrical feeder “5P3” through manhole #MH-107
to primary switch #107PA. The primary service switch feeds
a 2000KVA transformer and provides 277/480V, 3-Phase
power. Electric service entrance equipment appears
to be original to the building and is in good condition.
Standby power electric service for the building is supplied
by a Cummins generator set located adjacent to primary
switch #107PA. General use power to laboratory rooms

is served by wall mounted panels located in the common
corridor outside of the laboratory rooms. The power panels
appear to be in good condition. General use power outlets
at wet laboratory areas are not ground fault protected.
Lighting is primarily from 2’ x 4’ 3-lamp, 18-cell parabolic
recessed troffers each with three fluorescent T-8 lamps and
occupancy sensor controls. Emergency and exit lighting
are provided by light fixtures connected to the building’s
emergency power distribution system.
Fire Alarm: The Simplex 4100U addressable fire alarm
panel appears in good working condition. Smoke detection
has been installed in selected locations throughout the
building. There is no Campus Emergency Mass Notification
System provided in the building.
BUILDING ENVELOPE & SUPERSTRUCTURE

Research Laboratory

The steel frame structure has a sloped slate roof that
covers an enclosed penthouse that houses fume hood
exhaust and other mechanical equipment. The facade
consists of a panelized system that includes brick and
curtainwall components that span both stories. Consistent
with its recent construction the exterior components are in
good to excellent condition. The exterior windows extend
from four inches above the finished floor to four inches
below the finish ceiling limiting the placement of laboratory
benches against the perimeter walls.
BUILDING INTERIOR

The interior of the building is also in good to excellent
condition. Finishes include VCT flooring throughout with
painted gypsum wallboard walls and 2’x2’ and 2’x4’
suspended acoustic ceiling tiles. Entries into laboratories
and offices consist of hollow metal frames with glazed
sidelites and/or transoms. Interior hardwood doors include
half or full lites. Throughout, most lighting consists of 2’x2’
suspended fluorescent troffers except for select public
or office areas that feature suspended direct / indirect
fluorescent lighting. Both the wood veneer laboratory
casework and office furnishings are in good condition. The
research laboratories feature functional contemporary fume
hoods outfitted with face velocity monitors.
Hallway
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The Advanced Technology Laboratory is a valuable part of the UConn STEM laboratory
portfolio housing a significant quantity of state-of-the-art research laboratories and
associated office support spaces. Currently the home of CAHNR-related partners in the
Technology Incubation Program (TIP) given anticipated space needs across the division
it may be worthwhile to develop a transition plan that relocates external entities from
the ATL into other appropriate space in the vicinity to make available the kinds of wet
laboratory research facilities necessary to support anticipated growth in CAHNR faculty.
A space audit of ATL and the Ag-Biotechnology Laboratory (or ABL) conducted in the
short-term can return valuable information to further inform the appropriate programmatic
re-stack of both facilities.
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AGRICULTURAL BIOTECHNOLOGY
LABORATORY

PROFILE

A second, larger arc-shaped building, the Agricultural
Biotechnology Laboratory (ABL) is one of two
research buildings that form the Bio Science Complex
(BSC). The ABL is administered through the Storrs
Agricultural Experiment Station (SAES), within the
College of Agriculture, Health and Natural Resources.
The ABL houses a variety of biotechnology-related
research, classroom space, and offices representing
faculty members in Plant Science, Animal Science,
and Allied Health Sciences.

EXISTING DEPARTMENT EXISTING USE
CAHNR General
24%

3%
1%

Building Number
Constructed
Gross SF

Pathobiology
3%

Historic Eligible

No

ADA Accessible

Yes

Elevator

Yes

Floors

3

ASSIGNABLE SF

25,700

Classroom

666
299
13,568
6,294
0
4,611
262
0

Office
Special
Other

Plant Science
29%

46,000
No

Study

Animal Science
16%

-

Flood Zone

Research Laboratories
52%

2000

Major Renovation

Teaching Laboratories
Animal Care
13%

0421A

Unclassified
24%

Uncoded
14%

18%
2%
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Values less than 1% not identified
for graphic clarity

CONDITIONS
MECHANICAL AND PLUMBING SYSTEMS

The building systems are in good condition, well maintained
and suitable for continued use as a biological research
facility.
The building is served by medium pressure steam from
the campus power plant. Medium pressure risers serve
glass wash equipment, autoclaves, and any specialized
laboratory equipment. Pressure reducing stations reduce
steam pressure from 65 psi to 10 psi at the basement
mechanical rooms for use in air handling unit steam coils.
Two low pressure steam to hot water heat exchangers
serve the perimeter radiation and reheat coils respectively.
Chilled water is provided by two water-cooled centrifugal
chillers and associated cooling towers and pumps.
Laboratory, office and miscellaneous areas throughout the
building are served by central air systems located in the
mechanical rooms. Laboratory areas are served by main
air handlers that are fully exhausted 100% of the time.
The main air handlers operate on 100% outside air and
are equipped with glycol heat recovery coils, integral face
and bypass steam preheat coils, humidifier, chilled water,
cooling coils, and supply fans with variable frequency
drives for speed control. Laboratory areas are maintained
at a negative pressure with respect to adjacent areas.
Reheat coils provide temperature control for heating and
when the supply airflow exceeds the amount required to
satisfy the cooling load due to high fume hood exhaust
quantity.
EXHAUST SYSTEMS Exhaust from the fume hoods is

supplemented by a general exhaust register to maintain
the required laboratory exhaust volume under all operating
scenarios to meet required minimum air changes. All hoods
and general exhaust registers are equipped with pressure
independent variable volume airflow controllers. Exhaust
risers are connected to a common exhaust plenums at
the mechanical level served by two main exhaust fans
located in the mechanical penthouse each with glycol heat
recovery coils and bypass dampers.

WATER SERVICE The underground water service for the
building is fed from an 8-inch combined fire and domestic
main incoming line. The service splits to serve a 6-inch fire
main and 2 ½-inch domestic line in the building.
PLUMBING, DOMESTIC WATER, WASTE AND VENT PIPING
/ FIXTURES Separate waste and vent systems are

provided for laboratory and non-laboratory areas. The
laboratory waste systems are constructed of acid resistant
polypropylene material. The water service is fed from a
combined 8-inch fire and domestic main line with parallel
backflow preventers. The building has separate potable
and laboratory cold water systems isolated from one
another by a set of parallel backflow preventers. Hot water
is produced via two instantaneous steam service hot water
heaters. A central high purity water system serves the
laboratories. All laboratory and laboratory support areas
are provided with natural gas, compressed air, gas, and
vacuum services. The storm piping system collects water
from the roof drains and exits the building in the lower
level’s main mechanical room.
ELECTRICAL AND LIGHTING SYSTEMS

Electric service entrance equipment appears to be original
to the building and is in good condition. General use power
to laboratory rooms is served by wall mounted panels
located in the common corridor outside of the laboratory
rooms. The power panels appear to be in good condition.
General use power outlets at wet laboratory areas are not
ground fault protected. Lighting is primarily from 2’ x 4’
3-lamp, 18-cell parabolic recessed troffers each with three
fluorescent T-8 lamps and occupancy sensor controls.
Emergency and exit lighting are provided by light fixtures
connected to the building’s emergency power distribution
system.

CONTROLS Control of all basic mechanical functions in
the facility, both for control equipment and local zones,
are handled through a distributed digital control system
interfaced with the campus-wide building automation
system.
SPRINKLER The building is equipped throughout with an
automatic sprinkler system.
Teaching Laboratory
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Research Laboratory

FIRE ALARM The Simplex 4100U addressable fire alarm
panel appears in good working condition. Smoke detection
has been installed in selected locations throughout the
building. There is no campus emergency mass notification
system provided in the building.

BUILDING ENVELOPE & SUPERSTRUCTURE

The steel frame structure has a sloped slate roof that
covers an enclosed penthouse that houses fume hood
exhaust and other mechanical equipment. The facade
consists of a panelized system that includes brick and
curtainwall components that span both stories. Consistent
with its recent construction the exterior components are
in good to excellent condition. In many rooms the exterior
windows extend from four inches above the finished floor
to four inches below the finish ceiling limiting the placement
of laboratory benches against the perimeter walls. The
building has accessible entrances on both sides as well as
automatic door openers and campus phones at entrances.
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Research Laboratory

BUILDING INTERIOR

The interior of the building is also in good to excellent
condition. Finishes include VCT flooring throughout with
painted gypsum wallboard walls and 2’x2’ and 2’x4’
suspended acoustic ceiling tiles. Entries into laboratories
and offices consist of hollow metal frames with glazed
sidelites and/or transoms. Interior hardwood doors include
half or full lites. Throughout, most lighting consists of 2’x2’
suspended fluorescent troffers except for select public
or office areas that feature suspended direct / indirect
fluorescent lighting. Both the wood veneer laboratory
casework and office furnishings are in good condition.
The research laboratories feature functional contemporary
fume hoods outfitted with face velocity monitors. All men’s
and women’s rooms are accessible from the standpoint of
clearances and the presence of grab bars. The men’s and
women’s bathroom on the first floor lack a toilet set at least
19-inch above the finished floor. The building is outfitted
with an accessible elevator.
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The ABL provides much-needed state-of-the-art plant science laboratory space across
multiple departments. Over recent years modifications have been made to the building
to reorganize research laboratory allocations around coincident interests and PI teams
while reserving appropriate space for core facilities such as plant growth chambers and
associated support. It is recommended that a space audit be conducted to confirm both
UConn and CAHNR are deriving maximum utilization from what are the most advanced
set of research laboratories on the East Campus.
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AGRICULTURAL BIOTECHNOLOGY
GREENHOUSE

PROFILE

Adjacent and attached to the ABL is the climatecontrolled Ag Biotechnology Greenhouse used for
research purposes and includes Agrivida, a startup company that is part of UConn’s Technology
Incubation Program, which contributed funds in 2012
to expand the existing greenhouse units.

Building Number
Constructed

0421C
2003

Major Renovation
Gross SF

10,811

Flood Zone

No

Historic Eligible

No

ADA Accessible

Yes

Elevator

No

Floors

EXISTING DEPARTMENT EXISTING USE
Plant Science
85%

2%
3%

ASSIGNABLE SF

8,396

Classroom

0
0
163
251
0
7,982
0
0

Teaching Laboratories
Research Laboratories
Office
Study
95%

Special
Other
Unclassified

Technology
Partnerships
15%
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1

Values less than 1% not identified
for graphic clarity

CONDITIONS

ELECTRICAL AND LIGHTING SYSTEMS

MECHANICAL AND PLUMBING SYSTEMS

There are two electric services for the building both fed
from the campus primary electrical loop “5P7” through
manhole MH-1. One service feeds a 1000KVA transformer
and provides 277/480V, 3-Phase power (Lower Level); the
second service feeds a 1000KVA transformer and provides
120/208V, 3-Phase power (Upper Level). Electric service
entrance equipment appears to be original to the building
and near the end of its useful life expectancy. General
use power to laboratory rooms is served by an overhead
electrical busduct system and/or wall mounted panels
located in the spaces. There is a mix of older (original
to the building construction) and newer power panels.
Some new branch circuit wiring and devices have been
installed in the renovated areas. Lighting is primarily from
fluorescent T-8 lamps with wall mounted manual controls.
Emergency and exit lighting are provided by dedicated light
fixtures connected to a central battery unit.

All heating for the building consists of steam heat
baseboard and heating only unit ventilators that are
originals and beyond their useful life expectancy. The
unit ventilators are reportedly in very poor condition and
the outdoor air dampers are blocked off to avoid freezing
issues due to inoperable outdoor air dampers. Some of
the units utilize electric heating. There is currently a project
being planned to replace the unit ventilators within various
portions of the building. The building is not air conditioned
except for newly renovated spaces that are served by
either window A/C units or split type DX air handling units
and fan coils connected to outside condensing units.
Other teaching, support, and research spaces are not air
conditioned. There is limited floor to floor height available
for ductwork or equipment. The campus chilled water mains
are planned to be extended to the three existing chiller
locations within the building and future connections made
to equipment.
EXHAUST SYSTEMS Exhaust systems consist of general
building exhaust that is ducted to each space through side
wall grills. New ceilings have been installed in teaching
spaces, exhaust air transfer is provided via ceiling grills
that utilize the ceiling space that is then exhausted via the
central system. Specialized exhaust is provided to remove
contaminants in various locations. Round exhaust duct
is run exposed on the exterior of the building to the room
mounted exhaust fans. Many of the exhaust fans are of
original vintage and beyond their useful life expectancy.

FIRE ALARM The Simplex 4100U addressable fire alarm
panel appears in good working condition. Smoke detection
has been installed in the ceilings throughout the building.
There is a campus emergency mass notification system
provided throughout the building.

BUILDING ENVELOPE & SUPERSTRUCTURE

The AgBio Greenhouse is of contemporary greenhouse
construction consisting of an aluminum stick frame
construction with panelized glazing inserts. Each
greenhouse module is characterized by a single peaked
roof with longitudinal venting along the ridge.

CONTROLS Controls consist of pneumatic thermostats,
valves, and dampers within the unit ventilators and air
handling equipment. The pneumatic controls are primarily
original and have exceeded their useful life expectancy.

The domestic hot and cold water piping is mostly original
has approached the end of its useful life expectancy
and should be replaced. Insulation could be improved
as some piping is not insulated. Fixtures are generally
either not ADA accessible and in poor condition. New
emergency showers and eyewash stations are provided
in central areas of labs. Backflow preventer’s were not
observed to have been provided for laboratory areas.
Gas and compressed air is provided to laboratories, is in
poor condition and not reliable according to staff. Gas
emergency shut-offs are generally not provided.
SPRINKLER The building has no sprinkler protection or

standpipes.

ZGF ARCHITECTS LLP

Greenhouse Hallway
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Storage

BUILDING INTERIOR

The interior of the AgBio Greenhouse is partitioned to allow
for separation between growing ranges and to support
transgenic research. The interior climates are managed
via a series of Argus control systems. The facility boasts
generous headhouse facilities including storage areas,
potting / preparation areas as well as plant growth chamber
support facilities.
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Environmental Growth Chambers and Storage
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As with the other facilities within the Bioscience Complex (BSC) the AgBio Greenhouse
is a contemporary, state-of-the-art research facility and a valuable part of the CAHNR
research portfolio. AgBio and its associated headhouse support areas represent the
best-quality greenhouse facilities at UConn’s Storrs campus. Like the ATL, a significant
quantity of space in the AgBio Greenhouse is currently occupied by industry partners
in the Technology Incubation Program (TIP). Given the possibility that these private
ventures will soon relocate to other facilities, both the University and CAHNR should
develop criteria for the allocation of space in this important resource in order to derive
from it the maximum utilization and benefit.
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BIOBEHAVIORAL BUILDING 2

1.4 :: EAST CAMPUS

PROFILE

Located within the Horsebarn Hill Sciences Complex
(HHSC), Building #2 (B2) houses the Water
Resources Field Station, offices, research field
staging / storage and research laboratories for faculty
members of the department of Natural Resources
and the Environment under the College of Agriculture,
Health and Natural Resources.

Building Number

1081

Constructed

1968

Major Renovation
Gross SF

4,983

Flood Zone

No

Historic Eligible

No

ADA Accessible

No

Elevator

No

Floors

EXISTING DEPARTMENT EXISTING USE
Biotech/
Bioservices
6%
EM Lab
5%

EEB
21%

5%

ASSIGNABLE SF

67,133

Classroom

3,615
0
37,482
11,364
7,587
6,257
828
0

Teaching Laboratories
Research Laboratories

MCB
47%

56%

1

Office
Study
Special
Other
Unclassified

17%
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Physics
14%

9%

Registrar
5%

11%
2%
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Values less than 1% not identified
for graphic clarity

CONDITIONS

Building #2 is a prefabricated metal building, typically
selected as inexpensive, temporary structures. The
building’s systems have exceeded their useful life and a
number of existing fume hoods are inoperable. Periodic
leakages in the envelope and roof system require repair.
BUILDING ENVELOPE AND SUPERSTRUCTURE

Originally constructed as a temporary facility, B2 consists
of insulated metal panel walls set on a concrete foundation
base. Select punched openings with double-hung windows
have been set into each face. Neither the entrance nor
interior bathrooms in B2 are accessible.
BUILDING INTERIOR

Public areas inside the building are finished with vinyl
tile flooring, painted gypsum wall board walls and 2’x4’
suspended acoustic ceiling tiles. Interior doors consist of
hollow metal frames and doors with half lites and grilles
for make-up air. Ceilings in laboratory areas are painted
gypsum wall board with ceiling mounted fluorescent lighting
fixtures. Conditions are generally fair to poor showing signs
of age.

Through-Window Air Conditioner

Inoperable Fume Hood

ASSESSMENT
BIOBEHAVIORAL BUILDING 2

C

ZGF ARCHITECTS LLP

Although currently housing a number of laboratory facilities the conditions in B2 are fair
to poor. Given the character of the building and the temporary nature of its construction,
it is not recommended that the building serve in the long-term for laboratory use.
Although it will be necessary in the short-term to address pressing maintenance issues
such as leaks, it is not recommended that significant sums be invested in B2 to support
laboratory occupancy. Instead, available capital resources should be dedicated to
creating appropriate space in other buildings more worthy of long-term investment and
laboratory functions relocated out of B2.
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BIOBEHAVIORAL BUILDING 4/4A

1.4 :: EAST CAMPUS

Biobehavioral Building 4

Biobehavioral Building 4A

Building Number

1101A

1101B

Constructed

1972

1994

-

-

22,643

23,334

Flood Zone

No

No

Historic Eligible

No

No

ADA Accessible

No

Yes

Elevator

No

No

1

1

Major Renovation
Gross SF

Floors

EXISTING DEPARTMENT EXISTING USE
Biotech/
Bioservices
6%
EM Lab
5%

EEB
21%

5%

ASSIGNABLE SF
Classroom
Teaching Laboratories
Research Laboratories

MCB
47%

56%

Office
Study
Special
Other
Unclassified

67,133

3,615
0
37,482
11,364
7,587
6,257
828
0

17%
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PROFILE

Part of the Biobehavioral Complex on Horsebarn Hill,
Biobehavioral 4 and 4 Annex contain research laboratories,
offices and additional temporary office space that is
currently in transition. A connector walkway links the two
buildings.

CONDITIONS
MECHANICAL AND PLUMBING SYSTEMS

All current heating for the building consists of constant
volume air handling units with hot water reheat coils.
Two packaged roof-mounted air handling units serve a
renovated laboratory and support spaces. The heating coils
are served by one gas-fired hot water boiler located in the
main mechanical room. The building is air-conditioned by
one water cooled chiller with associated cooling tower and
pumps located in the boiler room and piping is connected
to chilled water coils located in the air handling units. The
air handling equipment, piping and ductwork are located
on the roof, making them hard to maintain. The heating,
cooling and ventilation systems are difficult to maintain and
have exceeded their useful life expectancy.
Exhaust Systems: Exhaust systems consist of general
building exhaust that is ducted to each space and individual
fume hood exhaust in some areas. There is a lack of
general exhaust in the building. Many of the exhaust
fans are of original vintage and beyond their useful life
expectancy.
CONTROLS Controls consist of a combination of electric

and pneumatic thermostats, valves and dampers within the
air handling equipment for space temperature control. The
controls are primarily originals and have exceeded their
useful life expectancy.

benches. Hot water is generated by an electric water
heater located in the electrical room.
ELECTRICAL AND LIGHTING SYSTEMS

Electric service for the building is connected to campus
primary feeder “5P3” through a 13.8Kv-120/208V, 3 Phase
transformer, #156. The main electrical service entrance
equipment is in electric room #072. The electric service
enters the building under the floor slab to an 800A, 208V,
3Pole enclosed circuit breaker. The 800A circuit breaker
feeds one side of an Onan #OT800 Automatic Transfer
Switch (ATS). There is a standby power feed from an
Onan #170WB generator mounted inside the building in
a room adjacent to electric room #072 through an 800A,
208V, 3P safety switch to the ATS. The ATS feeds a 1200A,
3-Phase, 120/208V Square D I-Line main distribution panel
with distribution circuit breakers. All electrical distribution
equipment in electric room #072 appears to have been
recently installed and is in good condition. There is a
Square D Power Logic digital meter unit monitoring the
building electric service. Power distribution in the building is
by electrical panels located in the corridors. The electrical
distribution system is in good condition. General use
power outlets at wet laboratory areas are not ground fault
protected. Lighting is primarily from recessed 2’ x 4’ grid
indirect style troffers with fluorescent T-8 lamps, some
fixtures have occupancy sensor controls. Emergency
and exit lighting are provided by integral battery type light
fixtures.
FIRE ALARM The Simplex #4100ES fire alarm panel is
located in electrical room #072. The fire alarm system
was recently updated and appears to be in good working
condition. Smoke detection has been installed in the
ceilings throughout the building. There is no campus mass
emergency notification system in the building.

SPRINKLER The building has no sprinkler protection or

standpipes.

WATER SERVICE The underground water service for the
building was not able to be observed.
PLUMBING, DOMESTIC WATER, WASTE AND VENT PIPING
/ FIXTURES The domestic hot and cold water pipings

are mostly originals and in need of replacement. Piping
is largely original and beyond its useful life expectancy
except for branch piping for the fixtures in renovated areas.
Fixtures are generally either not ADA accessible or in poor
condition. Emergency showers and eyewash stations
are not provided in any of the laboratories. Additional
emergency showers are required per code requirements.
Backflow preventers were not observed for laboratory
Research Laboratory
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Research Laboratory

144

Vacant Space

BUILDING ENVELOPE AND SUPERSTRUCTURE

BUILDING INTERIOR

B4 consists of two wings: an original component of loadbearing masonry construction and a “temporary” addition
of insulated metal panels with ribbon windows. A rooftop
replacement project was carried out toward the end of
2015. The accessible entrance to B4/B4A is located on the
north side of the complex facing the parking lot. There is no
automatic door opener and no campus phone is present at
that location.

Public areas inside the building are finished with carpeting
in all office and classroom areas and vinyl tile flooring in
public corridors and laboratories. All interior walls consist
of painted gypsum wall board with wood veneer doors
with lites set in hollow metal frames. Ceilings are a mix
of 2’x2’ and 2’x4’ suspended acoustic ceiling tiles with
recessed fluorescent lighting. Interior finishes including
laboratory casework is in fair to good condition owing to
recent investments made in both the original and added
segments. Both the men’s and women’s room in B4A are
accessible.
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Given recent investments in both the exterior envelope and the interior fit-out as well
as the quantity of space provided in both components, B4 and B4A can be expected to
play a vital role in the laboratory portfolio of the East Campus for the foreseeable future.
Although the majority of the space in the building is better suited to office and classroom
use, the modest amount of laboratory space of an acceptable quality can be of value to a
number of CAHNR departments that require a mix of such spaces. While these facilities
may not be of a level that will attract anticipated faculty growth they can be of assistance
in vacating other UConn buildings that are currently serving active laboratory uses but
that face more pressing renovation needs.
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FLORICULTURE BUILDING

PROFILE

The Floriculture Building is the home of UConn
Blooms, a retail outlet that provides the local
community with a source for fresh plants and flowers
while offering students the opportunity to work in
a retail environment learning floral design, plant
maintenance and business operations. The building
is also the home to UConn’s Horticulture Club. In
addition to six greenhouses the facility includes two
state-of-the-art high-tech classrooms in support of
its dual missions of community outreach and student
instruction.

EXISTING DEPARTMENT EXISTING USE
9%
2%
1%

Building Number

0214

Constructed

1953

Major Renovation

2012

Gross SF
Flood Zone

No

Historic Eligible

No

ADA Accessible

Yes

Elevator

ASSIGNABLE SF
Classroom
Teaching Laboratories
Office
Study
Special

86%
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Other
Unclassified

1%

No

Floors

Research Laboratories

Plant Science
100%

23,750

2

13,726

1,259
0
293
171
0
11,842
163
0

Values less than 1% not identified
for graphic clarity

CONDITIONS
MECHANICAL AND PLUMBING SYSTEMS

The HVAC systems were mostly replaced during a
recent building renovation, and are in good condition and
suitable for continued use. All heating for the greenhouse
portions of the building consists of steam finned radiation
and unit heaters. Steam to hot water heat exchanger
with associated pumps are located in a ground floor
mechanical electrical room. The building teaching spaces
are air conditioned by a packaged DX rooftop make up
air handling unit. Other teaching, support, and research
spaces are not air conditioned.
EXHAUST SYSTEMS Exhaust systems consist of general
building exhaust and dedicated wall mounted exhaust
fans located in the new greenhouse only. Argus ventilation
control is utilized in the new green houses.
CONTROLS Control of all basic mechanical functions in
the facility, both for control equipment and local zones, are
handled through a distributed digital control (DDC) system
interfaced with the campus-wide building automation
system.
SPRINKLER The building has automatic sprinkler protection

served by a 6-inch incoming fire protection water service
with backflow preventer from the combined north campus
water loop.
WATER SERVICE The underground water service for the
building is a 3-inch located in the main mechanical room
fed from the combined north campus water loop.
PLUMBING, DOMESTIC WATER, WASTE AND VENT PIPING /

FIXTURES The storm, waste, vent and domestic hot and
cold water piping were mostly replaced as part of the recent
building renovation. Fixtures and backflow preventers have
been provided for the green house.

ATS serves 400A, 120/208V, 3-Phase equipment standby
power panel “E-EQ”. All electrical distribution equipment in
the basement electric room appears to have been recently
installed and is in very good condition. Power distribution in
the building is by electrical panels located in the corridors
and satellite electrical room. Lighting consists of a variety of
pendant style light fixture types generally with fluorescent
T-5 lamps. Motion detection lighting controls are provided
in selected areas. Emergency lighting and exit signage
appear to have been recently installed and are a mixture of
generator and battery back-up type fixtures. General use
power outlets at wet laboratory areas and those mounted
on fume hood units are not ground fault protected.
FIRE ALARM The Simplex #4100 ES fire alarm panel is
located in the basement electrical room. The fire alarm
system appears to have been recently updated and is
in good working condition. Smoke detection has been
installed in selected locations in the building. There is
no campus emergency mass notification system in the
building.

BUILDING ENVELOPE AND SUPERSTRUCTURE

The Floriculture building is constructed of load-bearing
masonry walls set on a concrete slab-on-grade. The
building has a flat roof except for the classroom addition
that has a sloped roof with wood truss supports. Recent
renovations have replaced the windows throughout. The
condition of the roof is not known.
There is an accessible entrance on the north side of the
building facing the Towers Residence Halls. There is no
automatic door opener at this location nor has a campus
phone been installed near that accessible entrance.

ELECTRICAL AND LIGHTING SYSTEMS

The primary electric service for the building originates
at campus primary electric feeder “5P3” and enters the
building from a 225KVA, 120/208V transformer to a 2000A,
120/208V, 3-Phase switchboard mounted main switch
in the basement electrical room. The main switchboard
has a 120/208V distribution section. There is a Square
D Power Logic digital meter unit monitoring the building
electric service. Standby power is provided by an Olympian
generator mounted outside the building adjacent to the
building driveway. The generator is connected to the main
switchboard through (2) Automatic Transfer Switches (ATS)
in the basement electrical room. One ATS serves 225A,
120/208V, 3-Phase life safety panel “E-LS” and the second
Greenhouse interior
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Classroom

BUILDING INTERIOR

Floors throughout the building have recently been replaced
with seamed sheet linoleum flooring. Most interior walls
are of painted masonry while some select offices and
instructional spaces are constructed of painted gypsum
wall board. Although most service doors are painted hollow
metal doors to classrooms are of hardwood veneer with
half lites set it hollow metal frames. The bathrooms in the
Floriculture building are not ADA accessible.
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Greenhouse Corridor

The greenhouse areas are constructed of aluminum
framing inset with acrylic panels. The peaked roofs are
outfitted with retractable shading and operable louvers.
Climates are controlled via separate Argus controls
systems for each range. Although a number of ranges
remain to be renovated, investments have been made
in building systems infrastructure such that only the
greenhouse superstructure will need be replaced.
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The Floriculture Building is a valuable component within the UConn STEM inventory
providing a highly visible public face to one of the University’s core institutional missions:
supporting the state’s agricultural heritage and economic interests. Given recent
renovations the building is in good condition and can be expected to serve campus
needs for the foreseeable future. With a modest investment in the replacement of
the unrenovated greenhouse superstructures, the building may serve to facilitate the
renovation and reorganization of other greenhouse facilities both on the East Campus or
the North Eagleville Corridor.
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JONES BUILDING / JONES ANNEX

Jones Building

Jones Annex

-

0241

1959

1959

-

-

25,998

7,973

Flood Zone

No

No

Historic Eligible

Yes

No

ADA Accessible

Yes

Yes

Elevator

Yes

Yes

3

3

Building Number
Constructed
Major Renovation
Gross SF

Floors

EXISTING DEPARTMENT EXISTING USE
CAHNR General
7%

2%
Nutrition Science
57%

13%

ASSIGNABLE SF
Classroom
Teaching Laboratories
Research Laboratories

24%

Office
Study
Special

33%
Uncoded
36%

Other
Unclassified

22,132

537
2,901
5,390
7,323
0
3,835
901
1,245

17%
4%
6%
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PROFILE

The Jones Building currently houses offices and research
laboratories associated with the Department of Nutritional
Sciences. The Annex Building is largely vacant but
retains laboratory and food science fit-out from its former
occupants.

CONDITIONS
MECHANICAL AND PLUMBING SYSTEMS

All heating for the building consists of hot water baseboard
radiation, and convectors. A steam to hot water heat
exchanger with associated pumps is located in a basement
mechanical electrical room and is served by a 4-inch HP
steam from the campus steam distribution. The heating
and ventilation systems are originals, and beyond their
useful life expectancy except for the hot water circulation
and condensate pumps, which were recently replaced.
The building is partially air conditioned by either window
A/C units or split type DX air handling units and fan coils
connected to outside condensing units. Other teaching,
support and research spaces are not air conditioned.
There is a significant lack of ventilation within the food
service laboratory spaces to provide make-up air for
the kitchen hood exhaust. There is limited floor to floor
height available for ductwork or equipment throughout the
building. Laboratory 203 has two older fume hoods and
a newer rooftop air conditioning unit installed as part of a
space renovation. Make-up air for the hoods is provided via
a wall louver that brings in un-tempered outdoor air so it is
not usable in cold weather. The unit is reportedly very noisy
to the point of being disruptive to the users. The Annex is
reportedly served off of the main building heating system.
EXHAUST SYSTEMS There is a lack of exhaust in the
building and very limited room to run new ductwork to the
roof. The existing general exhaust is marginally sized. The
kitchen hood exhaust system in the food laboratory was
recently replaced and is suitable for reuse.

PLUMBING, DOMESTIC WATER, WASTE AND VENT PIPING
/ FIXTURES The plumbing systems, fixtures, sanitary,

vent, domestic hot and cold water piping are mostly
originals beyond their useful life expectancy and in need
of replacement. Fixtures are generally either not ADA
accessible or in poor condition. Emergency showers and
eyewash stations are not provided within the laboratories.
Additional emergency showers are required. A grease trap
should be installed for the pot washing sink in the food
laboratory to protect sanitary piping from blockages. The
hot water storage heater coil and tank are originals, where
but the coil was replaced in 2008.
ELECTRICAL AND LIGHTING SYSTEMS

Primary electric service is connected to a campus feeder
“5P3” through the manhole #MH-70 and enters the
building from a pad mounted 500KVA, 13.8Kv-120/208V,
3 Phase transformer, #70PA. The main electrical service
entrance switchboard is located in the basement electric
room. The switchboard’s main switch is rated for 1200
Amps at 120/208V, 3-Phase. The main switchboard has
distribution circuit breakers for various building loads. The
main switchboard is in poor condition with evidence of
water damage and has exceeded its useful life. There is
a Square D Power Logic digital meter unit monitoring the
building electric service. There is no standby power in the
building. Power distribution in the building is by electrical
panels located in the corridors. The electrical distribution
system is in poor condition, new electrical service entrance
equipment, feeders, and local distribution panels would
be required to accommodate any change in building
occupancy. General use power outlets at wet laboratory
areas are not ground fault protected. Lighting is primarily
from recessed grid mounted 2’ x 4’ acrylic lens troffer light
fixtures with fluorescent T-8 lamps, some fixtures have
occupancy sensor controls. Emergency lighting is provided

CONTROLS Controls consist of stand-alone thermostats and

self-contained valves for all heating and cooling systems.
The system is reportedly marginally functional and there
are major problems with controlling the heating systems.
At certain times of the year lack of proper environmental
control affects how the spaces are able to be used.
SPRINKLER The building has no sprinkler protection or

standpipes.

WATER SERVICE The underground water service for the
building is 1 ½-inch located within the steam entrance /
electrical service room.
Research Laboratory
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by battery back twin head wall mounted emergency light
fixtures. Exit signs are integral battery back-up type.
FIRE ALARM The Simplex 4100U fire alarm panel appears
to be in good working condition. Smoke detection has been
installed in the corridor ceilings. There are campus mass
emergency notification system devices located throughout
the building.

BUILDING ENVELOPE AND SUPERSTRUCTURE

The original portion of Jones is a 2-story steel-frame
building with brick facade, punched openings and flat roof.
There is evidence of repairs across the parapet on the
south side of the building. The condition of the roof is not

Seminar Room

Vacant Space
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currently known. Although there is an accessible entrance
on the south side of the building facing the Young Building
parking lot there are no automatic door openers and no
campus phone has been installed near the accessible
entrance.
BUILDING INTERIOR

The original portion of the building is a “C”-shaped structure
with a double loaded corridor and offices and laboratories
on either side. Ceilings consist of a mix of 2’x2’ and 2’x4’
suspended acoustic ceiling tiles with recessed fluorescent
troffer lighting. Doors are generally solid wood veneer set
in hollow metal frames. Interior conditions are generally
in fair condition with select locations where replacement
or renovation are warranted. Interior demising walls are
constructed of painted concrete masonry blocks with a
limited quantity of painted gypsum wall board as well.
The existing bathrooms on the second floor are not ADA
accessible. Although the unisex bathroom on the first floor
meets ADA clearances for maneuverability the mounting
height of the toilet does not comply with ADA. The building
is equipped with an accessible passenger elevator.
In the Annex, flooring consists of a range of quarry and
vinyl composition tile. Walls consist of both structural
glazed facing tile and painted gypsum wall board. The
furnishings and laboratory fit-outs are dated and in need
of refurbishment and select replacement while some
components such as the food laboratory are in acceptable
to good condition.
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The Jones Building is in generally acceptable condition given the office and teaching
laboratory functions it serves. Modest improvements and renovations have been
made to select spaces to better suit the needs of occupants although a number of
additional modifications have also been identified including improvements to the HVAC
system. Both Jones and Jones Annex can serve the University into the foreseeable
future provided appropriate improvements are made particularly in those laboratory
environments where temperature control is essential for scientific protocols.
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KLINCK BUILDING

PROFILE

Previously used for farm equipment storage, the
Klinck Building currently houses graduate student
office space, a dry class laboratories for Natural
Resources and the Environment and research
laboratories within the College of Agriculture, Health
and Natural Resources. Built in 1915, the building is
listed on the National Historic Register and is named
for Merle S. Klinck, originally an instructor for Farm
Machinery with the Connecticut Agricultural College
in 1918 and later as Associate Professor of Rural
Engineering and Acting Department Head in the early
1940’s.

EXISTING DEPARTMENT EXISTING USE

Building Number

0007

Constructed

1915

Major Renovation
Gross SF

No

Historic Eligible

No

ADA Accessible

Yes

Elevator

ASSIGNABLE SF
Classroom

16%

Research Laboratories

Teaching Laboratories

Study
Special

3%
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No

Floors

12%

68%

7,349

Flood Zone

Office
Natural
Resources and the
Environment
100%

-

Other
Unclassified

2

4,914

0
599
790
3,359
0
0
166
0

Values less than 1% not identified
for graphic clarity

CONDITIONS
MECHANICAL AND PLUMBING SYSTEMS

All heating for the building consists of hot water radiators
and baseboard finned tube type that are beyond their
useful life expectancy. The systems were reportedly
marginally operational and there are large areas where
the heat is not adequate or not controlled. The building
is not air conditioned except for the second floor
laboratory spaces that are served by a split type DX fan
coil connected to an outside condensing unit. There is a
lack of mechanical make-up air for ventilation throughout
the building. Newer stand alone HVAC systems are in
the process of being installed to support the teaching
laboratory on the first floor.
EXHAUST SYSTEMS Exhaust systems consist of ducted
fume hoods. No general exhaust exists within the building.
There is inadequate ventilation throughout the building.
Exhaust fans are located on the roof, and are of various
vintages and beyond their useful life expectancy. One of
the laboratories is georelated and dust removal systems
are inadequate causing a potential poor indoor air quality
issue.
CONTROLS Controls consist of stand-alone thermostats
and self contained valves for all heating. The system is
reportedly only marginally functional and major problems
with controlling the heating systems are reported by
occupants. Several areas in the building are reportedly
extremely hot or cold during certain times of the year.
SPRINKLER The building has no sprinkler protection or

standpipes.

WATER SERVICE The underground water service for the
building enters the first floor at the north east corner.

laboratory spaces is served by electrical panels located
in the corridors. Many of the panels have recently been
replaced, but branch circuit wiring original to the building
was reused and reconnected to the new panels. General
use power outlets in wet laboratory areas are not ground
fault protected. Lighting is 2’ x 4’ acrylic lens fixtures with
four fluorescent FO32WT-8 lamps. Emergency lighting
and exit signage have integral battery back-up. There is a
standby power service panel.
FIRE ALARM The Simplex #4001 fire alarm panel appears

to be in fair working condition. Smoke detection has been
installed in selected areas in the building. The location of
fire alarm system devices does not comply with current
Code. There is no campus mass emergency notification
system in the building.
BUILDING ENVELOPE AND SUPERSTRUCTURE

The building envelope consists of red brick masonry,
asphalt shingle roof, wood-framed single-pane windows,
and wood-framed sliding doors that are now stationary. As
an historic structure, significant restoration to preserve the
exterior and structure is needed. An accessible entrance is
located on the west side of the building facing Route 195,
but it lacks an automatic door opener and campus phone.
BUILDING INTERIOR

The building lacks an elevator and its second floor
laboratories are not accessible. The dry class laboratory
created three years ago by constructing an drywall partition
in the otherwise open first floor has fixed casework and
student stations are in good condition, but they do not
adequately support the Natural Resources course needs,
which would ideally include wet laboratory capabilities for

PLUMBING, DOMESTIC WATER, WASTE AND VENT PIPING
/ FIXTURES The sanitary, waste, vent, domestic hot and

cold water pipings are mostly originals, and are beyond
their useful life expectancy and in need of replacement.
Fixtures are generally either not ADA accessible or in poor
condition. Emergency showers and eyewash stations are
provided in areas of laboratories in central locations. The
electric water heater is less than 10 years old.
ELECTRICAL AND LIGHTING SYSTEMS

The 120/208V, 3-Phase electrical service for the building
originates at a 150 KVA pad mounted transformer (#68PA)
connected to the Campus’ primary electrical service loop
“5P3” at the manhole MH-68. There is a main switchboard
with a 600A/3P main circuit breaker. Power to the
Research Laboratory
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25 stations. The class laboratory lacks code-compliant
egress as it is accessed through the graduate office space.
An uninsulated overhead service door at the office space
opens directly to the exterior. An accessible restroom exists
on the first floor with deficiencies including lack of grab bars
and low seat height.

Laboratory Equipment Conditions

Office Space
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The Klinck Building represents a historical connection to UConn’s agricultural origins.
Its exterior should be restored and its interior should be completely renovated. Given
its limited footprint and inadequate HVAC infrastructure, research laboratories are not
the best use of the structure as there is no economy of scale with the small number of
laboratories that it accommodates for necessary infrastructure and systems upgrades
required. However, its strategic location at the juncture between East Campus and the
concentration of science facilities along the North Eagleville Road corridor presents a
special opportunity to repurpose Klinck with more socially activating programs that take
advantage of its increased visibility.
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RATCLIFFE HICKS BUILDING AND ARENA

1.4 :: EAST CAMPUS

PROFILE

Ratcliffe Hicks Building and Arena anchors the
frontage on Route 195 as North Eagleville Road
meets the East Campus. The building contains a
home and garden center, meat research laboratory,
teaching facilities and features a 500-seat indoor
arena facility used for both teaching and student club
activities.

Building Number

0212

Constructed

1951

Major Renovation
Gross SF
Flood Zone

46,692
No

Historic Eligible

Yes

ADA Accessible

Yes

Elevator

Partial

Floors

EXISTING DEPARTMENT EXISTING USE
Biotech/
Bioservices
6%
EM Lab
5%

EEB
21%

5%

ASSIGNABLE SF

67,133

Classroom

3,615
0
37,482
11,364
7,587
6,257
828
0

Teaching Laboratories
Research Laboratories

MCB
47%

56%

2

Office
Study
Special
Other
Unclassified

17%
Physics
14%
Registrar
5%
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9%
11%
2%

Values less than 1% not identified
for graphic clarity

CONDITIONS
MECHANICAL AND PLUMBING SYSTEMS

All heating for the building consists of steam heat
baseboard radiators and unit heaters, which are beyond
their useful life expectancy and should be replaced. The
4-inch HP steam line enters the building in a basement
area beneath the main entrance, which feeds the Pressure
Reducing Values for the building steam heat and domestic
hot water coil. The steam utilization pressure within the
building is 5 psig. The steam entrance room has recently
had ventilation added for temperature control of the space.
The HP steam piping continues underneath the floor of the
Arena to other buildings. The building is not air conditioned.
EXHAUST SYSTEMS The Food Science Meat Laboratory

is poorly ventilated with only one small exhaust fan at
one end. The remainder of the building only has a limited
amount of area exhaust. There is no make-up air provided
in the building.
CONTROLS Controls consist of stand-alone thermostats
and self contained valves for all heating systems. The
system is reportedly marginally functional and there are
major problems with controlling the temperature within the
building.
SPRINKLER The building has sprinkler protection

throughout.

WATER SERVICE The underground water service for the
building is 2-inch located in the steam entrance room.
PLUMBING, DOMESTIC WATER, WASTE AND VENT PIPING
/ FIXTURES The domestic hot and cold water piping are

mostly originals and have approached the end of their
useful life expectancy and should be replaced. Fixtures are
generally either not ADA accessible or in poor condition.
Backflow preventers were not observed to have been
provided for hoses in food processing areas. The domestic
water storage heater appears to be an original and beyond
its useful life expectancy.

electric service. There is no standby power in the building.
Power distribution in the building is by electrical panels
located in the corridors. The electrical distribution system
is in poor condition, new electrical service entrance
equipment, risers, and local distribution panels would
be required to accommodate any change in building
occupancy. General use power outlets at wet laboratory
areas are not ground fault protected. Lighting is primarily
from surface mounted acrylic lens wrap-around style light
fixtures with fluorescent T-8 lamps, some fixtures have
occupancy sensor controls. Emergency lighting is provided
by battery back twin head wall mounted emergency light
fixtures. Exit signs are integral battery back-up type.
FIRE ALARM The Simplex #4100U fire alarm panel located
in the basement electrical room was recently updated and
appears in good working condition. Smoke detection has
been installed in the ceilings throughout the building. There
are beam type smoke detectors located in the arena area
that have been prone to false alarms, which appear to
have been caused by dust created during activities within
the space. There are campus emergency mass notification
system devices located throughout the building.

BUILDING ENVELOPE AND SUPERSTRUCTURE

The envelope of the neo-classical style building constructed
between 1951 and 1955 consists of areas of limestone
cladding, red brick masonry, asphalt shingle roof, a mixture
of wood-framed single-pane windows, glass bloc. As a
historic structure, significant restoration to preserve the
exterior and structure is needed. An accessible entrance is
located on the west side of the building facing Route 195,
but lacks an automatic door opener and a campus phone.

ELECTRICAL AND LIGHTING SYSTEMS

Primary electric service is connected to the campus
feeder “5P3” through manhole #MH-72 and enters the
building from a pad mounted 500 KVA, 13.8Kv-120/208V,
3 Phase transformer, #73PB through manhole #MH-72.
This transformer also serves the Young building. The
main electrical service entrance switch is located in the
basement electric room. The main switch is rated for 600
Amps at 120/208V, 3-Phase. The main switch serves a
Main Distribution Panel (MDP) with circuit breakers for
various building loads. Both the main switch and panel
“MDP” are in poor condition with evidence of water damage
and have exceeded their useful life. There is a Square D
Power Logic digital meter unit monitoring the building’s
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Laboratory

BUILDING INTERIOR

The interior of RHBA is dated and in need of renovation.
Floors are finished with possible vinyl asbestos tile and
walls are of painted concrete block construction. Ceilings
are finished with 1’x1’ ceiling tiles adhered to the underside
of the structure such that exposed plumbing runs overhead.
Lighting consists of surface-mounted fluorescent fixtures
with acrylic lenses.
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Former Livestock Arena

An elevator exists in the building, providing access to
the ground and first floors, but does not travel to the
second floor, rendering the classroom space on that level
inaccessible to persons with limited mobility.
The classroom spaces: their configuration, equipment and
furnishings are not adequate for modern instruction, and
include tablet armchairs without casters and antiquated
blackboards/display walls. Although the large arena is
no longer dedicated to livestock uses, the space serves
various events including student activities.
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The building has significant historical value with direct relevance to the agricultural
origins of the University of Connecticut and its campus. RHBA should be retained as
a key focal point of the East Campus but is in need of significant renovation. Given its
central location and scale the building has the potential to be of synergistic benefit with
other, adjacent CAHNR facilities. Investment in building accessibility and the retrofit of
the classrooms can reposition the building to be a valuable resource for both CAHNR
and the broader University.
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WHITE BUILDING

1.4 :: EAST CAMPUS

PROFILE

Built in 1955, the building is named for George
Cleveland White, who was a professor of Dairy
Husbandry at UConn from 1914 to 1944, and
supported the Animal Science department in the
College of Agriculture Health and Natural Resources.
The building houses classrooms, offices, research
space, the UConn Creamery and Dairy Bar, which
opened in 1953 as a retail operation for the teaching
and research Creamery.

Building Number

0222

Constructed

1955

Major Renovation
Gross SF
Flood Zone

35,879
No

Historic Eligible

Yes

ADA Accessible

Yes

Elevator

Yes

Floors

EXISTING DEPARTMENT EXISTING USE
Animal Science
95%

ASSIGNABLE SF

21,627

3%
7%

Classroom

29%

Research Laboratories

706
1,467
6,295
5,854
446
0
6,485
373

Teaching Laboratories
Office
Study
Special

27%
2%
30%
Registrar
3%
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3

2%

Other
Unclassified

Values less than 1% not identified
for graphic clarity

CONDITIONS
MECHANICAL AND PLUMBING SYSTEMS

All heating for the building consists of steam heat radiators,
fan coils, convectors, unit ventilators, and baseboard
finned tube radiation served by a 4-inch HP steam fed from
the campus distribution system. The steam pressure is
reduced to 5 psi through a main building pressure reducing
valve. The condensate return receiver and pumps have
been replaced. The systems were reported marginally and
the heat is not adequate or not controlled. The heating
systems are beyond their useful life expectancy and should
be replaced. Portions of the building is air conditioned by
either window A/C units or split type DX air handling units
and fan coils connected to outside condensing units and is
not suitable. Other teaching, support, and research spaces
are not air conditioned. Except for the newly renovated
BSL-2 laboratories on the lower floor, there is a significant
lack of ventilation within the laboratory spaces including
general exhaust and make-up air for contaminant control.
Laboratory 214 has one older fume hood and a newer
rooftop air conditioning unit installed as part of a space
renovation. A hot water heat exchanger was installed
to provide reheat for the renovated laboratories. There
is limited floor to floor height available for ductwork or
equipment within the building.
EXHAUST SYSTEMS Except for the renovated laboratories,
exhaust systems consist of local exhaust for hoods and
isolated systems. There is a lack of general exhaust in the
building and very limited room to run new ductwork to the
roof. The exhaust fans are of original vintage and beyond
their useful life expectancy.
CONTROLS Controls consist of a combination of electric

generally either not ADA accessible or in poor condition.
Additional emergency showers are required. There is a
newer steam fired instantaneous water heater installed,
which appears to be in good condition. Two automatic
grease recovery units were just installed for the attached
dairy bar.
ELECTRICAL AND LIGHTING SYSTEMS

Primary electric service is connected to a campus feeder
5P3 through manhole #MH-69 and enters the building to
a 300 KVA, 13.8Kv-120/208V, 3 Phase transformer. The
main electrical service entrance is located in the basement
electric room. The main electrical service equipment is
original to the building (circa 1952) and has exceeded its
useful life. Power distribution in the building is by electrical
panels located in the corridors. The electrical distribution
system is in poor condition. There is a laboratory area
that was recently renovated and has new electrical power
panels in the adjacent corridor. Some new branch circuit
wiring and devices have been installed in the renovated
areas. General use power outlets at wet laboratory areas
are not ground fault protected. In general, new electrical
service entrance equipment, risers and local distribution
panels would be required to accommodate any change in
building occupancy. There is no standby electrical power
provided for the building. Lighting is primarily from surface
mounted acrylic lens wrap-around style light fixtures with
fluorescent T-8 lamps, some fixtures have occupancy
sensor controls. Emergency lighting is provided by battery
back twin head wall mounted emergency light fixtures. Exit
signs are integral battery back-up type.
FIRE ALARM The Simplex #4020 fire alarm panel are
located in the basement vestibule. The fire alarm system

and pneumatic thermostats, valves and dampers within the
unit ventilators. Temperature control within the building is
poor. The pneumatic controls are primarily originals, where
much has been replaced with stand alone valves. The
controls have exceeded their useful life expectancy and
need to be completely replaced.
SPRINKLER The building has an automatic sprinkler

protection system installed, it’s fed by a new 6-inch water
service located in room 009.
WATER SERVICE The underground water service for the
building was not found.
PLUMBING, DOMESTIC WATER, WASTE AND VENT PIPING
/ FIXTURES The domestic hot and cold water piping is

mostly original and in need of replacement. Piping is largely
original and beyond its useful life expectancy except for
branch piping to fixtures in renovated areas. Fixtures are
Research Laboratory
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manual pull stations and combination audio-visual unit
installation do not comply with Code. There is no mass
emergency notification system in the building.
BUILDING ENVELOPE & SUPERSTRUCTURE

The mid-century building facade consisting of red brick
masonry and cast stone is in fair to poor condition. The
building’s single-pane windows are originals and should
be replaced with insulated, thermally broken window units.
An accessible entrance is located on the South side of the
building facing the Young Building with an automatic door
opener, but no campus phone present.
BUILDING INTERIOR

Interior finishes consist of vinyl asbestos tile flooring,
painted concrete block demising partitions and 1’x1’

Teaching laboratory

Research laboratory
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acoustic ceiling tiles adhered directly to the underside of
the structure above. Corridor lighting consists of pendant
direct / indirect linear fluorescents in hallways and surface
mounted linear fluorescent fixtures providing direct
illumination in classrooms and offices.
Recent interior work in 2014 included renovation of two
research laboratories (rooms 006 and 007) with new
laboratory casework, fume hoods, and associated building
system upgrades. A significant quantity of research
laboratory space remains unrenovated with inadequate
ventilation. In 1999, the Dairy Bar was renovated and
expanded, and an animal science teaching laboratory
was renovated. The quantity of accessible restrooms is
inadequate, and there is currently only one provided.
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The White Building is a critical facility to delivering both the research and teaching
mission for the College of Agriculture, Health and Natural Resources. This study
recommends a major renovation of the White Building to address long-standing building
systems and conditions, including corroded and broken pipes that have resulted in
flooding.
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YOUNG BUILDING

PROFILE

Constructed in 1953, the Wilfred B Young Building
is named in honor of the former Dean of the College
of Agriculture and Natural Resources (CAHNR) from
1945 to 1966, who also served as the Director of
the Cooperative Extension Service and the Storrs
Agricultural Experiment Station. The building houses
classrooms, class laboratories, research space and
administrative offices, including the offices of the
Dean of CAHNR. The Young Building is a prominent
academic building within the East Campus with
frontage and visibility from Route 195, also known as
Storrs Road.

EXISTING DEPARTMENT EXISTING USE

Coop Extension
2%

Agricultural and
Resource Economics
10%
Natural Resources
and the Environment
21%

Building Number

0175

Constructed

1953

Major Renovation

2014

Gross SF
Flood Zone

No

Historic Eligible

No

ADA Accessible

Yes

Elevator

Yes

Floors

41,503

13%

Classroom

12%

Research Laboratories

5,518
5,058
7,495
22,659
0
0
773
0

Plant Science and
Landscape
Architecture
37%

18%

Uncoded
28%

55%

Teaching Laboratories
Office
Study
Special
Other

2%
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Values less than 1% not identified
for graphic clarity

CONDITIONS
MECHANICAL AND PLUMBING SYSTEMS

The HVAC systems were mostly replaced during a recent
building renovation, and are in good condition and suitable
for continued use. All heating consists of hot water finned
radiation and fan coil units. Make-up air units located in
the basement and attic incorporate heat recovery wheels,
with hot and chilled water units. It was reported that access
to the attic unit is problematic and a frozen coil cannot be
easily replaced. Glycol should be added to the hot water
system to prevent future freezing issues. A steam to hot
water heat exchanger with associated pumps is located
in a basement mechanical room and is fed by a 4-inch
MP steam service. A ground mounted air cooled chiller is
located south of the building with underground piping to fan
coils and air handling units. Small split DX fan coil systems
are provided in a few isolated areas.
EXHAUST SYSTEMS Exhaust systems consist of general
building exhaust through the heat recovery units and
dedicated exhaust fans located in the attic.
CONTROLS Control of all basic mechanical functions in the

facility, both for control equipment and local zones, are
handled through a Distributed Digital Control (DDC) system
interfaced with the campus-wide building automation
system.
SPRINKLER The building has no sprinkler protection or

standpipes.

WATER SERVICE The 3-inch underground water service for
the building enters the basement and is provided with a
backflow preventer.

switchboard has two 277/480V distribution sections. There
is a Square D Power Logic digital meter unit monitoring the
building electric service. The electrical distribution system
was renovated in 2013 and is in very good condition.
Standby power is provided by an exterior mounted
generator set, there are two Automatic Transfer Switches
and standby power distribution panels in the building.
Power panels have been recently replaced. Power to the
laboratory spaces is served by electrical panels located
in the corridors. General use power outlets in laboratory
wet areas are not ground fault protected. Lighting is 2’
x 4’ parabolic lens fixtures with T5 fluorescent lamps.
Emergency lighting and exit signage have integral battery
back-up.
FIRE ALARM The Simplex #4100U fire alarm panel located
in the North Lobby was recently updated (circa 2013) and
appears in good working condition. Smoke detection has
been installed in selected locations in the building. There is
no campus emergency mass notification system provided
in the building.

BUILDING ENVELOPE AND SUPERSTRUCTURE

The modern neo-classical building envelope is
currently undergoing repairs to the brick facade and
roof replacement, which were not completed as part
of the major renovation completed in 2013, which
replaced the windows, with limited interior facility
improvements. Following the current work, the envelope
and superstructure will be in satisfactory condition for the
foreseeable future. An ADA accessible entrance exists on
the East side of the building facing the parking lot with an
automatic door opener.

PLUMBING, DOMESTIC WATER, WASTE AND VENT PIPING
/ FIXTURES The storm, waste, vent and domestic hot and

cold water pipings were mostly replaced as part of the
recent building renovation, they are in good condition and
are suitable for continued use. Emergency showers and
eyewash stations are provided in the laboratories. Backflow
preventers have been provided for laboratories and the
main incoming service. A steam fired instantaneous water
heater provides hot water for the building.
ELECTRICAL AND LIGHTING SYSTEMS

The 120/208V, 3-Phase electrical service for the building
originates at a 500 KVA pad mounted transformer (#73PB)
connected to campus primary electrical service feeder
“5P3” at manhole #MH-72. There is a main switchboard
with a 1600A/3P, 480V main circuit breaker. The
Lecture Hall
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BUILDING INTERIOR

The building underwent a major renovation completed
in 2013, which included new mechanical and plumbing
systems, electrical and life safety upgrades, flooring
finishes, ADA accessible restrooms, and other interior
improvements. The renovation also introduced social
gathering space in the redesigned main entrance zone,
which will activate this building as a hub in the East
Campus. Typical interior finishes include resilient tile
flooring, suspended acoustical ceiling tile, painted gypsum
wall partitions, painted concrete masonry unit partitions,

Office Space

Laboratory
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and wood veneer laboratory casework. While recently
renovated, the teaching spaces reflect limited adequacy
for current pedagogy offering limited to no collaborative
or flexible configurations. Audiovisual technology is
not proportionally scaled for the spaces. Similarly, but
with larger implications, the suspended lighting in most
laboratory spaces is not aligned or coordinated with
placement of the laboratory casework, and therefore is an
impediment to the functions in the space.
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Following the recent and current renovations, the Young Building is a key facility in good
condition that will support STEM facility needs in the East Campus for CAHNR and the
University. The lighting installations in laboratories should be remedied to ensure the
recent investment is fully realized.
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1.4 :: EAST CAMPUS

BIOBEHAVIORAL BUILDING 5

PROFILE

The building is a prefabricated metal building
of similar age as other prefab structures in the
Biobehavioral Sciences Complex. The building
contains residual and obsolete storage from the
Psychology department and is partially occupied
by the State Archaeologist from the Connecticut
State Museum of Natural History and Connecticut
Archaeology Center for field Laboratory research.

Building Number

1067

Constructed

1965

Major Renovation
Gross SF

4,958

Flood Zone

No

Historic Eligible

No

ADA Accessible

No

Elevator

No

Floors

1

ASSESSMENT
BIOBEHAVIORAL BUILDING 5

C
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In addition to repair or replacement of the roof, significant building systems and interior
renovation would be required to make the building suitable for either office workspace
or secure storage. This assessment recommends that the space inventory should no
longer reflect use by the Psychology department. In the long-term, the structure offers
marginal value for additional investment and should be removed from inventory so that
the property may be redeveloped to better support the University’s research enterprise.

UCONN STEM Space Needs Assessment

CONDITIONS

ELECTRICAL AND LIGHTING SYSTEMS

MECHANICAL AND PLUMBING SYSTEMS

The main electrical service is original to the building and
is in poor condition. Power to the classrooms is served
by electrical panels located in the spaces. General use
power outlets at wet laboratory areas are not ground
fault protected. Lighting is primarily from surface light
fixtures with fluorescent T-8 lamps and manual controls.
Emergency lighting and exit light fixtures have integral
battery packs. There is no standby electrical power
provided for the building.

All heating for the building consists of newly replaced
gas fired high efficiency furnaces connected to overhead
ductwork that are originals to the building. Except for the
new furnaces, the heating and ventilation systems are
inadequate and beyond their useful life expectancy. The
building is air conditioned by either window A/C units or
split type DX air handling units and fan coils connected
to outside condensing units. Other support and research
spaces are not air conditioned. There is limited floor to
floor height available for ductwork or equipment within the
building.
EXHAUST SYSTEMS: Exhaust systems consist of general
building exhaust that is ducted to each space through side
wall grills. There is a lack of exhaust in the building and
limited room to run new ductwork to the roof. Many of the
exhaust fans are of original vintage and beyond their useful
life expectancy.

FIRE ALARM The fire alarm panel is located in the entry
vestibule. The fire alarm system manual pull stations and
combination audio-visual unit installation do not comply
with Code. Smoke detection has been installed in selected
areas in the building. There is no campus emergency mass
notification system in the building.

CONTROLS Controls consist of electric thermostats. The
controls are primarily originals and have exceeded their
useful life expectancy.
SPRINKLER The building has no sprinkler protection or

standpipes.

WATER SERVICE The underground water service for the
building was not observed.
PLUMBING, DOMESTIC WATER, WASTE AND VENT PIPING /
FIXTURES The plumbing systems are mostly originals and
in need of replacement. Plumbing fixtures are generally
either not ADA accessible or in poor condition.

Research Area

Office Area
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1.4 :: EAST CAMPUS

BIOBEHAVIORAL BUILDING 3

PROFILE

The building is a prefabricated metal building
of similar age as other prefab structures in the
Biobehavioral Sciences Complex. The building has
no activity, and is no longer plowed, which prevented
access to review the interior conditions.

Building Number

1094

Constructed

1970

Major Renovation
Gross SF

5,704

Flood Zone

No

Historic Eligible

No

ADA Accessible

No

Elevator

No

Floors

1

ASSESSMENT
BIOBEHAVIORAL BUILDING 3

C

172

Over the near- to mid-term, Building #3 may be appropriately used to fulfill temporary
and swing space office needs. In the long-term, this assessment recommends that the
structure offers marginal value for additional investment and should be removed from
inventory so that the property may be redeveloped for greater returns in supporting the
University’s research enterprise.
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BRONWELL HALL
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PROFILE

Arthur B. Bronwell Hall houses functions from the
School of Engineering and the College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences, including the department of Biomedical
Engineering (BME), teaching laboratories for Biology
Central Services (BCS), chemical and electrical
engineering research laboratories, and additional
office space for Civil and Environmental Engineering
(CEE). Originally known as Engineering III, the
building was renamed for former engineering dean
Arthur Bronwell, who secured the construction funding
from the State and the National Science Foundation.

EXISTING DEPARTMENT EXISTING USE
BCS
20%
BME
33%

3%
27%

Building Number

0318

Constructed

1968

Major Renovation
Gross SF

No

Historic Eligible

No

ADA Accessible

Yes

Elevator

Yes

Floors

ASSIGNABLE SF
Classroom
Teaching Laboratories
Research Labs
Study

CEE
15%
ECE
6%
ME
2%

174

Engineering Dean
5%
Registrar
3%
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Special
Other

CBE
15%

37,706

Flood Zone

Office
31%

-

Unclassified

3

26,669

673
7,058
8,548
10,390
0
0
0
0

29%

Values less than 1% not identified
for graphic clarity

CONDITIONS
MECHANICAL & PLUMBING SYSTEMS

All heating for the building consists of hot water heat
baseboard and heating-only unit ventilators that are
originals and beyond their useful life expectancy. Steam
to hot water heat exchanger with associated pumps are
located in a ground floor mechanical electrical room.
The steam heat exchanger and pumps are original and
beyond their useful life expectancy. The building is not air
conditioned except for newly renovated laboratory spaces
that are served by either window A/C units or split type
DX air handling units and fan coils connected to outside
condensing units. Other teaching, support and research
spaces are not air conditioned. There is limited floor to floor
height available for ductwork or equipment. The Electronics
Laboratory 212 is currently being renovated to provide a
split DX air conditioning system above the ceiling within
the space. New chemical fume hoods have been installed
in renovated laboratories. Air handling units serving
laboratories on the lower level are beyond their useful life
expectancy.
EXHAUST SYSTEMS Exhaust systems consist of general
building exhaust that is ducted to each space through
ceiling and side wall grills. Where new ceilings have
been installed in teaching spaces exhaust air transfer is
provided via ducted grills connected to the central exhaust
systems. Specialized exhaust is provided to remove
contaminants in various locations. Round exhaust ducts
serving fume hoods and various specialized exhaust within
the building run exposed on the exterior of the building to
roof mounted exhaust fans. Many of the exhaust fans are
in poor condition and beyond their useful life expectancy.
It is reported that the exhaust fan stacks are not adequate
causing a health concern for maintenance staff. Make-up
air is generally inadequate for the laboratory exhaust and
general ventilation requirements.

could be improved as some piping is not insulated. Piping
is largely original and beyond its useful life expectancy
except for branch piping to fixtures in renovated areas.
Fixtures are generally either not ADA accessible or in poor
condition. New emergency showers and eyewash stations
are provided in renovated laboratories. However, it was not
clear if tempered water is being used. Backflow preventers
have been provided for laboratory benches and are located
above ceilings. Natural gas is provided to laboratories.
Compressed air is provided to laboratories via two air
compressors. One of the air compressors appears to have
been recently installed, while the other is much older and at
the end of its expected lifespan. Gas emergency shut-offs
were not accessible.
ELECTRICAL & LIGHTING SYSTEMS

The primary electric service for the building originates from
the campus’ primary electric feeder “5P7” and enters the
building from manhole #MH-14 to switchboard mounted
main switch “5P7-25”. The main switch is connected to a

Research Laboratory

CONTROLS Controls consist of a combination of electric
and pneumatic thermostats, valves and dampers within the
unit ventilators and air handling equipment. The pneumatic
controls are primarily originals and have exceeded their
useful life expectancy.
SPRINKLER The building has no sprinkler protection or

standpipes.

WATER SERVICE The underground water service for the
building is 2-inch, located in the ground floor mechanical
room.
PLUMBING, DOMESTIC WATER, WASTE, AND VENT PIPING
/ FIXTURES The domestic hot and cold water pipings are

mostly originals and are in need of replacements. Insulation
Teaching Laboratory
ZGF ARCHITECTS LLP
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750KVA, 13.8Kv primary-120/208V, 3-Phase transformer
also mounted in the switchboard. There are distribution
circuit breakers and power panels mounted in the
switchboard line-up. The main switchboard and distribution
circuit breakers appear to be originals to the building (circa
1968) and are in fair condition. Power to the laboratory
spaces is served by a mixture of old panels (which appear
original to the building) and panels that appear to have
been more recently installed; most are located in the
corridors. Some new branch circuit wiring and devices
have been installed in the renovated areas. The electrical
distribution system is in fair to poor condition, new electrical

risers and local distribution panels would be required to
accommodate any change in building occupancy. Lighting
consists of a variety of light fixture types generally with
fluorescent T-8 lamps. New lay-in parabolic type light
fixtures have been installed in renovated areas. Motion
detection lighting controls are provided in renovated areas.
Emergency lighting and exit signage appear to have
been recently installed in renovated areas and are battery
back-up type. General use power outlets at wet laboratory
areas and those mounted on older fume hood units are
not ground fault protected. Standby power is provided by
a 20Kw Kohler generator mounted outside of the building,
adjacent to the main electrical room. The generator is
connected to power panel “PPA” through an automatic
transfer switch in the building. Selected standby loads in
the building are connected to panel “PPA”.
FIRE ALARM The Gamewell fire alarm system appears in
fair working condition. Smoke detection has been installed
in the ceilings through the entire building. The location of
the fire alarm system devices does not comply with current
Code. There is no Campus Mass Emergency Notification
System in the building.

BUILDING ENVELOPE & SUPERSTRUCTURE

Research Laboratory

Bronwell Hall consists of an exposed structural concrete
frame and columns with cast-in-place concrete floor
slabs and a concrete roof deck. The building is faced with
infill brick masonry cladding on concrete masonry unit
back-up walls alternated by metal panel infill with singlepane window units. A more recent renovation replaced
the entryway with new storefront glass curtain wall and
stainless-steel canopy at the accessible ramp facing
Glenbrook Road at the South.
BUILDING INTERIOR

Interior corridors are constructed of painted concrete
masonry units. The VCT flooring is in good condition,
with some exceptions in first floor research spaces.
Some teaching and research spaces have recently been
renovated although fume hoods were generally not
replaced. Teaching spaces are not flexibly configured to
support collaborative learning styles. The first floor clean
room and associated laboratory spaces are in very poor
condition and do not support clean room protocols.
Research Laboratory
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Regardless of its condition, the relatively small footprint and limited overall square
footage of Bronwell Hall would suggest that there may be better, denser options for
site redevelopment. Such an approach would allow the construction of a building with
wider structural bays that can respond more nimbly to the University’s laboratory needs.
As an alternative, the existing building could be renovated to support engineering
teaching laboratory needs associated with expanding departments such as Biomedical
Engineering. Laboratory uses with high-intensity or specialty ventilation requirements
should be located in other facilities with attention paid to dispersion analysis of laboratory
exhaust. Depending on the pedagogical interests of the School of Engineering, Bronwell
Hall might be an appropriate site for a consolidated first-year integrated engineering
experience. The long-term redevelopment plans for Bronwell should be considered in
concert with those for the adjacent E2 and UTEB Halls.
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ENGINEERING II BUILDING

1.5 :: HILLSIDE ROAD

PROFILE

Constructed in 1959, Engineering II Building (E2)
houses the Chemical & Biomolecular Engineering
(CBE) Department. The building includes main
offices, classrooms, offices and laboratories, as
well as selected laboratories from the Mechanical
Engineering (ME) Department and teaching
laboratories for Materials Science Engineering
(MSE). E2 also houses highly utilized undergraduate
computer laboratories and learning center.

Building Number

0239

Constructed

1959

Major Renovation
Gross SF

57,907

Flood Zone

No

Historic Eligible

No

ADA Accessible

Yes

Elevator

Yes

Floors

EXISTING DEPARTMENT EXISTING USE
CBE
25%

5%
29%

MSE
12%

Engineering
General
8%
ME
48%

ASSIGNABLE SF

39,930

Classroom

2,029
11,608
16,022
10,069
0
0
140
61

Teaching Laboratories
Research Laboratories
Office
Study
Special

40%

Other
Unclassified

Registrar
5%
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25%
Unassigned
2%
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4

Values less than 1% not identified
for graphic clarity

CONDITIONS
MECHANICAL AND PLUMBING SYSTEMS

All heating for the building consists of hot water baseboard
radiation that is original and beyond its useful life
expectancy. The systems were reported as marginally
operational and there are large areas where the heat
is not adequate or not controlled. The building is not air
conditioned except for a few isolated spaces that are
served by either window A/C units or split type DX fan coils
connected to outside condensing units. Other teaching
spaces are not air conditioned.
EXHAUST SYSTEMS Exhaust systems consist of general
building exhaust that is ducted to each space through
side wall grills. Where new ceilings have been installed in
teaching spaces, ceiling grills have been ducted to building
exhaust systems. Original exhaust fans are located on the
roof and are beyond their useful life expectancy.
CONTROLS Controls consist of pneumatic thermostats
and valves for all heating terminal units. The system
is reportedly not functional and is inadequately zoned
resulting in large temperature variations from space to
space.
SPRINKLER The building has no sprinkler protection or

standpipes.

WATER SERVICE The building features underground water

service.

PLUMBING, DOMESTIC WATER, WASTE, AND VENT PIPING /
FIXTURES The domestic hot and cold water, storm, waste
and vent piping are mostly originals and are in need
of replacement. Fixtures are generally either not ADA
accessible or are in poor condition. Emergency showers
and eyewash stations are provided in central locations
of laboratories. Laboratories are provided with gas and
compressed air. Emergency gas shut-offs are provided in
some laboratories. Additional shut-offs are required to be
installed.

the present electric service connections pose serious safety
and service reliability issues. The electrical distribution
system is in poor condition, new electrical service entrance
equipment, risers, and local distribution panels would
be required to accommodate any change in building
occupancy. Power to the classrooms is served by electrical
panels located in the spaces. Many of the panels have
recently been replaced, but branch circuit wiring original
to the building was reused and reconnected to the new
panels. There is no standby power service to the building.
General use power outlets in wet laboratory areas are not
ground fault protected. Lighting is primarily from fluorescent
T-8 lamps and motion detection control is provided in
corridors and main teaching spaces. Emergency lighting
and exit signage have been recently replaced as part of a
code update project. Lighting in renovated areas has been
replaced with lay-in parabolic type.
FIRE ALARM There is a Simplex fire alarm control panel

in the building; the fire alarm system appears to be in fair
working condition. Smoke detection has been installed in
the ceilings through the entire building. There is no Campus
Mass Emergency Notification System in the building.
BUILDING ENVELOPE & SUPERSTRUCTURE

E2 consists of an exposed structural concrete frame
and columns with cast-in-place concrete floor slabs and
concrete roof deck. The building enclosure is composed of
brick masonry cladding on concrete masonry unit back-up
walls. Alternating strip windows infill the brick sections.
In 2002, the facade was improved at the Jorgensen
Road entryway with new storefront glass curtain wall
and stainless-steel canopy. Windows are single-pane
throughout and should be replaced with insulated, thermally
broken units.

ELECTRICAL AND LIGHTING SYSTEMS

There are two electrical feeds into the building from
the campus primary distribution system. One feeder is
“5P2-28-1A” and serves a 750KVA, 277/480V, 3-Phase
transformer. The second feeder is “5P2-28-1B” and
serves a 750KVA, 120/208V, 3-Phase transformer. The
transformers are located directly outside the building main
electric room and are connected to 277/480V, 3-Phase and
120/208V, 3-Phase distribution switchboards in the building
via exterior cable and bus duct connections. The electric
service equipment is approximately 40 years old and has
exceeded its expected useful life. The exposed nature of
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Classroom

BUILDING INTERIOR

As part of the 2002 facade improvement, the entryway
vestibule was enlarged and interior stairway renovated,
including the installation of a new stainless-steel, handicapaccessible elevator. Another accessible entrance exists
on the east side of the building at the rolling service
door. However neither entrance is equipped with an
automatic door opener. Toilets in the building do not meet
ADA requirements as they lack grab bars in accessible
stalls and are outfitted with toilet seat heights below 19

180
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Computer Laboratory

inches. Some interior areas have been recently renovated
including the conversion of part of a class laboratory
on the third floor for administrative program offices. In
general such reconfigurations are indicative of the lack of
space available to the programs in these buildings, and
the loss of teaching space further constrains the ability
to deliver MSE instruction. The classroom spaces in the
building are configured for lecture-based learning and are
pedagogically inflexible to accommodate active learning or
more collaborative styles of learning and teaching.
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Given its structural limitations, E2 is not a worthy candidate for advanced-level
engineering research laboratories. Its prominent and central site might best be
redeveloped at greater density to serve a broader range of School of Engineering needs.
As an alternative E2 it would be worthwhile to conduct a comprehensive renovation
of E2, developing the building for teaching laboratory and office use. The long-term
redevelopment plans for E2 should be considered in concert with those for the adjacent
Bronwell and UTEB Halls.
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UNITED TECHNOLOGIES ENGINEERING
BUILDING

PROFILE

United Technologies Engineering Building (UTEB)
is connected to Engineering II Building (E2) and
houses Department of Mechanical Engineering
administrative offices, faculty offices, classrooms,
and laboratories, as well as some laboratories
dedicated to the Department of Chemical and
Biomolecular Engineering (CBE). As an early publicprivate partnership, UTEB construction was partially
funded by contributions from the United Technologies
Corporation and its employees in 1987.

EXISTING DEPARTMENT EXISTING USE
CBE
41%

Building Number

0369

Constructed

1987

Major Renovation
Gross SF

46,517

Flood Zone

No

Historic Eligible

No

ADA Accessible

Yes

Elevator

Yes

Floors

5

ASSIGNABLE SF

26,075

10%

Classroom

6%

Teaching Laboratories

2,643
1,653
12,233
9,546
0
0
0
0

Research Laboratories
Office
Engineering
General
7%

-

47%

Study
Special

ME
46%

Other
Unclassified

37%
Registrar
5%
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Values less than 1% not identified
for graphic clarity

CONDITIONS
MECHANICAL AND PLUMBING SYSTEMS

All heating for the building consists of hot water baseboard
radiation that is original and beyond its useful life
expectancy. A steam to hot water heat exchanger with
associated pumps is located in the mechanical / electrical
room #188 and is served by a 6-inch MP steam from
campus steam distribution. Chilled water for the building
comes from a separate carrier chiller in the mechanical
room and feeds an air handler in the fan room to cool parts
of the building. The systems were reported as marginally
operational and there are large areas where the heat is not
adequate or not controlled. The building is only marginally
air conditioned through air handlers, except for a few
isolated spaces that are served by either window A/C
units or split type DX fan coils connected to the outside
condensing units. Other teaching spaces are not air
conditioned.
EXHAUST SYSTEMS Exhaust systems consist of general
building exhaust that is ducted to each space through
side wall grills. Where new ceilings have been installed in
teaching spaces, ceiling grills have been ducted to building
exhaust systems. Original exhaust fans are located on the
roof, and are beyond their useful life expectancy.
CONTROLS Controls consist of pneumatic thermostats
and valves for all heating terminal units. The system is
reportedly not functional and is inadequately zoned due to
either space reconfiguration or modifications to the heating
system.
SPRINKLER The building has sprinkler protection

throughout.

WATER SERVICE The underground water service for the
building enters in Mechanical / Electrical Room #188.
PLUMBING, DOMESTIC WATER, WASTE, AND VENT PIPING /
FIXTURES The domestic hot and cold water, waste, storm,

and vent piping is beyond its useful life expectancy and
in need of replacement. Fixtures are generally either not
ADA accessible or in poor condition. Emergency showers
and eyewash stations are provided in central locations
of laboratories. Laboratories are provided with gas and
compressed air and vacuum.

service entrance equipment, risers, and local distribution
panels would be required to accommodate any change
in building occupancy. Power to the laboratory areas
is served by electrical panels located in the adjacent
corridors or in the spaces. General use power outlets
at wet laboratory areas are not ground fault protected.
Lighting is primarily from fluorescent T-8 lamps and motion
detection control is provided in corridors and main teaching
spaces. Emergency lighting and exit signage are served by
a central battery emergency lighting unit rated at 5500VA
for 90 minutes; the unit appears to be an original to the
building and has exceeded its expected useful life. Lighting
in renovated areas has been replaced with lay-in parabolic
type with some occupancy sensor controls.
FIRE ALARM The Simplex fire alarm system appears to
be in poor working condition. The location of fire alarm
system devices does not comply with current Code. Smoke
detection has been installed in the ceilings throughout
the entire building. There is no Campus Emergency Mass
Notification System provided in the building.

BUILDING ENVELOPE & SUPERSTRUCTURE

UTEB consists of an exposed structural concrete frame
and columns with cast-in-place concrete floor slabs and
a concrete roof deck. The building is enclosed by brick
masonry cladding on concrete masonry unit back-up walls.
Alternating strip windows infill the brick sections and should
be replaced with thermally broken insulated units.
BUILDING INTERIOR

Although some interior renovations have occurred in
UTEB since its construction in 1987, the interior finishes
and configurations of many spaces are inadequate to
serve teaching and research needs. VCT flooring is in
generally acceptable condition. Lighting and ceiling finishes
should be replaced with modern and efficient fixtures.
Several teaching laboratory spaces appear overcrowded,
particularly for student projects work.

ELECTRICAL AND LIGHTING SYSTEMS

On the Ground Floor Mechanical / Electrical Room #188,
there is an 800A, 277/480V main disconnect switch with
associated distribution panel and a 1200A, 120/208V main
disconnect switch with associated distribution panel. The
electrical distribution equipment appears to be original to
the building, it shows some evidence of water damage
and has exceeded its expected useful life. The electrical
distribution system is in poor condition, new electrical
Teaching Laboratory
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Connected with E2, UTEB contributes significantly to the School of Engineering’s
teaching and research needs. Many of its building systems have reached their capacities
and are at the end of their useful lives. While incremental renovations have occurred,
a comprehensive evaluation of the value of this footprint together with those of E2
and Bronwell Halls should be studied against the redevelopment of this site. As an
alternative this facility could be repurposed to serve engineering teaching needs with
advanced research laboratory needs displaced to more recent construction. The longterm redevelopment plans for UTEB should be considered in concert with those for the
adjacent Bronwell and E2 Halls.
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1.5 :: HILLSIDE ROAD

GAMPEL PAVILION

PROFILE

No survey tour was conducted for this building.
Gampel Pavilion is a multipurpose arena sports center
that supports the athletic teams and also supports
the department of Kinesiology, part of the College of
Agriculture, Health and Natural Resources.

Building Number

0374

Constructed

1990

Major Renovation
Gross SF

X
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GAMPEL PAVILION

A survey tour was not conducted for this building.

UCONN STEM Space Needs Assessment
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ARJONA BUILDING

PROFILE

Paired with Monteith, Arjona was constructed in
1959 in the South Campus that is heavily used for
general purpose classrooms and houses Veteran
Affairs and Military Programs, Department of
Communication, offices for Cognitive Science in
the department of Psychology and Counseling and
Mental Health Services. The Jaime Homero Arjona
Building is named for the former instructor who led
the University’s Foreign Languages department from
1946 to 1964.

EXISTING DEPARTMENT EXISTING USE
Speech and
Language
31%

12%
2%
21%

Health Services
17%
Journalism
17%

Constructed

1959

Major Renovation
Gross SF
Flood Zone

41%

7%

Veterans and
Military Program
6%

18%

68,446
No

Historic Eligible

Yes

ADA Accessible

Yes

Elevator

Yes

Floors

5

ASSIGNABLE SF

42,840

Classroom

4,982
657
8,934
17,713
0
0
3,024
7,530

Teaching Laboratories
Research Laboratories
Office
Special

Uncoded
17%
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0235

Study

Psychology
12%

188

Building Number

Other
Unclassified

Values less than 1% not identified
for graphic clarity

CONDITIONS
MECHANICAL & PLUMBING SYSTEMS

The building HVAC systems were recently renovated and
suitable for continued use as an educational facility housing
classrooms, lecture halls, and office space. Primarily the
building is served by medium pressure steam from the
campus power plant. A pressure reducing station reduces
steam pressure from 65 psi to 10 psi at the basement
mechanical room for use in air handling unit steam coils
and steam to hot water heat exchangers, which serve four
pipe fan coils and miscellaneous radiation and unit heaters.
Chilled water is provided by four air-cooled centrifugal
chillers located in the basement mechanical room and
associated roof mounted condensers and chilled water
pumps. Each lecture space has a dedicated air handling
unit.
EXHAUST SYSTEMS Exhaust systems consist of general

building exhaust that is ducted to each space through
ceiling registers and wall grills. Exhaust and make-up
air systems provide the code required ventilation rates
for occupancy and is adequate for continued existing
occupancy. Exhaust fans are primarily located on the roof.
CONTROLS Control of all basic mechanical functions in the
facility, both for control equipment and local zones, are
handled through a distributed digital control (DDC) system
interfaced with the campus wide building automation
system.
SPRINKLER The building has no sprinkler protection or

“5P3-24D-1A” and “5P3-24D-1B” located in the first floor
electrical room. The primary service feeds a 1000 KVA
transformer and provides 277/480V, 3-Phase power. The
building main electrical distribution equipment is located
in an electrical room in the basement. There is 1600A,
3-Phase, 277/480V main distribution panel with branch
circuit breakers serving various building loads. There is
a Square D Lower Logic digital meter unit monitoring the
building electric service. The electric service entrance
equipment, associated panels and transformer appears to
have been recently upgraded and are in good condition.
General use power is provided by wall mounted panels
located in electric closets. There are newer power panels
in the building. New branch circuit wiring and devices have
been installed in the renovated areas. In general, lighting
consists of 2’ x 4’ recessed grid basket lens type troffers
with fluorescent T-8 lamps and occupancy sensor controls.
The light fixtures are in good condition. Emergency and exit
lighting have been recently replaced and consist of fixtures
with integral battery packs. There is no standby electrical
power provided for the building.
FIRE ALARM The Simplex fire alarm panel is located in the
main entry vestibule. The fire alarm system manual pull
stations and combination audio-visual unit installation were
recently updated, which appear to be in good working
condition and comply with Code. Smoke detection has
been installed in the ceilings throughout the building.
There are no campus emergency mass notification system
devices in the building.

standpipes.

WATER SERVICE The 2-inch underground water service for

the building is located in the basement mechanical room.
PLUMBING, DOMESTIC WATER, WASTE AND VENT PIPING /

FIXTURES The domestic hot and cold water, waste, storm,
and vent pipings recently replaced as part of the recent
renovation. Fixtures were also recently replaced and in
good condition. A backflow preventer has been provided for
the incoming water service.

ELECTRICAL & LIGHTING SYSTEMS

The electric service for the building is fed from campus
primary electrical feeder “5P3” through primary switches
Instructional Studio
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The Arjona Building serves primarily as administrative and faculty office space, dry
research offices and general instructional classroom. Having undergone recent
renovation, the building is in generally satisfactory condition with no major deficiencies
present.
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PHILLIPS COMMUNICATION SCIENCES
BUILDING

PROFILE

David C. Phillips Communication Sciences
Building houses offices and research spaces for
the Department of Speech Language, and Hearing
Sciences, as well as the Speech and Hearing Clinic.
When current renovations to accommodate a new
3T MRI scanner are complete, the building will also
house the Center for Brain Imaging, which will serve
cognitive neuroscience research within and beyond
the University community.

Building Number

0330

Constructed

1970

Major Renovation
Gross SF

26,393

Flood Zone

No

Historic Eligible

No

ADA Accessible

Yes

Elevator

Yes

Floors

EXISTING DEPARTMENT EXISTING USE
Speech, Language,
and Hearing Sciences
89%

2

ASSIGNABLE SF

14,931

8%

Classroom

12%

Teaching Laboratories

1,256
1,749
2,891
3,902
1,097
1,298
2,353
385

Research Laboratories
19%

Office
Study
Special

26%

Other
Unclassified

7%
9%
Registrar
8%
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16%
Uncoded
3%
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3%

Values less than 1% not identified
for graphic clarity

CONDITIONS
MECHANICAL AND PLUMBING SYSTEMS

Engineering tour not conducted.
ELECTRICAL AND LIGHTING SYSTEMS

Engineering tour not conducted.
BUILDING ENVELOPE AND SUPERSTRUCTURE

The cast-in-place concrete and brick masonry clad
envelope is in fair condition. Insulated window replacement
would offer improved thermal performance. The roofing
system condition is not known. Accessible entrances are
located on the west side and east side of the building with
automatic door openers, but no campus phone present.
Student Project Room

BUILDING INTERIOR

Various interior renovations have taken place over time,
and the interior is in generally fair condition. Typical interior
features include suspended acoustical tile, painted gypsum
walls or painted concrete masonry units, and carpeted or
VCT flooring. ADA-compliant restrooms are inadequately
provided in the building. Renovations are in completion,
which will accommodate a new Siemens 3T MRI scanner,
supporting MRI center space, and a number of dry
research laboratory renovations. To support the 4,000 SF
Center, the renovation provides electrical, cooling and
ventilation upgrades, vibration dampening, and specialized
shielding system.

Student Project Room
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The current renovations include interior renovations to upgrade finishes and reconfigure
dry research space and a more significant renovation to create the Brain Imaging Center
at Storrs. The new Center and the existing clinical component with the generally dry
research activities in the Phillips building are appropriately located at the south periphery
of campus, which provides independent and discrete visitor access.
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HUMAN DEVELOPMENT CENTER

PROFILE

No tour was conducted in the Human Development
Center. This location contains the Center for Applied
Research in Human Development, a joint venture of
the College of Liberal Arts & Sciences, Department of
Human Development and Family Studies the UConn
Cooperative Extension, and the Humphrey Clinic
for Individual, Couple and Family Therapy, which
provides services to members of the University and
surrounding communities, also serving as a training
site for graduate students in clinical research.

Building Number

0341

Constructed

1971

Major Renovation
Gross SF

31,190

Flood Zone

No

Historic Eligible

No

ADA Accessible

Yes

Elevator

Yes

Floors

2

ASSESSMENT
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT CENTER

X
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No tour was conducted for this building. In terms of location, the center and clinic use
are appropriately housed in the Human Development Center, which provide independent
public access at the periphery of the main campus.
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CENTER FOR CLEAN ENERGY ENGINEERING

PROFILE

The Center for Clean Energy Engineering (C2E2)
supports educational, governmental, and industrial
partnerships to develop and commercialize clean
energy technologies. Construction was subsidized by
the US Dept. of Commerce Economic Development
Authority and matching funds from UConn. C2E2
houses equipment supporting fuel cell testing, data
acquisition, materials processing, energy conversion,
fuels, and power management. The Center also
engages in community outreach programs. Adjacent
to the facility is a 400kW fuel cell power plant that
has supplied energy, heat and cooling at the Depot
Campus since 2012 in partnership with United
Technologies Corporation (UTC) Power.
EXISTING DEPARTMENT EXISTING USE
Center for
Clean Energy
Engineering
97%

2%

Building Number

2198

Constructed

2002

Major Renovation
Gross SF

No

Historic Eligible

No

ADA Accessible

Yes

Elevator

No

Floors

1

ASSIGNABLE SF

12,051

Classroom

258
4,811
2,135
4,074
0
100
321
353

Research Laboratories
Office
Study

18%

15,135

Flood Zone

Teaching Laboratories
40%

-

Special
Other
Unclassified

34%

Unassigned
3%
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3%
3%

Values less than 1% not identified
for graphic clarity

CONDITIONS
MECHANICAL & PLUMBING SYSTEMS

The building’s HVAC systems were mostly installed during
the construction of the facility in 1999. The systems are in
generally good serviceable condition but are approaching
the end of their useful life expectancy within the next five
to ten years. The building heating and air conditioning are
provided by packaged, gas fired roof mounted units ducted
to the space. Heating for the high bay laboratory portion
of the building is through the central air distribution and is
reportedly uneven and poorly controlled. Air handling units
provide all the ventilation make-up air to the laboratory
spaces. The make-up air is reportedly inadequate to
support existing fume hood exhaust requirements.
EXHAUST SYSTEMS Exhaust systems consist of general
building exhaust that is ducted to each space. Exhaust fans
are located on the roof.
CONTROLS Controls consist of electronic digital thermostats
and valves for all heating and cooling. The control systems
are in poor condition and approaching the end of their
useful life and should be considered for replacement.
SPRINKLER The building has wet sprinkler protection
system throughout.
WATER SERVICE The underground water system services

the building.

PLUMBING, DOMESTIC WATER, WASTE AND VENT PIPING
/ FIXTURES The building’s Plumbing systems are original

fluorescent fixtures each with six 32W T-8 fluorescent
lamps. There are lay-in parabolic type light fixtures installed
in selected areas. Emergency lighting and exit signage are
integral battery backed type fixtures.
FIRE ALARM The Simplex 4100U fire alarm panel located
in the entry vestibule was recently installed and appears
to be in good working condition. Smoke detection has
been installed in the ceilings throughout the entire building.
There is a Campus Emergency Mass Notification System
throughout the building.

BUILDING ENVELOPE & SUPERSTRUCTURE

The envelope consists of a painted stucco facade, with
metal standing seam roof and metal framed insulated
windows are in good condition overall. An accessible
entrance is provided to the building lobby. Rolling overhead
service doors provide direct access to several high-bay
laboratory areas.
BUILDING INTERIOR

The building interior is very well maintained and in good
condition overall. Typical finishes include painted gypsum
wall partitions, concrete masonry units, suspended
acoustical ceiling tile, open plenum spaces with open highbay areas, VCT tile flooring. Laboratory equipment and
casework vary and are in generally good condition. Floor
areas with restricted circulation are clearly delineated with
yellow highlight or pattern.

and in good condition. Emergency showers and eyewash
stations are provided in laboratories in central locations but
not readily accessible. Laboratory gas and compressed
air are provided and gas emergency shut-off controls
are located in central locations and are connected to gas
detection panels.
ELECTRICAL & LIGHTING SYSTEMS

Power to the building is 277/480V, 3-Phase, 4W. There are
dry type distribution transformers and 120/208V, 3 Phase
panels for general use power at various locations in the
building. The electrical distribution equipment appears to
be original to the building and is in good condition. General
use power outlets at wet laboratory areas are not ground
fault protected. Lighting is primarily from suspended
High-Bay Laboratory
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The Center for Clean Energy Engineering is the only facility currently at the Depot
Campus where its design, construction and condition adequately meet the laboratory
requirements and needs of scientific work conducted in it. While the Depot Campus
is not ideally located for student access, campus bus connections are suitable. The
continued success of programs which emphasize hands-on training and research
experience with students as well as the public interest and outreach at C2E2 will create
pressure on space capacity. Future phases of this study should examine this facility or
adjacent sites for potential expansion of this facility.
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LONGLEY BUILDING

PROFILE

The Longley Building was formerly part of the
Mansfield Training School located at the Depot
Campus, a former residential facility for individuals
with intellectual disabilities. The building currently
houses a number of engineering research initiatives
with industry partnerships.

Building Number

1125

Constructed

1952

Major Renovation
Gross SF

92,636

Flood Zone

No

Historic Eligible

No

ADA Accessible

Yes

Elevator

Yes

Floors

EXISTING DEPARTMENT EXISTING USE

Facilities
Management
4%

CT Transportation
Institute
18%
Center for Clean
Energy Engineering
14%
Uncoded
63%

2

ASSIGNABLE SF

55,284

1%
3%

Classroom

23%

Teaching Laboratories

623
1,622
12,827
7,599
0
0
2,875
29,738

Research Laboratories
14%
5%

Office
Study
Special
Other
Unclassified

54%

Values less than 1% not identified
for graphic clarity
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CONDITIONS
MECHANICAL & PLUMBING SYSTEMS

All heating for the building consists of steam heat radiators
and baseboard finned tube type, which are beyond their
useful life expectancy. The systems were reportedly
marginally operational and there are large areas where
the heat is not adequate or not controlled. The building is
not air conditioned except for a few isolated spaces that
are served by either window A/C units or split type DX fan
coils connected to outside condensing units. There is a lack
of mechanical make-up air for ventilation throughout the
building. Newer stand alone HVAC systems were installed
to support the lecture hall.
EXHAUST SYSTEMS Exhaust systems consist of a minimal
amount of local exhaust that is ducted to each space
through fume hoods. No operational general exhaust
exists within the building. There is inadequate ventilation
throughout the building. Exhaust fans are located on the
roof, and are of various vintages and beyond their useful
life expectancy. Several of the laboratories are related to
destructive testing of pavement and dust. Contaminant
removal systems are inadequate causing potential poor
indoor air quality.
CONTROLS Controls consist of stand-alone thermostats and

self contained valves for all heating.

SPRINKLER The building has no sprinkler protection.
WATER SERVICE The underground water service for the

building was not observed.

PLUMBING, DOMESTIC WATER, WASTE, AND VENT PIPING
/ FIXTURES The domestic hot and cold water piping are

mostly originals and in need of replacement. Piping
insulation is deficient as some piping is not insulated.
Piping is largely original and beyond its useful life
expectancy. Drainage piping on the lower level is reportedly
not functioning properly and has experienced repeated
back-ups. Fixtures are generally either not ADA accessible
or in poor condition. Emergency showers and eyewash
stations are not provided in laboratory areas. Propane gas
is provided for several laboratory spaces throughout the
building.

to power panel “PP1”. Panel “PP1” has branch circuit
breakers for various building loads. There is no standby
power in the building. Power panels and branch circuit
wiring appear to be originals to the building and are in fair
to poor condition. Power to the various building spaces
is by electrical panels located in the corridors. Lighting is
2’x4’ recessed grid acrylic lens troffers with fluorescent T-8
lamps. Emergency light fixtures are two head battery pack
units that plug into local duplex power outlets, which is a
Code violation. Exit signs have integral battery packs.
FIRE ALARM The Simplex 4100U fire alarm panel located
in the entry vestibule was recently installed and appears
to be in good working condition. Smoke detection has
been installed in the ceilings throughout the entire building.
There is a Campus Emergency Mass Notification System
throughout the building.

BUILDING ENVELOPE & SUPERSTRUCTURE

The 2-story structure is clad in brick masonry and vinyl
siding with single-pane windows offers poor thermal
performance and is in poor condition. The building lacks
a level of infrastructure to support the research laboratory
needs. The basic construction type is consistent with a
secondary school and does not easily support advanced
research.
BUILDING INTERIOR

The building interior is in generally fair to poor condition
with many laboratories in a vacant or transitional state.
While some laboratories have been renovated, others
are in very poor condition with ceiling tiles that have been
removed to accommodate additional piping installations.
Damage from prior leakages are visible.

ELECTRICAL & LIGHTING SYSTEMS

There is a 1200A, 277/480V, 3-Phase main circuit breaker
serving the building, the main circuit breaker was installed
in 2012 and is in good condition. There is a Square D
Power Logic digital meter unit monitoring the building
electric service. The main circuit breaker is connected
Research Laboratory
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Constructed as a school facility as part of a residential complex for individuals with
intellectual disabilities, the Longley Building is not appropriate for the research functions
located within. The building offers marginal value for any investment required to support
research laboratories.
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D BUILDING

PROFILE

The D Building on is a single story masonry utility
building on the Depot Campus that is currently used
as a workshop by the Formula Society of Automotive
Engineers (FSAE Club), a student engineering
competition team that builds vehicles for national
engineering school competitions. The building is
otherwise vacant. As part of the former Mansfield
Training School site, the building falls within the
UConn Historic District area.

Building Number

2107

Constructed

1916

Major Renovation
Gross SF
Flood Zone

20,433
No

Historic Eligible

Yes

ADA Accessible

No

Elevator

No

Floors

2

ASSESSMENT
D BUILDING

C

206

An engineering evaluation was not conducted for this building. The building construction,
condition and location is not appropriate for student use or research laboratory functions.
The envelope is in poor condition with active infiltration and leakages. This study
recommends that the building be vacated. Renovation or redevelopment of the property
is subject to Historic District regulation and the building cannot be legally demolished
outside of those protocols.
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HAMPTON COTTAGE

PROFILE

The Hampton Cottage is a wood-framed and wood
clad single story building occupied by invasive
plant and transgenic plant research. Adjacent to the
Cottage is a research greenhouse that supports plant
genomics research and its location away from the
central Storrs campus in the Depot Campus provides
a degree of isolation.

Building Number

2124

Constructed

1983

Major Renovation
Gross SF

11,208

Flood Zone

No

Historic Eligible

No

ADA Accessible

Yes

Elevator
Floors

No
1

ASSESSMENT
HAMPTON COTTAGE

C
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An engineering evaluation was not conducted for this facility. The building type is
residential in scale and construction, and is not appropriate for research laboratory
functions. The envelope is in poor condition with active infiltration and leakages that
prevent use of spaces. This study recommends that the building be demolished and the
property be redeveloped.
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UNION COTTAGE

PROFILE

No tour or engineering evaluation was conducted of
the Union Cottage.

Building Number

2169

Constructed

1975

Major Renovation
Gross SF

No

Historic Eligible

No

ADA Accessible

Yes

Floors

ASSESSMENT
UNION COTTAGE
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An engineering evaluation was not conducted for this facility. The building type is
residential in scale and construction, and is not appropriate for research laboratory
functions.
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SPACE NEEDS
ASSESSMENT
2.01 INTRODUCTION

UConn’s space needs assessment identifies the quantity of space required on campus
to support the stated academic and research programming. The primary determinants of
space needs are student enrollment and faculty hires. Secondary factors include special
initiatives such as expanded research grant funding or support for pedagogical initiatives.
The assessment is a tally that correlates institutional goals to enroll a given quantity of
students and hire a stated number of faculty against the quantity of space required.
The assessment is not an entitlement or mandate for the University to meet these
needs. Rather, it is an accounting of the resources required to accomplish stated tasks
that can inform and equip senior leadership to make effective choices: how best to
meet the widest, most impactful range of programming using space resources that are
available. The space assessment is also not a direct commentary on current conditions:
it is a numerical exercise that does not account for qualitative characteristics such as
the location, condition or configuration of existing space that collectively establish the
suitability of space.
Furthermore, the finding of a space shortfall is not necessarily a recommendation for
the construction of new space. It is often less disruptive to address space shortfalls by
relocating unrelated programming out of a building to allow existing functions to remain
and expand in place. New construction is typically best used to address space needs
that require advanced engineering infrastructure or other unique characteristics that are
do not yet exist on campus. Many space needs identified are well-suited to existing or
renovated facilities already in UConn’s portfolio.
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2.02 ENROLLMENT AND
FACULTY GROWTH

As a primary exercise the planning team developed a space needs assessment
based on NextGenCT goals of upwards of 5,000 undergraduates. The planning study
modified that base assumption to 5,000 students, both graduates and undergraduates,
in response to predicted resource limitations. Even taking into account this reduction in
undergraduate enrollment growth, an initial space assessment indicated an aggregate
increased space need far in excess of the University’s forecasted capital funding from
NextGenCT.
The planning team then assisted the University in modelling more focused planning
scenarios, looking closely at the percentage of future undergraduates likely to be
enrolled in STEM departments and the corollary quantity of faculty needed to support
that increase. Based on the inherent ties between the quantity of students and the
quantity of faculty required to teach them, the process also revealed the likelihood that
fewer faculty hires would be possible given uncertainty of state funding for operating
expenses. UConn therefore decided to develop an alternate planning scenario focusing
on the quantity of STEM students that would be supported with a more targeted goal of
anticipated faculty hires in STEM departments.
Although a more detailed effort of enrollment planning is currently underway, a
coordinated set of University enrollment projections would not be completed for inclusion
at the time of this study. In lieu of this, the planning team developed planning scenarios
independent of the academic planning effort. These enrollment and faculty hire scenarios
would be used solely for the purpose of space and facilities planning with particular
emphasis on mid-term needs (five to ten years).
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In discussing possible enrollment scenarios with each academic division in the
assessment, the planning study arrived at a common methodology for quantifying historic
enrollment by majors. Representatives of the School of Engineering and the College of
Agriculture, Health and Natural Resources representatives agreed on this methodology
but advised on small modifications to their respective future scenarios. Representatives
of the College of Liberal Arts & Sciences (CLAS) proposed an alternative metric for
quantifying historic enrollment. The space assessment includes both the OIRE and
CLAS sets of historic enrollment figures. The planning team’s analysis finds the current
and future projection of space need is not materially impacted by the differential between
each set of historical enrollment figures.
Following development of a scenario for enrollment growth, the planning team worked
with senior administration on the development of a planning scenario for faculty growth.
This model was not intended to serve as a faculty hiring plan but as a framework for
scenario planning that considered the quantity of faculty (by department) that might be
at Storrs in the short- (2018) and intermediate terms (2023). This faculty growth scenario
is based in part on the need to teach the anticipated quantity of students with special
emphasis on the University’s goal to double research grant expenditures consistent with
the stated goals of NextGenCT. In this light, the scenarios for 2018 more closely align
with the actual growth trends and the scenarios for 2023 reflect the more ambitious intent
of achieving the goals of NextGenCT. The faculty growth scenarios referenced in this
study reflect the review and endorsement of the STEM Study Steering Committee.

Tuition
Faculty
Hires
Grant
Funding
Undergraduate
Enrollment
Graduate
Enrollment

The STEM Space Assessment accounts for the fact that undergraduate and
graduate enrollment, faculty growth and research funding are inextricably linked.
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LONG-TERM ENROLLMENT
SCENARIOS
College of Agriculture, Health & Natural
Res.
Agriculture & Resource Economics
Allied Health Sciences
Animal Science
Kinesiology
Natural Resources and the Environment
Nutritional Sciences
Pathobiology and Veterinary Science
Plant Science and Landscape Architecture
Ratcliffe Hicks School of Agriculture
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Anthropology
Chemistry
Ecology & Evolutionary Biology
Human Development / Family Studies
Center for Integrative Geoscience
Marine Sciences
Mathematics
Molecular & Cell Biology
Physics
Physiology & Neurobiology
Psychology
Speech, Language & Hearing Sciences
Statistics
Biological Sciences (BCS)
Polymer Science Program
School of Engineering
Biomedical Engineering
Chemical & Biomolecular Engineering
Civil & Environmental Engineering
Computer Science & Engineering
Electrical & Computer Engineering
Engineering Undergraduate Core
Materials science Engineering
Mechnical Engineering
Management & Engineering for
Manufacturing
Institute of Materials Science
Institute of Materials Science
School of Pharmacy
School of Pharmacy
Subtotal
Total Student Headcount
Additional Headcount Enrollment
Target Additional
8K

Fall 2011
Existing1
UG
GR

Fall 2012
Existing1
UG
GR

Fall 2018
Projected
UG
GR

Fall 2023
Projected
UG
GR

1,315
190 1,425
202 1,429
203 1,593
360 1,765
470
17
42
17
51
17
58
20
76
25
85
468
18
548
19
607
13
647
26
700
30
324
27
314
24
320
23
299
28
320
35
92
126
125
185
106
30
130
29
114
24
122
35
130
40
145
31
150
29
143
30
180
22
200
30
84
21
95
23
91
23
79
20
95
25
104
21
107
27
82
32
85
27
100
40
67
64
55
69
70
4,012 1,035 3,918 1,064 4,147 1,082 4,349 1,084 4,800 1,370
107
44
93
44
67
47
56
48
60
60
178
135
182
145
193
135
188
145
200
145
67
62
66
59
56
57
52
61
52
65
379
49
355
56
377
50
340
51
355
65
30
18
31
17
33
19
33
14
37
20
10
38
12
40
15
38
21
35
25
40
441
127
443
140
468
138
528
137
540
200
300
175
266
177
331
167
328
138
350
190
64
84
68
77
88
77
88
87
95
100
293
41
331
38
380
36
437
37
500
45
1,014
153
954
152
951
152
922
152
991
190
49
52
237
53
350
100
32
81
43
91
38
89
53
100
55
120
1,097
- 1,074
- 1,101
- 1,066
- 1,190
28
28
25
26
30
1,959
784 2,098
822 2,430
932 2,713
966 2,800 1,225
311
88
300
90
376
111
405
112
425
160
144
281
160
300
190
219
138
235
139
240
287
103
325
108
327
115
351
118
360
140
240
100
286
112
341
120
445
122
390
170
218
124
234
129
296
138
308
151
330
190
83
26
131
36
172
72
166
92
175
95
87
93
103
93
119
96
140
86
185
125
460
112
440
115
509
136
535
125
550
155

1,925
544
25
95
750
35
340
40
150
215
140
45
230
35
100
34
120
45
70
5,550 1,685
75
75
235
145
60
70
370
70
80
35
30
40
660
230
375
270
125
125
550
75
1,150
250
375
125
65
140
1,400
35
3,300 1,320
500
165
370
190
425
170
475
175
420
200
195
100
225
135
600
185

NOTES ON ENROLLMENT GROWTH SCENARIOS
Graduate

7K

1.

Undergraduate

2.

+15%

over 2014

+9% over 2014

5K

3.

4K

4.
3K
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2011
2012
2013
2014
2018
2023

2011
2012
2013
2014
2018
2023

2011
2012
2013
2014
2018
2023

2011
2012
2013
2014
2018
2023

1K

CAHNR

CLAS

SOE

IMS

Existing headcount enrollment from Fall 2011 to Fall 2014
received from OIRE.
In 2014, Kinesiology, which includes Physical Therapy, joined
CAHNR from the School of Education.
Polymer Science is a graduate program with instruction delivered
by faculty from multiple divisions and multiple departments
including CHEM, CBE, MCB, PHYS, and BME.
Management and Engineering for Manufacturing (MEM) is an
interschool undergraduate program in association with the School
of Business, drawing upon faculty across SOE and SOB.

2011
2012
2013
2014
2018
2023

2K

0

Fall 2014
Existing1
UG
GR

54
44
50
82
85
90
121
120
121
122
132
132
121
120
121
122
132
132
196
248
197
250
203
254
196
253
200
260
200
270
196
248
197
250
203
254
196
253
200
260
200
270
7,482 2,378 7,638 2,458 8,209 2,592 8,851 2,785 9,565 3,457 10,975 3,951
9,860
10,096
10,801
11,636
13,022
14,926
+1,386
+3,290
+1,750
+3,500

+14% over 2014

6K

Fall 2013
Existing1
UG
GR

SOP
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FACULTY LINE GROWTH
SCENARIOS

2014
2018
Existing Projected

College of Agriculture, Health & Natural
Resources
Agriculture & Resource Economics
Allied Health Sciences
Animal Science
Kinesiology1
Natural Resources and the Environment
Nutritional Sciences
Pathobiology and Veterinary Science
Plant Science and Landscape Architecture
Ratcliffe Hicks School of Agriculture
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Anthropology
Chemistry
Ecology & Evolutionary Biology
Human Development / Family Studies
Center for Integrative Geoscience
Marine Sciences
Mathematics
Molecular & Cell Biology
Physics
Physiology & Neurobiology
Psychology
Speech, Language & Hearing Sciences
Statistics
Biological Sciences (BCS)
Polymer Science Program2
School of Engineering
Biomedical Engineering
Chemical & Biomolecular Engineering
Civil & Environmental Engineering
Computer Science & Engineering
Electrical & Computer Engineering
Engineering Undergraduate Core
Materials science Engineering
Mechnical Engineering
Institute of Materials Science
Institute of Materials Science
School of Pharmacy
Pharmaceutical Science
Pharmacy Practice
Total

Change

133
10
24
17
15
14
12
12
29

143
10
24
17
21
16
14
12
29

10

8%

182
12
32
26
24
17
15
20
36

49

37%

325
17
25
27
19
12
25
49
30
26
16
51
13
15

348
21
30
28
19
14
25
49
36
28
19
51
13
15

23

7%

388
21
32
28
19
14
25
55
54
30
21
60
13
16

63

19%

146
4
17
28
29
24
5
11
28
37
37
33
22
11
674

176
15
17
28
34
27
5
17
33
39
39
33
22
11
739

30

21%

62

42%

2

5%

4

11%

0

0%

0

0%

+65

10%

208
18
25
35
34
32
6
20
38
41
41
33
22
11
852

+178

26%

NOTES ON FACULTY GROWTH SCENARIOS

400

1.

+23

350

2.
300

3.

250

200

150

2023
Projected

Change

+30

In 2014, Kinesiology, which includes Physical Therapy, joined
CAHNR from the School of Education.
Polymer Science is a graduate program with instruction delivered
by faculty from multiple divisions and multiple departments
including CHEM, CBE, MCB, PHYS, and BME.
The charts highlight changes in growth projected by 2018, which
as noted earlier, more closely align with actual growth trends and
become the basis for space assessment.

+10

100

2014
2018
2023

2014
2018
2023

2014
2018
2023

+0

2014
2018
2023

0

+2

2014
2018
2023

50

CAHNR

CLAS

SOE

IMS

SOP
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2.03 SUMMARY FINDINGS

The Storrs campus operates with a current shortfall of approximately 195,000 net
assignable square feet (NASF) in STEM-related program space. This deficit in NASF
corresponds to approximately 375,000 gross square feet. Based on 2018 scenarios for
student enrollment and faculty growth, the aggregate STEM space shortfall is projected
to grow to approximately 365,000 net assignable square feet.
Although accommodating increasing student enrollment is the primary driver of the
current space shortfall on campus, it is providing for the research space for the faculty
who conduct the instruction that will present the greatest space pressures at the Storrs
campus. Approximately half of the total space shortfall projected by 2018 is in research
space.
Teaching and research activities produce different effects on the aggregate space need.
The seating capacity in each additional instructional laboratory creates a manifold
increase in throughput to serve additional students. This capacity is calculated and
provided within the departmental profile of each department in this assessment.
However, the space needed to support faculty research consists of a wide range of
components: principal investigator (PI) research space, associated space for graduate
students, and perhaps most importantly, core laboratory facilities, which may be
designed to support a broader community of researchers as well as external clients.

STEM SPACE NEEDS BY FUNCTION*

STEM SPACE NEEDS BY DIVISION*

1.8M

1.8M

2.0M

2.0M

1.6M
1.4M

Office
Office

+365K

Office
1.2M

Office
1.0M
0.8M
0.6M

Class
Laboratory

Research

Class
Laboratory

Class
Laboratory

Research

0

SOP
IMS
+365K

SOP
IMS

SOP
IMS

Research

0.6M

SOE
SOE

SOE

SOE

0.8M

CLAS

CLAS

CLAS

CLAS

CAHNR

CAHNR

CAHNR

CAHNR

Fall 2014
Existing

Fall 2014
Projected

Fall 2018
Projected

Fall 2023
Projected

0.4M

0.4M
0.2M

1.2M
1.0M

+190K

Research

1.6M
1.4M

Class
Laboratory

SOP
IMS

Special
Use

Special
Use

Special
Use

Special
Use

Existing
Space

Current
Space Need

Fall 2018
Projected

Fall 2023
Projected

0.2M
0

*All figures are Net Assignable Square Feet
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In the short term, a significant increase in research space is needed to recruit and
support new faculty hires. In addition to building research productivity, new hires will
support the intended growth of enrollment. The 2018 projection is a significant milestone
with a short-term need of almost 65 additional faculty across STEM-related disciplines.
The space need attending faculty growth is particularly acute given the fact that recent
university-wide enrollment growth has matched or exceeded projections: projected
students have already arrived on campus, are progressing toward a declared major and
through their respective programs. Enrollment growth has been particularly strong in the
School of Engineering (SOE) where the quantity of incoming freshman has more than
doubled in the past four years. This growth has far outstripped that of STEM disciplines
outside of engineering.
SOE constitutes half of the anticipated STEM faculty growth by 2018 at UConn. This
corresponds to a 21% increase in the quantity of engineering faculty supported by a
130% increase in research space need, in part due to its existing space shortfall. The
space implications of faculty growth are most pronounced in Biomedical Engineering
which would require five times the research space currently assigned to the division.

STEM SPACE NEEDS BY DIVISION AND FUNCTION*

CAHNR
Administrative
Class Laboratory
Research
Special Use
CLAS
Administrative
Class Laboratory
Research
Special Use
Inactive
SOE
Administrative
Class Laboratory
Research
Special Use
IMS
Administrative
Class Laboratory
Research
Special Use
SOP
Administrative
Class Laboratory
Research
Special Use
Total
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Current
Space
343,817
57,911
47,833
52,987
185,086
571,134
155,994
94,846
230,774
86,824
2,696
212,104
65,884
43,946
86,112
16,162
59,978
16,893
38,641
4,444
51,736
12,018
5,372
27,466
6,880
1,238,769

Projected

Projected

Fall 2014
351,872
59,518
60,040
50,150
182,164
605,872
144,585
131,265
235,157
92,169
2,696
355,015
75,664
106,099
155,120
18,132
68,291
15,041
49,500
3,750
52,598
15,528
5,470
24,700
6,900

Fall 2018
381,067
65,550
62,887
70,466
182,164
671,442
160,115
141,251
274,886
92,494
2,696
419,923
89,172
114,973
197,646
18,132
76,312
15,912
56,650
3,750
55,003
16,008
5,470
26,625
6,900

1,433,648

1,603,747

Surplus
(Shortfall)
(37,250)

%
Difference
by 2018
11%

(100,308)

18%

(207,819)

98%

(16,334)

27%

(3,267)

6%

(364,978)

29%
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Projected
Fall 2023
404,350
74,390
62,887
84,909
182,164
765,253
179,776
153,332
336,622
92,827
2,696
462,213
98,162
123,151
222,768
18,132
79,359
16,484
59,125
3,750
59,046
16,776
5,470
29,900
6,900
1,770,221
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Faculty growth is not limited to SOE. Other STEM departments such as Chemistry and
Physics will also need to add teaching faculty, which is driven less by internal factors and
more by the academic foundation that is required by a surge of engineering students.
In the Life Sciences, new faculty hires are anticipated, primarily in the Molecular and
Cellular Biology (MCB) and Physiology and Neurobiology (PNB) departments. These
are two biological science areas with strong prospects for increased grant expenditures
and that generate enrollment that will progress to upper division courses. In related fields
within CAHNR, Nutritional Sciences and Kinesiology including Physical Therapy will
need additional faculty in response to enrollment growth that is a byproduct of interest in
wellness and health professions.
Beyond the need for additional research space there is also a commensurate need
for teaching facilities to support the additional students. Again, the greatest shortfall in
instructional space across divisions can be found in SOE. Currently, SOE instruction is
disproportionately didactic, leaving the University at a disadvantage relative to its peers.

Critical Space Need

CRITICAL SHORTFALLS: RESEARCH SPACE
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BME
CBE
CEE
ECE
ME
CSE
IMS
PSYCH
MCB
PNB
PSLA
ANTHRO
AHS
EEB
KINS
NRE
HDFS
AS
STATS
GEOSCI
NS
MATH
MAR
SLHS
C2E2
ARE
BCS
EM
CTI
ANR-DEAN
PVS
PHYS
CHEM

SOE
SOE
SOE
SOE
SOE
SOE
PROV
CLAS
CLAS
CLAS
CAHNR
CLAS
CAHNR
CLAS
CAHNR
CAHNR
CLAS
CAHNR
CLAS
CLAS
CAHNR
CLAS
CLAS
CLAS
SOE
CAHNR
CLAS
CLAS
SOE
CAHNR
CAHNR
CLAS
CLAS
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Existing
Space
2,497
13,853
10,021
20,639
19,168
8,689
45,018
27,628
43,612
19,072
8,418
884
1,312
26,409
0
7,413
1,188
10,890
1,970
6,131
6,614
0
23,951
4,160
6,135
0
2,373
2,372
5,110
2,822
15,518
25,336
45,018

Current
Need
18,145
27,970
20,873
31,694
28,288
16,150
49,500
34,638
40,894
20,820
10,278
4,805
3,330
28,625
0
8,295
3,099
9,725
3,375
6,050
6,450
0
24,674
3,300
6,609
0
2,500
2,374
5,110
2,822
9,250
14,184
24,446

Projected
Fall 2018
28,779
37,023
27,850
37,441
33,938
20,645
56,650
38,713
53,596
25,700
14,095
5,870
5,210
30,100
3,063
10,163
3,863
13,438
4,400
8,250
8,575
1,481
25,411
5,500
6,609
250
2,500
2,374
5,110
2,822
12,850
18,834
30,041

Shortfall
by 2018 % of Exist
-26,282
1053%
-23,170
167%
-17,829
178%
-16,802
81%
-14,770
77%
-11,956
138%
-11,632
26%
-11,085
40%
-9,984
23%
-6,628
35%
-5,677
67%
-4,986
564%
-3,898
297%
-3,691
14%
-3,063
-2,750
37%
-2,675
225%
-2,548
23%
-2,430
123%
2,119
35%
-1,961
30%
-1,481
-1,460
6%
-1,340
32%
-474
8%
-250
-127
5%
-2
0%
0
0%
0
0%
2,668
-17%
6,502
-26%
14,977
-33%

Projected
Fall 2023
32,958
38,530
35,725
40,215
41,350
21,990
58,575
42,788
77,103
36,255
16,960
6,585
7,080
31,475
3,850
11,009
4,536
15,563
5,125
12,650
10,250
1,975
26,165
9,550
6,609
375
2,500
2,374
5,110
2,822
17,000
23,677
31,924

FORECAST OF FUTURE SPACE NEEDS

In order to remain current with best practices and to respond to evolving accreditation
requirements, wider support of project- and team-based activities will be vital, particularly
for senior-thesis and lower-division coursework. Significant teaching space shortfalls
also exist in many CLAS and CAHNR departments, most notably in class laboratories
supporting Biology Central Services (BCS), Physics, and Kinesiology. Though smaller
in scale, teaching space need in Pathobiology and Veterinary Science, Allied Health
Science and Animal Science reflects existing space deficit and increasing demand.
The academic foundation that establishes the pathway for undergraduates to succeed
in STEM-related fields and to complete general education requirements universitywide begins with fundamental instruction, principally, in Biology, Chemistry, Physics
and Mathematics. Service course enrollment often dwarfs that of departmental majors
and drives the shortfalls of teaching space projected by 2018 in Physics and in Biology
Central Services (Biology 1000), the unit that coordinates support for undergraduate
Biology instruction.
CRITICAL SHORTFALLS: TEACHING (CLASS LABORATORIES)

Critical Space Need

Existing
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ENGR-UG
BCS
PHYS
KINS
CEE
BME
PSYCH
CBE
MSE
ECE
PNB
NRE
CSE
CHEM
MCB
ME
PVS
AHS
AS
SLHS
MATH
C2E2
STATS
MAR
RHSA
ANR-DEAN
NS
ANTHRO
GEOSCI
HDFS
EEB
PSLA

SOE
CLAS
CLAS
CAHNR
SOE
SOE
CLAS
SOE
SOE
SOE
CLAS
CAHNR
SOE
CLAS
CLAS
SOE
CAHNR
CAHNR
CAHNR
CLAS
CLAS
SOE
CLAS
CLAS
CAHNR
CAHNR
CAHNR
CLAS
CLAS
CLAS
CLAS
CAHNR
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Space
2,767
7,429
10,242
13,728
6,479
4,035
3,965
4,235
4,840
5,130
6,168
647
4,181
21,297
13,597
4,820
680
4,747
3,225
2,313
1,634
6,433
841
6,419
485
3,549
2,901
2,767
5,423
4,999
7,752
17,871

Current
Need
31,568
19,440
21,489
18,858
10,530
9,369
8,100
9,018
9,045
9,518
9,113
5,022
8,856
23,598
15,674
7,750
3,564
6,380
4,698
3,780
2,304
6,931
1,056
6,525
485
3,549
2,844
2,438
4,860
4,608
6,480
12,960

Projected
Fall 2018
37,605
22,073
21,489
20,733
12,204
9,585
9,252
9,180
9,477
9,707
10,733
5,022
8,532
25,218
17,294
7,900
3,564
6,380
4,698
3,780
2,304
6,931
1,056
6,633
485
3,549
2,844
2,438
4,860
4,416
6,480
13,932

Shortfall
by 2018 % of Exist
-34,838
1259%
-14,644
197%
-11,247
110%
-7,005
51%
-5,725
88%
-5,550
138%
-5,287
133%
-4,945
117%
-4,637
96%
-4,577
89%
-4,565
74%
-4,375
676%
-4,351
104%
-3,921
18%
-3,697
27%
-3,080
64%
-2,884
424%
-1,633
34%
-1,473
46%
-1,467
63%
-670
41%
-498
8%
-215
26%
-214
3%
0
0%
0
0%
57
-2%
329
-12%
563
-10%
583
-12%
1,272
-16%
3,939
-22%
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Projected
Fall 2023
37,605
24,705
24,219
20,733
12,798
10,341
9,252
9,828
9,855
10,463
12,353
5,022
9,072
28,782
18,914
8,300
3,564
6,380
4,698
3,780
2,304
6,931
1,056
3,833
485
2,844
2,438
4,860
4,416
6,480
13,932
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2.04 SCHOOL OF

As was noted above, based on the approved scenarios for student enrollment and
faculty growth the greatest need for space can be found in the School of Engineering.
The Division is on track to far exceed its enrollment targets for NextGenCT and is
entering a critical period in which it needs to respond to serve those students with an
appropriate quantity of space.

ENGINEERING

The most pressing space needs are generated by the departments of Biomedical
Engineering (BME) and Material Science & Engineering (MSE) owing both to significant
growth in enrollment and faculty research needs and simply the growth relative to the
current paucity of space occupied by those departments. Although not the greatest
quantities of space shortfall measured in square footage, these departments require the
greatest percentage increase in relative terms to their current states. These departments
also account for over 25% of the anticipated faculty hires by 2018. If the University
is to provide for the students that have already enrolled in these programs and will
attract the faculty necessary to teach them, then creation of an appropriate quantity of
BME and IMS research space is critical. While it is understood that some quantity of
BME space will be provided for in the upcoming ESB the aggregate need is far greater
and is research-focused. Although many BME classes are currently taught by faculty
from associated departments, the program which was established 45 years ago was
formalized as a department in 2012 and future faculty will generally be hired directly into
the department to support its growth.
Similar space pressures will face Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering (CBE), Civil &
Environmental Engineering (CEE) and Mechanical Engineering (ME) predominantly due
to enrollment growth that has already begun and is likely to continue. Similar to BME and
MSE, ME is projected to grow by five additional faculty. This growth will be particularly
challenging given the highly procedure-specific nature of some ME research activities,
and equipment-driven laboratories. Besides CEE and ME, few other Engineering
departments also have potential need of high-bay space on campus.
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Two additional SOE departments anticipate precipitous growth: Computer Science
& Engineering (CSE) and Electrical & Computer Engineering (ECE). In addition to a
significant rise in SOE enrollees, these departments also have seen and anticipate an
increase in enrollment outside the division. Both in terms of headcount and in terms
of student FTEs these departments can anticipate the greatest enrollment pressures.
However, due in part to the differential nature of the research conducted, these
departments will see slightly less dire space pressures than other predominantly wetbench research disciplines.
Across the division there is a significant need for instructional space owing primarily
to the current lack of dedicated space for senior thesis and other co-curricular project
spaces. In order for UConn to remain competitive with undergraduate engineering
instruction found at comparable research universities it will be critical to provide a
commensurate level coursework related project-based instructional laboratories.
Engineering typically attracts students who seek experiential and co-curricular learning
opportunities. Extensions of the formal learning experience carry both space and
staff needs. Dedicated instructional laboratories in engineering should be scaled to
accommodate both greater class sizes to maintain course throughput and to serve as
multi-functional support of enhanced student engagement.
Equally important, UConn currently lacks the wide range of fundamental dedicated
instructional laboratories necessary for a modern engineering curriculum that are large
enough to support the class sizes admitted. While this condition is currently acutely felt
in core computational laboratories within the division, as the recent enrollment surge
progresses through their respective programs, these shortfalls will be expressed across
the curricula.
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2.05 COLLEGE OF

As the largest of divisions in this outlook, changes in space needs for CLAS have
multiple drivers, some internal and others external. Significant enrollment growth in SOE
drives a large quantity of space needed within select CLAS components. In particular,
tremendous demand for Physics teaching principally services lower-division engineering
students. In seeking to retain the most innovative and engaging faculty in this
department UConn will likely need to offer more attractive research opportunities both
in terms of the quality of the space offered as well as the opportunity for collaborative
relationships with other disciplines. Similar to Physics, the Chemistry department has
also seen an increase in student enrollment in part due to enrollment increases in SOE.
Furthermore, recent faculty attrition has added to the need to recruit additional lines in
this department.

LIBERAL ARTS &
SCIENCES

Within the life sciences, Molecular & Cell Biology (MCB) and Physiology & Neurobiology
(PNB) have the greatest space pressures, generated in part by anticipated faculty
hires but also due to a lack of core instructional laboratories. In particular, a shortfall
in class laboratories for Anatomy & Physiology and for upper division coursework.
Fortunately, these departments can build on an existing complement of research space.
Most importantly, the University has made a significant investment in core facilities
such as laboratory animal resources (vivaria) with significant expansion capacity. By
positioning new faculty proximate to the existing vivarium, PIs can be more readily
accommodated. Similarly the University is in the process of investing in the Institute for
Systems Genomics. While a research institute in itself, the ISG could be regarded as an
anchoring core facility.
To a lesser extent there are also space pressures found in Psychology which recently
saw the upgrade and expansion of departmentally allocated space with a building
addition and recent renovations. While the need for additional research space is fairly
modest owing to a nominal increase in faculty lines, the need for additional teaching
space in Psychology is generated by an anticipated uptick in graduate FTEs and
undergraduate enrollment generated by the University’s general education requirements,
part of which can be satisfied by lower division Psychology courses.
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Like Psychology, Statistics too will require additional space due to increased University enrollment, and the role Statistics
plays in preparing students for STEM disciplines. While the total quantity of tenure-track faculty lines are expected to
remain constant, it is anticipated that a number of non-tenure track faculty will be added to address the sizable jump in
undergraduate and graduate FTEs. As a contributing factor, Statistics serves an important role in developing fundamental
skills that students require for other fields of study, such as anthropology, engineering and psychology. As enrollment in
other STEM majors increases, the demand for Statistics courses will drive additional teaching space needs.
Similarly, enrollment growth drives additional space needs in Anthropology in that courses in this department can
contribute toward three out of four content areas of the University’s General Education Requirements for undergraduates.
This service role shapes the department’s net space needs. Although the number of undergraduate majors in
Anthropology has declined between 2011 and 2014, there are still double the number of majors recorded in 2009. There
is therefore a need to bring on as many as three additional faculty in the near term, each with associated research, which
may be less infrastructure-intensive than many wet-bench disciplines, yet may increasingly rely on technology-enabled
space in support of medical anthropology, experimental and controlled experiments, or data-visualization.
130K
Several CLAS130K
departments may require modest to little growth in space. Although these departments such as Ecology
& Evolutionary Biology (EEB), the Center for Integrative Geosciences (CIG), Mathematics and Speech, Language and
Hearing Sciences (SLHS) may require adjustment to their existing spatial distribution, the quantity of space currently
120K
allocated meets
or exceeds the amount required. Recent renovations in Phillips and the addition of the FMRI facility there
120K
will provide improved support of research toward Brain, Mind and Cognition initiatives.
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2.06 COLLEGE OF
AGRICULTURE,
HEALTH AND
NATURAL RESOURCES

CAHNR space needs will be evenly distributed across departments with some
exceptions. While not as dramatic as the overall space deficit for SOE, select CAHNR
departments will need significantly more space relative to the amount they currently
occupy. These include Allied Health Sciences and Kinesiology, including Physical
Therapy, due to a need to correct for current space deficiencies and accommodate
increasing demand in health science professions. Both departments anticipate a 50%
increase in student FTEs between 2014 and 2018 generating a need for both class
laboratories and research space. Additionally, these departments also show a significant
space deficit relative to faculty office and departmental administrative space needs
in part due to the fact that their expansive growth has manifested while they remain
located within older historical buildings on campus with limited footprints. It is important
to reiterate that the space needs assessment is not a commentary on the quality of the
space within the existing inventory, but a statement of the quantity of space needed for
the activities.
Continuing to build on the potential of related health sciences and transdisciplinary
research, Pathobiology and Veterinary Science will have office space needs associated
with moderate increase in doctoral students and research staff, but more immediately a
need to correct a current deficit in teaching laboratory space.
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Other notable changes in CAHNR departments will have played out over a longer time
period. Agriculture and Resource Economics, for example, is forecast to see growth
between 2009 and 2018 of 47% in undergraduate majors and more notably a 183%
increase in its graduate program, for an aggregate departmental increase of 134% in
that time period. While the space impact is a modest 2,000sf increase, it represents the
ability to sustain the department’s progress.
Consistent with strategic initiatives in the College there is also a modest need for
research space chiefly due to an anticipated 5% increase in faculty lines 2014-2018. In
particular, the College has identified Food and Nutrition Security as an area of focus in
the coming years with space need implications for related disciplines. In some instances
this manifests in a need for additional research space such as Natural Resources
Management, Plant Science and Landscape Architecture, and Nutritional Sciences,
but generally it manifests in the administrative space needs to accommodate moderate
increases in doctoral students, and research staff.
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2.07 INSTITUTE OF

Given the scale of the Institute and its current location in Gant, for the purposes of the
space needs assessment IMS is treated as a stand-alone division with unique affiliations
to other academic divisions that involve teaching loads, as related to materials science
and the polymer program sponsored through CLAS, and research activities that are
increasingly multi-disciplinary. Based on the Institute’s historic funding successes,
a modest increase in space need is anticipated both in terms of office and research
space. The projections also anticipate a modest increase in the sizes of PI (principal
investigator) teams, to slightly more than an average of five members per PI team, given
both recent UConn successes in seeking grant funding as well as recent trends in grant
support which increasingly draw upon a greater diversity of research interests.

MATERIALS SCIENCE

IMS is representative of the trend across top-tier research institutions to use
transdisciplinary integration of engineering, physical and life sciences to facilitate
research innovation with wide-reaching implications. Although more than 100 individual
researchers affiliate with the Institute from a broad range of home departments including
UConn Health Center, the principle disciplines represented are chemistry, physics,
chemical engineering, materials science and engineering, but also molecular and cell
biology, pharmacy, biomaterials, nutritional science, and electrical engineering. Greater
integration encourages departmental silos to recede, with spatial dividends made
possible through shared core support facilities and fewer duplications of process space
and resources.
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2.08 SCHOOL OF

Although a steady-state forecast for the School of Pharmacy carries no increases in
faculty and minimal change in enrollment, a lack of study and workspace serving postdoctoral and doctoral students drives a current space shortfall that will continue unless
additional resources become available. Several existing departmental spaces in the
Pharmacy-Biology Building deserve review, such as the pharmacy library, ground floor
locker storage or dosing laboratory. Such spaces may represent opportunities to satisfy
a need for workspace, and unassigned or flexible study and collaboration space.

PHARMACY
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2.09 GUIDE TO
THE DETAILED
ASSESSMENT

Historical Datasets
For the STEM study three datasets were the principal drivers of the space analysis:
• Majors by headcount for graduates and undergraduates (the “tally of majors”)
• Fall 2014 and historical course schedules including, but not limited to all sections, section enrollments, instructional types, student FTEs
(graduates and undergraduates) and locations (the “Fall 2014 course schedule”)
• The University’s personnel file listing faculty and staff lines including titles (the “personnel file”)
Data Sources
All three datasets utilized were provided by the University with the first two representing the “published” or official numbers of the institution.
The tally of majors was captured from files published and made available on UConn’s OIRE website and that source is identified on each
departmental space profile. The University Registrar provided Fall 2014 course schedule information and the University’s Department of
Human Resources provided the personnel file.
Utilizing Frozen Files over Live Files
All three files are referred to as “frozen files” as they represent a snapshot or point in time. Over the course of a semester students add or
change majors and drop courses while departments hire faculty and staff. Use of such a snapshot is typical for any space analysis. As “peak”
enrollment typically occurs in the Fall semester and is the primary driver of space need, the snapshot is taken towards the end of September.
Almost all state university systems have an official census date.
The University, colleges and schools maintain these files as “live files” throughout the semester. Those files represent what is “currently”
happening within each department. The quantity of majors increases as students declare while enrollments in each course decline as students
withdraw. As the course schedule is the source for the student FTEs utilized in the analysis, the departmental student FTEs also decrease.
While personnel files are typically steady, they do fluctuate over the course of a semester.
The Disadvantage of Utilizing Live Files
Utilizing these live files will lead to a smaller space assessment for each department resulting in an assessment that does not accurately
capture departmental space needs. In part, this is due to the fact that NextGenCT growth is defined by a fixed set of incremental numbers,
not an absolute total number nor a fixed percentage. Student enrollment in CAHNR serves as a good example: for Fall 2014, UConn’s OIRE
tallied 1,740 undergraduate majors. The NextGenCT 2018 planning scenario anticipates 2,500 additional students across the University with
70% devoted to STEM for a total 1,750 new STEM students (undergraduate and graduate). 110 of those are additional undergraduate majors
attributed to CAHNR or approximately 6% growth over the 1,740 OIRE number.
This percentage is the critical number as it forms the basis for student FTE projections. For each department, the quantity of student FTEs
and the related WSCHs are the key drivers of the space need, not each program’s headcount. The critical issue is not the absolute number of
majors, but the rate of growth in majors and how that relates to the quantity of student FTEs.
Total student FTEs are separated into lower-division (foundational and introductory material) and upper-division (major-specific topics)
categories. This breakdown is critical for a department such as Physics that tallies approximately 60 total majors but more than 600 FTEs.
The upper-division should closely align with a growth in majors but enrollment by non-majors, for example, students taking Physics courses to
fulfill prerequisite requirements, drive the lower division. Although Physics majors might not be growing, the University may need to expand the
department’s facilities and faculty lines based on the growth of that department’s service role. For this reason the quantity of undergraduate
majors is a secondary or tertiary dataset in terms of importance.
If the assessment were based on live files and took as a starting point CAHNR’s November 2014 count of 2,000 undergraduate majors, the
addition of 110 students represents 5% growth, not 6% calculated using the frozen files. Such an analysis will both tally a lower growth rate
generally, but more importantly count fewer FTEs by virtue of the quantity of students lost to attrition over the course of the semester. The
projected quantity of student FTEs could therefore be substantially less. Because this quantity of FTEs and the related WSCHs are
the primary drivers of resources at the undergraduate level, each department’s space needs assessment will be lower.
Maximizing Calculated Space Needs Assessments
An attempt to mix and match datasets to maximize the resulting space needs assessment would involve utilizing the course schedule from the
fall semester’s first week (maximum course enrollment) and the quantity of majors at the end of the semester (maximum program enrollment).
Assuming the growth rate is a fixed percentage then all the STEM departments’ space needs would be proportionally larger. Inflating the need
in this way is not recommended, particularly as the current assessment far exceeds the available resources.
Consistency with Public Datasets
Recognizing that utilizing late-term program enrollments actually fails to capture the magnitude of space need, the most accurate approach
is to follow the standard convention of most state systems, utilizing frozen files from an agreed-upon consensus date for both departmental
majors and student FTEs. Furthermore, this approach ensures that individual projects that are developed and submitted to the State for capital
funding will not vary in enrollment tallies relative to public documents provided elsewhere by the University.
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INPUT DATA
The space assessment is based on a number of UConn data sets provided to the
planning team at the start of the project. These include statements of historical
enrollment for majors categorized by department as well as quantities of faculty and
staff, again by department. These data sets were provided by UConn’s Organization
of Institutional Research and Effectiveness (OIRE). In addition, OIRE provided course
schedule and enrollment data by class for multiple semesters. For the purposes of the
planning study Fall 2014 was identified as the reference point for a current state in
part because this was the most current data set at the commencement of the planning
study and because the Fall semester represents a more typical and complete profile of
student enrollment than the Spring. In addition, the University’s Department of Human
Resources provided the planning team with a database of current faculty and staff coded
by functional and administrative title that factored into the analysis current needs for
administrative and office space.
Perhaps the most important data set to be provided by UConn was the physical space
inventory (PSI): an enumeration of each space on campus both net assignable and
building support extracted from the University’s FAMIS database. As this information is
updated based on periodic walk-throughs as well as departmental self-reporting it is not
necessarily reflective of current conditions. Although a complete inventory update and
verification was beyond the scope of this study, the planning team did provide some
limited update to the PSI based on site visits to teaching and research laboratories at
the project outset. Furthermore, some additional polishing to the PSI was undertaken
to reflect changes to the Master University Department (MUD) table: a complete listing
of departments, centers and institutes across the institution. Although imperfect, for
planning purposes the resultant inventory would provide a sufficiently accurate statement
of current occupancy from which to launch the subsequent planning study.
Perhaps most importantly, this inventory has not been adjusted to reflect the existing
conditions of UConn’s facilities: spaces with limited engineering infrastructure or
suffering from obsolescence. The inventory also does not reflect the University’s desire
to divest from select resources, most importantly the Torrey Life Sciences Building which
is slated for eventual demolition. It should also be noted that anticipated additions to the
PSI have not been accounted for in this space assessment. At the time of this study the
University had not yet apportioned space in renovated Montieth Hall anticipated to be
assigned to the Mathematics Department. Similarly, a space allocation model had not
yet been published for the Engineering Science Building or the Innovation Partnerships
Building (IPB).

SCENARIOS FOR STUDENT AND FACULTY GROWTH
Based on these input data sets the planning team worked with the University to develop
of planning scenarios anticipating the projected quantity of students and faculty on
campus at the 2018 and 2023 milestones that would in turn serve as the basis of
assessing the quantity of space needed to serve those populations. As a starting point,
the development of a scenario of student enrollment began with the NextGenCT goal of
5,000 additional undergraduates from a base year of 2013 to 2023, interpreted to mean
5,000 students total at Storrs with approximately 75% of those being undergraduates
and 25% graduates. Based on the STEM fields identified within the scope of the
planning study it was calculated that approximately 50% of the current student body is
enrolled in STEM fields. This percentage is expected to rise in the coming decade such
that approximately 70% of all new students will disproportionately enroll in STEM related
disciplines. Based on these projections it was concluded that by 2018 the percentage
share of STEM students at Storrs would rise to 52% and then to 54% by 2023.
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Having arrived at a total quantity of STEM students at Storrs the planning team worked
with UConn senior leadership to develop a scenario for the breakdown of enrollment
growth by division and discipline. Based on historic enrollment through 2014 it was
clear that significant enrollment growth had already manifested within the School of
Engineering. Furthermore, based on the necessary financial commitment required by
graduate students the University opted to keep the total quantity of non-STEM graduate
students steady and to project an increase of 500 total graduate students by 2018 and
1,000 graduate students by 2023. In addition, there was some discussion internally
about the appropriate methodology to use for counting headcount by majors and the
value of using the census date versus other points along the academic calendar. For the
purposes of consistency it was concluded to model headcount enrollment based on the
University’s own OIRE milestone of the census date.
For the purposes of confirming planning assumptions a first draft of the space
assessment was calculated built around the aggregate NextGenCT enrollment and
faculty count scenarios. As the resultant space deficit was far in excess of the resources
available it was concluded to set an interim milestone at 2018 that would serve for
planning around enrollment as it would likely manifest with an ultimate 2023 target built
around achieving NextGenCT overall targets.
A similar approach was taken with respect to development of possible scenarios for
faculty growth. Senior administration established an interim milestone at 2018 based
on an anticipated ability to support additional faculty hires given both recent demand
and available financial resources. As with the projection for student enrollment, the
2023 milestone for faculty growth was established in keeping with NextGenCT targets:
approximately 270 faculty across the institution with about 200 at the Storrs campus
alone of which approximately 170 added in STEM fields alone.
Summary tables for the University-sanctioned scenarios for student and faculty growth
can be found at the end of this technical memorandum.

ASSUMPTIONS AND ORGANIZATION OF DATA
As the space assessment is developed around models of growth organized by division
and discipline it was necessary to accurately track existing overlapping and crossdepartmentally assigned students faculty and staff. For most centers and institutes it
was sufficient to track faculty back to their home departments and reporting relationships
according to the University’s MUD table. However, the following assumptions and
exceptions should be noted:
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•

In the case of IMS the course load generated by affiliated faculty are attributed
to their home department. However, faculty research space is rolled up into the
Institute.

•

Given recent reorganization of the Kinesiology Department only the future
enrollment is shown within CAHNR. Furthermore the graduate component of the
Physical Therapy program is broken out separately given the differential space
needs for that graduate program.

•

The study of the biological sciences at UConn manifests across three separate
departments: Ecology & Evolutionary Biology (EEB), Molecular and Cell Biology
(MCB) and Physiology and Neurobiology (PNB) with lower-division teaching of
introductory coursework occurring within Biology Central Services (BCS, currently
known as Biology 1000). Similar to IMS, the instructional component of BCS has
been aggregated while the research needs of BCS faculty are tracked under their
affiliated departments.
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•

Historically, this BCS component also managed what is now known as the UConn
Biotechnology Bioservices Center (BBC). Operationally these core facilities are now
treated as a separate organizational unit.

•

Management and Engineering for Manufacturing (MEM) enrollment is tracked as an
inter-school program in the overall assessment for the School of Engineering.

METHODOLOGY: INTERPRETATION OF BASE DATA
The planning team first translated the University’s existing data sets into a statement
of student full-time equivalents (or FTEs) for each department. The aggregate teaching
load was calculated by multiplying the total number of enrollees for each course by the
number of credit hours assigned to that course and then dividing that total by 15 hours
for undergraduate coursework and 12 hours for graduate. At the doctoral level each
doctoral candidate counts as one FTE. In this way a total quantity of normalized students
was calculated that would track both majors within the discipline as well as “visitors”:
undeclared students or students with majors outside the discipline.
The next set of numbers derived from University provided data sets includes the
statement of weekly student contact hours (WSCHs) generated for each course. The
University’s course data identifies an instructional type for each course or course
component. Teaching laboratory counts are based on the station count (students
enrolled at the census date) multiplied by a utilization target for each station.
UTILIZATION TARGETS

Neither UConn nor the Connecticut State Colleges and Universities (CSCU) system has
an adopted target utilization rate for classrooms or class laboratories. The planning study
therefore makes use of an aggregated utilization rate based on other state systems
including New York, California and Florida. The utilization target is a blend of an optimal
fill rate and scheduling measured in hours per week for the room in question. In this
way the methodology accounts for the inevitability that a single classroom is rarely fully
occupied while also allowing appropriate capacity within the schedule to account for
laboratory set up / strike down as well as cleaning and maintenance.
CURRENT SPACE

The statement of current space for each department reflects a tally of the information
contained in the University’s FAMIS database. That data set lists each space on
campus: net assignable (occupied by a department), circulation (open corridors and
stairs) and “gross” building support (such as mechanical rooms and electrical closets).
Each space has been categorized by the University according to Facilities Inventory
and Classification Manual (FICM) standards, the lingua franca of university space
classification nationwide. Based on the categories assigned, space is rolled up to
identify the quantity of teaching, research and administrative space currently allocated
to each department. Although efforts were made by the planning team at the time of site
walkthroughs to identify spaces that may have been incorrectly tagged a true facilities
inventory was beyond the scope of this study. In particular, as site visits were limited
UConn’s STEM teaching and research laboratory portfolio, no corrections were made to
administrative or office areas.

BUILDING THE SPACE ASSESSMENT
The statement of space required is built up around the component function types found
on a college campus: research space, instructional space and office or administrative
space. These three categories are tallied based on standard industry practices or
institutional policies for space allocation where such policies exist. In addition, provision
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is made for specialty use space specific to the case at hand including core facilities such
as greenhouses or laboratory animal resources. Determining the appropriate scale of
this latter category is more particular to the institution or department in question given the
specific functions or operating model to be accommodated.
1.

Office and Administrative Space
For the most part, the tally of office and administrative space is based on a
headcount model of existing faculty and staff. A unit quantity of space is included
for each functional or administrative title with select categories such as part time
assistants assumed to be supported in group or open office layouts. An additional
quantity of space for meetings and conferences is provided based on the scale of
the department along with an allocation for a departmental home base including a
work area and storage room. To promote the profile of the department and support
collaboration between constituents an allocation of space is made for internal
circulation assuming faculty will be organized in a suite arrangement.

2.

Research Space
In part, research space is allocated based on a similar headcount model with a unit
quantity of space set aside for principal investigators (PIs) and additional space
allocated for graduate students at both the masters and doctoral levels. Depending
on the department, it is assumed that not all faculty will be engaged in active
research although given the growth in STEM disciplines at UConn it is also assumed
that the percentage of research-active faculty will increase over time. Space for
research staff including post-docs has been based on the quantity of headcount
identified in the University’s human resources data set although it is assumed
that the average size of research teams will increase as the University grows its
research enterprise. Given UConn’s emphasis on involving undergraduate students
in faculty research, an additional quantity of space has been set aside to support
undergraduate students as well.
Although faculty at UConn increasingly work across disciplinary boundaries to form
collaborative teams in support of innovative research, the assessment of research
space need is necessarily departmentally organized. Although there are variations of
research methodologies within a given department, with notable exceptions such as
psychology the experimentalists within a discipline generally require a comparable
amount of space. The quantity of space required by an organic chemist are not
appreciably different than those of a faculty member engaged in physical chemistry
accounting for a differential quantity of laboratory staff in each cluster. In short, for
the most part it is the quantity of practitioners within a given discipline’s laboratory
unit that sets the quantity of research space required, not the flavor of the discipline.

3.

Instructional Space
The assessment of the quantity of instructional space required is a blend of a
number of factors and reflects the range of instructional environments found on a
college campus. Class laboratories are spaces with specialized equipment unique
to the coursework to be supported in a given room. The quantity and size of spaces
required is a function of the weekly student contact hours (WSCHs) generated in a
given course. Some coursework, typically high-enrollment lower-division classes,
generate a sufficient quantity of WSCHs as to require single-use classrooms such as
introductory physics or biology. Based on the utilization targets discussed above, a
single classroom can be said to support a given quantity of WSCHs. For example, a
24-station introductory science classroom can support approximately 525 WSCHs.
Once the total quantity of WSCHs exceeds the target quantity for a single room it
is typically advisable to add an additional classroom of that type to a department’s
assessment so as not to induce throughput limitations particularly on prerequisite
courses.
As can be seen in the detailed space assessment included as an appendix, it is
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rare for an individual course to exceed the target utilization rates. Typically, courses
accrue a small percentage of the quantity of WSCHs necessary to demonstrate
a need for a single-use classroom. For this reason it becomes necessary to
aggregate like coursework with like and build a composite picture of instruction for
each department. The space assessment therefore includes an enumeration of the
WSCHs generated for each class offered during the Fall 2014 semester and maps
how those courses are proposed to be aggregated up into the class laboratories
recommended for each department. Utilization is necessarily kept well below
targets that might be set for single-use classes accounting for the limited capacity
of specialized instructional laboratories to support multiple courses. In addition, the
space assessment is transparent regarding assumptions made for station count in
each teaching laboratory. In general, an optimal station count has been identified
reflecting best industry practices to support current pedagogy as well as throughput
given space constraints within the institution. For the purposes of UConn’s space
assessment dedicated computer laboratories are counted by department and do not
roll up under registrar-controlled classrooms.
In addition to a base allocation for teaching laboratories an additional space
allocation has been set aside for laboratory support. This includes specialized
spaces for equipment, prep space for laboratory techs and departmental specific
storage / stock support. In some instances this support space may serve as “backof-house” space used solely by laboratory techs while in others it might house
specialized analytic equipment that might also support departmental research.
In addition to class laboratories the space assessment identifies the quantity
of general-purpose registrar-controlled classroom space generated by each
department. The exact quantity of this space is a function of the method of delivery
with large lecture halls requiring fewer square feet per station count than smaller
seminar rooms. As the development of a full utilization analysis of registrarcontrolled classrooms is beyond the course of this study, an aggregate average
space allocation for such space has been made based on the cumulative quantity of
credit hours (WSCHs) generated in each department’s lecture coursework.
4.

Special Use and Core Support
The space assessments for most departments also include some quantity of
specialized core support space reflecting unique resources specific to each. In many
instances these resources are already in place such as greenhouses and laboratory
animal resources. The space assessment does not account for a widespread
transition from the University’s current operations plan and therefore does not
include provision of new cores not specifically identified in prior discussions with
stakeholders. Existing imaging and characterization cores are tracked and supported
as are other existing facilities such as machine shops and clinical facilities.

DEPARTMENTAL PROFILES: AGGREGATE SPACE NEED
Each of the four component areas of space need for each department are tallied
together and presented in an aggregate departmental profile relative to the quantity of
space currently allocated by the University. Each departmental assessment includes
an extraction from the existing University FAMIS database to document how current
occupancy is tracked. In part, these extracts can support future planning efforts to further
polish the FAMIS data, for example, identifying and recategorizing the “residential” space
assigned to the Psychology Department.
The quantity of registrar-controlled classroom space required for each department is
carried “below the line” separate from the departmentally-controlled areas. Key data
points such as the square footage allocated per PI or student FTE have been called
out to demonstrate how this planning document proposes to support the University’s
transition from a current to a future state.
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Each departmental profile is in turn aggregated up into a composite statement of
need by Division accompanied by summary tables tracking anticipated headcount
by department and faculty growth scenarios. For planning purposes the quantities of
teaching laboratories anticipated in the Gant renovation have also been called out in the
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences statement of space needs.

PLANNING HORIZONS
As has been noted elsewhere in this report, the statement of space need has been
organized into three planning horizons. The current need has been built around the Fall
2014 data sets including the course schedule, student enrollment profiles and human
resources records of faculty and staff. This assessment of current conditions does not
address what may appear to be shortfalls in faculty counts based on overall teaching
loads generated: it is solely a translation of current quantities of students, faculty and
staff based on existing ways of conducting research and teaching.
The projected Fall 2018 assessment is built around the scenarios for growth in student
enrollment and faculty growth identified above. Although it can serve as a guide for
planning it should be emphasized that the aggregate 2018 space need far exceeds the
capacity of NextGenCT resources, particularly in light of the University’s commitment
to vacate Torrey. This interim framework will serve as a basis for prioritizing the
implementation of NextGenCT funding around areas of strategic differentiation for
UConn: initial successes that can support future excellence.
The projected Fall 2023 assessment reflects the quantity of resources required to meet
the full goals established for Next Generation Connecticut: growth in student enrollment,
recruitment of additional faculty, and expansion of the research enterprise. This highly
aspirational framework will assist the University in framing the supplemental funding
request necessary to achieve the full range of identified goals. While the 2018 milestone
guides the deployment of resources that have been awarded the 2023 milestone will
STEM Study
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0
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12-Apr-15
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59,978
59,978

76,312 sf
79,359 sf
30,248 sf
35,891 sf
School of Pharmacy

59,978

Fall 2014
0
17
105
122

Fall 2018
0
17
115
132

Fall 2023
0
17
115
132
8%

Fall 20

37

39

41
11%

Notes
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3.01 APPROACH

The implementation strategy described in this section provides a framework for aligning
UConn’s available and anticipated facilities resources with the critical maintenance
obligations and space deficits identified. Over the course of a series of meetings
between October, 2015 through February 2016 involving both Working and Steering
committees along with select input from departmental heads, the University has come
to consensus agreement on a baseline strategy for redevelopment. As will be noted: the
magnitude of the anticipated need far exceeds the available resources. To that end the
University has made strategic choices to invest in those facilities that will best advance
the interests of the institution while preserving both capital and prerogative to support
select high-value opportunities as they present.
The following document outlines this baseline implementation strategy with each
component described through three lenses: the context in which it is situated, the
strategy by which it will be implemented and the intent or underlying logic that
determined its conceptual planning. By providing the University with both the “what” and
the “why behind each project, this plan will position UConn to make informed decisions
should the baseline strategy require modification in response to evolving exigencies.
The components and cost framework are grouped into four categories.
1.

Preceding Projects: projects initiated under prior planning and excluded
from the calculations for this Capital Improvement Plan.

2.

NextGentCT Core and Enabling Projects: projects funded under
NextGenCT and composed of core projects and projects that enable core
projects

3.

NextGenCT Follow-On Projects: projects enabled by the renovation
of spaces vacated by projects in categories one and two above. These
projects are currently not included in NextGenCT budgets.

4.

Concurrent Ancillary Projects: STEM projects anticipated through 2025
not directly tied to the core strategic sequence. Although unfunded, UConn
may seek funding from alternative sources.

5.

Beyond NextGenCT: post-2025 projects intended to resolve space needs
unmet by categories one through four that will form the basis of the next
capital request to the State.

The Capital Improvement Plan is provided in detail for the next 10 years with totals by
year and by project, followed by a summary 15-year timeline with a statement of possible
cost targets for all of the above categories of projects.
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To understand the overall strategy relative to each division’s individual outlook on STEM,
a timeline strategy has been organized into development tracks for CLAS, CAHNR, and
SOE. UConn’s approach to redevelopment of its STEM facilities is organized around a
baseline strategy characterized by a clarity of approach through 2019 and multiple points
beyond at which the University can reassess progress and change or correct course
depending on evolving requirements. Fundamental to the plan is the redevelopment
of the Gant Complex, primarily to address the paucity and poor quality of laboratory
instructional environments that are foundational to students’ undergraduate careers.
Additionally, the plan provides for replacement facilities that will allow the demolition of
the Torrey Life Sciences Building (TLSB), thereby eliminating the drain on resources the
building’s condition places on the University as well as its negative impact on teaching
and research missions.

The plan’s baseline strategy calls for a defined set of projects through 2019 at which point the University
will have the opportunity to assess progress made and change course as appropriate. The plan identifies
multiple alternate strategies and opportunities for the University to respond to evolving needs.

The current and anticipated space needs deficits are predicated on a number of
assumptions. Principal among these are the quantity of students enrolled in STEM
disciplines and the quantity of faculty the University is able to support both to service
those students and advance the research enterprise. While the total quantity of
additional faculty will be shaped by the student enrollment profile, the areas of specific
research interest into which faculty will be recruited will reflect the research interests
of the University. We can expect special emphasis to be placed on themes that will
advance UConn’s goal of doubling research grant expenditures.
There are a number of known variables that can be expected to change the base
assumptions on which the space assessment was made and therefore the way in which
UConn’s existing and anticipated facilities should be developed. Perhaps the most
important variable will be the quantity and composition of students attending UConn.
At the direction of senior leadership the plan orients redevelopment toward a mid-term
horizon set halfway toward UConn’s ambitious NextGenCT goals of 5,000 students by
2023. The STEM planning study was developed around a scenario of an additional 2,500
students by 2018, 70% of which will be enrolled in STEM programs. To support this influx
a parallel scenario posits the addition of 62 new full-time tenured faculty members with
an additional quantity of full-time non-tenured teaching faculty based on the assumption
that only a limited quantity of operational funding will manifest. A full detail of both
student and faculty count assumptions has been provided as an Appendix to this report.
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ENROLLMENT TARGETS
PLANNING
SCENARIO 1

PLANNING
SCENARIO 2

PLANNING
SCENARIO 3

PLANNING
SCENARIO 4

graduate
students

undergraduate
students

undergraduate

graduate
students

students

graduate
undergraduate
students

5,000 additional
undergraduates
2013-2023

5,000 additional
students
2013-2023

2,500 additional
students
2013-2018

undergraduate
students

1,750 additional
STEM students
2013-2018

A related variable that will shape UConn’s future is the nature of the STEM research
opportunities that will present themselves in the coming decade. Although UConn’s
academic strategic planning has identified select areas around which the University
anticipates directing its research focus, precisely which areas will see greatest success
remains to be seen. In part the outcome will be a product of UConn’s success in
recruiting additional faculty as well as efforts to increase the research productivity of
faculty that are transitioned to better quality laboratory space.
Perhaps the most uncertain variable that will guide UConn’s future is the amount of
funding that will be available from State and other sources. Although NextGenCT capital
funding is derived from municipal bond sales, other capital and operations costs are
paid through annual state budget allocations that are more prone to fluctuation. In terms
of research grant dollars we can anticipate that NIH/NSF opportunities will continue
to represent a diminishing percentage of overall Federal grant opportunities with an
ongoing increase in the relative quantity of Federal agency funding including from the
Department of Transportation, the U.S. Department of Agriculture and the Department
of Energy. Although UConn has benefited from relationships forged through industry
partnerships, the current scale of such funding is limited and the extent and composition
of future sponsorship opportunities is very much uncertain.
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3.02 SUMMARY OF SPACE
NEED

Even using the more modest interim (2018) milestone of 2,500 additional students (of
which 70% are enrolled in STEM disciplines), UConn’s STEM space deficit is significant.
Based on that enrollment scenario this study assesses a corresponding space deficit
of more than 360,000 NASF not accounting for the quantity of space removed from the
portfolio with the anticipated demolition of the Torrey Life Sciences Building (TLSB). The
chart below summarizes the breakdown of need by school or division.
UConn has proven to be a remarkably popular choice among students in recent years
and has seen a dramatic increase in student enrollment within select disciplines. As
a result UConn currently operates with a significant space deficit without accounting
for potential future growth. For CLAS, this deficit will grow when TLSB is demolished.
This existing space deficit is most acute within the School of Engineering (SOE) which
saw a 34% increase in students (headcount) between 2011 and 2014 as compared to
about 7% for CLAS and CAHNR. In the case of SOE, student enrollment has already
surpassed the 2018 planning scenario. Due to the procedures and equipment found
within engineering, these functions are perhaps the most space-intensive of all STEM
disciplines. The increase in student enrollment coupled with the existing space deficit
and the nature of the spaces required collectively translate to a need for 70% more
space within the division, far more than in any other STEM component at UConn. Even
as new space is allocated to SOE in new construction underway, the School will continue
to operate with a severe space deficit that will impact instructional delivery and research
activities.

STEM SPACE NEED BY DIVISION

800K

800K

700K

700K

600K
500K

600K
10%
Shortfall
500K

400K

400K

300K

300K

200K

200K
Space

100K

100K

NASF

18% Shortfall
18% Shortfall

10%
Shortfall

Existing

NASF
CAHNR

98% Shortfall
98% Shortfall

Existing
Space

Existing
Space

6%
Shortfall

Existing

CAHNR
SOP

Existing
Space

6%
Shortfall

Existing
Space

Existing

CLAS
SOP

STEM Net Assignable SF Shortfall
37,700
100,300
208,000
10,700
360,000*

CLAS
SOE

17% Shortfall
17% Shortfall

Existing
Space

Existing

Existing

SOE
IMS

IMS

Division
College of Agriculture, Health and Natural Resources
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
School of Engineering
Institute of Materials Science
Target Additional Need (Shortfall)
Note: all figures rounded
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3.03 SUMMARY OF
RESOURCES

A diverse range of resources can be utilized to address the assessed space needs. New
construction represents the best opportunity to provide facilities that do not currently
exist at Storrs and that cannot effectively be supported through the renovation of
existing facilities. New construction represents a “wild card” best played once UConn
has exhausted other options and explored the appropriate use of existing facilities. By
avoiding the creation of redundant facilities such as research cores and by carefully
collocating similar research and teaching protocols so as to achieve an economy of
scale, UConn can preserve this scarce resource for maximum impact.
UConn’s existing portfolio of STEM spaces span the gamut from new state-of-the-art
research laboratory buildings to aging facilities that have far outlived their useful lives. A
key driver of the planning study and a core UConn planning principle has been to plan
an expeditious way to locate appropriate functions in appropriate containers such that
each building is being put to its “highest and best use.”
At one end of the spectrum are facilities of recent construction that are well suited to a
range of contemporary laboratory functions particularly fume-hood intensive protocols
such as wet-bench chemistry and cellular / molecular research. UConn currently
operates several such facilities such as the PharmBio, BioPhysics and Chemistry
Buildings, which should be audited for space usage to ensure that UConn is receiving
the maximum benefit from the high-quality infrastructure in which the institution has
invested. The space deficit underscores the importance of extracting the maximum
value from recently built laboratories, particularly if a modest investment in architectural
reconfiguration (such as demolishing demising walls) will allow for more flexible
use of laboratories at a higher rate of utilization. As is noted later in this report (3.10
Concurrent Ancillary Projects) select space audits should be conducted to clarify
research laboratory utilization rates within potential high-yield facilities.
At the middle-range are older facilities that have solid structural bones or are otherwise
worthy of retention but that have obsolesced to a point where some degree of systems
upgrade is necessary in order to maintain their viability as laboratory buildings. Further
along the spectrum are facilities that are rapidly obsolescing or close to the ends of their
useful lives. In many instances, it may make most sense to repurpose these buildings to
accommodate less engineering systems-intense infrastructure such as offices or general
purpose classrooms with simple mechanical systems and minimal plumbed services
beyond building service and sanitary needs.

SPECTRUM OF HIGHEST AND BEST FACILITY USE
TEACHING
RESEARCH

demolish
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At the far end of the spectrum are buildings that have exceeded their useful lives and
warrant demolition. The diagram above describes this spectrum using select facilities
grouped into categories that were discussed in greater detail in Chapter 1.
The total quantity of STEM facilities expansion will be the sum of existing facilities
that are repurposed for STEM fields and the quantity of new construction that can
be supported through NextGenCT funding, minus the total quantity of space that is
demolished or otherwise divested from the STEM portfolio. To maximize the capacity of
STEM expansion only the Torrey Life Sciences Building (TLSB) has been identified as
worthy of divestiture and demolition. Any repurposing of existing STEM facilities such as
Beach, Bronwell or Koons Halls to serve non-STEM functions would further diminish the
capacity of new construction to provide much needed expansion of research facilities.
STEM FACILITIES EXPANSION TALLY

MONTEITH + IPB + ESB + SCIENCE 1 +
SCIENCE 2 - TLSB
= UCONN STEM EXPANSION CAPACITY
Assignable SF
+19,000
+2,800
+58,000
+110,000
-68,000
+40,000
+161,800

STEM Resource
Monteith Renovation
Innovation Partnership Building
Engineering and Science Building
Science 1
Torrey Life Sciences Building Demolition
Science 2
Net Increase in STEM Inventory

Available
2016
2017
2018
2020
2023
2025

The area noted for TLSB demolition excludes the TLSB greenhouses at grade that will be
replaced in connection with the Gant renovation.

3.04 PRIORITIZATION OF

Given the limited resources available only a fraction of the required expansion

SPACE NEED RELATIVE capacity can be met. It is therefore essential for UConn to prioritize how to distribute
TO AVAILABLE
RESOURCES

expansion capacity so as to best support overall STEM objectives. As noted above,
these objectives include the complete renovation of the Gant complex and the eventual
demolition of the Torrey Life Sciences Building (TLSB).
As a first priority UConn decided to provide additional capacity to effectively move
students through lower-division STEM coursework such as introductory biology and
physics. This approach of “widening the pipeline” will reach a broad audience including
majors in science and engineering disciplines as well as non-majors completing course
distribution requirements. The current space shortfall and poor quality of instructional
facilities in these areas has limited student access to STEM disciplines and, if not
addressed, will present the most direct challenge to achieving NextGenCT goals.
These courses are foundational to programs that have seen explosive recent growth
including engineering and health and life sciences. Based on the space assessment
approximately 34,000 NASF of teaching laboratory capacity expansion is necessary to
achieve these goals.
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AGGREGATE STEM SPACE SHORTFALL: 2018 SCENARIO
34,000 NASF additional
undergraduate teaching need
has been prioritized to “widen the
pipeline” and increase throughput

TEACHING
130K

The diagram to the left
organizes the 360,000
NASF deficit in STEM
facilities by typology,
plots the aggregate
space deficit against
the 161,800 NASF
net increase in STEM
resources and maps
how the proposed
implementation strategy
prioritizes select
components of the
overall space deficit.

OFFICE 37K

56,000 NASF of research
and office space will address
critical needs in the School of
Engineering and disciplines
fundamental to lower-division
instruction

RESEARCH
182K

72,000 NASF of unallocated
research space has been set
aside for future use
360,000 NASF of total STEM
space shortfall has been
identified based on 2018 planning
parameters

360K TOTAL STEM
SPACE SHORTFALL

As a parallel effort UConn has decided to allocate sufficient space to support faculty in
the same disciplines necessary to teach related coursework. This includes a blend of
both research and some administrative / office space necessary to relocate faculty from
outdated facilities such as TLSB and Gant West and to recruit a sufficient quantity of
faculty members to teach anticipated course loads.
Remaining STEM expansion capacity is allocated to future research initiatives and the
recruitment of additional faculty. The University must retain flexibility to allocate this
space by discipline but will locate this expansion capacity equally across existing and
anticipated core support facilities such as the greenhouse and vivarium. In reducing
the quantity of core facilities that must be duplicated or recreated the University will
maximize the quantity of new research laboratory capacity created.
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3.05 OUTCOMES BY
DIVISION

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES (CLAS)

In the short-term the Gant Complex will be renovated for foundational teaching in
Physics and Biology as well as the consolidation of the Department of Ecology
and Evolutionary Biology (EEB). A new Science 1 Building will be constructed
housing 43,000 NASF of unallocated research capacity oriented toward physical
and materials science. Longer-term, a new Science 2 building will be built as an
addition onto the PharmBio Building to provide an additional 29,000 NASF of
research expansion. It is anticipated that the Torrey Life Sciences Building (TLSB)
will be demolished in 2023.
The baseline strategy achieves the following departmental-specific outcomes as
measured against current and anticipated (2018) enrollment and faculty counts, and is
predicated on anticipated demolition of TLSB:
•

Physics The strategy meets 100% of anticipated needs and presents the
opportunity to position Physics recruits proximate to the equipment and faculty with
which they are most likely to work and collaborate.

•

Institute of Materials Science 100% of the current space needs are met with
proximate expansion capacity for anticipated growth. The strategy provides
relocation and expansion of materials science teaching laboratories proximate to
related research laboratories.

•

Ecology and Evolutionary Biology (EEB), Molecular and Cell Biology (MCB),
Physiology and Neurobiology (PNB) and Biology 1000 (formerly BCS) The
opportunity exists to achieve 100% of the anticipated needs for each department
while collocating all lower-division teaching into a single facility that optimizes and
economizes on staffing and operational resources. Excluding elements that will
remain in the BioPhysics Building, the entire EEB department consolidates within
a single building optimizing space use and repurposing vacated space in the
PharmBio Building for MCB and PNB wet laboratory research functions currently in
TLSB.

The expansion needs of select CLAS life-sciences research is provided through the
construction of the Science 2 building. Additional life-sciences research will be housed
in an eventual Science 3 facility, identified in long-term “Beyond NextGen” construction.
Based on feedback from the Office of the Vice President for Research, future life
sciences research expansion is expected to require proximity to the vivarium. For this
reason Science 2 is positioned as an addition to the PharmBio Building. Should UConn
utilize some of this research capacity to vacate the existing Atwater Extension, it will be
possible to construction Science 3 with comparable direct vivarium access.
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2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

2030

Occupy
Monteith
ESB New
Construction

Beach
Reno

IPB New
Construction
Replacement
Greenhouse

Demolish TLS
Greenhouse

Relocation of
UITS non-data Gant S+C
center ofcs Renovation

Gant W
Renovation
Gant N
Renovation
PhBio
Backfill
Torrey
Demolished
Science 1
Construction

CHM BPB PBB
Space Audits

Science 2
Construction
Classroom
Utilization

Science 3
Construction
Clinical Research Bldg
Science 4
Construction
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COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, HEALTH AND NATURAL
RESOURCES (CAHNR)

In the short-term CAHNR will benefit from a number of small but important
renovations on the East Campus as well as the foundational instructional facilities
renovated within the Gant Complex. In the intermediate-term CAHNR faculty may
be candidates for the unallocated research space in Science 2 or, in the long-term,
Science 3 or a new East Campus Science Building.
A number of short-term projects have been identified that will benefit existing CAHNR
programming. Most immediately, it is anticipated that space in Biobehavioral 4 will be
redeveloped for the College’s instructional programs in Kinesiology. It is also anticipated
that the Jones Annex will be renovated for a food processing and development
laboratory. It is likely that some quantity of space will be vacated across the Agricultural
Biology Laboratory (ABL) / Advanced Technology Laboratory (ATL) complex and
associated greenhouses once industry partners in the Technology Incubation Program
(TIP) have relocated to off-campus facilities. Based on an ensuing space audit of the
ABL/ATL complex it is expected that some programmatic restack of the facility will take
place to make room for anticipated faculty recruits.
Depending on the final occupancy of ESB Expansion it can be anticipated that the
Institute for Systems Genomics will be an important resource related to plant and
agricultural science
One of the most important short-term facilities improvements that will benefit CAHNR is
the renovation of Gant for foundational undergraduate teaching including introductory
Biology courses. This redevelopment represents a unique opportunity to consider
alternative pedagogies that will more effectively engage students, improve learning
outcomes and support student retention and success. This may include consideration of
alternative approaches to teaching anatomy and physiology that treat the subject matter
in a more cross-disciplinary manner.
Over the intermediate-term, the next best opportunity for making advanced life-sciences
research space available on campus is afforded once Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
(EEB) research is consolidated in Gant and approximately 24,000 NASF of space is
vacated in the PharmBio Building. The baseline strategy anticipates this space serving
Molecular and Cell Biology (MCB) and Physiology and Neurobiology (PNB) research
currently located in the Torrey Life Sciences Building. There is the possibility these
departments will instead be located in the unallocated research expansion space
anticipated in Science 2. An alternative strategy therefore has been offered that uses this
PharmBio space to vacate Pathobiology research from the Atwater Extension, allowing
that building to be demolished such that a new Science 3 research laboratory facility can
be constructed adjacent to the existing underutilized vivarium.
In the long-term additional existing CAHNR facilities will require renovation. These
facilities include Koons, Klinck and White Halls as well as the Ratcliffe Hicks Building and
Arena. Furthermore, it can be anticipated that new CAHNR recruits will require additional
research capacity expansion. If UConn elects not to provide for this space within the
context of Science 3 a potential East Campus sciences expansion has been included in
the planning scope. CAHNR programming may also occupy a portion of the any clinical
facility created at a publicly accessible location.
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2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

2030

Occupy
Monteith
IPB New
Construction
ESB New
Construction
Replacement
Greenhouse

Beach
Reno
Demolish TLS
Greenhouse

Relocation of
UITS non-data Gant S+C
center ofcs Renovation

Gant W
Renovation
Gant N
Renovation
PhBio
Backfill
Torrey
Demolished

CAHNR CAHNR
Academic Facilities
Planning Planning

Demolish
Atwater Ext.

CHM BPB PBB
Space Audits

B4
Reno

Jones
Annex
Reno

AgBio
Flor.
GreenHs GreenHs
Repack
Reno
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SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING (SOE)

The baseline strategy provides near-term relief for some research components
of SOE, and the development of Science 1 for materials science research and
teaching. Based on ESB occupancy a more detailed SOE-specific facilities plan
will be developed clarifying renovations to take place in the 2021-2024 time frame.
Long-term expansion capacity is provided for in Science 4 new construction.
Two projects currently under construction, the Engineering and Science Building (ESB)
and the Innovation Partnership Building (IPB) offer short-term opportunities to provide
additional space for the School of Engineering. Although the occupants of the former
have not yet been determined, approximately 33,500 NASF have been committed
in that building and will allow the SOE to provide for expansion capacity for growing
departments such as Biomedical Engineering (BME) either directly or indirectly by
virtue of space that is made available after other program is moved to ESB. In selecting
occupants for ESB UConn should account both for the current and potential research
productivity of the principal investigators (PIs) in question but also the value of the swing
space leveraged if existing PIs are relocated from existing facilities. Although a modest
amount of space has been set aside in IPB for imaging facilities available to all UConn
researchers, additional space can be made available for those PIs that are engaging in
active industry partnerships.
One of the most important short-term facilities improvements that will benefit SOE is
the renovation of the Gant Complex for foundational undergraduate teaching including
introductory Physics courses. This redevelopment represents a unique opportunity to
consider alternative pedagogies that will more effectively engage students, improve
learning outcomes and support student retention and success. In addition, the renovation
of portions of Gant for introductory Biology courses will allow laboratories currently
allocated to Biology Central Services in Bronwell Hall to be redeveloped for skin tissue
engineering for BME.
To support intermediate- and long-term goals the University will support an SOEspecific planning study that strategically aligns facilities with academic and research
mission. The recent acquisition of the Bergin campus presents an opportunity to relocate
research from the Longley Building at the Depot Campus. Such a project would meet
existing needs, not the expansion needs of SOE and would offer improved research
space quality. This division-specific study may begin with assisting SOE identify which
researchers will occupy the ESB. This decision will allow for a more comprehensive
facilities plan to be developed for Bronwell Hall, the United Technologies Engineering
Building (UTEB) and the Engineering II Building (E2): describing how each can be
selectively vacated, renovated and reenlisted for use. Based on this information it can be
determined which, if any, of the 33,000 NASF unallocated research expansion capacity
available in the Science 1 Building should be allocated to SOE research teams. This
SOE-specific study will also consider alternative funding approaches such as publicprivate and industry partnerships.
Notwithstanding the expansion capacity described above SOE will still have a space
shortfall resulting from recent increases in enrollment as well as anticipated shortfalls
that will arise from the recruitment of additional faculty. For this reason the study includes
provision of a Science 3 Building dedicated to life sciences research proximate to the
existing vivarium and a Science 4 Building foreseen as an expansion to Science 1 and
oriented toward physical and engineering sciences. It is anticipated that SOE research
expansion will be distributed between these two facilities with Bronwell Hall, E2, UTEB
and Castleman selectively redeveloped for engineering teaching.
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2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

2030

IPB New
Construction
ESB New
Construction
Relocation of
UITS non-data Gant S+C
center ofcs Renovation

Gant W
Renovation
Gant N
Renovation

SOE
SOE
Academic Facilities
Planning Planning
Science 1
Bergin Senior
Studios
Renovation
Bronwell
Reno.
CHM BPB PBB
Space Audits

E2+
UTEB
Reno.

ITEB
Repack
Classroom
Utilization
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SCHOOL OF PHARMACY

In the short-term the opportunity exists for the School of Pharmacy to redevelop the
existing library, compounding laboratory and first floor public areas to meet existing
needs. Once Ecology and Evolutionary Biology (EEB) research is relocated out of the
PharmBio Building, some portion of that vacated space may be allocated to School
of Pharmacy research: either to allow for a programmatic restack of existing principal
investigators (PIs) or to recruit new faculty.
Should the current scenario for faculty expansion be revised, longer-term opportunities
for School of Pharmacy expansion exist within both Science 2 (as an addition to the
PharmBio Building) or Science 3 construction. Should the University see a long-term
need for the creation of a consolidated clinical facility at an appropriately publicly
accessible site, it may be appropriate to include components of School of Pharmacy
research.
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3.06 STRATEGY
COMPONENTS

As was noted in Section 3.01 Approach, UConn’s baseline strategy is organized around
a more definitive series of projects in the short-term with the opportunity in 2019 to revisit
assumptions that have been made, measure progress made toward institutional goals
and, if necessary, correct course accordingly. In order to execute the core components
of the baseline strategy, a number of facilitating projects must be executed in the
short-term before UConn commissions larger-scale redevelopment efforts. NextGenCT
capital investment is predicated on prior redevelopment work including both small scale
facilitating projects and larger-scale preceding projects. These projects are expected to
be complete by the close of 2017.
As was discussed in Section 3.04 Prioritization of Space Need Relative to Available
Resources, the baseline strategy includes sufficient resources to accomplish a sizable
quantity of redevelopment and to support a significant expansion of UConn’s STEM
portfolio. However, it has also been noted that this expansion only satisfies a portion of
the overall expansion necessary: it creates approximately 160,000 NASF of the overall
360,000 NASF need anticipated by 2018. To that end the study lays out parallel tracks
to account for the possibility that additional funding might be made available from other
sources such as private philanthropy or industry partnerships. A number of projects are
described in this report that identify potential uses for the spaces vacated by NextGenCT
redevelopment. In addition, concurrent ancillary projects have been included that can
be implemented by the University as stand-alone improvements, executable at the
appropriate time. For planning purposes these three categories of projects are located
within a ten-year time frame of 2016-2026.
In addition to the immediate and intermediate time frames the report also lists a number
of projects that will be necessary to address anticipated unmet needs. These projects
have collectively been located on a post-2026 time frame and are intended to provide
a framework around which UConn might begin to build its next capital request. Rough
order of magnitude costing is provided in current dollars and without escalation given the
uncertain nature of each project’s timing. In summary the projects are organized into the
framework below.

ORGANIZATION FRAMEWORK OF PROJECTS

1. Preceding Projects

in process

2. NextGenCT Core and Enabling Projects
3. NextGenCT Follow-On Projects
4. Concurrent Ancillary Projects
5. Beyond NextGenCT Projects

2016-2025

post-2025

While NextGenCT funding runs through 2024 it is anticipated
that project construction will extend through 2026.
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3.07 PRECEDING
PROJECTS

Prior to the commencement of the STEM Planning Study UConn had already begun
planning and design work on two additions to the STEM portfolio: the 113,000 GSF
Innovation Partnership Building located north of the existing campus along Discovery
Drive and the 118,000 GSF Engineering Science Building located to the west of the
existing Chemistry Building on the site formerly occupied by the Central Receiving and
Storage Building. Both projects were commissioned in connection with previous planning
efforts and can be anticipated to deliver discrete benefits to the University.
The Innovation Partnership Building (IPB) is the first building to be built at
UConn’s new Technology Park and will offer large, flexible laboratories and highlyspecialized equipment not readily available to industry. It will be a place where UConn
faculty will work alongside private industry scientists and business entrepreneurs to
develop innovative new technology in energy, electronics, materials science, additive
manufacturing and other fields. The project has drawn the support of a number of
industry partners attracted to the collocated advanced microscopy and imaging
instrumentation. Both the Tech Park and IPB are a bridge between UConn faculty and
the world-class research they conduct on campus and private industry partners drawn to
advanced facilities to which they would otherwise not have access.
The project is not intended to address space shortfalls currently found at the Storrs
campus but instead will provide space for new collaborative ventures with external
entities. However, the relocation of select imaging equipment currently located in Gant
North to IPB will vacate approximately 2,800 NASF in Gant North’s lower level. The
project is expected to be ready for occupancy in late 2017.
UConn’s new Engineering and Science Building (ESB) is a 5-story building set
between the existing Chemistry and PharmBio Buildings. It will feature an open floor
layout designed to encourage interdisciplinary collaboration. At the time of publication
a final list of PI research groups to be located there has not yet been established. Two
floors of the building will be used to allow for the relocation of the Institute for Systems
Genomics (ISG) and Center for Genome Innovation (CGI) with some capacity to support
new faculty lines within the Department of Molecular and Cell Biology. Relocation of the
ISG and select related components will free approximately 14,000 NASF in Beach Hall
with the exception of the Professional Science Master’s (PSM) program that will remain
in place. In addition, three floors have been allocated to the School of Engineering: one
to provide space for biomedical devices and materials research; another for a blend of
robotics, cyberphysics, cybersecurity, virtual reality and controls and sensor systems;
and the top floor for research in chemical engineering. These three floors will impact
approximately 35,000 NASF across multiple buildings occupied by SOE, but may only
yield about 14,000 NASF of space vacated to allow expansion of proximate programs
after occupancy of ESB, which is anticipated in 2017.

Construction of both the Innovation Partnership Building (left) and the Engineering and Science Building
(right) is anticipated to be complete by the end of 2017
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3.08 NEXTGENERATION
CONNECTICUT CORE
AND ENABLING
PROJECTS

Consistent with the planning framework described in the 2014 Facilities Master Plan, the
principal vehicles for STEM redevelopment at UConn will be the renovation of the Gant
Complex and the construction of two new research facilities: Science 1 and Science 2.
Collectively these projects are anticipated to vacate a significant quantity of research
laboratory space within the PharmBio Building that can be redeveloped for subsequent
use while also allowing for the demolition of the Torrey Life Sciences Building. These
projects form the core of NextGenCT redevelopment and will provide the basis for both
ancillary concurrent smaller projects as well as subsequent follow-on work.
In order to facilitate these core NextGenCT components a number of enabling
projects must be undertaken. UConn is currently engaged in active studies to finetune its strategic approach and establish more precise project parameters related to
programming, scheduling and costing.
1.

Torrey Life Sciences Greenhouses
The site south of TLSB will be the necessary location for contractor site staging
and lay-down space for the Gant renovation and therefore require the relocation
of the 12,500 NASF of greenhouses currently located there. Several sites are
actively being studied with a final program dependent on proximity to other campus
resources. The replacement facility will provide collections storage space used
in teaching and this study recommends a close evaluation of the Ecology and
Evolutionary Biology department’s greenhouse usage to best leverage existing
resources and related uses on campus, and to set the facility’s required scale.

2.

University Information Technology Services (UITS) Non-Data Center Support
In order to relocate the Physics department out of Gant West UConn is actively
looking at specific strategies to grow the quantity of available space in Gant South.
To that end the University is exploring ways to relocate portions of UITS outside
of Gant on a temporary or permanent basis. While the data center will remain in
place and operational throughout construction, the staff associated with the data
center may be temporarily relocated out of Gant South to a location as-yet to be
determined. In addition, approximately 11,500 NASF of non-data center support
functions including HuskyTech may temporarily or permanently be relocated off-site.
The University is currently developing a program for all UITS functions currently in
Gant and exploring alternative locations for these important components.

3.

Temporary Replacement for Gant Central (Plaza) Office Space
As part of the logistics planning for the Gant renovation, the phasing of component
parts of the project are being considered. Options are being explored regarding the
appropriate timing for Gant Central renovations and the corresponding relocation of
its current occupants.

4.

Unallocated Research Space
The occupants of unallocated research space in Science 1 and Science 2 will be
defined once full design contracts are issued to the selected consultants. A set of
research space allocation guidelines is currently in development by the University
that will further inform the composition of newly developed research space.
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GANT RENOVATION

CONTEXT

As was noted in the evaluation of existing conditions the Gant Complex has outlived
its capacity to support advanced fume-hood based research but is appropriate for
redevelopment to house teaching laboratories or research functions that do not require
intense building engineering infrastructure. The facility is well-sited on the Storrs campus
with ample access points on all sides both for vehicles and pedestrians. About half of the
building’s 270,000 GSF is contiguous high-bay laboratories located on the ground floor
presenting a unique redevelopment opportunity for the University.
On the academic side, one of the most pressing space concerns the University faces
stems from the number of undergraduate students that have recently enrolled and the
corollary capacity limitations within lower-division teaching. This condition is magnified by
the condition of most lower-division class laboratory spaces (e.g., within the Torrey Life
Sciences Building (TLSB), Bronwell Hall, etc.). In addition to a severe shortage of class
laboratories, UConn lacks a complement of class laboratory support infrastructure such
as prep rooms that enhance the efficient functioning of the instructional laboratories.
STRATEGY

Gant will be sequentially redeveloped as a consolidated center for undergraduate
teaching with an economy of scale and operating efficiency that presents a unique
opportunity to create a distinctive “UConn” approach to STEM pedagogy. This center
for undergraduate instruction will include teaching laboratories for Physics, Biology
1000, EEB, MCB and PNB. Alongside these teaching laboratories will be a complement
of related laboratory support functions that will achieve operational efficiencies by
eliminating the need for facilities redundancies while economizing on the support staff
required. The opportunity exists to create a series of distinct but similar class laboratory
environments that can be modified or adapted as teaching loads evolve without a
fundamental reorganization of the service spaces that support them. Colocating such
facilities provides the opportunity to create a vibrant hub of STEM learning in close
proximity to existing lecture hall facilities and shared study spaces. The building’s unique
features include access to grade on all sides and an open plaza at the first floor that is
capable of supporting the large numbers of students that will use the facility. Furthermore
the building’s proximity to the existing BioPhysics Building with resources such as a café
and existing lecture halls will augment the functioning of the renovated Gant Complex.
In addition, the Gant Complex will serve as the singular location for a consolidated
EEB department. Given the current and anticipated scale of that department, UConn
can achieve an economy of means and a critical mass of activity by consolidating EEB
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teaching, administrative and research functions in a single building.
INTENT

A primary driver behind the decision to renovate the Gant Complex for undergraduate
teaching is due to the urgency with which UConn needs to develop teaching laboratory
capacity to support the 2018 enrollment profile. As the first large-scale project to
result from NextGenCT funding, the project vacates Physics from Gant West but also
vacates all teaching functions from the Torrey Life Sciences Building (TLSB), providing
improved conditions for foundational coursework that will benefit all undergraduates
across campus. In order to replace the existing quantity of Physics and Biology
teaching laboratories and provide required throughput capacity, the renovated complex
must support approximately 15,700 weekly student contact hours of scheduled
class time for approximately 2,600 FTEs across the corresponding departments. For
space assessment and planning purposes, this study assumed the maintenance of
a three:three laboratory:lecture model of delivery resulting in a need for at least 52
individual class laboratories. While alternative models such as SCALE-UP are possible
within the Gant Complex, such pedagogies will require a different quantity of area to
achieve the same throughput goals, in part because they remove the operating efficiency
associated with use of large lecture halls to deliver portions of the coursework.
The preliminary program below summarizes the academic space required to satisfy
departmental needs based on these planning assumptions. The eventual design team
will use this preliminary program with detail provided in the space assessment to arrive
at a final building model that factors in the final pedagogical approach chosen by the
departments and correlates with available resources. As the eventual demolition of TLSB
will eliminate the indoor connection between Gant and the vivarium in the PharmBio
Building, the final programming for the complex will need to carefully assess aggregate
vivarium usage and make alternative accommodation.

GANT COMPLEX BREAKDOWN BY SPACE TYPE

Building Gross SF
Building Efficiency
Assignable SF

Administrative
21%

Gant South
Lecture Space
5%

Teaching
49%

Research
24%

Special Use
1%
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Physics
Physics
Physics
Physics
PNB
Gant Central Physics
Bio-1000
Gant West
Bio-1000
Bio-1000
Physics
MCB
PNB
Registrar
Gant North
EEB
EEB
EEB
Registrar

270,000
57%
153,600
Administrative
Teaching
Research
Special Use
Teaching
Administrative
Teaching
Teaching
Administrative
Research
Teaching
Teaching
Lecture Halls
Administrative
Teaching
Research
Lecture Hall
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7,700
14,300
8,300
1,600
10,000
6,150
5,400
17,600
2,900
3,000
17,300
4,000
6,000
14,800
6,100
26,100
2,350
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SCIENCE 1

CONTEXT

As noted in the 2014 Facilities Master Plan (FMP), the North Eagleville Corridor in its
current state cannot support additional construction. To provide the scale of expansion
UConn requires, the FMP anticipated development of a new Northwest Quad that would
support up to four new facilities implemented over the coming decades. Over 180,000
NASF of additional research laboratory space is required at UConn to support the
2018 planning scenario and the vast majority of the existing space deficit extends from
the School of Engineering that has already exceeded its share of UConn’s ambitious
enrollment growth scenario.
In addition, in order for the Gant Complex renovation to proceed apace there is a need to
vacate Gant North by 2020. In the absence of an appropriate site along North Eagleville
the next appropriate location for the relocated Institute of Materials Science (IMS) is at
the Northwest Quad. IMS is an interdisciplinary venture composed of advanced research
facilities that require significant building systems infrastructure including high-ventilation
capacities. There are currently no buildings on campus that can readily support these
functions that are ill-suited to older facilities such as the Gant Complex.
STRATEGY

The use of the anticipated new Northwest Quad for expansion of UConn’s research
enterprise presents an optimal opportunity to provide the quantity of open area
necessary to accommodate the spaces required along with the requisite engineering
infrastructure to adequately support those laboratories in both the short- and long- terms.
The University has committed to building a facility containing approximately 200,000
GSF that will provide a critical mass of research activities able to function independently
at a modest distance from the existing North Eagleville corridor.
IMS, a primary occupant of the new facility will be relocated from its current home
in Gant North to new purpose-built construction that provides a unique opportunity
to create the kinds of state-of-the-art facilities that will best support the Institutes’s
ongoing work. It can be anticipated that the IMS faculty housed in Science 1 will bring
a robust complement of shared support facilities such as characterization, clean room,
thin-film lithography and a range of analytic functions that will serve as the nucleus for
subsequent laboratory redevelopment in this new campus district.
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In addition, UConn has decided to co-locate Materials Science and Engineering (MSE)
teaching laboratories from the Engineering 2 Building to the Science 1 Building to keep
undergraduates in proximity to advanced research and associated core facilities, support
the graduate students that will service both spaces and provide the infrastructureintensive instructional spaces appropriate to the discipline.
With the exception of a modest amount of space set aside for public and building
amenities the remainder of Science 1 will be built out as laboratories that can support
engineering and the physical sciences but that will not be allocated or assigned until a
later date. This unallocated space will provide UConn with the flexibility to support the
initiatives of successful faculty or to recruit new faculty that will grow UConn’s research
enterprise consistent with NextGenCT’s target goals for research funding.

INTENT
As the first in a series of new developments at the Northwest Quad, planning
and construction of Science 1 must preserve sufficient site footprint for additional
construction and the growth of a distinct campus quadrangle. The shared laboratory
resources in Science 1 will be the nucleus around which subsequent site development
takes place. The University is best served if unallocated space in Science 1 is fully
utilized for research and the creation of redundant core facilities such as vivaria is
avoided. Candidate occupants for Science 1 should be carefully chosen for their synergy
of research disciplines. Given anticipated retirements to come in the Physics department,
at the appropriate time the University will evaluate whether this advanced research
space and the vibrant community that surrounds it will prove an attractive magnet for the
next generation of Physics faculty.
Although modest, the quantity of teaching space allocated for MSE has been sized
to support the pedagogical approach currently in place with some modest expansio
capacity to reflect the inclusion of student project space. In addition, as the first major
building to be constructed at the Northwest Science Quad, a public amenity component
is critical to anchor this new hub to the campus, both socially and intellectually.

SCIENCE 1 BREAKDOWN BY SPACE TYPE
Special Use
2%

Teaching
4%
Administrative
16%
Amenity
4%

SCIENCE 1 PRELIMINARY PROGRAM
Building Gross SF
Building Efficiency
Assignable SF
IMS
IMS
IMS
IMS
MSE
Unallocated
Public Amenity Space

200,000
55%
110,000
Administrative
Research
Special - Study
Special - Storage
Teaching
Research

17,350
39,000
1,650
600
5,000
43,000
4,000

Research
74%
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PHARMACY-BIOLOGY
RENOVATION

CONTEXT

With the consolidation of the Ecology and Evolutionary Biology (EEB) department in a
renovated Gant Complex, approximately two and a half floors of the Pharmacy-Biology
Building (PharmBio) will be vacated and available for reuse. This space is among the
most valuable in the University’s portfolio as it is outfitted with contemporary engineering
infrastructure, well-suited to support wet-laboratory biological research with direct
proximity to the vivarium. Although the former EEB research laboratories areas will
require some retooling prior to reuse these spaces represent a singular opportunity to
provide high-quality life sciences research space.
By the time this space is available in PharmBio the remaining occupants in the Torrey
Life Sciences Building (TLSB) will be faculty and researchers in the departments of
Molecular and Cell Biology (MCB) and Physiology and Neurobiology (PNB). Increased
research space needs are forecast for both departments: an additional 23% for MCB
and 36% more for PNB. Although only one of many factors, research productivity is
evidenced by by awarded grant funding; funding that in turn factors in to the size of
research teams supporting individual principal investigators. MCB holds a consistently
high ranking among College of Liberal Arts and Sciences departments for awarded
research funding, while the comparatively smaller PNB department has nearly doubled
its research awards between fiscal years 2013 and 20151.
STRATEGY

Once modest interior reconfigurations are complete, the vacated PharmBio space will be
occupied by the MCB and PNB research and administrative offices that remain in TLSB
leaving that building fully vacant. This move represents a remarkable improvement in
quality of space for these departments, offers direct access to vivarium facilities, uses
renovated facilities with already robust infrastructure for existing needs, and maintains a
central location for biological research within the life sciences core of the North Eagleville
Science District. Further, the project also provides for PNB expansion, consolidating the
department’s research and administrative space into a single location.
Quarterly Summary of Sponsored Program Services
Activity, Office of the Vice President for Research,
Report for Quarter Ending 9/30/2015, 15.
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INTENT

A primary driver for this modest but overwhelmingly important project is the provision
of more and significantly better research space for two highly productive departments.
The categories of research pursued by both MCB and PNB align closely with traditional
National Institutes of Health (NIH) and National Science Foundation (NSF) grant
opportunities and the current location of these departments in TLSB places their
principal investigators at a disadvantage relative to other institutional peers. This space
in the PharmBio Building represents the next available opportunity to make available a
significant quantity of contemporary life sciences research space with direct access to
the currently underutilized vivarium.
However, the value of this space can only be made available if the current occupants
are relocated to an alternative location. Given the infrastructure requirements of the EEB
research laboratories their location in a renovated Gant Complex is both an appropriate
and advisable approach.
The former EEB research laboratories will require some modest level of renovation prior
to reuse given the change in occupants and research protocols. Modest architectural
modifications provide the opportunity to create more open and adaptable laboratory
units that are less cellular and separate in layout and therefore can be occupied more
efficiently.

At the appropriate time UConn may consider alternative life sciences research candidates
for this valuable research space. Given the scale of the available space it would be
possible to use it to vacate the laboratories currently located in the Atwater addition
allowing for the selective demolition of that portion of the Atwater/Pathbio Complex.
Doing so would make available a sizable site area on which a new laboratory building
could be constructed with direct access to the vivarium at the lower level. This approach
also presents the opportunity to use select space in PharmBio for research opportunities
in animal science that would benefit from location at North Eagleville rather than East
Campus with corresponding resultant collaborative opportunities.
Similarly, a portion of the available PharmBio Building space could support the expansion
of laboratory research within the School of Pharmacy.

PHARMBIO BUILDING RENOVATION
BREAKDOWN BY SPACE TYPE

PHARMBIO BUILDING RENOVATION
PRELIMINARY PROGRAM
Assignable SF

Administrative
19%

Vacating TLSB:
MCB
PNB

Research
Administrative
Research
Administrative

Research Expansion Candidates:
PNB / Pathobiology / Pharmacy

Research
81%
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SCIENCE 2

CONTEXT

The Torrey Life Sciences Building (TLSB) will be fully vacated and ready for demolition
following the backfill of the Pharmacy-Biology Building (PharmBio), resulting in a
cleared site with prime frontage on North Eagleville Road. As the Science 1 Building
expands research capacity for physical and materials science to the west, there is a
complementary need to provide life sciences research laboratory expansion capacity.
Furthermore, is was noted in Section 3.04 Prioritization of Space Need Relative to
Available Resources, the University faces a significant deficit in research laboratory
space in part related to the NextGenCT goal to expand the research enterprise
effectively doubling research grant expenditures. Given the University’s historical funding
profiles and likely areas of interest for future grant support the life sciences will present
significant opportunities to achieve the University’s research goals.
UConn has already invested considerably in creating robust life sciences core facilities
along the North Eagleville corridor. Among these are the vivarium in PharmBio, which
has a considerable amount of expansion capacity available for use, the research
greenhouses atop the BioPhysics Building and the genomics cores to be located in
the Engineering and Science Building. Collectively, these facilities provide an excellent
foundation from which to expand on UConn’s existing strengths in related fields.
STRATEGY

The Science 2 Building will provide for life sciences expansion, including some research
and administrative space for PNB and MCB departments and a significant quantity
of unallocated research space for life sciences recruits. By building Science 2 as an
addition onto PharmBio, the new laboratory space will have direct access to the existing
underutilized vivarium and provide UConn with the latitude to align available facilities
with hiring opportunities as they manifest. During the conceptual design phases of
the project the possibility of a tunnel connection to the BioPhysics Building should be
investigated to weigh the potential costs against the benefits of gaining direct access to
the vivarium to both BioPhys and Gant.
As the funding prospects for Science 2 construction remain uncertain, during the design
phase it may be worthwhile to consider building a quantity of the unallocated research
space as shell space that can be fit out at a later time in part through grant funding.
This approach has the advantage of building out only those laboratory services that are
needed by future faculty and avoids infrastructure obsolescing in the interim.
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The Campus Master Plan calls for Science 2 to be implemented in two phases. Funding
for this first phase is budgeted within NextGen Connecticut; the second phase of
expansion is described under Section 3.11 Beyond NextGeneration Connecticut as
Science 3. Funding for Science 2 must include provision for fit out of the shell space in
the existing vivarium.
INTENT

The most important resource conservation consideration at hand is the value in reducing
or eliminating the creation of redundant core facilities. In many instances, core facilities
such as vivaria are the most expensive kinds of research spaces to build. Every square
foot of duplicate core facilities created deprives UConn of the opportunity to direct
research laboratory resources to existing or recruit faculty.

GANT

275,000 GSF
2016 - 2022

UConn’s existing life sciences cores represent a valuable asset that can serve as a
magnet for recruit faculty. Leveraging the value of those existing facilities will position
UConn to make more attractive facilities offers to potential recruits, proximate to existing
faculty and provide the basis for productive collaborations. It will make for a wiser
long-term use of resources to provide for research laboratory expansion through new
construction rather than through the renovation of existing facilities.

SCIENCE 1
200,000 GSF
2017 - 2020

SCI. 2

Like Science 1, Science 2 presents “wild card” opportunities to UConn to take advantage
of future opportunities in the life sciences that have not yet manifested and it is in the
University’s interests to preserve this long-term prerogative. However, appropriations
made to projects in the short term have the potential to consume resources from projects
farther on the horizon. By keeping projects currently in development on budget UConn
protects the value of this future asset.

70,000 GSF
2023 - 2025

As an alternative strategy UConn considered the possibility of building Science 2
as an addition to the BioPhysics Building, possibly on the site of the existing TLSB
greenhouses such that construction could commence prior to TLSB’s demolition. The
possibility exists to use the site east of BioPhysics to provide contractor staging and laydown space for the Gant renovation, which would preclude use of the site for the next
six years. Most importantly, an addition onto BioPhysics will not create research space
with direct access to the existing vivarium, limiting the value of that space to potential
life sciences recruits.

SCIENCE 2 BREAKDOWN BY SPACE TYPE

Administrative
15%

SCIENCE 2 PRELIMINARY PROGRAM
Building Gross SF
Building Efficiency
Assignable SF

70,000
57%
40,000

Expansion Space Candidates:
PNB forecasted growth
MCB forecasted growth
Unallocated Life Sciences

4,900
6,100
29,000

Research
85%
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3.09 NEXTGENERATION
CONNECTICUT
FOLLOW-ON
(BACKFILL)
PROJECTS

REDEPLOYMENT OF VACATED SOE SPACE

Over the course of the next five years pockets of space will be vacated across
buildings currently occupied by the School of Engineering including Bronwell Hall, the
Engineering II Building (E2), the United Technologies Engineering Building (UTEB) and
the Information Technologies Engineering Building (ITEB) among others. Much of this
available space will result from the relocation of existing researchers to the Engineering
and Science Building (ESB) with additional space resulting from the transference of
Biology 1000 teaching laboratories from Bronwell to the Gant Complex. As the upload
strategy for ESB is defined, it will be necessary to track the vacated space with greater
precision. It is therefore recommended that a more focused redevelopment plan for
the School of Engineering be developed that plots a course for how these isolated
pockets of space might be collocated such that a contiguous block of space might be
assembled that can be more purposefully renovated. Although the School can allow
pockets of space to support the expansion of faculty in spaces immediately proximate, a
consolidated quantity of space properly renovated will allow the support of new initiatives
that are precluded by the current buildings such as the creation of a suite of freshman
studio or “maker” laboratories.
BACKFILL OF VACATED BEACH HALL SPACE

With the departure of the Institute for Systems Genomics from Beach Hall it is
anticipated that approximately 14,000 NASF of recently renovated research space suited
to cellular and molecular biology will become available in that building. Over the course
of discussions with representatives of College of Liberal Arts and Sciences (CLAS) a
number of viable alternative uses for that space have been identified. In the immediate
term the space presents an opportunity to recruit Molecular and Cell Biology (MCB)
faculty, an opportunity not currently afforded by the paucity of appropriate research
space on campus. The available space also could be used to provide some relief to MCB
or Pathobiology researchers currently in Torrey Life Sciences or Atwater Hall. Although
not ideal in that this approach disconnects researchers from their colleagues and
departmental home base, Beach can provide an immediate avenue of relief for some
from the worst research laboratory conditions on campus.
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If an appropriate candidate wet laboratory function cannot be found, the vacated space
could be used to allow for the sequential renovation of the existing Geosciences teaching
laboratories in Beach’s lower level or the expansion of Anthropology laboratory capacity
on the upper floors. The facilities for Geosciences are in particularly decrepit condition
and sorely in need of renovation. Although the Anthropology laboratories have generally
seen more recent renovation, that department is seeing a significant influx in non-majors
seeking coursework to satisfy distribution requirements. For students who may not elect
a major or seek a career in the sciences, the laboratories in Beach may be their primary
exposure to STEM during their education at UConn.
PHARMACY-BIOLOGY INTERIOR MODIFICATIONS FOR SCHOOL OF
PHARMACY

Based on a review of the current utilization of the PharmBio Building there are
opportunities to conduct minor renovations and reconfigurations to optimize that
building’s use. The existing library could be adapted to better support group project
and study activities with less emphasis on collections storage. Similarly, the current
utilization of the specialized laboratory dedicated to pharmaceutical compounding
suggests an opportunity to repurpose that laboratory space for higher and better use.
While such modifications could be implemented as funds become available, a more
complete space audit should be conducted to identify additional opportunities to optimize
laboratory utilization. On the ground floor the locker storage area may be better used
for collaboration and group study. As recent construction, the laboratory engineering
infrastructure of the PharmBio Building is a valuable resource to the University that
should be optimized for maximum benefit.
BRONWELL RENOVATION OF FORMER BIOLOGY LABORATORIES

Once the existing BCS or Biology 1000 teaching laboratories are relocated from
Bronwell into the renovated Gant Complex the University will renovate the vacated
space for the School of Engineering’s Department of Biomedical Engineering (BME).
Given the magnitude of the space deficits identified in that department such a renovation
will satisfy only a portion of the longer term needs. Within that context a priority facility
need for the BME department include a tissue engineering laboratory that can serve
both a research and teaching capacity. As an interim solution, this renovation will meet
an immediate need, however a more holistic strategy for this building is required in the
longer term.
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3.10 CONCURRENT
ANCILLARY
PROJECTS

REDEPLOYMENT OF BIOBEHAVIORAL 4

UConn’s programs across the health sciences are seeing rapid growth and are of vital
interest to meet regional workforce needs and grow the State’s economy. In particular,
programs within Kinesiology and Physical Therapy specifically have experienced a surge
in student interest that far exceeds the capacity that the existing facilities can support.
Unlike other STEM disciplines in which instructional laboratories can be run at a higher
rate of utilization, programs such as Physical Therapy have a more direct relationship
between quantity of space provided and the number of students that can be served.
In addition, the program functions optimally when this space is contiguous. For these
reasons it was concluded that the block of available space in Biobehavioral 4 should be
repurposed to serve the expanding needs of Physical Therapy.
RENOVATION OF JONES ANNEX

Although modest, the 6,000 NASF available in the Jones Annex provides the opportunity
for the College of Agriculture, Health and Natural Resources (CAHNR) to support an
immediate initiative: the creation of a pilot food laboratory for the Department of Nutrition
Science. Given a broader national interest in food safety and security as well as the
increased importance Federal agencies such as the Department of Agriculture will play
in research funding, this initiative can strategically differentiate UConn from its current
peers while remaining entirely consistent with its land-grant mission.
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BACKFILL OF ABL GREENHOUSE

Across the University there is a need for a range of types of greenhouse space ranging
from smaller-scale research environments with varying needs for control and isolation
to larger scale teaching and display facilities with greater degrees of public access.
The existing ABL greenhouses satisfy a unique niche given their proximity both to the
University’s outdoor farm facilities and the immediately adjacent ATL/ABL research
laboratories. The anticipated expiration of lease agreements currently in place with
industry partnerships provides the opportunity for UConn to repurpose approximately
1,200 NASF of greenhouse space with a commensurate quantity of associated
laboratory and support spaces. In the intervening months the College will evaluate
the appropriate use for that space but possibilities include relocating well-funded plant
infection research from Hampton Cottage at the Depot campus or attracting one or more
new faculty recruits to support identified NextGenCT expansion needs.
BACKFILL OF ABL/ATL RESEARCH SPACE

In recent years the existing ABL/ATL facility has been sequentially organized as
an increasingly interdisciplinary facility dedicated to studying plant, nutritional and
related agricultural concerns. As is noted below, a more detailed space audit should
be conducted to evaluate the space utilization of the facility particularly in light of the
planned departure of select industry partners for incubator space off campus. Some
laboratory space originally designed for plant tissue culture research on the second floor
is no longer needed for that purpose. Combined with several adjacent support spaces
about 2,150 NASF can be renovated to create a larger tissue culture teaching laboratory
with growth chambers and additional research laboratories.
BACKFILL OF VACANT CHEMISTRY BUILDING SPACE

Currently there is a modest quantity of vacant research space on the third floor of the
Chemistry Building (approximately 1,300 NASF) that presents a number of opportunities.
In the short-term and in the absence of a specific PI recruit a prudent use of that space
could support existing chemical engineering faculty that are compressed within the
Bronwell / E2 / UTEB complex as their needs are compatible with the Chemistry Building
laboratories. A space audit of the Chemistry Building could identify opportunities to
optimize the utilization of the high quality laboratory space in this building. To that end
the currently vacant space would provide an entrée to a programmatic restack that might
sequentially allow existing faculty to relocate to right-sized space, potentially creating
space for future hires. That process of optimization may involve limited relocation of
demising partitions and the rebalancing of activities between wings to enhance space
utilization. The robust building infrastructure of the Chemistry Building represents a
resource that should be properly optimized to the University’s benefit. A sequential
restack of the building based on sound data obtained in a space audit coupled with the
limited quantity of space currently available can provide the opportunity to execute that
optimization.
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SPACE AUDIT ANALYSES

Although NextGenCT funding represents a tremendous investment in UConn’s physical
infrastructure, a significant gap remains between the quantity of additional space that
funding can provide and the overall need assessed based on anticipated enrollment
and corollary increase in faculty. For this reason it is essential that the University seek
to optimize the utilization of its existing facilities, most importantly those of recent
construction with building systems infrastructure capable of advancing the research
enterprise.
As was noted in the evaluation of existing campus conditions during Phase 1, UConn’s
recently constructed laboratory buildings are organized around highly modular but very
separate laboratory units. In the absence of a model for research space allocation that
matches the quantity of area or linear footage of bench space with actual PI group
needs, PIs are instead assigned space based on the architectural layout by spatial unit.
The inevitable result is a mismatch with some faculty forced into spaces that are too
small and others residing in spaces that are overly generous. This problem most directly
impacts the University’s research enterprise in that it inhibits providing adequate support
for successful research initiatives and severely limits the ability to provide seed space for
nascent project work.
It is therefore recommended that the University conduct space audits of select facilities
to measure utilization on a more granular basis and to reveal how minor architectural
modifications and programmatic restack might extract a greater overall space efficiency.
Although it may be possible to increase the effective utilization of additional buildings
on campus, the five identified below represent the greatest opportunities to realize a
return on investment: resulting in high-quality research space in a context of available
opportunities for programmatic restack.
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•

Chemistry Building: As is noted above, a modest amount of available research
space in the Chemistry Building can provide the entrée to programmatic restack.
Furthermore, recent faculty departures and the prospect of future recruit efforts
underscore the value in accumulating a critical mass of space that can be allocated
to match the needs of current and prospective faculty.

•

Information Technologies Engineering Building (ITEB): Within the next two
years it is expected that a modest quantity of program associated with the School
of Engineering’s cybersecurity research cluster ITEB will be relocated to the new
Engineering and Science Building (ESB). It may be possible to leverage additional
space in this building by relocating office functions such as laboratories conducting
theoretical research into buildings such as UTEB or the Engineering II Building (E2)
so that a greater quantity of space in ITEB can serve more infrastructure-demanding
functions such as experimental electrical engineering research. An assessment of
the research laboratory wing on the second through fourth floors will provide insights
as to where greater operating efficiencies might be obtained.

•

Pharmacy-Biology Building (PBB): Within the next six years it is anticipated that
a significant quantity of space will be vacated on the second through fourth floors
when Ecology and Environmental Biology laboratories (EEB) are consolidated within
Gant North. The backfill of that available space represents a unique opportunity
to address other functional issues associated with the building layout including
a reconsideration of the utilization of PNB and School of Pharmacy research
laboratories. Conducting a space audit in the short-term will both better inform the
process of decanting EEB into Gant North while also indicating which opportunities
exist to mine the remaining laboratories for increased utilization.
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•

ABL/ATL Complex: As has been noted above, the ABL/ATL complex has seen
significant changes in the organization of research space around research themes
and synergies rather than departmental silos. With the anticipated departure of
select industry partners now is the appropriate time for a more guided approach
to the allocation of research space that measures the quantity of research space
assigned to a more uniform University standard. Coupled with the assessment of
existing research space utilization, the opportunity exists to magnify the impact of
ABL/ATL, creating robust clusters of active research that accommodate a greater
quantity of research faculty in more effective collaborative density.

•

Biology-Physics Building (BPB): Although limited work is posited within this
building the renovation of the adjacent Gant Complex and the eventual backfill of
space in PBB underscores the value in taking a closer look at MCB’s occupancy of
the research laboratories in this building. Although the EEB seed storage facility and
rooftop research greenhouses represent unique special-use functions appropriate
to their existing space, the modular layout of the research laboratories has led to a
comparably less efficient occupancy, similar to that found in the Chemistry Building
and PBB. A space audit carried out in the short-term can provide both immediate
guidance on the viability of supporting urgent MCB recruit needs within the existing
layout as well as longer-term input on adjustments that might be made relative to an
eventual partial occupancy of Science 2. Although the baseline strategy positions
MCB research in both the BioPhysics Building and Science 2, the opportunity exists
to organize that research by research theme to maintain the integrity of research
clusters keeping “like with like”. Special attention should be devoted to research
protocols that are best supported by a direct connection to the BioPhysics Building’s
rooftop research greenhouses.

CLASSROOM UTILIZATION ANALYSIS AND REDEVELOPMENT STUDY

The space assessment provided under Phase 2 identifies the total quantity of teaching
load generated by each STEM department that would rightfully be located in registrarcontrolled classrooms. This assessment is based on UConn continuing with the existing
three:three ratio of laboratory to lecture credit hours. As the scope of the STEM Planning
Study was limited to laboratory facilities a more detailed analysis of the general purpose
classroom teaching load has not been conducted.
Given the scale of the need there is a value in the University commissioning a study
specific to classroom use and distribution that optimizes the utilization of classrooms.
As the foundation for such a study, lessons can be learned from the instructional spaces
that serve as “sandboxes” for pedagogical experimentation and curricular redevlopment
in the existing library as well as the experimental “studio lab” that will be included in
the first phase of Gant renovation. From these starting points UConn can develop
a phased redevelopment strategy that can be coordinated with anticipated building
renovations such as at Koons, Beach and Klink Halls. Such a utilization study should
also include provision for change management: working with faculty leaders and other
UConn stakeholders on a plan for curricular change and the phased implementation and
adoption of new learning methodologies.
Note: although the baseline strategy presented herein does reallocate classroom space
currently found in Gant for departmental teaching laboratory use, this reduction is offset
by classrooms that will come online in the coming months within a renovated Monteith.
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BERGIN CAMPUS

Over the course of the study the University took possession of the Bergin Correctional
Facility adjacent to the Depot Campus. In the short-term this additional space can
provide much-needed expansion capacity for essential programs that cannot be
accommodated at the campus core. Chief among these are the senior thesis studio
laboratories needed across the School of Engineering’s disciplines. This space deficit is
of significant concern as increased quantities of students make their way through their
respective coursework and the surge of recent enrollment progresses from freshman to
senior years.
Longer-term, UConn should undertake a more comprehensive development strategy for
both the Bergin and Depot campuses that identifies the highest and best use for these
components with an emphasis on identifying appropriate private partners with missions
that align with the University. A variety of strategies have been employed by other peer
university centers that have effectively leveraged the value of recently acquired ancillary
campuses to attract external partners for mutual benefit.
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3.11 BEYOND
NEXTGENERATION
CONNECTICUT

As was noted in Section 3.04 Prioritization of Space Need Relative to Available
Resources, meeting UConn’s 2018 planning scenarios for student enrollment and
faculty growth will require considerably more facilities resources than are provided for
through NextGenCT funding. For planning purposes these additional space needs have
been organized into a conceptual framework to provide a sense of the additional funding
necessary to support UConn’s strategic goals. Although it may be possible to achieve
these ends through alternative means such public-private partnerships or recently
acquired neighboring facilities, for planning purposes the following descriptions assume
either the renovation of existing UConn facilities or the construction of new facilities on
the Storrs campus.
SCIENCE 3 BUILDING

The research capacity expansion anticipated in Science 2 will provide only some of the
total quantity of space needs anticipated. The 2015 Facilities Master Plan anticipated
that funding limitations would require Science 2 be constructed in two phases; for this
reason this second phase of construction is dubbed “Science 3”. Depending on the
research needs satisfied by Science 2 Science 3 will address conditions deficiencies
currently found in the Atwater / Pathbio Complex and provide expansion capacity across
the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences (CLAS), the College of Agriculture, Health and
Natural Resources (CAHNR) and the School of Engineering (SOE).
EAST CAMPUS SCIENCE FACILITY

Although the ATL/ABL complex can be optimized to support more intensive research
use, it is anticipated that additional laboratory expansion will be required across select
CAHNR components. To that end a modest amount of new construction has been
identified to meet potential needs in such fields as food safety and security as well as
plant and nutrition sciences.
CLINICAL RESEARCH FACILITY

The space assessment identified a need for clinical spaces across a range of
departments to support current and anticipated research. In lieu of providing multiple
department-specific expansion facilities across the campus, it may prove worthwhile to
plan for the select removal of clinical components with high levels of public interface to
a point at the campus’ periphery. Doing so will allow the creation of a facility with the
necessary security and access requirements such as parking and reception functions
while allowing those departments to repurpose the corresponding vacated space to
support expansion needs. The scale and composition of such a facility has not yet been
determined but should be informed by a focused planning study.
CLASSROOM FACILITY

As was noted above, the quantity of general-purpose classroom teaching load
associated with 2018 planning scenarios would suggest the need for a campuswide
study of classroom utilization and redevelopment. Accounting solely for STEM
instruction, UConn can anticipate that an expansion of classroom capacity will be
required. The instructional needs of STEM disciplines will put pressure on the classroom
inventory. The actual impact will require an examination of scheduling as well as fill
rates. In addition to providing instructional expansion capacity, such a project can
implement pedagogical lessons learned from ongoing campus curricular experiments.
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RENOVATION OF VACATED KOONS HALL SPACE

If the proposed relocation of Physical Therapy program from Koons Hall to Biobehavioral
4 is carried out, approximately 5,000 NASF of space will be vacated on the first floor of
Koons Hall along with a modest amount of space at the lower level. With the exception of
two offices this represents the entirety of the first floor and therefore provides an avenue
for the phased renovation of that building. The Allied Health Sciences (AHS) department
has seen significant growth in enrollment and a commensurate increase in the quantity
of full-time faculty resulting in a current space deficit particularly in administrative and
office space, and less so in class laboratory space. However, the quality of existing
class laboratories should be addressed. In the short-term expansion and renovation of
teaching space in the Koons Hall basement for Diagnostic Genetic Sciences and Medical
Laboratory Sciences is necessary to meet accreditation requirements of several CAHNR
programs. Note that this is one option for consideration as AHS is already located in
Koons Hall. At the appropriate time, the University will consider alternate strategies.
The prospect of a phased, floor-by-floor renovation of Koons presents the opportunity
to address the poor conditions currently seen in the classrooms on the lower level
by moving them into renovated space on the first floor and sequentially providing for
additional departmental, faculty office, and related research space across the basement,
second and third floors. Prior to commencement of this work a feasibility study should be
executed that matches the available funding with the scale of the proposed renovation
and develops a building-wide strategy for renewal. In this way appropriate basement- or
attic-level space can be set aside for systems infrastructure to eliminate the reliance on
window air conditioning units and other similar modernizations.
SCIENCE 4 BUILDING

Although Science 1 will provide a significant amount of research space expansion
capacity directed toward physical and materials science, the space assessment
anticipates significantly more research space will be needed within these disciplines.
Additional new construction located proximate to Science 1 would build on the shared
research facilities and “cores” that are anticipated within that building. This approach
is consistent with the baseline strategy of developing the new Northwest Quad for the
physical sciences and engineering and redeveloping the North Eagleville Corridor
around the Life Sciences while avoiding the creation of duplicate or redundant cores.
RENOVATION OF KLINK HALL AND RATCLIFFE HICKS BUILDING AND ARENA

Although renovation work has been carried out across a number of buildings on the East
Campus the Phase 1 Conditions Assessment identified two facilities, Klink and Ratcliffe
Hicks, that face significant deferred maintenance backlogs. As renovation of these two
facilities is not anticipated within this study’s ten-year time frame, provision should be
made in subsequent “NextNextGenCT” funding requests for the resources to address
the ongoing obsolescence of these two important facilities.
RENOVATION OF WHITE BUILDING

The White Building is critical to delivering both the research and teaching mission for
CAHNR. This study recommends comprehensive renovation of the White Building to
address long-standing building mechanical systems and conditions, including corroded
and broken pipes resulting in flooding that has caused further damage to finishes,
spaces, and equipment in the building.
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CAPITAL
IMPROVEMENT
PLAN

4
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT
PLAN

4.01 OVERVIEW

The STEM Space Needs Assessment Study was commissioned to provide UConn with
a strategy for spending capital available through NextGenCT funding in order to support
three principal goals: increasing student enrollment, the hiring of additional faculty and
expanding the research enterprise. The capital improvement plan or “CIP” described on
the following pages summarizes the annual expenditures required to deliver the projects
selected for inclusion. To support UConn’s long-term planning objectives, additional
information has been provided for projects situated outside NextGenCT funding to equip
the institution with the information necessary to seek additional resources.
Given the holistic nature of the planning exercise core NextGenCT projects have been
conceptualized “as a piece” with instructional components located in certain facilities and
research laboratories in others matching laboratory function to appropriate container and
each facility developed to its “highest and best use”. The sum of these core NextGenCT
projects accomplishes a range of institutional goals designed to dovetail within the range
of the limited available funding. Reapportioning funds from one NextGenCT component
to another will lead to an imbalance in facilities redevelopment. Projects in the shortterm that exceed their budgets will reduce the scale and impact of projects further on
the horizon. An increase in the project costs for the Gant renovation will jeopardize the
implementation of Science 2 with implications for UConn’s ability to expand research
capacity in precisely the life sciences fields that are currently seeing an increase in
funding interest.
The University is further constrained by annual spending limits articulated both in the
2014 Master Plan and NextGenCT funding. These constraints set the timing of core
projects such that Science 2 construction cannot occur concurrently with either the
Gant renovation or Science 1 yet provide for sufficient funds to construct Science 1
concurrently with the renovation of Gant West.
The Capital Improvement Plan maps core projects across a 10-year time frame with
project costs aggregated on a fiscal-year basis. Additional projects have been identified
to address needs not satisfied by NextGenCT funding and are plotted along a 15year schedule. Select projects initiated prior to the STEM facilities study that impact
NextGenCT projects have been included in the project timeline. However, the anticipated
costs of these projects have not been included in this report.
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4.02 METHODOLOGY

Escalation has been applied at a rate of 3.5% annually throughout the term of the CIP.
UConn will hold an additional contingency outside the framework of this CIP to address
anticipated variations in escalation.
Construction Costs are the byproduct of aggregated parametric estimating for
building components including site development, core and shell and interior fit-out. All
construction costs include 20% design contingency to reflect the current limited quantity
of programmatic definition.
Project Costs have been determined using a fixed multiplier at 1.5 times construction
costs. Variations from this standard can be expected such as projects with significant
equipment budgets that may rise to 1.6 times the cost of construction. Conversely
projects with less programmatic complexity may see reduced project costs, closer to 1.4
times the cost of construction.
The Distribution of Cash Flow has two components: the ratio of project cost
spending between the design and construction phases and the relative durations of
both components. For all projects included in this study a fixed 15:85 ratio is assumed
between spending during the design and construction phases.
In assigning those costs to project schedules two cost curves have been established.
The first is best used for larger projects such as core and follow-on NextGenCT projects
with the first 40% of the project schedule used for design and the following 60% for
construction. The second is more appropriately used for smaller backfill and ancillary
projects with the first 60% of the schedule spent on design and the remaining 40% on
construction.
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Escalation
2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

3.5%

3.5%

3.5%

3.5%

3.5%

3.5%

3.5%

3.5%

3.5%

3.5%

3.5%

3.5%

3.5%

3.5%

Spend Curve
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

15%

85%

Note: For all projects included in this study 15% of project costs are
assumed to accrue during design phases and the remaining 85% during
construction.
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4.03 CAPITAL
IMPROVEMENT PLAN
SUMMARY

For planning purposes escalation has not been applied to projects outside the ten-year
time frame of the study’s scope. These projects will form the basis of UConn’s next
capital request from the State of Connecticut and as their timing is currently uncertain,
costs associated with escalation cannot adequately be determined at this time. The
construction and project costs associated with “Beyond NextGenCT” projects are
reported solely in current terms.
2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

Preceding Projects
Monteith Renovation
Innovation Partnership Building
Engineering Sciences Building
NextGenCT Core and Enabling
Replacement Greenhouse
Demolition of TLS Greenhouse
Gant Renovation
Gant South & Central
Gant West
Gant North
Science 1
Pharmacy-Biology Backfill
Demolition of Torrey Life Sciences
Science 2
NextGenCT Follow On Projects
Renovation of School of Engineering Space Vacated
by ESB

UConn will develop a strategy and schedule for reoccupying vacated space
once a definitive list of faculty moving to ESB is determined.

Beach Backfill Renovation
Pharmacy-Biology Interior Modifications for School of
Pharmacy
Bronwell Renovation of Former Biology Laboratories
Concurrent Ancillary Projects
Biobehavioral 4 Renovation
Jones Annex Renovation
ATL/ABL Reconfiguration
Engineering Expansion at Bergin Campus
Chemistry (audit may reveal additional area)
Beyond NextGenCT
Science 3
Koons Renovations
East Campus Science Building
Ratcliffe Hicks Renovation
Clinical Research Facility
Classroom Facility

The space assessment has quantified the classoom space required for
STEM-related instruction. A study of the distribution of the classroom needs
of the University will be commissioned outside this study’s scope.

Science 4
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The following statements of possible cost are based
at 1Q 2016 and reflect the highly conceptual nature of
the current planning effort. These figures are noted to
establish preliminary budgets and must be revisited as
projects further defined.

Beyond NextGenCT
2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

2030

Construction
Cost

Area

Project
Present Value

Project Future
Value

The costs of these preceding projects were established
prior to the STEM Planning Study and are therefore
excluded from this matrix.

10,000

GSF

$3.0M

$4.5M

$4.6M

12,500

GSF

$0.5M

$0.8M

$0.8M

270,300

GSF

92,600

GSF

91,400

GSF

86,300

GSF

200,000

GSF

$145.0M
Construction and project costs for the Gant Renovation
are under development as part of a separate project.
The future project value identified represents the best
information currently available.

$105.9M

$158.8M

$170.0M

NASF

$8.1M

$12.1M

$14.2M

135,180

GSF

$10.1M

$15.2M

$18.1M

70,000

GSF

$45.3M

$68.0M

$83.0M

35,000

NASF

$11.6M

$17.3M

14,400

NASF

$6.6M

$9.9M

2,500

NASF

$0.4M

$0.5M

5,000

NASF

$1.7M

$2.5M

5,000

NASF

$1.1M

$1.6M

5,000

NASF

$1.5M

$2.3M

2,500

NASF

$0.8M

$1.1M

24,400

40,000

GSF

$12.2M

$18.3M

NASF

$0.4M

$0.7M

GSF

$45.7M

$68.6M

NASF

$1.7M

$2.6M

45,000

GSF

$24.3M

$36.5M

17,000

NASF

$6.8M

$10.2M

48,900

GSF

$26.4M

$39.6M

GSF

$136.0M

$204.0M

1,350
84,700
5,000

Future project
costs have not
been included for
these categories
as definite project
time frames have
not yet been
established.

TBD
200,000
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4.04 CAPITAL
IMPROVEMENT PLAN
DETAIL

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

OCCUPY
MONTEITH
IPB NEW CONSTRUCTION
ESB NEW CONSTRUCTION

REPLACEMENT
GREENHOUSE

$4.6M

DEMOLISH TORREY
GREENHOUSE

$0.77M

RELOCATE UITS
NON-DATA CENTER
& GANT CENTRAL GANT SOUTH & GANT CENTRAL RENOVATION
OFFICES

$5.0M

$7.0M

$38.5M

GANT WEST RENOVATION

$35.5M

$34.4M

$145M GANT RENOVATION TOTAL

SCIENCE 1 NEW CONSTRUCTION

$173.7M

$14.1M
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$27.7M
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$102.5M

$103.6M

$51.5M

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025
PRECEDING
PROJECTS

$23.0M

NEXTGEN CT CORE AND
ENABLING PROJECTS

DEMOLISH TORREY

GANT NORTH NEW CONSTRUCTION

$18.5M

$1.5M

SCIENCE 2 NEW CONSTRUCTION

$84.6M

NEXTGEN CT
FOLLOW-ON
PROJECTS

PHARM-BIO RENOVATION

$14.5M

$23.0M

$5.0M

$31.5M

$42.9M

$39.6M

Note: all values cited are project costs and reflect escalation starting February 2016
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